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Foreword 
HAMZA YUSUF HANSON 

IN THE EAR.LY PERIOD oflslam, during the generations 
following the Prophet's life, Muslims relied upon an ethos 
of trust in the teaching, and faith was not fortified with dis

cursive reason. The first creeds were simple and easy to grasp, 
and the reasons within the revelation were deemed sufficient. 
The Prophet llf,. himself had warned his followers not to delve too 
deeply into abstruse questions about fate and destiny, and his 
counsel instilled in early scholars a hesitancy to tread the waters 
of theology. 

The emergent Muslim community followed an elementary and 
effective creed drawn directly from the Qur'an and the hadith of 
the Prophet llf,. and best exemplified in the initial traditionalist 
(athan") work of Imam aI-TaJ:iiiwi (d. 321 AH/933 CE), which had 
the assent of the great schools of Islam despite the differences 
among Muslim theologians. Another important creed of that 
period that eschewed speculative theology or scholastic sophis
tication-known as subtle dialectical theology (daqiq al-kalam)
was the work oflbn Abi Zayd ( d. 386/996), a great Ma.liki jurist of 
Tunisia, who summarized early Muslim beliefin the introduction 
to his AI-Risalah (The epistle). 

The nascent fideistic creeds of Malik b. Anas (d. 179/795), 
Abii I:Ianffah aI-Nu'miin (d. 150/767), and Al:imad b. I:Ianbal 
( d. 241/855) had no prescriptive methodology to address the ques
tions that confronted scholars of the second century, other than to 
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b l. f d avoid wading into uncharted theological 
countenance e ie an ·1 b Ch · · 

th t rs had been charted heav1 Y Y nst1ans 
waters. But ose wa e ( h f: • 

d l sser extent by the Jews w ose a1th was 
before them, an to a e ' • · · d ti 

d 
. • th that of orthodox Chnsuamty an ocused on more fi e1st1c an 

praxis). · d th 
I. ncountered the Byzantines an e great As Mus1ms e . 

. • h ols of the Levant and Persia, they had to grapple Peripatetic sc o . . 
with questions from sophisticated theologians and philosophers 
who wanted to know the nature of God. For example, they asked 
whether God's attributes, such as God's speech, ~ere eternal; if 
so, given that Jesus was the logos (kalimah) ac~ordmg to both the 
New Testament and the Qur'an, they asked if Jesus was coeter
nal with the Creator. As Greek thought-especially the works of 
Aristotle, Plato, and Plotinus translated into Arabic-entered 
into the Muslim ethos, it posed perplexing philosophical ques
tions for Muslims. These challenges opened up new avenues 
of interest for intellectually thirsty Muslim thinkers and subse
quently led to creedal disputes that arose from the metaphysical 
debates such challenges evoked. 

The dialectic that emerged in the incipient Muslim intellec
tual tradition had its genesis in two distinct schools of thought: 
staunch traditionalist schools, which prioritized faith over rea
son, and the rationalist school of the Mu<tazilah, which privi
leged reason over a stark literalist reading of revelation. 

The Mu<tazilah, an Iraqi school that arose in the eighth centu
ry from a dispute between Wa~il b. <Ata' ( d. 130/748) and I:Iasan 
al-Ba~ri (d. no/728), a Sunni scholar, grew in prominence, 
and after being adopted by the caliphs, especially al-Ma'mftn 
(d. 218/833), spread from its center in Basra to Baghdad and be
yo~d. However, the attempt to understand revelation through the 
pnsm ~f human reason led to problematic positions, especially 
regarding free will and the problem of evil. One of the great stu

~~nts of the s_choo~, A~u ~l-I:Iasan al-Ash<arI (d. 324/936), aban-
ned the rationalists m his response to-according to the most 
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accepted story-a series of dreams in which the Prophet it. came 
to him. Initially, he joined Mmad's more fideistic school, and 
later he formulated his own school to defend the Sunni creed in-

' corporating the most useful tools introduced by the Mu'tazilah. 
While the Ash'aris consolidated the foundations of their school 

in Iraq, another great theological school was emerging in Central 
Asia-that oflmam Abu Man~ur al-Maturi di ( d. 333/944). Abril
liant follower of Abu I:Ianifah's juristic school, Abu Man~i1r intro
duced a sophisticated approach to theology that would develop 
into a formidable scholastic tradition adopted by the majority of 
Hanafi scholars and their followers. 

These three great scholastic theological traditions of Muslim 
civilization-the Mu'tazili, Ash'ari, and Maturidi-competed 
for ascendency among the scholastic classes during the third, 
fourth, and fifth centuries of the Hijrah calendar. The Ash'ari and 
Maturidi creedal schools, which sought a balance between faith 
and reason (naql and 'aql) in the Islamic tradition, emerged victo
rious over the rationalist school of the Mu'tazilah. That balance, 
that necessary symbiosis between reason and revelation, crystal
lized into the normative and moderate Sunni tradition, protect
ing people from falling away from faith due to an unexamined 
reliance on reason and from falling into blind dogmatism-or 
worse, zealous fanaticism-due to a faith that fails to employ 
reason. 

One of the most important intermediate texts of the Maturidi 
school, AI-Bidayah, had a profound influence on Muslim scholas
tics and was widely used and often cited in some of the most im
portant commentaries of both the Maturidi and Ash'ari schools. 
In perhaps the most widely studied commentary on Sunni creed, 
the polymath and Ash'arI scholastic theologian Sa'd al-Din 
al-Taftazani (d. 792/1390) quotes extensively from AI-Bidayah. 
This Ash'ari exposition of the Maturidi creed of Imam al-Nasafi 
(d. 508/m4) indicates the high status and authority AI-Bidayah 
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held among the two schools that would come to dominate the 

Sunni Muslim world. 
This excellent translation and commentary by Shaykh Paraz 

Khan-a well-schooled, buddiing scholastic himself-qualifies 
as the first major translation of a foundational Maturidi text into 
the English language. Such texts remain relevant to the contin
ued theological discourse within Islam and without, given the 
Maturidi school's continued relevance, which cannot be overstat
ed. The school's perpetuity remains ensured by its unique char
acteristics: its soft natural law approach, which counters the hard 
Mu<tazili position; its affirmation of the centrality of reason; its 
emphasis on moral accountability in the absence of revelation; 
and its subtle awareness of the seemingly intractable problems of 
causation, free will, and divine determinism that reveal its con
cern for the most compelling problems of theology. Moreover, 
the school found a marvelous middle space that enables such 
theological bugbears and paradoxes to be subdued and resolved 
through an awareness of antinomies, for want of a better word, 
which allows theologians to distinguish between the various 
degrees of existence (maratib al-wujiid), each degree with its own 
postulates and principles. 

Kalam (Islamic theology), like all the great sciences and teach
ings oflslam, needs renewal and development, especially in light 
of the immense strides our species has made in the physical sci
ences-sciences that Muslim theologians were always engaged in 
during the great periods of Muslim intellectual flourishing. Our 
scholars dealt with the most knotty and enigmatic problems of 
physics, cosmology, and theology, and many of their resolutions 
and reconciliations are as relevant today as they were a thousand 
years ago. 

A proverb often quoted by Muslim scholastics states "Stop 
where they stopped, and then proceed." In other words ;e must 
know what the ancients knew before we can add to o; subtract 
from their profuse and fertile legacy. 
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our challenge, then, is a formidable one: to rediscover and 
renew Islamic theology, to reconcile the divorce between the 
modern physical sciences and the theological and ethical con
siderations of the religious sciences, and to restore the balance 
between reason and revelation. The human condition, after 
millennia, remains the same, and the questions that confront 
and challenge us are perennial ones that every generation must 
ultimately face if an unexamined life is to be avoided: What is 
this world (ontology)? Where did it come from (cosmology)? 
How do we know anything (epistemology)? What do we do 
while we are here (soteriology)? And finally, where are we going 
( eschatology)? 

All the world's religions engage these evergreen questions; yet, 
for Muslims, the answers to them dwell in the very heart and es
sence oflslam's revelation as expressed and formalized in its great 
creeds, waiting only to be discovered anew. You, gentle reader, 
may be pleasantly surprised to find many of the answers you have 
been searching for by beginning with this "beginning"- this 
introduction, or AI-Biddyah. 
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Introduction 

T
HE CENTRAL PURPOSE of authentic religion is to en
lighten people regarding reality, in a profoundly full on
tological sense, as well as to guide them on how to live 

in the world in accordance with that reality-namely, to know, 
Jove, and worship the abidingly real (God, the exalted) and to 
serve His creation with nobility and purpose. In the language 
of philosophy, religion's point of departure is metaphysics-the 
science of being and of first principles and the foundation of re
ligion's law and virtue ethics, from which emanate its politics. 
Unfortunately, the first principles that ground our knowledge of 
metaphysics have not fared well in recent intellectual history. In 
many ways, Western post-Enlightenment modernity represents a 
departure from first principles, while the postmodernity that fol
lowed is characterized by their very deconstruction. Rather than 
first principles, power structures are fundamentally what must 
be known and understood to discover reality; accordingly, decon
struction of their linguistic and political foundations reveals the 
subjective biases of what various societies deem real. Thus, ours 
is an era that generally deems the notion of universal and abso
lute truth to be an antiquated idea, a mere relic of the medieval 
past, and replaces it with a multiplicity of plastic words and trac
table truths, each relative to a people's experience, culture, his
tory, or worldview. To the chagrin of biology, even gender is not 
spared from the deconstructionist onslaught. The understand
ing of truth as correspondence between ideas or propositions 
and objective reality is replaced with coherence or pragmatic 
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theories of truth: truth is our integration of beliefs into a coherent 
system, or simply whatever wor~s for us as_ members of a society. 
For thoroughgoing postmodern1s~s, truth 1s whatever_ consensus 
is arrived at by politically influential members of society, whose 
social deliberations construct reality. And despite the incoher
ence of such forms ofrelativism, in that they are truth claims re
garding the way the world actually i_s and therefore need some 
level of correspondence to make their arguments, many of their 
proponents consider religio~ a nuisance ~t best. But for p_eople 
genuinely in search of meamng and of_ gmda_n~e, of the ultimate 
telos of existence and its ground of bemg, d1vmely revealed reli
gion remains a beacon of hope, a lighthouse in the vast ocean of 
philosophical unruliness. 

Because modern man often recoils at the notion of absolute 
truth, due to a perception of resultant intolerance, it must be 
underscored that the doctrinal exclusion entailed by objective 
truth does not preclude sociopolitical harmony; both principles 
are essential for the human family. The diversity of the human 
spectrum is an opportunity for mutual recognition and benefit, 
for it is predicated on a shared humanity that demands peace
ful coexistence and respect for the other.1 Truth, however, is 
but one. Epistemological realism asserts that contrary proposi
tions cannot be simultaneously true, for the human mind does 
not construct reality but discovers it. Thus, far more than just a 
code of legal strictures or a set of rituals, authentic religion is an 
expression of metaphysics; a recognition of reality as it truly is; 
and at bottom, a remembrance of the divine. Through that re
membrance, human consciousness is imbued with a sense of 
the sacred-an illumination that increasingly permeates one's 

very being and enables the individual to discern truth from false
hood and thereby lead a sincere life of virtue, altruism, empa
thy, and love. The soul's illumination also provides self-aware

ness of one's faults and shortcomings, which one must contin· 
uously struggle to overcome yet which also serve the purpose of 
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reminding the enlightened that all good is from God alone, who 
often uses ~uman err?r to apprise the faithful of their perennial 
need for Hts help. At its core, authentic religion is a recollection 
of a primordial encounter, the divine covenant before the cre
ation of the world, when all souls were gathered in the presence 
of their Creator, who asked in His astonishing and ineffable maj
esty, "Am I not your Lord?" Without hesitation or misgiving, ev
ery soul replied, "Indeed." 

According to Islamic scripture, all prophets taught that the 
supreme virtue from which other virtues are derived is to know 
reality, acquiesce to it, and express it verbally: "There is no deity 
but God" (La ilaha ilia Allah), coupled with a second act of sub
mission to the prophetic messenger of one's era, the expres
sion of which since the seventh century until the end of time is 
"Mul}.ammad ~ is God's Messenger" (Mu~ammad rasiil Allah). 
This virtue of faith and submission (al-imiin wa al-islam) is the key 
to salvation. Though predicated on a cognitive state (certitude), 
it is still a moral virtue, given that it entails a genuine movement 
of the soul: to humbly accept and submit to what one knows to be 
true. Faith, then, culminates with the simple verbal articulation, 
whereby the illumination in the heart becomes manifest in the 
world. 

The Islamic conception of faith-submission of the heart 
to absolute reality, which the individual knows with certitude 
through sound reasoning of the intellect-differs fundamentally 
from conceptions of faith as essentially unreasonable or illogical 
and hence requiring a leap beyond logic. Such a conception is 
often attributed to the Danish existentialist S"ren Kierkegaard 
(d. 1855), who regarded the absurd as the very object of faith. 
According to a literal interpretation of Kierkegaard's discourse 
on religion, faith is principally an irrational experience since re
ligious belief cannot be grounded in reason.2 In the dialectic of 
modern European philosophy, Immanuel Kant (d. 1804) ostensi
bly refuted the three main arguments for the existence of God: the 
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teleological, cosmological, and . ontological pr~ofs in their 
Western presentations. Theism, divested of any rational ground
ing in Kierkegaard's cognitive world, was relegated to a new 
epistemology: just as Abraham $- displayed a profound leap of 
faith when called to sacrifice his son, so too must the individual 
leap into affirming God's existence by the very act of faith. One 
must go beyond the laws of reason if one is to have religion, since 
reason cannot lead one to God. · 

Traditional theism would regard such a similitude as a false 
analogy. In Islam, Abraham's willingness to sacrifice his son 
demonstrates the great prophet's virtue of reliance [ upon God] 
(tawakkul), which is conceptually distinct from faith (fmcin), al
though reliance arises from faith and profoundly reinforces it. 
The act of reliance, of placing one's trust and optimism in God, 
certainly involves a leap, sometimes immense, in believing that 
worldly situations will unfold with merciful outcomes and reveal 
hidden grace, whether in this life or the next. However difficult 
life's vicissitudes might be, God remains in control, and the be
liever relies upon Him for facilitation, gentleness, spiritual open
ings, and deliverance. God is, after all, the Lord of miracles; the 
laws of physics are vulnerable to interruption by divine fiat. It was 
only by God's power that Moses S parted the Red Sea and that 
Jesus 'J1l, gave sight to the blind, healed the leper, and brought 
the dead back to life. It was also by this same infinite power that 
MUQammad I!,. ascended through the heavens one night to wit
ness God's greatest signs. But faith in God, the abidingly real, 
is rooted in reason and in the negation of all that is logically ab
s~d-based on the immutable logical laws of identity, excluded 
middle, and non-contradiction, the denial of which presupposes 
them~and is based on distinct metaphysical categories, such as 
?ece~s1ty, possibility, and impossibility, as well as etemality or 
mfimtude versus temporality or finitude. Sound metaphysics is 
the ground in which certain faith is planted and where it flour
ishes. 
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Pace Kant, God's existence and oneness can be logically de
duced. By necessity, all things finite, temporal, and contingent 
point to the infinite, atemporal, and non-contingent-the eter
nal divine entity, who is necessarily existent. A world that is 
metaphysically possible is not self-sustaining or self-explaining; 
to avoid an infinite regress of possibilities, its existence is ratio
nally explained only by a giver and sustainer of existence whose 
own existence is metaphysically necessary and who is thus eter
nal, who selected the world as it is among limitless possibilities, 
and who with omnipotent power created it as such. And no oth
er being or entity can share in this description and its implicit 
declaration of divinity, since any limitation of these necessary 
attributes would constitute a logical contradiction by rendering 
our conception of the eternal as non-eternal and the atemporal as 
temporal, for only the temporal can be limited. The specifications 
and multiplicity of the cosmos bespeak the eternality and unicity 
ofits maker. 

The laws of physics can be bent or altogether broken; the 
quantum world has proclaimed this loudly. But the laws of meta
physics are inherently certain and absolute: nothing can simul
taneously exist and not exist (when considered from the same 
vantage), and the atemporal cannot be temporal nor resemble it 
in the least, nor can the ordination of one be two or three while 
remaining one. By the act of reliance upon God, as Abraham tffe 

epitomized, the believer may leap past the laws of physics and the 
expected patterns of worldly events. Through faith-the heart's 
submission to God on the basis of certitude derived from rea
son-the believer's existence and purpose are aligned with the 
laws of metaphysics. 

The Emergence of Formal Discursive Theology 
Muslim scholastics recognized metaphysics as the beginning of 
authentic religion and its foundations ( or u~iil al-din, an Arabic 
term used in the Islamic intellectual tradition for the discipline of 
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theology). Other terms include monotheism (taw~id); the greater 
jurisprudence (al-jiqh al-akbar), in comparison with Islamic law, 
which was deemed the lesser jurisprudence, given that law stems 
from theology and is rooted in it; creedal theology ('aqidah); and 
as it is most well-known, discursive theology or kalam (kalam). A 
notable difference in the Abrahamic faiths is that theology in tra
ditional Christian or Jewish discourse encompasses topics that in 
the Islamic tradition are located outside kalam-in sciences such 
as the principles of jurisprudence (u~iil al-jiqh); Qur'anic exegesis 
(tafsir); and Sufism (ta~awwuf), which comprises both ethics and 
mysticism. Specifically, kalam deals with tenets of faith pertain
ing to realities divine, prophetic, and eschatological. 

The earliest Muslims, though, did not engage in formal the
ology or enlist rational demonstration to defend creed. While 
the Qur'an contains rational arguments3 for some creedal tenets, 
the Qur'anic style is not argumentative in a dialectical sense. The 
chapter "Sincerity" (Siirat al-ikhla~, n2:1-4), for example, pres
ents Islamic creed in a manner that is at once celestial and sub
lime yet accessible even for the unlearned: "Say: God is one. God 
is independent. He neither sired, nor was He sired. And no thing 
compares to Him." All forms of idolatry, physical or mental, are 
shattered by the divine unicity-the categorical uniqueness and 
supreme oneness of God that admits of no partnership or compo
sition. God is eternally absolute (al-Samad), a name derived from 
a root word denoting a plenum, lacking any interstices or space, 
and also denoting orientation and directionality. The Arabs un
derstood from the first denotation that God in His plenitude has 
no need, and from the second denotation that all besides God is 
oriented to Him and utterly dependent on His fiat for existence 
and continuity. 

Yet rather than philosophize about monotheism and its im
plications, Islam's early adherents pursued realization and righ
teousness; they sought only to serve God and seek His pleasure, 
and they understood that a slave simply hears and obeys. Indeed, 
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they saw the power of authentic religion to be experiential and 
transformative: God's presence is evident through His wonders 
and signs (ciycit), which imbue the world and the lives of humani
ty. The early Muslims were concerned with correct actions, which 
they viewed as immortal good deeds (bciqiydt ~ali~cit) that would 
await them on Judgment Day, when humans are held accountable 
for their actions on earth. They had absorbed the Qur'anic mes
sage that this worldly life is merely the soil for planting the seeds 
of the next life. In addition, their immediate challenges were ex
istential because the nascent Muslim community was constantly 
aggressed upon; so besides worship and spirituality, their focus 
was on matters ethical and political. Philosophical exploration of 
theology and developing a formal theological discourse were not 
a priority because they were not a necessity. 

As the contemporary theologian Tim Winter notes, the uni
versal mercy of the Prophet Mul).ammad f. at one level entails 
a religious teaching of "great simplicity," whose basic features 
initially appeared rather uncomplicated, as a reflection of "the 
simplicity of an Abrahamic and 'primordial' monotheism (mil
lah Ibrcihimiyyah ~anlfiyyah), marked by an iconoclastic rejection 
of idolatry, a call to repentance, and an unshakable trust in the 
justice and mercy of God."4 Yet over successive generations, as 
Islamdom continued to expand and grow, Muslims became di
rectly exposed to the theological traditions of other religions. 
They were introduced to novel philosophical questions and new 
doctrinal challenges when they encountered an influx of converts 
from earlier traditions, as well as influences from the systems of 
thought oflate antiquity (such as Hellenism). Numerous Muslim 
intellectuals adopted these views and modes ofreasoning, result
ing in a colossal and sustained torrent of ideas that spawned new 
sects and for scholars who were heirs of the prophetic tradition, 

' threatened to seriously undermine sound exegesis. Winter ex-
plains: 
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Monotheism, however, is never as simple as most of its advocates 

would wish. Its inbuilt paradoxes, which had already exercised and 

divided Jews and Christians, ensured that most Muslim thinkers 

came to recognise the need for a formal discipline of argument and 

proof which could establish the proper sense of a scripture which 

turned out to be open to many different interpretations. The trigger, 

in almost every case, was the need to defeat the whims ( ahwii') of her

etics and innovators.s 

The inbuilt paradoxes of monotheism presented critical chal
lenges for Muslim scholars, who needed to reconcile seeming 
contradictions, such as God's unicitywith the multiplicity of His 
attributes; the divine incorporeality with divine attributes that 
appeared to resemble human traits, such as mercy, tenderness, 
and love; divine foreknowledge and predestination with the free 
will of humans; the eternality of divine speech with the temporal
ity of the Qur'anic words; a believer's faith status with his trans
gressions; and other apparent paradoxes, newly debated in the 
public discourse as Islamdom expanded, that would need a for
mal kalam to sort out. 

The community had also been wracked with political conflict 
and violence-assassinations, rebellion, and outright civil war
in the first decades after the Prophet's death. In the ensuing 
chaos, emerging political factions adopted creedal positions on 
some of these paradoxes. Their concerns, however, were often 
more political than doctrinal. If a Muslim ruler who committed 
a grave sin could still be a believer, as mainstream scholars held, 
then his rule was valid and rebellion was interdicted, but if the 
transgression meant the ruler lost his faith status, as held by the 
radical and short-lived Khawarij, then his removal might be jus
tified. And if humans had free will, rulers were accountable for 
their acts of injustice, whereas a doctrine of outright predestina
tion that rejected free will could absolve them of their iniquities. 

Over the next century, several independent thinkers and 
novel sects arose, with a vast spectrum of opinions within and 
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between the groups. These sects included Mu'tazilites, Kbawarij, 
shia, Qadarites, Jabarites, and Murji'ites. The Mu'tazilites had 
twenty subgroups, each of which anathematized the rest, and 
the I(hawarij also had twenty subgroups.6 Anathematization 
without scholarly sanction and due process had already led to 
internecine conflicts, resulting in violent rebellion within the 
Muslim community. For the scholars committed to preserving 
the prophetic teaching (sunnah), it became evident that a formal 
science of dialectic was needed, one that was rooted in both rea
son and scripture, in order to defend the exegesis they had inher
ited from the Prophet's companions and to clarify the implica
tions of agreed-upon tenets. Hence, they worked to explicate the 
transmitted creed in a monumental framework of new cognitive 
frames and doctrinal exposition to meet the intellectual chal
lenges of their era, without undermining or diluting the heritage 
bequeathed unto them. 

In the words of the esteemed theologian Sa'd al-Din 
al-TaftazanI, the historical context that led to the formal disci
plines oflslamic theology and legal theory was as follows: 

The early generations of Muslims, of the companions and followers 

(God be pleased with them all)-due to the purity of their beliefs, 

by virtue of the blessing of keeping company with the Prophet i, 

and their proximity to his time, and due to the scarcity of strife and 

disagreements, and due to their ability to consult the trustworthy-

were in no need of codifying the two sciences [ of theology and legal 

theory), of organizing them into chapters and sections, or of estab

lishing their primary and secondary issues. This condition lasted un

til much discord and rebellion erupted among the Muslims against 

their religious leaders, and there appeared divergent views along 

with the prevalence of heresies, unsanctioned innovation, and stub

born whims. Many verdicts were issued as more strife occurred, and 

scholars were consulted in the most pressing of matters. So, the latter 

engaged in rational investigation, the adducing of proofs, indepen

dent reasoning, deduction of rulings from scripture, formulation of 
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principles and foundational tenets, organization [of the disciplines 

of theology and legal theory] into chapters and sections, analysis of 

numerous issues with evidence, refutation of doubtful and confusing 

matters, specification of terms and nomenclature, and clarification 

of schools and different views [between orthodoxy and heresy ).7 

These scholars, who represented the broad consensus of the 
Sunni tradition (jamd' ah), called themselves the people of the 
prophetic way and mainstream consensus (ahl al-sunnah wa 
al-jamd' ah) and came to represent normative Islam and its ortho
doxy, while divergent sects we re recognized as bearers of hereti
cal innovation (ahl al-bid'ah).8 The critical work of two scholars 
in this discursive enterprise-Abu aH:fasan al-Ash'ari and Abii 
Man~iir al-Maturidi-launched the eponymous schools of the 
Ash' aris and the Maturidis, which represented this orthodoxy. 
Formal kalam, first initiated by the Mu'tazilites in their rational 
explanation and defense of novel doctrines, was appropriated by 
the Sunnis to deeply elaborate and explicate the Islamic creed 
and, in so doing, refute the opposition. The Hanbalis were also 
part of Sunni Islam, and some of their moderate scholars were 
able to successfully rebut a literalist pseudo-l:lanbalism that es
poused anthropomorphism. However, while some Hanbalis 
were Ash' ari, many abstained from formal discursive theolo
gy, preferring instead to merely transmit prophetic reports and 
a plain-sense reading of both law and creed and, as such, were 
termed traditionists (atharis). Kalam proper was discursive by 
nature, and Sunni theological and metaphysical exploration was 
undertaken specifically by Ash'arism and Maturidism. 

The Maturidi Tradition 

Early Muslim Transoxania (Central Asia beyond the Oxus River) 
was the cradle of a robust intellectual milieu, in both the ratio
nal sciences and transmitted scriptural knowledge oflslarn. The 
predominant school of law was Hanafi, with its intricate jurid
ical methodology and distinctive interpretive principles. In the 
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science o~ prophetic sayings. (hadith), the greater region of 
Cent~al ~s1a w~s althe plakce of birth ( or origin) of all six authors of 
Sunn~sm s semm wor son the.subject: al-BukharI (d. 256/87o), 
Muslim (d. 261/~74~, Ibn MaJah (d. 273/887), Abu Dawud 
(d. 275/88~), al-Tirm1dhI (d. _279/892), and al-Nasa'I (d. 3031915). 
Even outside Islam, the region was host to a multitude of reli
gions and schools of thought: Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism 
Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, and more. One anecdote fro~ 
the life of the phi~osopher Avicenna (Ibn Sina, d. 428/1037) speaks 
to the countless ideas to be found there. Invited to the region to 
tend to the medical needs of Sultan Nul,i b. Man~ur (d. 387/997), 
Avicenna was recompensed with permission to conduct research 
in the Bukharan imperial library; he later described how each 
library room was designated for a separate field of inquiry and 
recalled the myriad books of the ancients he found there that he 
had never seen before nor would see thereafter.9 

This dynamic intellectual ambience in Islam's third/ninth cen
tury served as the backdrop of the scholastic work oflmam Abu 
Man~ur Mul,iammad b. Mul,iammad b. Mal,imud al-Maturidi. Born 
in Maturit/Maturid, a small village on the outskirts ofSamarqand 
(in modern-day Uzbekistan), he was educated in jurisprudence 
(furii' ) and theology/legal theory (u~iil) in the Hanafi tradition, 
with a direct chain of transmission to their master Abu I:Ianifah, 
from the town of Kufa in Iraq. Al-Maturidi's main teachers in
clude Abu Bakr al-Juzjani and Abu Na~r al-' Iyac;li, who were 
taught by students of the students of Abu I:Ianifah.'0 Al-'Iyac;liwas 
especially recognized as a venerable theologian of Samarqand, 
having authored a treatise on the divine attributes, rebutting 
therein Mu'tazilite doctrine in a somewhat rational kalam form, 
and also a text defending the Prophet's companions from dispar
agement.'' Although both subjects were traditionally espouse_d by 
Sunnism (and proto-Sunnism), al-'Iyac;li's two works were umqu_e 
and possibly the first of their kind in the Eastern Ha~afi tradi
tion, as previous creedal works simply listed tenets, without any 
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kalam-style refutation. It is not unlikely, then, that al-Maturidi 
was influenced by his teacher not only in what he learned but also 
in the use of formal reasoning in a dialectical form. Al-Maturidi 
later authored texts of presumably immense influence upon 
Hanafi scholasticism, such as Ta'wildt ahl al-sunnah (On Sunni 
hermeneutics), an extraordinary exegesis on the Qur'an; Kitdb 
al-taw~id (The book of monotheism), a masterwork unprecedent
ed in its systematic treatment of theology and style of argumen
tation; and dozens of short doctrinal treatises refuting predomi
nant heresies of this time. Although accounts of al-Maturidi's life 
are notably scant, his influence on Islamic thought is momen
tous. Clearly, his intellectual heirs directed their attention more 
to his theological contribution than to his personal biography. 

In addition to its diverse intellectual landscape, the region 
during al-Maturidi's lifetime was characterized by great political 
stability under the Samanid dynasty, which ruled from 203/819 
to 395/1005. After the first civil wars in Islamic history, trig
gered by the tragic assassination of the third caliph, 'Uthman b. 
'Afran .f!_ ( d. 35/656), and lasting past the likewise iniquitous as• 
sassination of the fourth caliph, 'Ali b. Abi Talib ~ ( d. 40/661), 
the Umayyads gained control and ruled from 41/661 to 132/750, 
after which the Abbasids assumed power by revolution and ruled 
as an empire for half a millennium until 656/1258. Yet, as early as 
the third/ninth century, centralized power in the Abbasid capital 
of Baghdad started to break down and resulted in a more nomi
nal caliphate, with real power dispersed among the many emer
gent regional dynasties, such as the Fatimids in North Africa, 
Egypt, and Syria; the Buyids in Persia and Mesopotamia; and the 
Samanids in Khurasan (Eastern Persia) and Transoxania. Whi!e 
much of the Nile to Oxus region at this time was governed by Shia 
rulership, the Samanids were a critical mainstay of Sunnism." 
Moreover, ruling in an era of political commotion in Islamdom, 
they displayed a firm dedication to ethics, justice, knowledge, 
and religion; revived ancient Persian culture, especially language 
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and literature; and became celebrated for their patronage of 
Islamic art and architecture. 

As such, the Samanids fostered a nurturing environment for 
intellectual exploration, and al-Maturicli was among its most 
noted beneficiaries.'3 Having inherited the Muslim creed from 
his Hanafi forebears, al-Maturicli devoted his scholarly pursuits 
to preserving an~ defen~ing that creed. Given that the teachings 
of numerous philosophical and religious traditions had reached 
Samarqand by his time, al-MaturidI's enterprise was grounded in 
the universal paradigm of systematic reasoning (<aql) with which 
he addressed the concerns of his interlocutors without diluting 
the dictates of revelation (naql/sam</shaf). Rooting scripture in 
rationalism, al-Maturidi set out to prove the soundness and certi
tude of theism in general and oflslam in particular. He also expli
cated the contents and implications of the Islamic faith, clarified 
misconceptions about the meaning of scripture, and reconciled 
the seeming contradictions of Muslim doctrine-the inbuilt par
adoxes alluded to earlier. 

The two aforementioned books by the Hanafi scholastic stand 
out most saliently in this regard: the Ta'wiliit ahl al-sunnah and 
Kitiib al-taw~id. The former is possibly the first of its kind in that 
it is a highly theological commentary on the Qur'an; prior exe
getical works focused mostly on relating prophetic traditions or 
exploring linguistic and grammatical issues. In his biography of 
al-Maturidi, Ibn Abi al-Wara' al-Qurashi (d. 775/1373) states re
garding the Ta'wiliit, "It is an unparalleled book. No prior work in 
the entire discipline ( of Qur'anic exegesis] even approaches it. "'-4 

Al-Maturidi not only explores the meaning of verses but also clar
ifies doctrinal implications and refutes the misinterpretations 
of various sects, using logical proofs; other supporting verses; 
and most critically, the precedent of the earliest Muslims. In fact, 
and related to the title of his work (in Arabic, ta'wiliit is the plural 
of ta'wil), al-Maturidi's point of departure is to faithfully convey 
the meanings of scripture that the first generation oflslam had 
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provided. He begins his introduction with the statement "Th~ di~
ference between ta'wil and tafsir [the standard term for Qur aruc 
exegesis] is, as has been said, 'Tafsir is the explanation of the com
panions [of the Prophet Mul)ammad fl!.], and ta'wil is the com
mentary of[subsequent] scholars.'"•s For al-Maturidi, the former 
was authoritative, while the latter was but possible or probable. 
Besides evincing the intellectual humility of the great imam, his 
emphasis on this critical distinction illustrates how his paradigm 
of scholastic theology and its emphasis on rationalism never de
parted from the teachings of the salafbut authentically preserved 
them. 

In his magnum opus, Kitob al-taw~id, al-Maturidi most cogently 
fulfilled his theological quest; the book has been called his Summa 
Theolo.9iae by the contemporary Bosnian theologian Mustafa 
Ceric,16 and it appears to be the earliest theological-dialectical 
sum.ma that survives from the Islamic heritage. Although prior 
creedal treatises were written in the Hanafi tradition, the Kitob 
al-taw~id is what Ulrich Rudolph, a contemporary Swiss scholar, 
describes as a "qualitative leap" therefrom, pointing to its nov
el thematic structure and formalized arguments against oppos
ing groups, along with its range of apologetics and polemics.17 

Throughout the work, al-Maturidi refutes individual theologians 
and more than thirty groups or currents of thought, including 
religions outside Islam and heterodox sects within lslam.'8 He 
constructs a systematic paradigm oflslamic theology, rooted ex
plicitly in rational and empirical investigation, without compro
mising revelatory teachings. Unsurprisingly, the Kitab al-taw~id 
served as a template for subsequent Maturidi literature in its 
overall form, thematic content, and dialectical nature. Indeed, 
Islam's systematization of revealed knowledge is often under
stood as a response to foreign ideas, which compelled scholars 
such as al-Maturidi to reexamine and rearticulate that knowledge 
and its implications, while using much of the form methods, 
and tools of their intellectual opponents. ' 
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Even though al-MaturidI was celebrated for developing a rich 
intellectual framework for the doctrines he inherited, most 
Maturidis saw their school as stemming directly from Imam Abu 
l:fanifah, as suggested by the theological works of his successors, 
especially the Kitdb u~i11 al-din (The book of Islamic theology) of 
Abu al-Yusr al-Bazdawi (d. 493/1099) and the Tab~irat al-adillahfi 
u~iil al-din (An exposition of rational proofs in Islamic theology) 
of Abu al-Mu'in al-Nasafi (d. 508/n14).19 It is difficult to ascer
tain how much of al-MaturidI's discourse was a direct transmis
sion from Abu l:fanifah, but the Maturidis were certainly work
ing from within the Hanafi tradition; in fact, the terms Mdturidi 
and Hana.ft are synonymous in some works of theology and legal 
theory. 20 Nevertheless, al-Maturidi also addressed novel issues 
that his Hanafi predecessors did not. In Kitdb al-taw~id, he exam
ines topics such as epistemology, the on tic composition of the 
world, detailed proofs of God's existence and attributes, prop
er methodology with scriptural hermeneutics, divine wisdom, 
predestination and the ontology of human action, and proofs 
of the prophethood of Mul)ammad ~ and his eschatological 
role of intercession. In fact, Ceric suggests that the Hanafi ethos 
fostered al-Maturidi's propensity to think independently and 
his willingness to afford reason a central role in his discourse. 21 

Hanafi methodology is recognized by many legal theorists for its 
strong emphasis on rational investigation and creative thought. 
However, Hanafi rationalism never compromised the Muslim 
creed, prophetic practice (sunnah), or the scholarly consensus 
(ijmd') of the community, for it sought always to contextualize re
vealed knowledge, not supplant it. 

It was precisely due to al-Maturidi's autonomous investiga-
tions, along with his vital role of constructing a rational frame
work to undergird and safeguard the inherited Sunni creed, 
that later Hanafis designated the Samarqandi theologian as the 
eponym of their doctrinal school, their distinguished scholar 
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(shaykh), and the venerable leader of Sunni orthodoxy ( ,-
ra 1s ahl 

al-sunnah). 

The Mutual Acceptance of Sunni Schools 

Despite al-Maturidi's renown in Transoxania and in subse 
afi d. th S d- th l · · quent Han 1scourse, e amarqan 1 eo ogian 1s strangely . 

h l . h . onut-
ted from muc Is amic eres10graphy (a genre of treati's . . . es on 
heretical sects that also highlighted orthodoxy, such that di _ 
cussion of al-Maturidi would seem warranted), including ma:y 
well-known works: AI-Farq bayn al-jiraq (The differences betwee 
Muslim sects) of'Abd al-Qahir al-Baghdadi ( d. 429/1037), Al-Mil; 
wa al-ni~al (On religious and philosophical sects) of Abu al-Fath 
al-Shahrastani (d. 548/n53), and AI-Muqaddimah (The introduc~ 
tion) of the later Ibn Khaldiin (d. 808/1406). As such, Rudolph 
has aptly called al-Maturid1 the "famous unknown"; even today, 
detailed examinations of his school and works are scant in con
temporary studies oflslamic classical theology, although increas
ingly more attention has been given to him as oflate. Historically, 
the Maturidi school was relatively unfamiliar in the Nile to Oxus 
region, even in Abu I:Ianifah's city of Kufa in Iraq, until the 
fifth/eleventh century with the rise of the Seljuks, whose west
ward expansion introduced Maturi di theology to the local Ash'ari 
scholars of the region. 22 

This encounter marks a salient transition in Islamic intellec
tual history, with the mutual acceptance of Sunni schools. Sunni 
orthodoxy in the more central lands of Islamdom had hitherto 
been identified primarily with the Ash'ari school, whose ep
onym is the distinguished Abu al-J:Iasan al-Ash'ari. A form~r 
Mu'tazilite, he renounced Mu'tazilism and sought to rebut _it 
through its own method of systematic reasoning and dial~cuc 
and to defend the creed of the early Muslims (sala.f). In reJ~ct· 
. ' ·1· hile also refuung mg the ultra-rationalism of the Mu tazi 1tes, w . al· 

. . . h hewed rauon the anthropomorphism of hteralists w o esc th two 
ism, al-Ash'ari assumed a median position between ose 
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extremes: one neglecting revelation in an apparent championing 
of reason and the other neglecting reason in an apparent champi
oning of revelation. Both hermeneutical extremes not only repre
sented unsanctioned innovations in light of the teachings of the 
early Muslims but also were fallacious, since a rationalism that 
deviates from scripture and precedent is in reality a quasi-ratio
nalism, and a commitment to revelation without at all invoking 
reason is in fact noncompliance with revelation, for the scripture 
itself instructs man to use his intellect. Clearly, a synthetic theol
ogy centered on revelation while grounded in reason and its first 
principles was most authentic to the Qur'an, the prophetic way, 
and the scholarly example of early Islam. Carving out the middle 
ground was a characteristic trait of the Ash'ari school; it navi
gated a central pathway between what it saw as pernicious ex
cesses-between Qadarite denial of predestination and Jabarite 
determinism, between Murji'ite antinomianism and Kharijite 
anathematization, between the negation of divine attributes and 
outright corporealism, and so on. (The views of these and oth
er sects will be explored in detail in the text and annotations of 
AI-Bidciyah.) The Samarqandi tradition of al-Maturid.i also found 
itself between similar extremes, each of which it refuted in its 
resolve to safeguard the creed inherited from the salaf through its 
Kufan master. 

Both the Ash'aris and Maturid.is were remarkably simi
lar in their systematic defenses of the early Muslim creed, and 
that essential uniformity was duly noted in the next epoch of 
Islamic history. In that era, from the time of Niir al-Din al-Zangi 
(d. 569/1174) to the ascension of the Mamluks, who ruled Egypt 
from 648/1250 to 922/1517, a concerted effort was made to consol
idate the differing presentations of Sunni Islam. Its four schools 
of law-Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi'i, and HanbaJi-agreed on the ul
timate sources of rulings and shared the same basic paradigm: 
the Qur'an, the prophetic practice (sunnah), scholarly consen
sus (ijmd'), and legal analogy (qiycis). While there were important 
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differences regardin · • 1 . 
~ ~ pnncip es oflegal 10terpretation those dif-,erences were recogruzed fr'"- . . • 

as cUUI1g withm the scope of precedent 
ten~o~passed ~y the v~st sunnah and did not lead to outright sec-
ariarusm. Earlier penod f h"gh • s o 1 tension were aberrations· the 

more common orde th h ' . r among e sc ools was acceptance of rea-
sonabl_e differences of opinion, which were seen essentially as a 
reflection of divine mercy on the community. Scholars affirmed 
the underlying cohesiveness of the four schools; indeed, the ep
on~s of the sch?ols and their students venerated one another. 
Sunrusm_ was additionally fortified by the rulers of that watershed 
era, particularly the Mamluks, who encouraged the schools' mu
tual accomm?dation; as such, it became an established principle 
that all Sunm legal schools had equal authority and validity and 
that none of them espoused heterodox opinions. Nevertheless, 
debates continued, especially through the dialectic style of their 
teaching manuals, but disagreements were by consensus per
ceived as occurring within the confines of the broad Sunni ortho
doxy and mainstream consensus. 

This mutual recognition extended beyond jurisprudence 
to include Sunni theology, as can be seen, for example, in 
the work of the esteemed Shafi'i-Ash<ari judge Taj al-Din 
al-Subki ( d. 771/1370 ). After surveying the literature of the Hanafi
Maturidi doctrine, al-Subki concluded that the Transoxanian 
tradition was a sister school of the Ash<aris: their foundational 
beliefs were in agreement, and differences pertained only to an
cillary matters. Specifically, he identified only thirteen points of 
disagreement between them, seven of which he deemed purely 
semantic; of the six actual differences, two are purely theoretical, 
and all were regarded by most scholars to be relatively minor. So 
there was no valid basis for one school to charge the other with 
heresy (bid'ah) or a fortiori with disbelief(kufr). Both the Maturidi 
and Ash<arI schools, though, were in agreement in condemning 
sects such as the Mu' tazilites, Khawarij, and anthropomorphists 
as heretical, though still Muslim, and also in regarding certain 
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philosophical positions and outright corporealism (in interpret
ing divine qualities) as fully outside Islam. Reflecting the spirit of 
harmonization that characterized his era, al-Subki affirms that 
Sunni orthodoxy comprises two kalam traditions, Ash'arism and 
Maturidism. 23 

Later manuals of Sunnism confirm al-Subki's assess
ment; most conspicuous is the commentary of the Ash'ari' 
scholar Sa'd al-Din al-Taftazani' on the creed of the Maturidi' 
scholar Najm al-Din Abii ijaf~ 'Umar b. Mu}J.ammad 
al-Nasafi (d. 537'n42). Widely acclaimed across Muslim lands, it 
was taught in most traditional seminaries oflslamdom including 
the Levant, Iraq, Anatolia, the Balkans, the Caucasus, and the 
Indian subcontinent. The universal acceptance of the textbook, 
which was an Ash'ari-Maturi'di' amalgamation, signifies the es
sential harmony of the two Sunni expressions, coalesced as they 
were into one orthodoxy. 

On AI-Bidciyah and Its Author 
Al-Bidiiyah fi u~11l al-din (An introduction to Islamic theology) is a 
text on Maturi'di' theology, a concise yet thorough manual of key 
doctrinal issues that were historically debated in Central Asia. 
Similar to al-Maturi'di's Kitob al-taw~id, with which it shares both 
content and structure, it is a dialectical work that refutes the erro
neous positions of groups within Islam and of other religions and 
philosophies. AI-Bidoyah deals with epistemology, the temporali
ty of the cosmos, the cosmological argument for the existence of 
God, the divine names and attributes, divinedissimilarityfrom cre
ation, evidence of the prophethood of Mu}J.ammad "' and many 
other issues. The discussions are uncomplicated and unencum
bered by technical terminology, and the positions oforthodoxy are 
presented with rational and scriptural evidence, along with rebut
tals of critiques from within and outside Islam. The text is taught 
to this day in certain regions of Hanafi scholasticism. In some 
parts of Turkey, for example, students are taught AI-Bidoyah after 
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having studied the primers Al-Fiqh al-akbar {The greater juris
p~ude~ce) of Abii l:Ianifah and Bad' al-amali {The beginning of 
d1ctanons) of the Maturidi Siraj al-Din al-OshI (d. 569/n73); 
then, foundational theological instruction culminates with the 
aforementioned Sharry al-'aqa'id al-Nasajiyyah (A commentary on 
al-Nasafi's creed) of Sa'd al-Din al-TaftazanI. Finally, as with 
any classical text of the Islamic sciences, students should study 
Al-Bidayah with a qualified teacher who acquired his or her re
ligious knowledge from a qualified teacher, and so on back to 
scholars of the established Sunni schools and ultimately to the 
companions and the Prophet himself I};.. 

The author of AI-Bidayah fi u~iil al-din is Niir al-Din Abu 
M~ammad A.Qmad b. Ma.l;imiid al-Sabiini, a foremost 
sixth-/twelfth-century Maturidi theologian from Bukhara in 
Central Asia. He came from a wealthy and noble family, devot
ed his life to the pursuit of Islamic sacred knowledge, and was 
blessed to perform the holy pilgrimage (hajj). He studied Hanafi 
law and legal theory and specialized in kalam, having mastered 
in particular Abii al-Mu'In al-Nasafi's Tab~irat al-adillah, arguably 
the most extraordinary work on MaturidI theology. 24 Once es
tablished as a scholar in the region, al-Sabfini engaged in public 
debates and teaching, and one of his main students was the es
teemed Hanafi jurist Shams al-A'immah al-KardarI ( d. 642/1244). 
Imam al-SabiinI died on the sixteenth of Safar in the year 580/u84 
and was buried in the graveyard of the Seven Judges in Bukhara. 25 

Not much more about his life is found in the biographical 
works of the Hanafis, yet this is not unusual, as evidenced by brief 
entries for the likes oflmam al-Maturidi; the brevity of al-Sabiinfs 
biography is not a reflection of his stature as a theologian. 26 

Al-Sabiinfs high rank as a mutakallim is seen in some biographical 
w_or~s ~at confer on him titles such as expert (al-imam) and 
distmguished scholar (al-shaykh) 21 titles of much distinction in 
the dyn~c scholastic environ~ent of sixth-/twelfth-century 
Central Asia. It is al · . • d so mentioned that on his Journey to an 
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from hajj, al-Siibiini delivered numerous sermons, not merely 
for the lay public but for the scholars of Iraq and Khurasan. 28 

More significant is that al-Siibiini is mentioned by the celebrated 
Ash'ari metaphysician Fakhr al-Din al-Riizi (d. 606/1209), who in 
his travels to Central Asia engaged in public debates with several 
local Hanafi-Miituridi scholars and judges. The academic scholar 
Fathalla Kboleif ( d. 1434/2013) points out that in his memoirs of 
those journeys and dialectics, al-R.iizi mentions no theologian 
by name among his interlocutors except Niir al-Din al-Siibiini, 
with whom he engaged in three of his four debates on kalam; one 
might infer from that exclusive reference that al-Siibiini possessed 
unique prominence in the region as a theologian.29 

However, the mark of al-Siibiini's eminence to this day is his 
oeuvre of three textbooks and the excellence exhibited therein. 
In addition to Al-Bidiiyah, he wrote a major work on prophetology 
titled Al-Muntaqii min ' i~mat al-anbiyd' (The immaculate selection 
regarding the infallibility of prophets), which refutes unortho
dox views that attribute to God's messengers acts of disobedi
ence; the text focuses on misreadings of Qur'anic verses and of
fers sound interpretations that defend the Sunni doctrine of pro
phetic sinlessness. His third and most comprehensive work is his 
magnum opus, Al-Klfciyah .fi al-hidiiyah .fi u~iil al-din (The sufficiency 
in guidance: On Islamic theology), often referred to simply as 
Al-Kifciyah (The sufficiency), an exceptionally detailed compendi
um of Miituridi kalam positions. His Al-Bidiiyah .fi u~iil al-din is a 
summary of and an introduction to Al-Kifciyah.30 

Still, it is Al-Bidiiyah for which al-Siibiini is arguably most 
well-known; a Hanafi appellation for him is tied to that par
ticular work (~ii~ib al-Bidiiyah). His introduction was widely 
accepted for its reliable transmission of the Maturidi school, 
coupled with its intellectual rigor and brevity in language. The 
authoritativeness of the text within the theological tradition can 
be gleaned from its citation in subsequent works, such as the 
lshiiriit al-mariim (Indications of one's aspiration) of Kamal al-Din 
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al-Bayac;li (d. 1097/ 1686); AI-Safinah (The ship) of Raghib Pasha 
(d. u76/T763); and most notably, Imam al-TaftazanI's Shar~ 
al-'aqii'id al-Nasajiyyah, a classic of the scholastic heritage and 
arguably the most widespread text of Sunni theology taught in 
the Muslim world. 

It is perhaps fitting to conclude with a note regarding the rele
vance of Al-Bidiiyah, and of classical Islamic theology in general, 
to the intellectually caustic climate that Muslims and all theists 
face today. Western philosophy has undergone radical shifts from 
the Age of Enlightenment into postmodernism, and its defining 
characteristics now include skepticism, moral relativism, and 
critical theory, while theism has come to be seen as antiquated 
or outright irrational. The philosophical upheaval of traditional 
metaphysics was accompanied by disquieting scientific find
ings, such as quantum indeterminacy; and novel paradigms and 
proposals, such as Darwinian evolution and superstring theory. 
Compounding that, the past century has witnessed two world 
wars, numerous painful revolutions, alarming climate changes, 
and persistent global poverty, the collective pain of which has 
weighed heavily on humankind. Media and technology unwit
tingly thrust the suffering from all corners of the globe into our 
lives, causing deep crises of faith among large numbers of people, 
and transhumanism threatens our very humanity by dismissing 
the existence of a soul or a spiritual reality of the human person. 
Like al-Ash'ari, al-Maturidi, al-Ghazali (d. 505/nn), al-Razi, and 
other philosophical theologians of Islam, theists today face un
precedented thought currents and psychological trauma, both of 
which might challenge one's belief in God, and even one's belief 
in what it means to be human. Yet, the meta physicians of yore 
~learly :onceptualized the challenges of their time and engaged 
m a rattonal discourse with their interlocutors to faithfully ex
press the prophetic legacy in their eras. 

And therein lies the demanding task before theologians 
today-not merely to reproduce the debates of the past, 
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using their forms and methods alone, but to formulate a genuine 
contemporary kalam, with contemporary tools and language, 
that engages the questions, concerns, and misgivings of mo
dernity. The traditional kalam must serve as a foundation upon 
which modern discourse is built; the new chapter must be part 
of the same book. Yet more is needed. And just as the venture of 
classical Islamic theology has always been enriched by its engage
ments with others, so too may a contemporary dialectic propa
gate an even more robust discipline of theology for future seekers 
of reality, all the while reaffirming the creed of all prophets and 
messengers ~ sent by God to man. Reconnecting to classical 
kalam would appear to be a felicitous beginning to embark on 
this critical journey. And God knows best. 

ENDNOTES 

I Traditional Islam has a rich heritage of protecting non-Muslim religious 
minorities and majorities. According to Islamic creed, Islam does abrogate 
all prior religions and therefore, with respect to those who have heard and 
understood its message, asserts its salvific exclusivity in the afterlife; yet 
faith is a volitional act, which, by definition, cannot be the object of co
ercion. Thus, beyond mere toleration, Islamic law granted inviolability to 
other religious communities and even their internal denominations, such 
that each faith community could preserve for its adherents the integri
ty of its doctrines, laws, and customs. For more detail, see Abdal Hakim 
Murad, Qur'anic Truth and the Meaning of 'Dhimma' (Dubai: Kalam Research 
and Media, 2010). 

2 A second interpretation of Kierkegaard's view of faith, based on a less lit
eral and perhaps more subtle reading of his discourse, is that faith is not 
to embrace the logically absurd but is rather above reason, since, by defi
nition, what is infinite and eternal cannot be contained in the finite and 
temporal categories of the intellect. See William F. Lawhead, The Voyage of 
Discovery: The Modem Voyage 1400-1900, 2nd ed. (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 
2002), 411-13. 

Such a view is more congruent with classical Sunni doctrine, accord
ing to which, God's existence and attributes can be rationally demonstrat
ed and thus expressed by propositions (e.g., God is necessarily existent, 
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God is eternal God is one and . 
reality (~aqfqah) is ineffabl uruque, God is omnipotent), yet God's 
. II e and thus far beyond the reaches of the human 
m_te ect. Only God can truly know God. Yet the "rulin s of His divinity"-
H1s necessary existence eternality .. · g · 

• , urucity, omnipotence, etc.-are evi-
dent for humans and accessible to rational deliberation. Hence the foun
dation ~f faith is sound knowledge, the ground of which is m~taphysics 
and the munutable laws oflogic. 

3 As noted by Imam al-Ghaza.lI in AI-Qistcis al-mustaqim (The just balance) and 
recently by Rosalind Ward Gwynne in Lo9ic, Rhrtoric and Le9al Reasonin9 in the 
Qur'an: God's Arguments (Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2004). 

4 Tim Winter, introduction to The Cambrid9e Companion to Classical Islamic 
Theology, ed. Tim Winter (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 
5. 

5 Winter, introduction, 5-6. 

6 'Abd al-Qahir al-Baghdadi, AI-Farq bayn al-jiraq (Cairo: Matba'at aJ-MadanI, 
n.d.), 24. 

7 Sa'd al-Din Mas' iid b. 'Umar al-Taftazani, Shor~ al-' aqci'id al-Nasafiyyah, ed. 
Mawlana MuJ:iammad 'Ali, 2nd ed. (Karachi: Maktabat al-Bushra, 20II), 

I4-I5. 

8 Throughout this text, the term "Sunni orthodoxy and mainstream consen
sus" is used to denote the ah! al-sunnah wa al-jamii' ah, which represents the 
historically normative understanding and exposition oflslamic doctrine. 
The conception of orthodoxy in Islamic theology differs greatly from its 
counterpart in Christian theology, for the latter evinced a hierarchical 
structure of ecclesial authority notably absent from Islamic orthodoxy, 
which was founded instead on the principle of scholarly consensus. What 

Christianity imposed from the top down, Islam seemed to accomplish 
from the bottom up; in the rare instances when the state imposed creed 
through coercion, the Muslim laity only become hardened in its renuncia
tion of the imposed doctrine. As Tim Winter explains: 

Lacking sacraments and a true hierarchy, Islam possessed no mech
anisms for imposing dogmatic conformity on a society that certainly 
did not recognise Enlightenment-style "tolerance", but which none
theless evolved means of allowing and even legitimising profound 
differences in law, mysticism and doctrine. Hence the four schools 
of SunnI jurisprudence came to be seen as equivalently valid, while 
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a less formal attitude presumed the concurrent viability of the major 
Sufi orders (turuq), and of the three great Sunni theological schools 
of Ash'arism, Maturidism and }:Ianbalism. Despite the fury of so 
much interdenominational polemic, classical Islam knew only two 
episodes of systematic state-backed inquisition: the Mu'tazilite per
secution of their rivals under the Abbasid caliphs between the years 
833 and 848, and, in the sixteenth century, the brutal destruction of 
Iranian Sunnism under the Shi'i revolutionary regime of the Safavids. 
Apart from these two experiences, which generated or intensified a 
bitterness against Mu'tazilism and Shi'ism which lingered for cen
turies, the central Islamic lands were as religiously diverse as Latin 
Christendom was religiously homogenous. Hard-line Mu'tazilism 
and Shl'ism, which readily invoked the principle oftakfir (the anath
ematization offellow Muslims), the move which had characterised 
the I(harijite revolts of the Umayyad period, were precisely the type 
of religious extremism (.ghuluww) which Ash'arite theorists dreaded. 
(The Cambrid.9e Companion, 7) 

9 Avicenna's observations about the Bukharan library, the countless world
views and ideas in early Muslim Central Asia, and the possible significance 
of that intellectual vitality for the Maturidi school are discussed by Mustafa 
Ceric in Roots of Synthetic Theolo.9y in Jsliim: A Study of the Theolo.9y of Abii Ma~r 
al-Miituridi (Kuala Lumpur: International Institute oflslamic Thought and 
Civilization, 1995), 30, and by Sherman A. Jackson in Islam and the Problem 
of Black Sufferin.9 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 100. Also, Jackson 
notes how the greater region was the place of origin of the aforementioned 
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Mul,ammad al-}:Iulw, 5 vols. (Beirut: Mu'assasat al-Risiilah, 1993), 3:360-
61; Mul,ammad 'Abd al-}:Iayy al-Laknawi, AI-Fawii'id al-bahiyyah fi tariijim 
al-I:fanajiyyah (Beirut: Sharikat Dar al-Arqam b. Abi al-Arqam, 1998), 319-

20; Ceric, Roots, 33. 
II Ulrich Rudolph, Al-Miituridi and the Development of Sunni Theolo.9y in Samarqand 

(Leiden: Brill, 2014), 136. 
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MulJ.ammad Abii al-1:{ajj, Imam al-a'immah al-fuqaha' Abu l;fanifah al-Nu' man 
(Amman: Al-Warraq, 20o6), 1g8. See also Rudolph, Al-Maturidi, 4-S· 

20 An example from the Hana.fl legal tradition can be found in the l:fcishiyat na
samat al-as~ar, by Imam Ibo 'Abidin. In his discussion about whether good 
and evil can be known by reason alone, independent of revelation, Ibo 

'Abidin highlights the difference of opinion between the Ash' aris and the 
Maturidis and concludes: "So, according to the Ash'ari scholars and con

trary to our vitw, it [good and evil] cannot be known except after revelation 
and a prophet," thus ascribing the Maturidi position to the Hanafi school 

("ou.r view"), given that the text is an advanced work on Hana.fl legal theory. 
See Mu!Jammad Amin b. ' Umar b. 'Abidin, l;fcishiyat nasamat al-as~ar ' ala 
shar~ ifii4at al-anwar ' ala matn iqul al-manor (Cairo: Mafba'at Mu$tafa al-Sabi 

al-1:{alabi, 1979), 46. 
An example from the Maturidi theological tradition can be found in the 

Kitab al-muscimarah, by Imam Kamal b. Abi Sharif. Commenting on the dis
cussion of the Maturidi doctrine of free will and kasb (kasb is a word without 
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English equivalent, though is sometimes translated as "acquisition"), the 
author states explicitly, "So, this is the doctrine of kasb according to the 
Hanafi school." See Kamal al-Din b. Abi Sharif, Kitcib al-muscimarahft sharti 
al-musciyarah (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah, 2002), 113. 
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such as Abii Bakr al-Baqillani (d. 403'1013), Imam al-f:laramayn al-Juwayni 
(d. 478/1085), Abii I:Iamid al-Ghazali, Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, and Sayf al-Din 
al-Amidi (d. 631/1233). The subsequent few centuries of Sunni theological 
discourse reflected a genuine amalgam of Ash'arism and Maturidism. 

22 Rudolph, AI-Mcituridi, 1-3. 

23 Rudolph, AI-Mcituridi, 7-g. 
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produced anything even approaching the depth and comprehensiveness of 
Abii al-Mu'in al-Nasafi's Tab~rat al-adillah" [Islam and the problem of black 
suffering], 102-3. 
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On the Arabic Text and English Annotation 

THIS TRANSLATION IS based on two published versions of 
the Arabic text: the 1969 Dar al-Ma'arif publication, edited by 
Fathalla Kholeif, and the 1995 R.iyasat al-Shu'iin al-Diniyyah publi
cation, edited by Bekir Topaloglu. The Dar al-Ma'arif publication is 
based on the Tiibingen and El Esco rial manuscripts ofAI-Bidayah. The 
Riyasat al-Shu'iin al-Diniyyah publication is a critical edition based 
on the Laleli, Ashir Effendi, El Escorial, and Tiibingen manuscripts 
of AI-Bidayah, along with their marginal glosses; the Dar al-Ma'arif 
publication; and the Laleli manuscript of Imam al-Sabiinfs larger 
theological work that AI-Bidayah is a summary of and an introduc
tion to Al-Kjfliyahfi al-hidayahfi ~I al-din. 

The editors of both publications detail the differences in wording 
of the text found in those original sources. Generally, the differences 
in wording are minor and do not significantly alter the meanings. 
The Arabic text in this translation is a collation of the two published 
versions, with its own punctuation, paragraph breaks, and complete 
voweling, done by the translator and editorial team. The original 
Arabic text has forty sections, five of which have no Arabic title 
except "Section" (fa~l). One of them was left untranslated since it 
is merely transitional; for the other four, an English title describing 
the subject matter was added in the translation. Six general chapter 
headings were also added to the English text to provide the reader 
with the main themes of the forty sections; these chapter headings 
are listed in the table of contents under the translation heading. 

The English endnotes to this translation provide explanations of 
key doctrinal issues, taken from various sources of both Ash'ari and 
Maturidi discourse; short biographies of individuals mentioned in 
the text; and citations of prophetic sayings (a~adith) referenced in 
the text. 
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TRANSLATION AND NOT E S 

An Introduction to Islamic Theology 

IN THE NAM E OF GOD, T HE MERCIFUL , T HE COMPASSIONATE 

PRAISE BELONGS To God alone, possessor of majesty 
and beneficence. May His blessings be upon His Messenger 
Mul).ammad, the best of creation, and upon his folk and 

noble companions. 

[The Shaykh and Imam, Nur al-Din Na~ir al-I:Iaqq Abu 
al-Mal).amid Al).mad b. Mal).mud b. Abi Bakr al-$aburu 
al-Bukhari-may God immerse him in His forgiveness and let 
him reside in the center of His gardens-says:] To proceed: 
With the praise of God and by His bounty, once the completion 
of the book AI-Kifayah fi al-hidiiyah (The sufficiency in guidance) 
was facilitated [by God], some of my associates requested that 
I summarize from it the most essential aspects of the subject, 
such that it be more concise in wording and easier for mastery. 
So I sought divine guidance in that decision, along with divine 
assistance and protection from mistakes and defects, in both 
speech and action. He alone is our sufficiency and the best to rely 
on, the best master and best helper. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

ON EPISTEMOLOGY 

Knowledge' is of two types: eternal (qadim)2 and temporal (~cidith). 
Eternal knowledge is that which is ascribed to the divine entity; 
it bears no resemblance to knowledge possessed by temporal 
creatures. 

Temporal knowledge is of two types: innate (4arun1 and ac
quired (iktisobi). Innate knowledge is that which God, the exalted, 
creates in the knower without his acquisition or choice-where
by he has no doubt regarding it-like knowledge of his own ex
istence or of the changing of his states, such as hunger, thirst, 
pleasure, or pain. All sentient creatures possess this type of 
knowledge. Acquired knowledge is that which God, the exalted, 
creates in the servant with the intermediary of the servant's ac
quisition and choice-namely, taking it from its sources. These 
sources are three: the sound senses (tiawass salimah), a true narra
tion (khabar ~odiq), and reasoning (naiar af-<aql).3 

As for the senses, they are five: hearing, sight, smell, taste, and 
touch. By each sense, one gains knowledge of that which is spe
cific to it. 4 

As for a true narration, there are two types: 

1. A narration of incontestable multiple-chain transmission 
(khabar mutawotir)-namely, what is beard separately from 
numerous individuals, such that it is inconceivable that 
they could have mutually agreed upon fabrication [ or 
coincidentally made th,e same error]. This is a source of 
necessary knowledge, such as knowledge of bygone kings 
and distant lands. 
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2. A narration supported by a miracle ( mu'jizah) of a prophet; it 
is a source of categorical knowledge ('ilm qafi) yet by way of 
inference ( istidlcil). s 

As for reasoning, it too is a means of acquiring knowledge. 
Knowledge that results from it is of two types: 

1. Self-evident ( 4ariiri)-also called axiomatic [ or first 
principles J (badihi)-which occurs at first glance without 
any reflection, such as knowledge that the whole of a thing 
is greater than its part 

2. Inferential (istid!cili), which requires some level of thought, 
such as knowledge of the presence offire upon seeing smoke 

The obtaining of knowledge from these (three] sources [the 
senses, true narrations, and reasoning] is a matter that is obvious 
to anyone who is fair and does not resist out of obstinacy. A group 
called the sophists ( al-sufastci'iyyah) deny all of the above; some of 
them deny the realities of things, and others deny knowledge of 
the realities of things. Yet there is no debate with such people 
except by a painful blow or burning with fire, whereby they would 
be forced to admit [the realities of things and knowledge of the 
realities of things]. 6 

The Buddhists (al-Sumaniyyah) and the Brahmins (al-Barahimah) 
deny7 the narration as one of the sources of knowledge, which 
is similar to the denial of the sophists, 8 for they deny necessary 
~owled~e by means of a narration of multiple-chain transmis
swn. Yet if such a narration were not a source of knowledge, how 
~ould a person know his parent, brother, uncle, and other rela-
tives' For there 1·s no f k· · · . way o nowmg these people aside from a 
narrat10n.9 
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The heretics (al-mul~idah), the extreme Shia (al-rawiift4), and the 
anthropomorphists ( al-mushabbihah) deny the intellect as a source 
of knowledge because logical conclusions are contradictory due 
to differences among logicians. We respond: And how is it that 
you know that logical conclusions are contradictory? If you say by 
the intellect, then you have contradicted yourselves, as essentially 
you are saying, "By use of the intellect, we know that nothing can 
be known by the intellect." If you say by a narration, then how do 
you know if it is true or false [ since that distinction can be known 
only by reason]? If you say by the senses, then you are simply 
being obstinate. 

We then say: Logical conclusions are not contradictory; rath
er, logicians themselves simply disagree with one another, ei
ther due to some having inferior intellects or due to some not 
fulfilling all the requisite conditions for proper reasoning. Some 
will therefore reach a conclusion based on whim [or prejudice] 
or opinion, while claiming it to be a logical conclusion. For ex
ample, if a group is asked, "What is three times three?" they will 
not disagree with each other that the answer is nine. Yet if they 
were asked, "What is thirteen times thirteen?" then some might 
disagree with others due to what we mentioned but not due to 
the contradiction oflogical conclusions regarding this number. 
Compare this matter with eyesight: onlookers do not disagree 
about the moon on a clear dark night, yet there very well could 
be disagreement regarding the crescent at the beginning of the 
lunar month, due to either faulty vision or a mistake by the one 
looking; this issue [ regarding logic] is no different. 10 

According to us, with respect to innate human nature, intel
lects are of varying capacities. The Mu'tazilites disagree yet have 
no basis to do so: How many young children, with no prior ex
perience or education, can make logical deductions that grown 
adults prove incapable of? 
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The bearer of the sacred law himself explicitly mentioned the 
deficiency in the intellect of women, when he said, "Indeed, 
they are deficient in intellect and religious practice."" Similarly, 
the Lawgiver has made the testimony of two women equivalent 
to that of one man, 12 due to the inadequacy of the instrument of 
precision-namely, the intellect.13 Despite this, however, the least 
capacity to which the term intellect may be applied is sufficient for 
knowing the Creator, so no one is excused for being ignorant of 
one's Maker. 

ON THE TEMPORALITY OF THE COSMOS AND NECESSARY 

EXISTENCE OF THE CREATOR 

Cosmos ('alam) is a noun referring to all that exists other than God, 
the exalted [ that is, the totality of metaphysical possibilities that 
actually exist], since it is a sign ('alam) indicating the existence of 
its Creator. It has two components: substances ('ayn, pl. a'yan) 
and accidents ('ara4, pl. a'ra4). A substance is that which directly 
occupies space, without ascription to anything else that direct
ly occupies space, while an accident is that which exists only as 
ascribed to a substance and cannot conceivably exist otherwise. 

Substances are of two types: singular, called a particle (jawhar, 
pl. jawahir), which is indivisible, and compound, called a body 
(jism, pl. ajsam), the smallest of which is two particles. The phi
losophers and some Mu' tazilites deny the indivisible particle .... 
This is an absurd position, for it implies that the components of a 
mustard seed are equal to those of a mountain, as each of the two 
~ouI~ be endless [if there were no indivisible particles], yet one 
mfi.nite cannot be larger than another infinite.'s Also, since the 
parts of a body are combined by the action of God, the exalted, 
~e a~k whether or n~t G?d, ~e exalted, is able to create separa
uon mst~ad o~ combmauon: if you say He is unable to do so you 
?av~ ~s.cnbed ~capacity to Him, yet if you say He is able, the~ the 
md1V1s1ble parucle has been affirmed. 1.6 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

As for a body, according to some mathematicians, it is that 
which has three dimensions: length, width, and depth. Accord
ing to us, a composite of two particles is sufficient to be labeled 
body (jism), since if one particle were to be added to one of two 
bodies [ each originally having only two dimensions] to form its 
third dimension, it would be correct to say, "This is a larger body 
(ajsam) than that." So, if the original composition were not suffi
cient for each to be labeled body, then one could not be deemed 
a larger body by the addition of one dimension. Hence, the cor
rect definition of a body is a composite or combination of two or 
more particles. 

As for an accident, linguistically, it is a noun referring to that 
which does not last; its formal definition is that which subsists 
in something else and which does not last at all. There are over 
thirty types, including colors, positions, tastes, scents, sounds, 
abilities, and volitions. The atheists (al-dahriyyah), the dualists 
(al-thanawiyyah), and some Mu'tazilites deny that accidents are 
distinct from substances; this is an incorrect position, as proven 
by the fact that if a black hair turns white, it is valid to say that it 
is the very same hair, yet, by consensus, whiteness differs from 
blackness. We then add that if a black hair were black in and of 
itself, it would not have changed from its original state with the 
existence of the same substance necessitating its blackness. Once 
it turns white, it is clear that it had been black due to something 
additional, whereby it changed with the change of that additional 
aspect.'7 

~s for the eternal, it is that with no beginning of existence, 
w~il~ the temporal is that which was not and then was. ,s Once 
this 1s ~nderstood, we state that it is impossible'9 for substances 
to be divested of accidents, which are temporal. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

This is because it is impossible for particles to exist except as 
either combined or separated. Likewise, anything that occupies 
space, when remaining [for longer than a moment), cannot 
exist except as still or moving. For stillness is [ defined as) two 
moments of existence in one place, while movement is [ defined 
as] two moments of existence in two places. The temporality of 
movement is established by the senses and perception, while 
[the temporality] of stillness is inferred from its ending when 
movement begins, since what is eternal cannot end. 

So if substances cannot possibly be divested of accidents, 
which are temporal, then substances cannot precede temporal 
things, since preceding something necessarily entails being di
vested ofit. The evidence that it is impossible for accidents to re
main [for longer than a moment] will be discussed in this book in 
the section on potency, God willing. Anything, then, that cannot 
precede temporal things is itselfnecessarily temporal, for, in that 
case, it is conjoined to what has a beginning. If it is temporal, it 
is preceded by nonexistence, and that which is preceded by non
existence cannot exist in and of itself. The possibility of its exis
tence and that of its nonexistence are logically equivalent; hence, 
there must be a specifying determiner to give preponderance to 
one possibility over the other. That determiner, in turn, must be 
necessarily existent; otherwise, it too would need a determiner, 
and that determiner would need another one, ad infinitum. The 
only logical option is for it to end at One who is necessarily exis
tent-namely, the Creator (may His majesty be exalted).20 Once 
it is established that He is necessarily existent, in and of Himself, 
it follows that He is eternal, since His existence is not contingent 
on another besides Him. His existence is thus essential and His 

' nonexistence is impossible, because His entity [He Himself or 
"what He is"] logically entails His existence ["that He is"], eter
nally without beginning or end. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

B the sum total of what we have mentioned, it is dear th 
y . l b d at 

God, the exalted, cannot be called a part.le e, o y, or accident, 
since the meanings signified by these words cannot_ possibly 
be ascribed to the majesty of God, the exalted. If one imagines 
he can ascribe these terms to God, yet without intending their 
meanings, then that is absurd, since using a name for other than 
its designated meaning is not allowed, unless done metaphori
cally, the condition of which is that there be some resemblance 
between the literal and metaphorical. Yet there is no resem
blance whatsoever between God and His creation; therefore 
these terms cannot be used for God, the exalted, neither literal!; 
nor metaphorically. And enablement is by God alone. 

21 

ON DIVINE ONENESS 

The People of Truth" state that God, the exalted, is indeed 
one without partner. On this point, the dualists, the ma
gians (al-majiis), the Christians (al-Na~iirii), the naturalists 
(al-taba'i'iyyah), and the astrologers (al-a.fliikiyyah) differ with 
them. The dualists and magians claim that the Creator is two 
[beings], one the creator of good and the other the creator of evil; 
some of them call them yazdiin and ahriman, others good (niir, lit. 
light) and evil (+Ulmah, lit. darkness). 

The Christians claim that He is the third of three, calling them 
the three hypostases (uqniim, pl. aqiinim), which are essence, 
knowledge, and life. Others think there is a father, who is God; a 
son, who is Jesus S,; and a wife, who is Mary~-'3 Exalted beyond · 
glory is God above that. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

The naturalists claim that the Creator is four-namely, heat 
coldness, moisture, and dryness. The astrologers claim that H; 
is seven, namely, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Mercury, the sun 

' and the moon. 
All of these groups, in reality, deny the Creator-may His maj

esty be exalted'-'-as indeed, the Creator must be necessarily ex
istent in and of Himself, and this is impossible for other than one. 
For if the Creator were two [beings), then ifone of them willed to 
create life in a particular body and the other willed to create death 
simultaneously in that same body, then either both wills would 
be executed or one would be executed in spite of the other, or 
neither. The execution ofboth wills [simultaneously) is impossi
ble; the execution of neither would entail that both [beings] are 
powerless, and the powerless cannot be divine; and if only one 
[will] were carried out in spite of the other, the one whose will 
was annulled would be rendered overpowered, and one who is 
overpowered cannot be divine. 

If it is said:25 If one of them knew that the other desires to 
create life in a particular body, he would then agree with him and 
not desire to create death therein, especially based on your theo
logical principle that divine will corresponds to divine knowl
edge. We respond: This agreement would occur either unwilling
ly or willingly. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

If you say [it would occur] unwillingly, then each of the tw . 
compelled to agree with his partner, rendering them both po 18 

OW
erless. 

If you say [it would occur] willingly, then disagreement b _ 
tween them is still logically conceivable, whereby the reduct~o 
argument still applies. 26 

Regarding the statement "Divine will corresponds to divine 
knowledge," we respond that according to us, divine will 
corresponds to divine action, not divine knowledge, since it is 
not necessary that a known thing be willed; For example, the 
entity and attributes of God, the exalted, are known to Him but 
not willed by Him. Likewise, regarding the nonexistent (ma'dt1m), 
He, the exalted, knows how it would exist were it to exist, yet that 
is not willed by Him. 

As for the rebuttal against those who believe in good and evil 
[ as dual creators], we note that you concur with us regarding 
the temporality of evil, so we ask if its temporal occurrence is 
[ caused] by its own essence or by good creating it. If you say it 
is by its own essence, then you have admitted the occurrence 
of something without a creator, which entails negation of the 
Creator, not affirmation of two creators. And, if you say it is by 
good creating it, then you have admitted that [good] creates 
the origin of all evil and depravity, which runs contrary to your 
fundamental premise [ of dualism, but is, in effect, our position, 
that the Creator is one and creates both good and evil]. 

As for the opinion of Trinitarians, it too is absurd, as there is 
no evidence whatsoever-neither logical nor scriptural21-for 
their categorization of three hypostases. Moreover, they consider 
the essence along with knowledge and life as three, so why not 
add to it power and will to make five, and hearing and sight to 
make seven, or even more attributes of perfection? 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

And the opinion of those who deem Mary ~ a spouse and 
Jesus ~ a son is even more despicable, for it entails affirmation 
ofneed and composite parts for God, the exalted, both of which 
are signs oftemporality. 

As for the rebuttal against the naturalists, we state that heat, 
coldness, moisture, and dryness are all accidents, unable to sub
sist in and of themselves or remain by themselves. In fact, they 
are regenerated every moment, and their loci are loci of temporal 
things. So they too are temporal and thus undoubtedly in need of 
an originator. 

As for the rebuttal against the astrologers, we state that even 
according to them, all of these planetary bodies rotate, revolve in 
orbits, and constantly change positions and states-such as po
sitions indicating good omens, positions indicating misfortune, 
solar eclipses, lunar eclipses, planetary combustion, apogee, and 
perigee. All of these are signs of their being subjugated and under 
control. The Creator then is only God, the exalted, the one, the 
overpowering. 

ON DIVINE .TRANSCENDENCE ABOVE TEMPORAL 

QUALITIES 

· To proceed, it is impossible for the Creator of the universe28 to be a 
body, a particle, an accident, a possessor ofform, in a direction, or 
in a place. The Jews (al-Yahiid), the extreme Shia (ghulat al-rawaji4), 
the anthropomorphists, and the Karramiyyah think He is a body; 
Hisham b. al-1:Iakam29 [d. ca. 190/805] would describe Him as 
having a form. The anthropomorphists and Karramiyyah state 
that He is seated upon the throne, while some of them say He 
is on top of the throne, without the meaning of being seated, 
yet affirming the direction of above. The Najjariyyah state that 
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H • · n every place with His entity; the Mu'tazilites state that He e1s1 . h . 
is in every place with His knowledge'. not wit His entity. 

All of this is absurd since it entails elements of temporality, 
and God is absolutely transcendent above that. A body is a 
composition, and every composition ~an be separated. It is also 
of a particular size, which could conceivably be larger or smaller, 
so for Him to be of that particular measure could not obtain, 
except by the specification of a determiner [who would impose 
his will upon God and determine God's physical size; this is 
logically absurd). Likewise, forms are manifold, and His having 
all of them at once is impossible; to specify some, again, would 
require a determiner. 

Similarly, were He seated upon the throne, He would neces
sarily be either of its particular measure [ or] smaller or larger. 
lf He were of its measure or smaller, He would be limited and 
finite, and finiteness is a quality of temporality. If He were larg
er than it, then the part [ of God] that is parallel to the throne 
would be the same size [ as the throne], which would entail 
that He be composite and divisible, and divisibility is a quality 
of temporality. Moreover, [were He seated upon the throne,] 
He would be finite in the downward direction, such that He 
could sit upon it, and that which can end in one direction can 
possibly end in all directions. Finally, since His being free of 
place and direction is established in eternity-as we and our 
opponents are in agreement that everything besides God, the 
e~alte~, is originated (muf:idath)-then, if sitting and direc
tionality were to be affirmed after their negation in eternity, 
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there would have occurred in His entity a meaning ~at was not 
eternally His, rendering Him a locus for temporal thmgs, which 

is impossible. 
Regarding His statement, exalted ~e He, "The All-Merciful 

has assumed the throne" (20:5), there 1s more than one possible 
meaning, for "to assume" (istiwn') can be used to mean "to assume 
authority over" (istila') or "to seek out" ( qa~d) or "to be completed" 
(tam am) or "to [physically] sit and be firm in" ( istiqrar wa tamakkun ). 
So, in light of these possibilities, the verse cannot be a definitive 
proof for our opponent. And, in any case, the stronger possibility 
is in our favor, due to what we have stated, for verily, God, the 
exalted, praises Himself in the verse, and [even] if the mention 
of "assumption" had been a praise with respect to creation, the 
meaning of "sitting and being firm" would not be understood 
thereby, as the poet said: 

Bishr has assumed [ control] ouer Iraq 
Without a sword or spilled blood. 

That is, praise is that which distinguishes its subject from those 
who neither approach him nor equal him; but if "assumption" ( of 
the throne] meant" sitting," then every low and vile person would 
be equivalent in that meaning, rendering it void of much praise. 

_The opini~n ~f those who claim He is present everywhere with 
His ver~ entity 1s even more unfounded, as it is impossible for 
someth1~g.that occupies space to be in two places simultaneously; 
~o how_ is it pos_sible for the One for whom placement itself is 
impossible to (literally] be in all places? The opinion that He is 
everyw~ere with His knowledge but not with His entity is also 
false smce · t · · " .' . 1 is mcorrect to say about one who knows a place that 
he is m that place with his knowledge." 
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U
CTJON TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

AN JNTROD 

. . f directionality is absurd as well, since it is im-
The opm10n o . . 'fi . 

. c H' to be in all directions, and speci cat10n of some 
possible 1or 1m · [b 'd · . . uld necessitate a determiner esi es Him]. Also 
directions wo . . , 
. . . di'rection in relation to something else, there must 
1f one 1s m a . · b 

-1 be a particular physical distance etween the two 
necessan Y . , 
and that distance could conceiva~ly be lo_nger or shorter; s? there 

b 
determiner for that particular distance, as other distanc-must ea . . . 

es are equally possible. Moreover, there is no praise i~ aboveness 
in terms of physical direction, since a ~at~hguard is physically 
above the sultan, yet the sultan is above him in power and author
ity; that is what is meant by the Exalted's statement "And He is 
the One who dominates over His servants" (6:18). As for raising 
the hands toward the heavens during supplication, it is purely de
votional, nothing else, like placing the forehead on the ground in 
prostration and like facing the Ka'bah in ritual prayer.3° 

The corporealists (al-mujassimah) and the anthropomorphists 
use many ambiguous verses and hadith whose apparent, out
ward meaning they hold to firmly. Sunni orthodoxy employs two 
methods of understanding [these texts). The first is to accept 
them, believe in them, and consign their meaning over to God, 
the exalted, while affirming His utter transcendence above that 
~hich does not befit His entity [namely, temporality, corporeal
ity, or resemblance to creation]; this is the method of our pious 
P_redecess_ors (sal~.f) ~ -The second is to accept them and inves
tigate their ?1eam~g in ~ ~anner both befitting God's entity and 
corr~spon~mg to hngmst1c usage yet without being certain that 
that i_s the mtent of God, the exalted; this is the method oflater 
Musl~m schol~rs (khala.f). The method of the early Muslims is saf
~ ~s~m), wh1le_that of the later Muslims is more precise (ahkam) . 

n od alone is the One who enables.3' . 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

ON THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD, THE EXALTED 

Sunni orthodoxy maintains that to God, the exalted, are ascribed 
attributes of perfection and that God is utterly transcendent 
above deficiency or loss. His attributes are not accidents that en
ter into and leave existence; rather, they are without beginning, 
without end, eternal, ascribed to His entity, and of no resem
blance whatsoever to attributes of creation. Hence, He is living, 
knowing, powerful, hearing, seeing, choosing, and speaking, 
ad infinitum of attributes of perfection; and He possesses life, 
knowledge, power, hearing, sight, will, and speech. 

The esoterists ( al-botiniyyah) and the philosophers ( al-falosifah) 
deny that God is living, knowing, and powerful in a literal sense; 
they claim that God, the exalted, cannot be described with 
that by which creation is described. The Mu'tazilites admit the 
description of God as living, knowing, powerful, hearing, seeing, 
choosing, and speaking. However, they deny the existence of 
these attributes and their being ascribed to the entity of God, the 
exalted, except with regard to speech, will, and action-which 
they [affirm as existent but] claim are temporal and not ascribed 
to the entity of God, the exalted.32 

The Ash'ari: scholars classify the divine attributes into two 
categories: attributes of entity (~ifiit dhot) and attributes of action 
(~ifiit ft'l). They maintain that attributes of entity are eternal and 
ascribed to the entity of God, the exalted, while attributes of 
action are temporal and not ascribed to the entity of God, the 
exalted. This will be further elucidated in the section on "The 
Act of Creating (takwin) and the Created (mukawwan)," if God, the 
exalted, wills. · 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

The proof that our position is correct is how God, the exalted 
praises Himself in His ~ook and how He allows H~s servants t~ 
know Him by His beautiful names, as He-may Hts majesty be 
exalted-says, "He is the living; there is no deity besides Him" 
(4o:65); and He-may His remembrance be magnified-says, 
"And He is all-knowing, all-wise" (66:2); and He says, "And He has 
power over all things" (5:120 ); and He says, '':'et He is all-hearing, 
all-seeing" (42:n); and He-and what a mighty speaker-says, 
"He is God, the creator, the originator, the fashioner" (59:24); 
among many other verses. 

We state that God, the exalted, has described Himself as 
living, knowing, and powerful in a literal sense, and according 
to specialists oflinguistics, these nouns [in Arabic, though they 
are adjectives in English] are derived from roots with particular 
meanings. So, if these nouns are used to describe an entity, what 
is intended is the affirmation of the root of their derivation, not 
merely naming the entity.33 So were life, knowledge, and power 
not ascribed to the entity of God, the exalted, the usage of these 
nouns for Him would be merely for the sake of giving proper 
names and titles, not for the sake of literal meaning; this is not 
valid. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

Ifit is said: If we affirm these meanings in addition to th . 
h 1 . 1 . e enti-

ty, t en we are postu atmg t 1e view of multiple coeternals h. h 
d. d. . ,W IC 

contra 1cts 1vme oneness. We respond: Once we have p 
. . ro~ 

that the usage of derived nouns to literally describe the divin 
tity necessitates the ascription of their meanings to His e~t~tn
then, by necessity, those meanings must be ascribed to the entii; 
of God, the exalted, in light of those [ ascribed] nouns. The view 
of multiple coeternals results only if these meanings were separa
ble from the entity, which we absolutely deny; so if one puts that 
forth, he must provide evidence. 

We further explain this by stating that the attributes of God, 
the exalted, are neither His very entity, as the Mu'tazilites think, 
nor other than (ghayr) His entity [that is, separable from it], as 
the Karrii.miyyah believe. Rather, we maintain that every divine 
attribute is neither His very entity nor separable from it, just as 
with respect to each attribute in relation to every other attribute 
being neither identical nor separable. This is because the defi
nition of two things that are separable (ghayr) is two things that 
exist such that it is possible for one to exist without the other; this 
understanding is impossible with respect to God's attributes in 
relation to His entity, as well as each divine attribute in relation to 
the other attributes. So none of them are separable, like the num
ber one in relation to ten. This differs from temporal attributes, 
as any entity can possibly exist without its particular attributes, 
rendering them separable from their entity.34 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

Furthermore, according to us yet contrary to the Mu'tazilites 
it is possible for God, the exalted, to have attributes that we d~ 
not know of in detail; the same applies to God's names, due to 
the Prophet's statement "I am the most knowledgeable of God 
among you, and the most fearful in awe of God among you,"3s as 
well as his statement "I ask You by every name of Yours, that You 
have given Yourself or sent down in Your Book or taught anyone 
of Your creation or have preferred for Yourself in the knowledge 
of the unseen."36 Despite this, however, because we know God as 
possessing attributes of perfection in a general sense, we do know 
Him as is His right to be known. 

It is not valid to say that His attributes occupy His entity ([tallat 
bi dhotihi), nor that His entity is a locus for His attributes (ma[lall 
li ~ifiitihi), as having location implies movement, and movement 
with respect to His attributes is impossible. Such phrases are used 
symbolically and metaphorically for attributes of creation but 
cannot be used as such with respect to God, the exalted; rather, 
what can be said is "His attributes are eternal and ascribed to His 
entity (qadi"mah qo'imah bi dhotihi)." The Ash'ar1 scholars state that 
His attributes are existent and [eternally] ascribed to His entity 
( mawjiidah bi dhoti hi). It cannot be said that His attributes are with 
Him ( ma'ahu) or next to Him ( mujawirah lahu) or in Him (fihi). Out of 
precaution, some of our fellow Maturrdr scholars avoided saying, 
"He is all-knowing by His knowledge," lest one misconstrue His 
knowledge to be a tool; rather, they said, "He is all-knowing, and 
He has knowledge, and it is eternally ascribed to Him." And by 
God alone is enablement. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

ON THE NAME AND THE NAMED 

Sunni orthodoxy-may God grant them victory-maintains that 
the name and the named are one. The Jahmiyyah, Karramiyyah 

. ' and Mu'tazilites state that the name differs from the named. 
Some Ash'arI scholars state that the name differs from both 
naming and the named, while others among them state that 
there are three types of names: the first is the same as the 
named, the second is other than the named, and the third is nei
ther the named nor other than it. They are in agreement, how
ever, that naming (tasmiyah) is other than the named, [naming] 
being an attribute of the one who names.37 

The correct position (?abtb) is ours since one who says "God" 
can be accurately described as having remembered God as well 
as having remembered the name of God; had the name and 
the named differed, such a description would not be correct. 
The Exalted's words "So glorify the name of your Lord, the 
great" (56:96) clearly indicate this.38 We also say while bowing, 
"Glorified is my Lord, the great." Eminent linguists also custom
arily spoke this way, such as the statement of one of their poets 
[Labid, counseling his two daughters on how to mourn after his 
death]: 

For a year [ weep over my death J; then, the name of peace be 
upon you both; 

Whoever weeps for an entire year is absolved of any blame or 
guilt. 

What is meant is "peace be upon you both." 
Likewise, if a man says, "Zaynab is divorced" and his wife's 

name is Zaynab, the divorce counts against the woman herself 
not just her name.39 However, a name can be used to mea~ 
the act of naming (tasmiyah), and if it is used as such, then it 
surely differs from the named, as [for instance,] if it is said, 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

"What is your name?" and you answer, "MuJ:iammad." [The 
questioner] intends thereby to ask regarding the act of naming, 
as indicated by his usage of the word "What," which [in Arabic] 
is used for inanimate things. But if [ a name] is used with the 
word "Who," as in "Who is MulJammad?" and you say, "I am," 
you ascribe it [the name] to the entity [the one named) . You do 
not say, "Indeed, MuJ:iammad is my name." So that proves our 
position is correct. And God alone is the One who enables. 

ON DIVINE UNIQUENESS AND DISSIMILARITY 

FROM CREATION 

We have established the attributes of perfection for God, the ex
alted, as a rebuttal to those who deny them (mu'attilah), so now 
likeness and resemblance must also be negated as a rebuttal to 
the anthropomorphists, whereby the upright way and straight 
path are elucidated. Both extremes are contemptible, while "the 
best of matters are those that are moderate and balanced."40 The 
evidence of this position is the Exalted's statement "There is 
nothing whatsoever like unto Him, yet He is all-hearing, all-see
ing" (42:n). He negates resemblance with His words "There is 
nothing whatsoever like unto Him," yet affirms attributes with 
His words "yet He is all-hearing, all-seeing." 

There is a difference of opinion regarding what constitutes re
semblance. The philosophers, esoterists, and Jahm b. Safwan4' 
[ d. 128/745) state that resemblance [between two things] is en
tailed in the predication [ upon each] of merely the same descrip
tion or name, to the extent that they refuse to ascribe to God, 
the exalted, the names Existent (mawjiid), Thing (shay'),42 Living 
(~ayy), Knowing (' alim), and Able (qadir), so as to negate any like
ness between God, the exalted, and His creation. This, of course, 
is absurd. If resemblance is entailed by [sharing] the [most] gen
eral quality, linguistic categories would be rendered null, 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

such as classifying something as opposite, as contradictory as 
genus, or as similar. In fact, all things would share resemblanc: 
[given that all are described as "existent"], even incapacity with 
power, stillness with movement, and honey [that is, antidote] 
with poison. Those who possess intellect consider this meaning
less. 43 

The Mu'tazilites state that resemblance [between two things] 
is entailed by [their] sharing the most specific of qualities: [for 
example,] our knowledge has three qualities-it is existent, it is 
an accident, and it is [ specifically] knowledge. "Existence" is the 
most general of its qualities, "being an accident" its middle one, 
and "being knowledge" its most specific. Therefore [ according 
to them], knowledge resembles knowledge in its bein9 knowledge, 
not in its existence or in its being an accident. Hence, they reject 
ascribing knowledge to God, the exalted, so as to negate likeness 
between Him and His creation. But this position also is illogical, 
for indeed one person's ability by which he can carry ten loads is 
similar in its most specific quality to another's ability by which 
he can carry a hundred loads, yet despite that, the two bear no 
resemblance. 

According to us, resemblance is entailed only by sharing all 
qualities [ under consideration], such that if two attributes differ 
in even one [relevant] quality, they do not have "resemblance."44 
For example, human knowledge is existent, is an accident, is 
knowledge, is originated, is logically possible, and is replicated 
[by God] every moment. But when we affirm knowledge as an 
attribute of God, the exalted, [what we affirm as real] is existent, 
an attribute, knowledge, eternal, logically necessary, and 
perpetual from anterior eternity to posterior eternity (that is, 
atemporal and timeless]; hence, it does not resemble knowledge 
possessed by creation in any real way whatsoever [ due to the 
categorical difference between what is necessary/eternal and 
what is possible/temporal]. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

So according to us, the defining feature of two likenesse . 
that all qualities possible for one of them are possible for :~s 
other, although some say their defining feature is that one _e 
interchangeable with the other. [Regardless,] this is not the ca:: 
when comparing the attributes of God with those of creation, so 
the two are not likenesses [but in fact, categorically dissimilar]. 
And God alone is the One who enables. 

ON THE ETERNALITY OF DIVINE SPEECH 

The People ofTruth state that God, the exalted, is a speaker with 
one [ attribute of] speech that is eternal, atemporal, and ascribed 
to His entity, never parting from it nor separable whatsoever. 
It is not from the genus of letters or sounds, nor divisible or 
composed ofparts.45 The majority of the Mu'tazilites think that 
God, the exalted, was not a speaker in eternity until He created 
for Himself speech and then spoke with it. Hence [in their 
estimation], His speech is temporal and not ascribed to His 
entity. They then differed among themselves: some said that 
it is from the genus ofletters and sounds, such that He became a 
speaker by creating letters and sounds in the place of recitation; 
others said that it is from the genus of letters and forms, such 
that He became a speaker by creating letters in the preserved 
tablet (law~ ma~fii4). Some people say, "We believe in and affirm 
the speech of God, the exalted, yet desist from affirming it as 
temporal or eternal, as created or uncreated." 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

Our proof in this matter is that if a living being does not p 
OS-

seSS the attribute of speech, then he has one ofits opposites, such 
as muteness, silence, or infancy, all of which entail deficiency
ever exalted above that is God. Also, if He were eternally divested 
of speech and then came to be attributed with it later, He would 
have changed from a previous state, and change is an indicator 
of temporality. Moreover, if speech were temporal, it would have 
occurred either in His entity, as the Karramiyyah think, whereby 
He would be rendered a locus for temporal things; or it would 
have occurred in no locus, which is impossible and which no one 
claims and because, if it were not an attribute of a locus, then 
its ascription to this entity would not have precedence over its 
ascription to another entity; or it would have occurred in another 
locus, which would then be the speaker with it, not the One who 
created it, as is the case with blackness, whiteness, movement, 
stillness, and all other traits. 46 

To proceed, the reality of speech is the meaning ascribed to an 
entity47 that is si,gnijied by letters and sounds, as the poet said: 

Verily, speech is in the heart, and 
The tongue was made [to be] only an indicator of the heart. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

For this reason, linguists call every expression that signifi 
1 " h' I Th Q ' · es a meaning "speee1, not mg e se. e ur an itself explicitly 

th I d men-
tions internal speech, as e Exa te says, "And they say with' 
themselves" (58:8). And a man will [customarily] say to anoth 

10 

"I have some speech I would like to inform you of."48 These wor~r, 
are all called speech only because they signify speech. Likewises 
the community is in agreement on calling that which is in a cop; 
of the Qur'an (mu~~af) "the speech of God, the exalted," and they 
also call what the reciter recites "the speech of God, the exalted." 

We are in agreement with our opponents that the speech of 
God, the exalted, is one attribute, with one reality. And the reality 
of forms inscribed on paper differs from the reality of fragment
ed sounds emanating from palates. So if written words [alone] 
were literally speech, then fragmented sounds would not liter
ally be speech, and vice versa. Yet despite that, each of the two 
is called speech, and the two share no common trait except sig
nification (dalalah), for indeed the written [word] signifies exactly 
what the uttered [word] does; therefore, it is clear that each of the 
two is called speech due to its signification of speech. This, then, 
is the meaning of the statement of our predecessors ~<1,. "Verily, 
the speech of God, the exalted, is written in our Qur'anic copies, 
recited on our tongues, and preserved in our hearts," not that it 
literally subsists therein, just as fire is mentioned on the tongue 
and written on paper, yet does not literally subsist therein. 

Bo 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

As for the word Qur'an, it is sometimes used to refer to 
· · d ( -,) t' t · • . What 1s rec1~e maqru

1 
, s~me ~mes (o rktec_1bta) t10n ~tself (qiru'ah), and 

sometimes to w 1at 1s written ma u . So 1f the word Q , 
is mentioned in the context of "what is recited "49 then ~r~n 

1 It IS 
eternal and uncreated, such as our statement "The Qur'a . 

d l f G d ,, If . . . n IS 
the uncreate speec 1 o o . It 1s ment10ned in the come 
of "recitation," such as "I recited half the Qur'an, or a third :~ 
it, or a fourth of it," or in the context of "what is written," such 
as "It is unlawful for one in a state of ritual impurity to touch 
the Qur'~n," then it is used to mean the letters that signify God's 
speech, and is hence temporal and created. This is in opposition 
to what some Hanbalis grossly misunderstood-namely, that the 
letters of the Qur'an are uncreated, which is absurd since that 
which is divisible and composite must necessarily be temporal 
and created. 

The opinion of those who refrain from judgment as to whether 
God's speech is temporal or eternal, created or uncreated, is also 
absurd, as refraining from judgment entails doubt, and doubt 
with respect to obligatory beliefs is akin to denial. Such a person 
is like one who claims, "I believe that God, the exalted, exists, but 
refrain from passing judgment as to whether He is one, two, or 
three, since people disagree on that." 

If it is said: If the speech of God were eternal, and it includes 
commands and prohibitions, then how can commands and pro
hibitions exist eternally if the one being commanded and pro
hibited does not yet exist? We respond: Just as it is valid in your 
estimation for people in our current time to be addressed by 
speech that occurred in the time of the Prophet It,., although they 
did not exist at that time; 
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AN INTROD U C TION TO I S LAMIC THEOLOGY 

very response of yours on that issue is our response on this on 
e d . d e. 
We then add that a comman issue to someone who does n 
exist, so as to be imme~ia_tely ~1andatory [that is, at that tim:~ 
prior to his existence], 1s mvahd; y~t a com!11an_d for someone 
nonexistent to be mandatory at the time oflus existence is valid. 
If it is said: We hear the statement of God, the exalted, "Verily, We 
sent Noah to his people" (71:1). How can an eternal statement of 
the sending of Noah ~ be valid with the past tense usage, while 
both Noah ~ and his people did not yet exist? We respond: God's 
speech is not divided into past and future tense; rather, we main
tain that in eternity, an unconditioned statement regarding the 
sending of Noah ~ is ascribed to God's entity, and it remains 
from anterior eternity to posterior eternity. Before the sending, 
the form used to signify it is "Verily, We will send Noah," and after 
the sending it is "Verily, We sent Noah." The difference, then, is 
in the message conveyed, not in the conveying [that is, speech 
itself]. This is analogous to what we say regarding the knowl
edge of God, the exalted- namely, that in eternity, knowledge 
that Noah ~ is a messenger is ascribed to God's entity, and His 
knowledge remains from anterior eternity to posterior eternity. 
Before his existence, He knows that he will exist and be sent; 
while after his existence, He knows with that very knowledge that 
he existed anc,l was sent. The change, then, is in what is known, 
not in the knowledge itself; the same applies here. 

To proceed, Sunnis differed regarding whether or not the 
speech of God, the exalted, can be heard; al-Ash'arI5° maintained 
that just as every existent can be seen, so too can it be heard. Ibn 
Fiiraks1 stated that what is heard when a person recites the Qur'an 
is two things: the voice of the reciter, and the speech of God, thP 
exalted. 
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Al-Baqilliini52 stated that His speech-may His remembran 
·1 h d · · ce 

b magnified-is not customan y ear , yet It IS possible fi e .
1 

or 
God, the exalted, to cause whomever He WI Is of His creation 
to hear His speech, contrary to the customary norm. Accordin 
to these theologians, Moses ~ heard the actual speech of Gol 
the exalted, [alluding to the Qur'anic verse "God indeed spok~ 
to Moses" (4:164)], without any intermediary of sound or letters. 
Abu Isl).iiq al-Isfarayini53 [d. 418/1027] and those who followed 
him maintained that His speech-may His remembrance be 
magnified-in and of itself cannot be heard; this is the position 
of the imam of guidance and head of the Sunnis, Abu Man~ur 
[al-Maturidi]54-may God illuminate his traces of purification. 
And, with His statement "Until he hears the speech of God" 
(9:6), the Exalted means "Until he hears that which signifies the 
speech of God," just as it is said, "I heard so-and-so's opinion" 
[lit. knowledge] (that is, "that which signifies his opinion"), or 
as it is said, "Look at the power of God" (that is, "at what signifies 
His power"). According to these theologians, Moses ~ heard 
a sound signifying the speech of God, the exalted, yet without 
an intermediary of a book or angel; so for that reason, he was 
called "The one spoken to by God" (kalim Allah). This is further 
explained in Al-I<ifiiyah.55 And guidance is from God alone. 

ON THE ACT OF CREATING AND THE CREATED 

Our fellow Maturidis state that all divine attributes are eternal 
and ascribed to the entity of God, the exalted. The Ash'aris 
and Mu'tazilites state that the attributes of an entity, such as 
knowledge and power, are eternal and ascribed to the entity 
of God; while attributes of action, such as the act of creating 
(takwin),56 giving sustenance (tarziq), giving life (i~ya'), causing 
death (imatah), etc., are temporal and not ascribed to the entity 
ofGod.57 
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They then differed among themselves regarding the act of 
creating, in that if it is not ascribed to the entity of God, the 
exalted, is it [the act of creating) identical to what is created, or is 
it other than what is created? [Imam) al-Ash'ari considered it to 
be identical to what is created, while most Mu'tazilites deemed it 
to be other than what is created. The Mu ' tazilites then differed as 
to its locus; Abu al-Hudhayl al-'AllaBs [d. 235/850] stated that the 
act of creating subsists in what is created , while lbn al-Riiwandi59 
[ d . 298/910] and Bishr b. al-Mu' tami r-6° [ d. 2rn/825) stated that it 
has no locus . The l(arriimiyyah state that the act of creating is 
temporal yet ascribed to the entity of God, the exalted. According 
to them, God , the exalted, is eternally described as being "cre
ator" (al-kholiqiyyah)-that is, having the power [or ability) to 
create. 

The correct position is ours, due to the Exalted's statement 
"He is God, the creator" (59:24) . He describes His entity as 
"creator," and both His entity and His speech are eternal; so if 
the act of creating were temporal, God, the exalted, would not be 
described with it in [anterior] eternity, whereby it [the Qur'anic 
statement] would be either a lie or a metaphor-far exalted above 
that is God. To understand, creator [in Arabic] is a noun derived 
from [the root meaning) "to create," just as knower [is derived] 
from "to know." A noun derived from a meaning can apply only 
to one who has that meaning as an attribute, such as mover to one 
to whom movement is ascribed. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

The interpretation of the verse by the Karriimiyyah that He 
is "creator in eternity" (al-kltaliqiyyah}-that is, having the pow
er [or ability] to create-is an incorrect interpretation because 
the noun derived from "power" (qudrah) is "one who is power
ful" (qadir), not "creator" (kltiiliq). Also, someone with the ability 
to commit adultery is not described as being an adulterer; the 
same applies with all traits. Moreover, the term creator is a noun 
of praise, so if He were not eternally described with it, yet is so 
now, then He would have acquired, by the existence of creation, 
additional praise that He did not have in eternity, which is absurd 
and impossible. 

As for logical evidence, if the act of creating were temporal, 
then it would be so either by God's creating it, or not. If they 
claim the first, then we would ask, "Is that act of creating eternal 
or temporal?" If they say it is eternal, then that is what we are 
putting forth; if they say temporal, then the original question is 
posed, ad infinitum. If they say it occurs without any act of creat
ing, then our response is that if the existence of something tem
poral is possible without an act of creating, then the existence 
of all temporal things would also be possible without it, which 
entails denial of the Creator. 

Also, if the act of creating were temporal, it would occur either 
in the entity of God, the exalted, as the Karriimiyyah suggest, 
which is absurd since it renders the Eternal a locus for temporal 
things; or it would occur in no locus, as Ibn al-Riiwandi and Bishr 
b. al-Mu' tamir suggest, which is also impossible since no attri
bute can exist without a locus, 
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DUC TION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 
AN INTRO 

'f h ct of creating did not subsist in a locus, then 
and because 1 t e a . 
• · · t ne entity would not take precedence over Its its ascription o o . . _ 

· · t another· or it would occur m another entity, as Abu ascnpt10n o , . 
al-Hudhayl suggests-that is, that the creatmg of ea~h body sub-
. 'th' that body This results in each body bemg a creator s1sts w1 m . . . 
f'tself which entails denial of the Creator. Not to ment10n, this 

;o~itio~ would not explain accidents, since it is impossible for 
something to subsist within an accident. 

Moreover, if the act of creating were identical to whatis created, 
or subsisted in it, then what is created would exist by itself and 
have no need of another for its existence, thereby rendering it 
eternal. Yet the only reason the opponent refuses to believe in 
the eternality of the act of creating is to avoid affirming eternality 
for created things, but has nevertheless ended up in what he was 
trying to avoid when treading this path of impossibility. 

Furthermore, blackness [for example] is something created, 
and according to you, it itself is the act of creating. So every entity 
with the attribute ofblackness unquestionably has the attribute of 
creating, due to the necessity of their being bound together. So if 
you describe an entity as being black, due to blackness subsisting 
within it, you must then describe it as being a creator, due to the 
act of creating subsisting within it. And, if you do not describe 
God, the exalted, as being black, due to blackness not subsisting 
within Him, then you cannot describe Him as being a creator, 
due to the act of creating not subsisting within Him. This is akin 
to a statement: if [the statement] is true, then every entity that 
makes the statement is a truthful informer; every entity that does 
not make the statement is neither an informer nor truthful since 
[the act ?fmaking the statement and the description ofb,eing a 
truthful mformer] are necessarily bound together. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

If it is said: If the act of creating were eternal, ascribed to the 
entity of God, the exalted, then the existence of the universe 
would be connected to it in eternity, rendering the universe 
eternal instead of temporal. We respond: By admitting the 
connection of the universe's existence to the act of creating, 
you have admitted the universe's temporality, since the eternal 
is that whose existence is not connected to anything else. That 
whose existence is connected to something else is temporal. We 
then add: In eternity, the act of creating did not exist with the 
consequence that the universe existed by it in eternity, but rather 
with the consequence that everything in the cosmos exists by it 
at its [specific, appointed] time of existence, based on His knowledge 
and will, while itself, the act of creating remains [ unchanged] 
from anterior eternity to posterior eternity. The existence of 
every (possible, temporal] existent thing, then, is connected at 
the time of its existence to His eternal act of creating. This is akin to 
one who, in [the lunar month] Sha'ban, conjoins the divorce of 
his wife to [the lunar month] Ramadan; the connection remains 
effective until Ramadan so that the divorce occurs at the time 
of its existence by that [previous] connection. It is also like one 
who wounds a person on a Saturday, after which [that wound] 
spreads and infiltrates [the body], leading to the person's death 
on the following Friday; the one who inflicted the wound is 
[retrospectively] deemed a murderer on Saturday, even though 
the effect [ of the wound] takes place on the following Friday. This 
issue is similar. 61 

That which ends all quarrel is our question: Is the existence 
of the universe connected to the entity of the Eternal or to one 
of His attributes, or not? If they say it is not, then they have 
explicitly denied the Creator; if they say it is, then we ask if that 
necessarily implies the eternality of the universe. Every response 
you put forth here is our response to this contention in the debate 
regarding the act of creating. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

. l-A h' 1 the existence of the universe is 
Finally, accordmg to a s ar_' d "Be'" which is thus 

. d "th the [divine] ontrc comman · 
associate wi d" to him ] it is eternal, ascribed to 

t of creating· [ accor mg ' . . .. 
an ac . 'h It d This then, contradicts hrs pos1t10n 
the entity of God, t e exa e . ' d . h 0 

d. th act of creating. And Go rs t e ne in the debate regar mg e 
who guides. 

ON THE POSSIBILITY OF SEEING GOD, THE EXALTED . 

The People ofTruth maintain that seeing God, th: exalted, with 
the eyes is logically possible and, based on revelat10n, necess~y 
for [specifically] the believers in the abode o~~e ~~~e_after. This 
is in opposition to the Mu'tazilites, KhawanJ, Nananyyah, and 
Zaidi among the Shia. The Mu'tazilites differ among themselves 
as to whether God, the exalted, sees His own entity or not; most 
of them admit that He does, while a group of them deny that He 
sees [His entity] and that He can be seen. 

The proof of the People of Truth is Moses' request to see God, 
the exalted, which He mentions with His statement [ quoting 
Moses ~ ] "My Lord, show me [Yourself], such that I may look 
upon You" (7:143). He made this request while knowing God as 
He should be known and while affirming divine transcendence 
above any resemblance to creation, directionality, or physical
ly facing another; despite that, he still believed that God, the 
exalted, can be seen, to the extent that he even · asked to see 
Him. So whoever thinks seeing God the exalted is impossible 
has claimed to know something of God's attributes of which 
Moses ~ was ignorant, which is absurd. Moreover God the 
exalted,. conj?ined the vision of Him with the remai~ing of the 
mountam with His statem t "S "f. . 

' en o 1 1t remams in its place then you shall see Me" (7:143). ' 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

The mountain's remaining is logically possible, and connect
ing an event to another event that is possible indicates the pos
sibility of the former. Also, God, the exalted, states that He re
vealed Himself to the mountain, which means that He created 
life, knowledge, and sight in the mountain, as mentioned by the 
shaykh Imam Abu Man~iir [al-Maturidi] ~-62 This too indicates 
the possibility of vision. 

If it is said: If what you have mentioned indicates the possi
bility of vision, then the Exalted's statement "You will not see 
me" (7:143), which entails perpetual negation, points to the im
possibility of vision. We respond: We used the verse as evidence 
for the possibility of vision; His statement "You will not see 
me" (7:143) entails a negation of occurrence in this world, not a 
negation of possibility, so there is no contradiction. And, with 
respect to the premise that it entails perpetual negation, we do 
not concede that "will not" (Ian) indicates permanence, but rath
er only emphasis. The proof is the Exalted's statement, quoting 
Mary~, "So I will not speak today to any human" (19:26). She 
conjoins it ["will not"] to "today," a word indicating a time limit, 
while permanence would be contradictory to an appointed time 
limit. And, even if it were for permanence, the intent would be 
negation in the abode of this life, not that of the hereafter. This is 
proven by the Exalted's statement "And they will not ever desire 
it, due to ~hat their hands have brought forth" (2:95). He then 
states that m the hereafter they do desire death, by the Exalted's 
statement "And they call out, 'O Malik, would that your Lord 
[would] decree [death] upon us'" (43:7?). 
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CTI ON TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 
ANINTRODU 

'k • th Exalted's statement "Faces on that day will be 
L1 ew1se, e ) · d' h 

1 
• 1 king at their Lord" (75:22-23 m 1cates t e believ-

g eammg, oo f . . h'l h , . • f th ·r Lord on the Day o Ansmg, w 1 e t ey are in 
ers v1s10n o ei " 
Paradise, for linguists are in agree0;1ent_ that the word to look" 
(nazar) when conjoined with "at" (1la) 1s used t~ mean seeing 

'th. the eye. Another proof, among other verses, 1s the Exalted's 
WI h' d" ( 8 ) . statement "So whoever hopes to meet 1s Lor r :no , smce "to 
meet" is to behold. Also, regarding the Exalted's statement "For 
those who excel is the most excellent reward, and more" (10:26), 
most exegetes mention, narrating from God's Messenger IJ,,, that 
what is meant by "more" is the beatific vision. 

Moreover, the hadith narrations on this issue are many, the 
most well-known being the Prophet's statement "Verily, you 
all will see your Lord just as you see the moon on a clear night, 
without any hindrance or overcrowding among you."63 In this 
statement, there is a likening of the vision of God, the exalted, 
to that of the moon, with respect to certitude and clarity, not a 
likening of what is seen with what is seen. The transmitters of 
the hadith of the beatific vision are twenty-one in number, from 
am?ng the most eminent of the Prophet's companions and 
~e1r scholars, thereby rendering it well-known to a degree of 
mcontestability. Likewise, the Prophet's companions differed 
as to whether or not the Prophet IJ. saw his Lord on the Night 
of As~ension;64 their differing indicates the logical possibility 
of see~ng God, t~e exalted, for people of intellect differ only 
~egard1~g the exiStence of what is possible not of what is 
1mposs1ble. ' 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

From a solely rational perspective [without consideration of 
revelation J, we affirm that the possibility of vision in the physical 
realm (shah id) [lit., realm of what we perceive] arises only from 
existence and nothing else, and God, the exalted, exists; hence, 
He can be seen. The proof of this [ major premise] is that in the 
physical realm, we see things of varying realities [ or essences J, 
such as particles; bodies; diverse colors, such as white and black; 
and various positions, such as movement and stillness. The 
reality of movement differs from that of stillness, each of which 
differs from whiteness and blackness, and accidents as a whole 
differ from particles and bodies. Hence, there must be a general 
characteristic shared by all, to which the possibility of being seen 
can be attributed, such that the allowing factor be consistently 
present in all of these and absent from those things that cannot 
be seen; no such trait exists save for existence itself. 65 

If it is said: We do not concede that things other than bodies 
can be seen; rather in our estimation, what is seen is that which 
moves or that which is still, not movement itself or stillness itself; 
the same applies to all accidents. We respond: A denial of seeing 
these accidents is a denial of the senses and of perception, since if 
movement and stillness were not seen, there would be no way to 
distinguish a moving body from a still one by means of sight, just 
as the distinction between hot and cold, or between sweet and 
sour, does not occur by sight, since such accidents are not seen. 
In reality, we do not doubt our ability to differentiate between the 
two states of movement and stillness in one physical body. And 
the means of knowledge are only the intellect, the senses, or a 
[true] narration. This knowledge is not derived by the intellect or 
a narration, leaving only the senses; it cannot be derived by smell, 
taste, touch, or hearing, leaving only sight. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

If it is said: How can your position be true while many existent 
things cannot be seen? We respond: By our reasoning, we adhere 
to the possibility of seeing every existent thing, not its occurrence. 
Nothing exists save that it, in principle, can be seen; however, 
God, the exalted, has established the customary norm such that 
some existent things are not seen, due to a wisdom, but not 
because those things in and of themselves cannot be seen. 

If it is said: If He can be seen, He would have to be in a certain 
direction in relation to the one seeing Him, as we have not seen 
anything in the physical realm except that it is in a particular 
direction in relation to us. We respond: Seeing means affirming 
something as it is, by means of the eye. 66 If the thing seen is in 
a [certain] direction [in relation to the seer], then it is seen in 
a direction; if it is transcendent above being in a direction, then 
it will be seen as such. Is it not true that we know of nothing in 
the physical realm save that it exists in a certain direction, yet we 
know that God, the exalted, is transcendent above directionality? 
This [issue] is no different. The evidence that we are correct is 
that God, the exalted, sees us while we are not in any direction in 
relation to Him; so likewise, we can see Him without His being in 
any direction in relation to us. 

If it is said: If He can be seen, we would see Him now, as our 
eyes are not defective, and there is no veil over Him. We respond: 
Everything that can be seen is seen by us only if God, the exalted, 
creates the vision of it in our eyes; if He does not, we do not see 
it, ~ven if it in and of itself can be seen, like a jinn that is seen by 
an msane person yet not by those around him. The Prophet~ 
saw Gabriel~. -
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yet his companions did not. An even clearer example is t~at a cat 
sees a mouse at night while we do not, due to what we said. 

If it is said: If God, the exalted, can be seen, then either all of 
Him is seen or a part of Him, each of which is impossible. We 
respond: We counter with the issue of knowledge; is all of Him 
known or a part of Him, or is He not known in the first place? 
Every response of yours regarding knowledge is our response 
regarding sight. Moreover, we state that the division of something 
into a whole or a part is only possible for that which has a whole 
and a part, whereas it is impossible for God, the exalted, to be 
described in such terms; the division, then, is invalid. 

ON VISION DUR.ING SLEEP 

Those [theologians] who affirm the vision of God differ as to 
whether it is possible or not during sleep. Some of them deem it 
impossible, since what is seen during sleep is [ only] imagination 
or illustration, both of which are impossible as modes of 
apprehending the Eternal. Others deem it possible, [yet] without 
modality, direction, facing, imagination, or illustration; it is 
related from many of the early Muslims (sala.t) that they saw Him 
in such a way. 67 

The point of view of this position is that there is no difference 
between sleep and wakefulness regarding that which in and 
of itself can be seen. This is because the viewer during sleep is 
actually only the soul or the heart; hence, [vision] is a type of 
beholding that occurs for the servant, as 'Umar J!J._ stated, "My 
heart saw my Lord." And God is the One who guides. 
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ON DIVINE WILL . 

h P I f 
Truth maintain that God, the exalted, wills, by an 

T e eop e o d 'b d . 
[ attribute of] will (iradah) that is eter~al an_ a sen e _ to His entity. 

I 
• attribute that entails spec1ficat10n (takh~t~) of actions t 1s an . . . 

with some qualities instead of others, m some . time mstead of 

ther· [this view is] contrary to that of the ph1losophers
68 

and 
ano ' ·11 b . 
esoterists. The Najjariyyah claim that He w1 s y His entity, and 
the Mu'tazilites claim that He wills by an [ attribute of] will that is 

temporal and that has no locus ( ma~all). 
Our proof in this issue are the Exalted's statements "God does 

whatever He wills" (3:40), "Verily, God judges as He wills" (5:1), 
as well as "If God wills harm for me, can they remove His harm; or 
if He wills mercy for me, can they hold back His mercy?" (39:38), 
among other verses in which He explicitly mentions divine 
choice (mashi'ah) and will. Also, both of them are one and the 
same according to Sunni orthodoxy and mainstream consensus 
(ah! al-sunnah wa al-jama'ah), contrary to the Karriimiyyah, who 
claim that choice is eternal, while will is temporal. This is a false 
viewpoint as it contradicts statements of the early Muslims (sala.t) 
and en~ails ab~nd?nment of scholarly consensus (ijma'). Also, he 
who wills (mund) 1s the one to whom will is ascribed· hence one 
must adhere to the position of eternal will ascribed ~o the e

1

ntity 
of God, the exalted, lest He be deemed a locus of temporal things. 
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As for logical evidence, it is not rationally impossible for 
things that occur with certain qualities and at certain times to 
occur with different qualities and at earlier or later times, in light 
of the power of God, the exalted, to cause things to exist. So were 
it not for divine will, which necessitates the specification of those 
things with those qualities and at those times, they would not 
exist as such. Moreover, if will were absent from the entity of God, 
the exalted, He would be compelled (majbiir) in the initiation of 
the universe, as there is no intermediary between compulsion 
and will, or between coercion and choice. The compelled one, of 
course, is impotent ('ojiz). 

The opinion of the Mu'tazilites, that He wills with a temporal 
will that is not in a locus, is absurd, for such a will then came 
into existence either by the creative act of God, the exalted, or 
by itself. If one says [it originated] by itself, that entails denial of 
the Creator; if one says [it originated] by the creative act of God, 
the exalted, then we ask if He created it with His will or without 
it. If one says [God created it] without it, then He would have 
been compelled to create it; if one says [God created it] with His 
will, we would ask if that will is eternal or temporal. If one says 
[it is] eternal, then that is what we too affirm; if one says [it is] 
temporal, then the same question is posed again ad infinitum. 
And God is the One who guides. 
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Annotations to 
The Existence and Attributes of God 

1 In his seminal ~heological work Tab~irat al-adillalt, Imam 
al-Nasafi begins with a lengthy exposition of the definition of 
temporal knowledge, citing the opinions of several Mu'tazilites 
and Ash'arfs and identifying the flaws of their definitions. He 
concludes the section with two Miiturfdf definitions: "an attri
bute of a living entity by which ignorance, doubt, opinion, and 
forgetfulness are negated," or as can be gleaned from the writ
ings ofimam al-Miiturfdf himself, "an attribute by which some
thing considered [ or brought to mind] is made apparent to the 
one who possesses it [the attribute]." Imam al-Nasafi deems the 
latter definition as sound and free of possible objections. See 
Abii al-Mu'fn Maymiin b. Mu]:iammad al-Nasafi, Tab?irat al-adil
lah fi u~ill al-din, ed. Hiiseyin Atay (Ankara: Ri'iisat al-Shu'iin 
al-Dfniyyah, 1993), 9-19. 

2 Throughout this text, the word eternal is used for the Arabic term 
qadim, which could also be translated as "eternal without start" or 
"pre-eternal," since the Arabic word qadim is derived from a root 
word that connotes "prior to." However, the word eternal is used 
here since the directionality of being before creation is only from 
the vantage point of creation; what is eternal has no temporal 
order of before or after, for it is outside of time, or atemporal. Its 
contradictory term is temporal (biidith), meaning that which is in 
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time and has a beginning, or that which enters into existence, or 

that which occurs. 

3 The significance of this opening section ?n epistemo~ogy can~ot 
be underscored enough in light ofcompetmg post-Enlightenment 
epistemologies. Empiricism, logical positivism, and scientism are 
seen from the vantage of traditional kalam as reductionist and 
self-refuting, given that no such epistemology can be ascertained 
through its own framework of knowledge. 

Regarding scientism-the view that only science can provide 
accurate and reliable knowledge of anything-contemporary 
philosopher Edward Feser demonstrates four problems it faces, 
the first of which is that scientism is self-defeating: science cannot 
verify that science is the only form of rational inquiry nor that it 
is even a form of rational inquiry. The scientific enterprise itself 
presupposes numerous metaphysical assumptions that science 
cannot prove, such as the very existence of an objective world 
outside the minds of scientists, the notion that features of the 
world can in principle be discovered, and the notion that human 
perception and intellect accurately correspond to those features. 
The latter principle shows the incoherence of naturalistic theo
ries that contend that humans are the product of macroevolu
tion from non-human species, based solely on processes such 
as natural selection. Based on those theories, the human brain/ 
mind is only the result of random cumulative biological events 
that themselves are selective for and naturally oriented toward 
survival. Hence, based on that view, there is no guarantee that 
the mind accurately discovers and accurately depicts features of the ob
jective world; rather, those evolutionary theories guarantee only 
that the human mind is best suited for human survival. It may 
very _we!~ ?e that inaccurate depictions of the world foster greater 
surv1vab1b~y ~nd that thus the mind has evolved to provide inac
c_urate d~p1ct10ns. If so, all human theories, including naturalis
tic theories of human macroevolution, are inherently suspect and 
cannot be presented as truth claims. 
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The second problem of scientism, according to Feser is the 
descriptive limits of science, given that its foundationai meth
odology is to abstract from na~re only what is mathematically 
quantifiable (and th~s ~uscept1ble to prediction and control), 
leaving out the qualitative aspects of reality. By definition the 
method of scientific inquiry does not allow qualitative fea~ures 
into scientific description in the first place, but it does not show 
that such features have no extra-mental existence. The fact that 
physics abstracts data from the world demonstrates that there is 
more "out there" from which the abstract is drawn. 

The third flaw of scientism Feser identifies is the explanatory 
limits of science. Science's mode of explanation appeals to laws 
of nature, yet science does not define what laws of nature are, 
how they work, or where they come from ( and in principle cannot, 
since such questions are philosophical by nature). Moreover, laws 
ofnature presuppose matter that is subject to those laws; hence, by 
definition, an appeal to the laws of nature cannot account for the 
existence of matter. And, if proponents of scientism respond that 
such questions cannot be answered by any mode of inquiry, that 
response is itself a philosophical stance and would thus require 
philosophical justification. 

The last problem Feser notes is the weakness of a common ar
gument for scientism-namely, that it must be true in light of 
the unrivaled predictive and technological success of modern sci
ence. If the predictions of physics are so accurate, and if the tech
nological power that it unleashes is so potent, then its underly
ing methods must also be reliable. Thus, its description of reality 
must be complete, so science is the only genuine source ofknowl
edge. Feser uses an analogy to show how this argument is a non 
sequitur: because metal detectors are far superior to anything 
else in finding metallic objects, what metal detectors reveal to 
us is most likely all that is real. To be sure, the immense predic
tive and technological feats of modern physics do not signify that 
physics identifies all of reality. 
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Metaphysics does not produce new technology, nor is it ex
pected to. But it alone is capable of answering the fundamental 
big questions that science assumes and that scientism takes for 
granted. See Feser, Scholastic Metaphysics: A Contemporary Introduction 
(Heusenstamm Ger.: Editiones Scholasticae, 2014), 9-24. For a 
discussion about the incoherence of macroevolutionary theories 
of human origin, see Nuh Ha Mim Keller, Sea Without Shore: A 
Manual of the Su.fi Path (Beltsville, MD: Amana, 20n), 350-64. 

4 Preempting the response of skeptics and relativists who deny or 
doubt knowledge attained by the five senses, the MaturidI schol
ars considered sense data to be self-evident and necessary and 
hence without need oflogical proof of its veracity. See al-Nasafi, 
Tab~irat al-adillah, 9. 

5 In other words, all narrations by true prophets are factual, and 
a true prophet is one whose claim to prophecy is supported by 
a prophetic miracle, which is defined as a clear interruption in 
God's normal pattern of creating things-one that is inimita
ble (such that no other can perform the like) and is granted to 
someone who claims to be a prophet sent by God, the exalted. 
The inferential reasoning is that God's granting of the super
natural and inimitable miracle to such an individual is akin to 
God's statement "My servant is truthful in all that he conveys 
from Me." So, if the narrations of true prophets were not factu
al, that would entail that God lied-exalted is He above that
given that He had confirmed their authenticity with the miracle, 
and confirming the authenticity of a liar is itself a form of lying 
(ta~diq al-kiidhib kadhib) . Lying, of course, is logically impossible 
for God, the exalted, since divine statements correspond with di
vine knowledge, so the perfection of divine knowledge is neces
sarily mirrored in the perfection of divine statements. The entire 
context of this reality evinces how the divine confirmation through 
act-granting the supernatural miracle to someone claiming 
prophethood, coupled with rendering all opponents incapable of 
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replicating its like-is equiv~ent to an explicit divine statement 

f confirmation. As the Ash arI shaykh Mu!Jammad al-H- h. _ 
o l . th d . . as 1m1 
(d.1381/1961) exp ams,. e lVlne act here translates to a divine 
statement of confirmat10n-based on convention ( waq'); on the 
customary way Go~, the ex~ted, creates things ('adah); and on 
overall context (qarmat al-bal)-such that "the individual of di
vinely granted success ( muwaffaq) finds no difference whatsoev
er between God's confirming the authenticity of prophets with 
this divine act and His doing so with an explicit statement." See 
Mu!Jammad al-HashimI, Miftob al-jannah fi sharb 'aqidat ahl al-sun
nah (Damascus: Abna' Mul)ammad 'Adnan Rabil) al-Jaza'irI, 
1928), 201-3. 

With respect to the Prophet Mu.l)ammad IJ,,, his truthfulness 
is established for his companions by the accompanying miracles 
they directly witnessed (as sense data), and for all of humani
ty thereafter by the incontestable multiple-chain transmission 
(tawiitur) of those miracles, the greatest of which is the Qur'an, 
the lasting miracle. Every single verse of the Qur'an meets the 
criterion of multiple-chain transmission, and therefore the 
Qur'an by itself is sufficient evidence of his prophethood. And 
although the majority of his other miracles are related through 
single-chain reports (obod), each of which when assessed by itself 
falls short of the categorical nature of multiple-chain transmis
sion, they together signify one common phenomenon-namely, 
the contravention oflaws of nature at his hands. As such, this sin
gle, shared phenomenon is effectively related through multiple-chain 
transmission, resulting in epistemological certainty. 

6 This statement is by no means inciting Muslims to violence; rath
er, it is using an extreme example to show the absurdity of the 
claims of the sophists, who if subjected to pain would admit both 
the reality of the pain as well as their knowledge of it. As Abii 
al-Mu'In al-Nasafi notes, the sophists could not survive on earth 
without recognizing the existence of realities such as food, shel
ter, clothing, warding off harm, and the like. A logical rebuttal 
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. · t out that their position of denying 
· histry 1s to pom · · of their sop d ) . itself an absolute, a pos1t10n that pre-

reality ( or its k~owle l~e 
1
:d their knowledge of it. This rebuttal 

both its rea ity a . . . dh 
supposes . oth skepticism and relativism, smce a erents 
is valid agamst b h i·r position an absolute that they know 
f h sition deem t e · 

o eac po 
I 

N fl asserts there is consensus among peo-
H as Imam a - asa 1 ' 

ence_, th ality of things and on the human ability to 
Pie ofmtellect on ere · I d"ll h • h" s See al-Nasafi, Tab~irat a -a t a , 20-23. 
correctly perceive t mg · 

d · d that narrations grant knowledge-meaning 
7 Such groups eme "d l l"k . 

· b t · tead considered them to prov1 e on y 1 eh-certamty- u ms . . . 
h d Th eason for their view is a perceived d1spanty of cer-oo . er b . 
tainty between (1) self-evident axioms, such as ~ne emg half 
of two, and (2) knowledge gained from narrat10ns. conveyed 
through incontestable transmission, such as the existence of 
Alexander the Great. Imam al-TaftazanI retorts, "We state that 
this is false. Rather, disparity is possible among types of neces
sary knowledge [such as (1) and (2) above, each of which results 
in certainty] based on the disparity of one's familiarity, custom, 
and experience; of what occurs to one's mind; and of conceptions 
of a statement's subject and predicate." That is to say, those who 
familiarize themselves with the nature of historical transmission 
and give it sufficient thought and reflection will arrive at a convic
t!on rega~ding narrations conveyed through "incontestable mul
tiple-~ham t~a~smjssion" (khabar mutawiitir) that is comparable 
to their convict10n that one is half of two. See al-TaftazanI Sharh 
al-'aqii'id al-Nasajiyyah, 55_56. ' · 

8 Imam al-Maturidi expl · h · 
th h . ams t eir resemblance to the sophists in 

at t e sophists deny realit d . 
for them wh"l h Y, espite their denial being a reality 
tions pu't for~~ ~he. Budd?~sts and Brahmins, who deny narra-

' e1r pos1t1on only b . . 
verbal statement of d . I) Y narrat10n (namely, their 
nied their denial. See:~; ' wh:reby ~ey have-as it were-de

Man~ur al-Maturi:dI, Kitiib al-taw~fd, ed. 
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BekirTopaloglu and Muhammed Aru~i (Beirut· Da s-d· 
· r . a 1r, 2007), 

70. 
Imam Abu al-Mu'in al-Nasafi adds that denial ft! . 

h 
O 1e narration 

renders useless uman speech and hearing because ti f: 
ti ' 1ese acul-

tl·es have no real value or humans aside from speak' d 
. . mgan com-

prehending narrations (that 1s, statements) Moreove . 
. . . . · r, narrations 

On the whole are either probab1hst1c or definitive and s • f , un111s a -
firm only the latter as a source of certain knowledge. Definitive 
narrations are of two types, mentioned in the text above. The ex
istence of other sorts of narrations that are probabilistic doe t 

h . sno 
undermine t e certamty of definitive narrations. See al-Nasafi 
Tab~irat al-adillah, 25. ' 

9 As Imam al-Maturidi mentions, such a denial would entail a per
son's ignorance of his own name along with ilie names ofhis rela
tives and, in fact, the name of anything, as language is known only 
by way of narration-in particular, this applies to multiple-chain 
transmissions. See al-Maturidi, Kitab al-taw~id, 70. 

10 Imam Abu al-Mu'in al-Nasafi notes iliat the validity oflogic cor
responds to human nature: self-evident knowledge is simply 
undeniable, while deductive reasoning is innately recognized by 
humans as a sound means of knowledge, as people are predis
posed to using logic when faced with mental challenges iliat are 
not solved by use of the five senses or by self-evident principles. 
Additionally, Imam al-Nasafi points out a profound irony in any 
argument against the validity of logic [including the one cited 
above in Al-Biddyah], in iliat the argument will itself make use of 
logic in the attempt to refute it; hence, even those who deny the 
validity of logic implicitly affirm its validity. Therefore, logical 
reasoning is valid by consensus of people of intellect. And, spe
cifically with respect to ilie argument cited above in Al-Biddyah, 
Imam al-Nasafi adds that another factor that often precludes 
sound reasoning by logicians is "to pass judgment regarding cer
tain premises by one's personal whim or prejudice (hawa) rather 
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than by one's intellect ('aql), whereby one arrives at opinion yet 
deems it to be knowledge [that is, factual]. But, if one instead 
fulfills all the requisites of deductive reasoning for each premise 
and conclusion and knows its validity, it will not result in error, 
and one's reasoning cannot be invalid without exception." See 

al-Nasafi, Tab~irat al-adillah, 27-31. 

n Sahih al-Bukhari; Sal).il). Muslim. See Ibn I:Iajar al-'Asqalani, 
Fath ~1-Biirf sharry ~aryiry al-Bukhari, 13 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 
n.d.), 1:405; Shabbir Ahmad Usmani, Patry al-Mulhim bi sharry ~aryiry 
al-Imiim Muslim, 6 vols. (Damascus: Dar al-Qalam, 2006), 2:32-34. 
Imam al-Bukhari:'s wording is "I have not seen ones deficient in 
intellect and religious practice that are more capable of dissuad
ing a prudent man's mind than one of you." (For a concise expla
nation, see annotation 13.) 

12 This is an allusion to the Qur'anic verse "And if there are not two 
men, then a man and two women from among those you approve 
as witnesses, so that if one of the two errs, the other may remind 
her" (2:282). 

13 The author uses this prophetic report (hadith) as evidence of gen
eral intellectual disparity among people (irrespective of gender 
or other classifications), a philosophical view that can be proven 
by various means and is plainly evident to all students and ed
ucators. One does not have to consider women as intellectually 
inferior to men in order to believe in intellectual disparity among 
people. 

With respect to the actual report (see annotation n), the 
Prophet I!,, explained the reason for his statement which is that 
the legal court testimony of two women counts for that of one 
~an and that women do not pray or fast during menstruation. In 
hght of that clarification, contemporary Islamic scholar Gibril F. 
Haddad notes that the statement was a figure of speech-name
ly,_ a synecdoche (majiiz mursal), where a whole is used for a part 
("mtellect" for speci'fic le l t • . . • " ga est1mony, and "rehg10us practice 
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for specific worship at the time of menses). Indeed, the context 
of the report suggests that the statement was not literal, since 
the Prophet~ was bei_ng playful with the female citizenry of his 
community, encouragmg the wealthy and astute among them to 
donate generously as a civic responsibility. 

Haddad also notes that the context of the Qur'anic verse-wit
nessing the recording of debts-indicates that the ruling of dual 
female testimony signifies not an inherent mental deficiency in 
women but a sociological or cultural phenomenon-namely, 
that women in premodern Arabian society played a less promi
nent role than men in the public sphere of financial transactions 
(even though Islam granted them full rights to own property). 
This interpretation is supported by the fact that in contexts in 
which women had more prominent roles, Islamic law holds that 
the testimony of one woman is sufficient, such as the testimony 
of a female doctor or midwife at birth, which, in the case of dis
tinguishing between fetal and infant death, could often have seri
ous financial implications through inheritance law. See Gibril F. 
Haddad, "Women's Intelligence Hadith Again," Living Islam, last 
modified January 7, 2009, https://www.livingislam.org/k/wiha_e. 
html. 

With respect to their mental capacity, though, it is clear from 
the Prophet's life and teaching that he acknowledged, valued, and 
relied on the judgment of women. Examples abound. Upon re
ceiving revelation, he turned to his wife Khadijah~ ( d. 3 BH/619) 
for support, counsel, and wisdom; he continued to rely on her 
intellectual and emotional fortitude during his prophetic ca
reer, for the gravest of matters, until her death. At I:Iudaybiyyah, 
he turned to his wife Umm Salamah ~ (d. 59/679) for advice 
during a very tense situation and accepted her wise counsel to 
personally leave the pilgrim state (i~riim) as an example for his 
troubled companions. His wife 'A'ishah ~ (d. 58/678) was one of 
the most prominent scholars and teachers among the ~rophet's 
·nmpanions: she was one of fewer than ten compamons who 
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gave legal verdicts (fatawa), and she was particularly renowned 
for her astounding memory of prophetic reports and pre-Is
lamic Arabic poetry. As one of only seven companions who re
lated more than a thousand hadith, she personally taught the 
2,210 hadith that she related from the Prophet ff#. to over 150 

men. (Incidentally, narrating hadith and issuing legal verdicts 
represent the most significant forms of testimony in religion, giv
en that they comprise much of the religion's very content.) 

Throughout the Prophet's life, many women asserted 
themselves and voiced strong opinions on ethical and political 
matters, which the Prophet f/#. listened to and often followed. 
Women in Islam were economically empowered, through both 
inheritance rights and general rights, to own and manage 
property. A salient example of women's political enfranchisement 
in Islam is that any female member of the Muslim community 
could grant safe passage and asylum to an enemy, even during 
wartime. The Prophet's daughter Zaynab ~ ( d. 8/629) granted 
asylum to her former husband, Abu al-'A~~ (d. 12/633), who 
had come to Medina as a polytheist from the hostile Meccan 
community that had waged war against Medina, and she made 
a public announcement in the Prophet's mosque at the start 
of the dawn prayer, informing the community of her grant of 
protection. Similarly, at the Conquest of Mecca, the Prophet's 
female companion Umm Hani' ~ granted security to some 
polytheists who had just engaged in combat against a group of 
his companions, and the Prophet ff#. recognized her political act 
and forbade anyone from fighting those polytheists. 

The Qur'an itself is clear on the noble status of women, shat
tering unjust pre-Islamic notions, such as women being the 
property of men or even a source of sin, and underscoring their 
strength and equality with men in the eyes of God, the exalted. 
Rather than a gender- or class-based hierarchy, the radical new 
Qur'anic hierarchy was spiritual, based solely on faith, piety, 
and virtue (see, for example, 4:1 and 33:35). Particular Qur'anic 
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examples of saintly ~omen . include Asiyah ~ . the wife of 
Pharaoh, who exen_iphfied reliance on God, the exalted, in the 
face of her oppressive husband; Mary~. the mother of Pro h 
Jesus ~ . who embodied the perfection of chastity and pietytan~ 
Bilqis, the Queen of Sheba, who demonstrated political acumen 
as a head of state, coupled with the requisite humility to accept 
the call of Prophet Solomon ~ to monotheism. While pre-Islam
ic Arabia dishonored women to the extent of condoning female 
infanticide (see, fo~ example,_ 16:58-59), Islam inaugurated a pro
found reconfigurat10n of societal rank rooted in the human spirit 
and in virtue; rendered the life, property, honor, and reputation 
of women as sacred and inviolable; and liberated women through 
intellectual, socioeconomic, and political empowerment. 

14 Following Aristotle, medieval Arab Neoplatonist philosophers 
instead affirmed a primordial matter (hyelo, Ar. hayiilii), which 
together with form (morphe, Ar. ~iirah) comprises all contingent 
existence. According to the distinguished Maturidi theologian 
Imam al-Farhari (d. 1239/1824), the basis of their hylomorphism 
was that (1) possibility (imkiin) is an existential attribute (~ifah 
wujiidiyyah), since its opposite is impossibility, which is nonex
istential (' adami'); (2) an existential attribute must be ascribed 
to something existent, that being self-evident; and (3) anything 
contingent is possible before its occurrence, since by definition it 
cannot be necessary or impossible. Therefore, every contingent 
thing in the world must be preceded by an existent substrate in 
which the accident of its possibility subsists, and that substrate 
is matter. Matter itself, however, cannot be preceded by its own 
substrate for otherwise there would be an infinite regress of sub
strates. Thus, matter, as the substrate of all contingent possibili
ties, must be eternal. Matter must also necessarily obtain through 
some form so the composites of matter and form (namely, 
corporeal bodies) are also eternal._ Hence, t~os~ philoso~h.ers 
deemed the universe itself to be without begmmng, a positwn 
that according to Sunni orthodoxy entails disbelief ( and not mere 
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heresy), even though they did affirm the divine as the One from 
whom eternal matter emanated. They also denied bodily resur
rection, affirming the resurrection of only souls, since the eter
nal by definition cannot accept nonexistence, and, according to 
them, matter (with form, as body) is eternal. So, if the underlying 
substrate of material existence cannot leave existence, it cannot 
be resurrected from nonexistence. 

The Sunnis, however, affirmed the indivisible particle as the 
fundamental constituent of the universe and, as such, adopted 
a type of atomism uniquely indigenous to the Islamic scholastic 
tradition. These atoms ( or more accurately, particles) are tempo
ral and hence finite, as are the accidents that must subsist in an 
atom for it to exist. Moreover, time is also composed of discrete 
instants, and accidents do not on their own last two instants. As 
such, it is only God, the exalted-with His omnipotent power 
and in correspondence to His divine will-who creates particles 
along with their accidents, who holds particles together in any 
body, and who re-creates the accidents (and therefore, body) in 
each subsequent instant of the body's subsistence. God, the ex
alted, as such, is absolutely free in His will and uncompromised 
in His power, which reigns sovereign in creating all things and 
all events in the universe. The universe is finite in its past and 
was thus created ex nihilo, and bodies along with souls shall be 
resurrected. 

ThP %nni response to the presuppositions of hylomorphism 
was that possibility is not an existential attribute but a metaphys
ical consideration (amr i'tibari) and, as such, itself has no real ex
tra-mental existence. Indeed, if possibility had actual existence, 
its e~stence would be either necessary or possible, the former 
enta1lmg that all contingent possibilities be regarded as intrin
sic necessities, which is patently false, and the latter resulting 
~n an infinite regress of possibilities. So, by affirming atomism 
mstead ofhylomorphism, the Sunnis were able to philosophical
ly defend the creed inherited from and agreed upon by the early 
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. . eluding the finitude of the universe with its corol-
MusiunS, in · ·1 b d'l · · I I )' of creation ex n'.lu o, of t ydr;sur_1l·el ct1011 m t '.e afterlife, and 
ar lute sovereignty o Go s w1 and ommpotent power. 

the abslo mmad b. 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Farhari, AI-Nibriis sharh sharh 
see Mu ,a A · I d ) 86 8 · · , •• 'd (Istanbul: al- stana 1, n. . , - 7. 
al- aqa 1 

· f S · h I · Of course, the primary concerns o u_nm sc o ast1cs were 
. 1 so as to preserve the aforement10ned tenets of faith. 

doctnna , . . . . . 
A hylomorphism that posited a begmnmgless umverse or a uni-

of causative natures that themselves engender change could 
verse th · II I I · th · · not square with an au . entica y s am1c mo?o eism, which can 
b demonstrated on its own terms as rat10nal, coherent, and 
e:en logically necessary in light of other deductive arguments. In 
terms of the natural world, however, a type of hylomorphism 
can be affirmed, so long as none of those tenets is denied. That 
is, from the vantage o_f how God, the exalted, makes the world 
manifest to human mmds and from the vantage of the patterns 
of His creative fiat, the two principles of matter and form can be 
affirmed without compromising Sunni doctrine. Some philoso
phers argue that those principles prove useful and at times neces
sary to account for the human ability to know things, to abstract 
universals, and to pursue natural science. The scientist can use 
hylomorphism for a surface-level reading of the world and still 
affirm atomism as a deeper reading of reality. What is perceived 
as matter when observing things can ontologically be composed 
offinite and temporal particles. Likewise, the scientist can make 
use of the causal nexus between things to predict and theorize, 
all the while realizing that God, the exalted, alone creates things 
and their perceived effects, and that true causation is only from 
divine creation. The causal nexus is affirmed at the surface-level 
vantage used in science, while from the vantage of absolute re
ality/ontology/metaphysics, the causal nexus is recognized only 
as evincing the divine patterns of activity, which are regular but 
not necessary, and amenable to miraculous interruption if God, 
the exalted, so chooses. The scope of divine omnipotence is thus 
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Oml·sed and the world is still affirmed as categorical! uncompr , . . . y 
dependent in every moment and fimte_ m its past. 

Lastly, it is noteworthy that t~e b1~_cal vantag~ used here, 
which accommodates both an 1mme 1_ate, experienced, sur

face-level reading of the world ( sometimes called shari"ah or 

hikmah in classical Islamic literature), as well as a deeper, more 
~bsolute vision of reality ( alternatively calle~ ba?fqah or qudrah), 
is a critical hermeneutic employed by Sunmsm m resolving ap

parent antinomies in th~ology, suc_h ~s that of "free will versus 
predestination" and the like. Free w11l 1s affirmed as real and gen
uine from the vantage of human experience (shar'i'ah/bikmah), for 
it is immediately and necessarily known by the individual, while 
predestination is affirmed from the vantage of ultimate reality 
(~aqiqah/qudrah), in light of a creedal tenet that is demonstrated 
both rationally and scripturally-namely, that God, the exalted, 
knows, wills, and creates every particular in the universe, which 
includes human voluntary acts. Through the former lens, hu
man agency and thus human legal and moral responsibility are 
confirmed, while, through the latter lens, the divine attributes of 
knowledge, will, and power are affirmed, without compromise or 
limitation of the scope of their associations. 

15 Some might object that both a mustard seed and a mountain 
a~e potentially infinitely divisible, as mathematicaily any dimen
s10n can be divided in half. Yet this stiII does not prove the 
actual infinite divisibility of either, which is what is denied above. 
As the contemporary Christian philosopher Wiiliam Lane Craig 
states "F th 1 · h • .. ' . or e c arm t at a substance 1s, say, potentiaily infinite-
ly d1v1s1ble does not ent ·1 th h b · · d' . . a1 at t e su stance 1s potent1a1Iy 1-
v1S1ble here and here and here a d p 'al . . .. 'b'l' ( h . n .. .. otent1 mfimte d1v1s1 1 1ty 
t e pro~erty of bemg susceptible of division without end) does 

not entail actual infinit d' . 'b•1· . . e 1v1s1 11ty (the property of being com-
posed of an mfimte nu b f . 
made)" (w·u· m_ er O pomts where divisions can be 
and Bia Ba 

1 1
~m La~e Craig and Quentin Smith, Theism, Atheism, 

n9 osmo o9y (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993], 93). 
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rize unni atomic theory hold that e ·ery substam::e is 
1": :umma , . . . . . . 
,:o . 111 :Xi,S1 111 time, :ind ,s th refore fin,te-1t mu t fu nda-
~..n11J1g . '' fi . . .. 'L'•"' .11 , be both paua y mite m rompo-, 11.1O11 and temporal I· 
rn f'll.1 ' • d I . · · · , • duranon . In c c, O1111c spa~-tunc Itself must also be 
finrt in . . 1· . d ·1 d of finite 111111s. ·or more ct:11 , sec "The Finitude of 
tC111ll"

1
° · ,1l l1mc"' in appcndi~ ;\ . 

nW c,gi 

'Jrnani al-Taf1 az.ani _,101es that these arguments ar~ essentially 
1 • bincc tl1c ph1I ophers who are addressed did not assert 

1~• a , d f . . 
ih;J t i,odie are co1'.1pose o an actuallr 111fin1te_ num~er of par-
drk bu t that b dies_ are 110 1 com~osed of particles m the first 
lace. A body, accordmg to them 1 but one whole thing. while 

punnib hold that a body is an aggregate of indivisible particles 
h~ld together by od's omnipotent power. However, al-T:ift:iz:ini 

1101es 1ha1 the philo ophers arguments, comprising mostly 
geometrical proofs, are also ."ea_k. (For details, see Adi Setia, 
"Atomism Versus Hylo111orph1sm 111 the l(aliim ofal-Fakhr al-Din 
:1I-R:izi: A Preliminary Survey of the Matalib al-'Aliyyah,'' Islam and 
Scicncr 4, no. 2 IWintcr2006).) 

For rhis reason, the renowned Ash'ari Fakhr al-Din al-Razi in-
lined roward suspending judgment on the issue, while Imam 

:1I-B:1y<_iawi ( d. 719/1319), another prominent Ash'ari, maintained 
l'Ji:ll the fund:1mental atoms/particles are actually indivisible, yet 
conccpl'ually divisible. (This corresponds with the explanation of 
William Craig cited in annotation 15.) See al-Farhari, AI-Nibras, 

84-87. 

r7 This proof is based on certain necessities of accidents, denial of 
which caused some philosophers to fall into absurdity and con
tradiction. They are as follows: (1) accidents exist "in addition 
to" substance; (2) they cannot exist without substance; (3) they 
cannot transfer between substances; (4) they cannot be dormant 
~~thin a substance; (s) they exist concurrently with substanc
es, for no substance can exist without some accidents; (6) they 
are not eternal, only to later not exist, for the eternal must (by 
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definition) be necessarily existent and hence cannot not exist; and 
(7) there cannot be an infinite regress of accidents. See Ibrahim b. 
Mul).ammad al-Bajiiri ( d. 1276/1860), Tul:ifat al-murid ' alii jawharat 
al-tawl:iid, ed. 'Abd al-Salam Shannar (Damascus: Maktabat Dar 
al-Bayriiti, 2002), rn8-9. 

18 That is, the temporal is that which enters into existence subse
quent to its prior nonexistence, or that which is "originated." 

19 Throughout this text, the terms necessary (wiijib), impossible (mus
tal:iil, or mul:iiil), and possible (mumkin, or jii'iz) are used in their 
philosophical sense, meaning that which is metaphysically or ra
tionally so (l:iukm ' aqli). A metaphysical/rational necessity is that 
whose negation entails either contradiction or denial of what is 
rationally self-evident: examples are "A body occupies space," 
"A body is either still or moving [from the same vantage point)," 
and "God, the exalted, is eternal." A metaphysical/rational im
possibility ( or logical absurdity) is that whose affirmation entails 
either contradiction or denial of what is rationally self-evident: 
examples are affirming a body as neither still nor moving (from 
the same vantage point) and affirming a partner for the divine. 
A metaphysical/rational possibility is that whose affirmation and 
negation are each free of contradiction and of denial of what is ra
tionally self-evident: examples are "a body is still" and "a body is 
moving." These rulings are not derived from patterns of physical 
existence in this world or from imagination. They deal solely with 
logical principles-such as the law ofidentity (xis x), the Jaw of 
excluded middle ( either x or not-x), and the law of non-contradic
tion (xis not not-x, at the same time and from the same vantage 
point)-and with self-evident principles, such as "The whole is 
greater than the part." Any attempt to reject these principles it
self presupposes them in its argument against them, since all ra
tional deliberation is grounded in identity, excluded middle, and 
non-contradiction. 
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These logical rulings are fundamentally distinct from h · _ 
· · 1 1· (h k ' -d" f p ysi cal/empmca r~ mgs . u m a IJ o necessity, possibility, or im-

possibility, which relate merely to the normal way things occur 
in the world. The effects related to laws of nature-such as an 
object fall~ng to the grou~d :Vhen released, cotton burning upon 
contact with fire, and sat1at1on ~fter eating-are physically/em
pirically necessary but metaphysically/rationally possible. Muslim 
scholastics define an empirical ruling as "the affirmation of a 
connection (rabt) between two things ... by means of empirical 
evidence (tokriir), while also affirming that the two things are ful
ly separable (injikiik) and that there exists no actual causal rela
tionship (to'thir) whatsoever between the two." Sunni orthodoxy 
holds that actual causality belongs to God, the exalted, alone: it 
is only His act, in accordance with His will, that causes the ex
istence of anything rationally possible. See al-Hii.shimi, Miftii!J 
al-jannah, 250-51. 

2o The above argument, called the kalam cosmolonicol arnument, is an 
apodeictic proof ( or demonstration, Ar. burhiin) for the existence 
of God, the exalted. For a detailed exposition, see appendix A. 

21 The author ends this and subsequent sections of the book with 
such supplications or maxims. The term enablement (tawfiq) re
fers to God's act of creating obedience in the human being, 
corresponding to the person's free will and choice. The author 
concludes each section with such a prayer so as to attribute his 
success to God, the exalted, rather than to himself, as well as to 
apprise readers that one's success in understanding the material 
will come about only by the help and power of God, the exalted, 
even while one must take the means and exert oneself in study. 

22 Throughout this text and other Maturidi works, the designation 
"People of Truth" refers to Sunni orthodoxy (a discussion of 
which is found in the introduction). See al-Farhii.ri, AI-Nibriis, 25. 
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23 The former view refers to Christian Trinitarian doctrine, while 
its specific wording of "the third of three" is taken from Qur'an 
5:73. The latter view does not denote Trinitarianism but rather 
deification of Mary~ ( e.g. 5:n6), as evinced historically in ten
dencies of popular piety to worship Mary as "mother of God." 
It might also have been a heresy of some pre-Islamic Christian 
Arabs, as Edward Gibbon (d. 1794) notes, "The Christians of the 
seventh century had insensibly relapsed into a semblance of pa
ganism: their public and private vows were addressed to the rel
ics and images that disgraced the temples of the East: the throne 
of the Almighty was darkened by a cloud of martyrs, and saints, 
and angels, the objects of popular veneration; and the Collyridian 
heretics, who flourished in the fruitful soil of Arabia, invested the 
Virgin Mary with the name and honours of a goddess" (The History 
of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire: Abridged Edition, ed. David 
Womersley (London: Penguin Books, 2005), 615). 

24 The author's statement is based on the principle that one's affir
mation of an entity is valid only if one's conception of that entity 
is accurate; hence, those who ascribe partners to the Creator fail 
to validly affirm Him. However, this viewpoint does not negate 
that Muslims, Christians, Jews, and adherents of other religions 
worship and affirm the same God-the creator of the universe. For 
example, Allah in Arabic does not refer to a deity different from 
God in English, as Christian Arabs use the name Allah in their de
votion. For more detail, see Umar Farug Abd-Allah, "One God, 
Many Names," The Oasis Initiative, accessed January 16, 2020, 
https://www.theoasisinitiative.org/one-god-many-names. For a 
Christian rejoinder to the false notion that Muslims worship an 
altogether different deity than do Christians, see Miroslav Volf, 
Allah: A Christian Response (New York: HarperOne, 2012). 

25 The phrase "If it is said," followed by "We respond," represents a 
form of anticipatory argument and refutation that was standard 
for such dialectical manuals. 
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:z6 In the classic~! kalam literature, this_proofis termed "the demon
stration agamst mutual cooperation or prevention" (b h-

i _ ') 1 . ur an 
al-tawarud wa a -t~m~nu . t is a reductio ad absurdum argument 
found in the Qur an 1t~elf, as God, the exalted, states, "Had there 
been therein gods besides God, the two (that is, the heavens and 
earth) would have been co~rupted" (21:22), with "corrupted" in
terpreted by many theologians as "nonexistent." The verse artic
ulates a hypothetic_al conditio~al syllogism whose consequent is 
denied by observation, as we directly perceive the existence of the 
cosmos, not to mention its marvels and wonders, resulting in the 
conclusion that no deity or creator exists besides God, the exalt
ed. The basis of the syllogism is that the notion of two or more 
deities entails logical absurdity: either (1) the two would concur 
in their decision, and concurrence (a) if simultaneous, would en
tail the absurdity of two causes for one effect, (b) if successive, 
would entail the absurdity of causing an already existent effect, 
or (c) ifby "division oflabor," would entail inability of each dei
ty with respect to the portion of the other; or ( 2) the two would 
disagree in their decisions, which (a) if together executed, would 
entail the conjoining of two opposites, or (b) if just one were exe
cuted, would entail the inability of the other deity. The only other 
logical possibility would be (3) a "truce" of sorts, which is logical
ly absurd in light of the rank of divinity (namely, absolute dominion), 
as alluded to in the Qur'anic verse "God took no son whatsoever, 
and there is no god along with Him. Had it been otherwise, each 
god would [alone] go forth with what it creates, and some there
fore would dominate others. So Glory be to God above what they 
attribute to Him!" (23:91). See al-BajiirI, Tul)fat al-muri"d, 153-55. 

The argument implies the universal will and universal power 
of a deity, without limitation of ( or exception to) the scope of di
vine will and divine power. This is because any inability, even for 
a single particular, is in direct contravention of the implications 
of divinity. The universal scope of divine will and power is logi
cally necessary, as otherwise, a specifying determination (takh~i"~) 
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would have been made upon the deity by another entity, which 
would entail that the deity were temporal and thus caused, in 

h
. h ·t ould not be a deity. So because an eternal and nec-w 1c case1 w . . 

il · tent cannot be the object of a spec1fymg determina-essar y eXIS 
tion, the eternal and necessarily existent Creator must perforce 

be one and unique. 
To summarize: The mere existence of the cosmos, which is 

temporal and only possibly existent, is categorical evidence of its 
Creator, for it is self-evident that no temporal occurrence can be 
uncaused. And its Creator must be eternal and necessarily ex
istent; otherwise, one falls into the absurdity of either circular 
reasoning or infinite regress (see appendix A for more detail). 
Because the Creator is eternal and necessarily existent, He cannot 
be the object of a specifying determination, for only something 
temporal can be specified with a limit. So God's divine attributes 
of will and power must be of universal scope, without limitation 
or exception. Hence, the Creator must also be one, since a sec
ond deity can be shown to lack ability and choice in many con
ceivable scenarios. 

27 For a succinct, cogent presentation of how Trinitarianism is 
an unsubstantiated doctrine from a biblical lens, see Timothy 
Winter, "The Trinity is Incoherent," in Debatin9 Christian Theism, 
ed. J.P. Moreland, Chad Meister, and Khaldoun A. Sweis (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2013), 347_57_ 

Winter does not pursue the argument that Trinitarianism is a 
metaphysical impossibility (though that argument is sound and 
coh~rent) but instead argues that the doctrine is untenable on 
two mternal criteria of Christianity: (r) the doctrine's salvific im
port, co~pled with its incomprehensibility, and (2) the original 
concep~10n of monotheism espoused by Jesus~ himself and the 
ahP?stohc generations. Regarding the first crit~rion while cate-
c Isms such as the Ath • . ' 
al 1 . anasian creed (Qu1cunque vult) restrict eter-

n sa vat10n to those wh h c "th . 
of" 1·t th d . 0 ave 1a1 m the Trinity and "think , e octrme today · • Is conspicuously absent from a great 
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mber of Church worship songs, liturgies, and even sermons 
nu the masses, while a fair number of clergy members admit to 
to .. F h 
I eking confidence m 1t. or muc of the general Christian laity 
a . l . 1 ' Trinitarianism s1mp_ Y _proves _um~te ligible, and its obscurity 
has Jed to many Chnst1ans fallmg mto what their official creeds 
deem to be heresies: embracing either outright polytheism by af
firming three gods (thus fully squaring the circle), or a unitarian 
monotheism that rejects the divine status of Christ~ ( and thus 
circling the square). The former outcome can hardly be seen as a 
gospel ("good news") providentially brought by the Holy Spirit, 
while the latter outcome would, according to Christian ortho
doxy, preclude salvation in the hereafter. 

Regarding the second criterion, fair examination reveals 
Trinitarianism to be incompatible with what Christ ~ and his 
followers themselves believed, for a central theme of the New 
Testament is that they firmly espoused Jewish monotheism. 
Winter notes, "Despite the desire of many to interpret the dis
parate Biblical data in compliance with the classical creeds, it 
is evident that the classical Trinitarian proof-texts were identi
fied only after centuries of disputation. It is significant that the 
best known, 1 John 5:7-8, which is the only clearly Trinitarian 
passage, is also the best-known instance of forgery in the Bible, 
being absent from the oldest Greek manuscripts" (348). Indeed, 
Jesus ~ at times denies any part of divinity: "The son can do 
nothing of his own accord, but only what he sees the Father do
ing" (John 5:19). And, as for the description "son of God," only 
Roman pagan cults used the term to denote inheriting divinity 
from a divine father; the Aramaic and Hebrew milieu of the New 
Testament lacked any such implication, using the term instead 
for angels, rabbis, inspired men or messiahs, and worldly kings. 
The Jews around Christ~. informed by their clear monotheism, 
would simply not have understood the term to imply a sharing 
in divinity, a notion that instead betrays Hellenistic or Roman 
pagan influence. Undoubtedly, as Winter asserts, "The idea of a 
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perichoretic union of self-aware hypostases, each of which was 
. entirely God, came later" (349). The Roman councils were bound 

within ancient Greek models of thought, and it can be argued 
that integrating a triune conception of God made the new reli
gion appealing to many gentiles. 

The synoptic Gospels in particular-Matthew, Mark, and 
Luke-evince a Jewish teacher ~ bringing a message ofJewish 
monotheism. The Gospel ofJohn, though, while not containing 
explicit Trinitarian belief, does have passages that suggest many 
first-century Christians ascribed some sort of divinity, or union 
with the divine, to Jesus ~- Winter argues that, even if it is con
ceded-for the sake of argument-that statements such as "I 
and the Father are one" (John ro:30) accurately reflect what Jesus 
~ said, the firmly monotheistic setting in which they were os
tensibly uttered must inform their interpretation. In that light, 
such statements, rather than implying actual partnership in 
divinity, would instead have been understood to signify a level 
of proximity to the divine, rooted in deep mutual love between 
creature and Creator. This notion is common to many traditions, 
Islam being no exception. Imam al-Bukhari relates that the 
Prophet Mu]::iammad ~ ' speaking on behalf of God, the exalted, 
describes such a rank with the words "My servant draws near to 
Me with nothing more beloved to Me than that which I have made 
obligatory upon him. And My slave continues to draw nearer to 
Me with optional acts of devotion until I love him. And when I 
love him, I am his ear with which he hears, his eye with which he 
sees, his hand with which he strikes, and his foot on which he 
walks (Winter's translation]" (350). Termed wilayah (sainthood, 
or loving friendship with God, the exalted) in Arabic, this rank 
was never construed by the monotheists around Muhammad IJ; 
as implying a sharing in divinity, despite the paradoxical lan
guage of God, the exalted, becoming the servant's ear, eye, hand, 
and foot. It was self-evident that God, the exalted, could not liter
ally become flesh or have a partner in divinity. The same context 
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ust be recognized with respect to any ambiguous statements 

~Iegedly spo~en by Christ~• since Christ's Jewish audience cer
tainly shared m that _s~lf-ev1dent knowledge regarding the abso
lute oneness of the d1vme. Love, however, is often best expressed 
through metaphor. And, like all prophets, Jesus ~ was undoubt
edly a most loving servant of God, the exalted, and among God's 
most beloved servants, but he was a man, nevertheless, who 
called fellow men to such love, rooted in a simple and clear wor
ship of the one true God. 

2g Whenever the term universe is used in this text, what is meant is 
the entire cosmos-that is, all that exists other than God the 

' exalted. Philosophically, it refers to the totality of metaphysical 
possibilities that actually exist. 

29 He is Abu Mul).ammad Hisham b. al-I:Iakam, a theologian who 
resided in Baghdad, engaged in much scholastic debate, and was 
the shaykh of the Twelvers of his time. An author of many works, 
he died around the year 190/805. See Khayr al-Din al-Zirikli, 
Al-A' lom: Qomiis tarojim Ii ashhar al-rijal wa al-niso' min al-'arab wa 
al-musta'ribin wa al-mustashriqtn, 8 vols. , 17th ed. (Beirut: Dar 
al-'Ilm Ii al-Mala.yin, 2007), 8:85. 

30 Bekir Topaloglu, editor of the Ankaran publication of Al-Bidayah 
fi u~iil al-din, notes that the author Imam al-Sabuni states in his 
larger work Al-Ki.fiiyah fi al-hidayah fi u~iil al-din ( of which the above 
textAl-Bidoyah is a summation-see Introduction), 

As for raising the hands toward the sky during supplication, it 
is just like facing the direction of the qiblah during ritual prayer. 
Moreover, its significance is that the treasures of provisions for 
servants have been placed in the heavens. God, blessed and ex
alted, says, "And in the heavens is your sustenance and that 
which you have been promised" (51:22) . Likewise, the angels 
that descend with provisions for servants do so from the heav
ens, and the human being is naturally inclined to turn toward the 
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direction from where he is expecting what he seeks. This is similar 
to a ruler who promises provisions to his soldiers, due to which 
they all physically turn toward the vaults that store the provisions, 
despite being fully certain that the ruler himselfis not located in
side those vaults. (al-Sabiini, AI-K(fayah, 13r.) 

(Hereafter, translations ofTopaloglu's Arabic annotations will be 

followed by [BT) .) 

31 The distinguished MaturidI theologian Imam al-LamishI ex-

plains, 

The proof of the People of Truth [against anthropomorphism] 
is what we have mentioned [ of the metaphysical impossibility 
of divine temporality]. And they have no evidence in scripture, 
since those verses [whose outward meaning suggests anthropo
morphism] are "ambiguous texts" (mutashobihot) whose apparent, 
literal meanings contradict what is known by reason as abso
lute and certain .. .. Interpreting those verses as literal also con
tradicts the verse that is clear and unambiguous (mu~kamah, pl. 
mu~kamot)-namely, "There is nothing whatsoever like unto Him" 
[Qur'an 42:11]. So holding fast to the apparent, literal reading of 
those verses invariably leads to contradiction and discrepancy in 
God's proofs, exalted be He. And God, the exalted, is all-wise: His 
proofs and evidence have no discrepancy, since discrepancy and 
contradiction in one's evidence indicates foolishness and igno
rance, and God is transcendent above that. 

Therefore, either (1) we refrain from designating their specif
ic meanings, as is related from many of our eminent masters, 
who said, "We believe those verses were revealed, yet we refrain 
from designating their meanings" [this being the general meth
od of earlier Muslim scholars (sala.f)] or (2) each ambiguous text 
is interpreted appropriately, based on a valid linguistic meaning 
of the word or phrase in question [ this being the general meth
od oflater Muslim scholars (khala.f)], as is also related from some 
of our masters, who said, "There are various possible meanings 
of these words, so they must be interpreted with a meaning that 
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corresponds with what is ~a tegorically known through reason and 

with the clear and unambiguous verse [42:n] , so th at there is no 
contradiction in God's proofs ." 

For example, the word yad (lit. "hand") linguistically can be 

used to signify blessing, power, or authority; or proof; or ease and 

wea lth; or the physical limb. Similarly, the word 'ayn (lit. "eye") 

could linguistically mean protection or the physical organ. So 

each tenn would have to be interpreted in a manner that does not 

conflict with what is known with certainty by reason or known un
ambiguously from revelation. 

Jmam al -Lamishi goes on to explain how the hadith corpus is 

not evidence for anthropomorphic readings, since, in addition 

to being subject to this same hermeneutical criterion, prophetic 

narrations that fall short of incontestable multiple-chain trans
mission (ii~iid, as opposed to mutawiitir) do not result in categor
ical certainty, which is the epistemological level required in mat

ters of creed. See Mabmiid b. Zayd al-Lamishi, Kitiib al-tamhtd Ii 
qawii' id al-taw~td, ed. 'Abd al-Majid Turki (Beirut: Dar al-Gharb 

al-Jslami, 1995), 58-59. 
Imam al-Farhii.ri notes, 

These texts are termed "ambiguous [texts] " (mutashiibihc'it), which 
Sunni scholars have historically approached in two ways after their 
consensus that the outward meanin9 is not intended. The first approach, 
held by most early scholars (sala.f), is to have faith in what God 
intended and to consign knowledge of that to Him, while affirm
ing divine transcendence above corporeality and above resem
blance to creation .... The second is the approach oflater scholars 
(khala.f), which is to interpret them in a manner suitable for the 
divine; [ this approach was adopted] due to the prevalence of cor
rupt views in their time and due to the misguidance of general 
Muslims caused by the anthropomorphists. Hence, their aim was 

to safeguard the religion. 
According to some scholars of verification ( mu~aqqiqun), this 

difference in approach is based on the exegesis of the verse, "He is 
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the One who sent down upon you the Book: some verses are defin

itive (mu~kamat)-they are the very foundation of the Book-and 

others are ambiguous. So those in whose hearts is misguidance 
seek out what is ambiguous of it, desiring thereby strife and de

siring its interpretation. Yet none knows its (true] interpretation 
except God, and those firmly rooted in knowledge: they say, 'We 

believe in it; all ofit is from the presence of our Lord'" (3:7]. [The 

two exegetical opinions regarding the end of this verse are (1) the 

term "those firmly rooted in knowledge" is the subject of a new 
sentence: "And those firmly rooted in knowledge say, 'We believe 

in it'"; thus, based on the prior sentence, only God can know the 
true interpretation of ambiguous verses; or (2) the term "those 
firmly rooted in knowledge" is not the subject of a new sentence, 
but rather part of the exception in the prior sentence: "Yet none 
knows its [true] interpretation except God and those firmly root
ed in knowledge." Thus, expert scholars can also know the correct 

interpretation of ambiguous verses.] 
So the interpretation of the salaf [regarding this verse] is to 

stop at the name of God, based on the view that interpretation of 
ambiguous verses is known to God alone; this view is supported 
by the alternative recital of Ibn 'Abbas, "And those firmly root
ed in knowledge say, 'We believe in it,"' as related by al-I:Iiikim 
(d. 405/1014]. The exegetical opinion of the khalaf [regarding 
this verse], though, is one of conjunction between "those firm
ly rooted in knowledge" and the name of Supreme Majesty; this 
view is supported by the statement of Ibn 'Abbas ( d. 68/688] "I 
am among those who know its interpretation," as related by Ibn 
al-Mundhir (d. 318/930]. Scholars of this view deem the reproach 
of"seeking to interpret ambiguous verses" (in 3:7] as pertaining 
specifically to those who interpret them based on their heretical 
doctrines (bid'ah), such as the anthropomorphists. (Al-Nibrtis, 120) 

32 The author provides a more detailed examination of the 
Mu'tazilite position in Al-Kijayah, where he states "The 
Mu'tazilites deny that His attributes are qualities other than His 
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entity [that is, that He has attributes other than H ' . ] 
. th . . 1s entity , and 

claim mstead at He 1s knowmg without know! d . . e ge, powerful 
without power, heanngwithout [the attribute of] h . . 

. . d fi . . eanng, seeing 
without sight, an so on or the remammg attributes E . . . xcept10ns 
are speech and will, for they admit that those are affi d 1. d' . . rme qua 1-
ties other th~bn dthe hivme :ntity yet claim that they are temporal 
and not ascn e tot e entity of God, the exalted." He also states 

The M~'tazilites m~int~in that what can be affirmed or negated is ' 
of"attnbutes of act10n, such as the statement "He created a child 
for so-and-so but did not create for so-and-so" or "He provided 
wealth for Zayd but did not provide for 'Amr." But what cannot be 
negated is of "attributes of entity," such as knowledge and pow
er. One would not say, "He did not know such-and-such" or "He 
was not able to do such-and-such." Will and speech, then, can 
be affirmed or negated. God, the exalted, says, "God wants ease 
for you; He does not want difficulty for you" (2:185), "God indeed 
spoke to Moses" (4:164), and "God will not speak to them on the 
Day of Arising" (2:174). Therefore [according to them], [will and 
speech] are from the attributes of action, and hence are both tem
poral. (al-SabiinI, Al-Klfciyah, 26v, 14r. [BT]) 

33 For example, ifone says about a person, "He is strong," one intends 
thereby to ascribe the attribute of strength to the person's entity. 
The speaker is not suggesting that "strong" is the individual's 
proper name. 

34 This position represents a median position of classical Sunnism 
between two theological pitfalls: one of equating God's attributes 
with His very entity ('ayn al-dhdt), a logical conundrum that is by 
implication a denial of real attributes, and the other of consider
ing God's attributes as separable from His entity (.ghayr al-dhat), 
which entails temporality of the divine due to possible separation 
or change, or which allows for a multiplicity of eternals. Yet either 
implication (temporality or multiplicity of the eternal) is logically 
untenable. Rather, according to Sunni theology, God's attributes 
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are neither His very entity nor separable from it. They are eternal att . _ 
'b d H' . I 'd · n butes ascn e to ts entity: t 1ey are not I ent1cal to His ent' 

since they are real attributes, and an attribute must by definiti tty 
be distinct from the entity to which it is ascribed, yet they are 11:

11 

separable from His entity, since eternal ascription by necessit t 
precludes change or separation. The Mu'tazilites erred on this is~ 
sue by denying God's affirmative attributes altogether, out offear 
of multiplicity of eternals, to which the Sunnis responded that 
multiplicity is entailed only if there are multiple entities, or one 
entity yet with separable attributes, neither of which is affirmed in 
Sunnism. Rather, the Sunni doctrine of divine attributes affirms 
multiple, inseparable attributes eternally ascribed to the singular entity of 
God, a fully monotheistic assertion of the one, unique, timeless 
divine being who possesses life, knowledge, will, power, speech, 
hearing, and sight. See al-Taftazani, Shar~ al-'aqa'id al-Nasajiyyah, 
137-46; al-Bajiiri, Tu~fat al-murid, 192-95. 

Many Christians also erred on this issue by conceptually allow
ing for the separability of divine attributes, which led to a severe 
compromise of monotheism and to deification of other than 
God, the exalted. As Imam al-Dusiiqi (d. 1230/1815) explains, 

[Many] Christians believe that God is a substance Uawhar) com
posed of three hypostases (uqniim, pl. aqonfm): a hypostasis of 
existence, which they called the Father; a hypostasis of knowl
edge, which they called the Son; and a hypostasis of life, which 
they called the Holy Spirit. What they mean by hypostasis is an 
attribute, and by substance an entity. They claim that the hy
postasis of knowledge, which they deem a part of the divine, 
transferred to the body of our Master Jesus ~ and admixed 
with him, whereby divinity (lohiit) united with humanity (nosiit). 
And how foolish they are, for they claim that knowledge is a 
deity, existence is a deity, and life is a deity; then the three hy
postases together became one deity. So they affirmed a con
tradiction-namely, between unity and multiplicity. And they 
deemed the divine entity, which they considered substance, to 
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O
sed 0r attributes, which they considered accidents. And 

be comp ~ . . 
nsidered a part of the d1vme to transfer to our Master 

they co 
us ~ - Lastly, they assigned to the hypostases names that 

Jes suitability. (Muhammad b. Abmad b. 'Arafah al-Dusiiqi, 
have no · _ _ . 

h
. at al Dusu-qi 'alo sharh umm al-barahm [Cairo: Matba'at Mustafa 

Hcis 1y · · · · · 
~I-Biibi al-I:lalabi, 1939], 86) 

h
•1 al-Bukhari. See al-'Asqaliini, Fat~ al-Bari, 1:70, 10:513. 

35 sa . I J 
h ad b. J:Ianbal, Musnad al-Imam A~mad bin I:fanbal, ed. Shu' ayb 

36 :i~Zna'iit et al., 52 vols., 2nd ed. (Beirut: Mu'assasat al-Risalah, 

2008), 6:246-49. 

The author states in AI-Kifiiyah, 
37 

Some scholars maintain that there are three types of names: (1) 
the very thing being named, like the names Thing, Entity, and 
Existent; (2) neither the thing being named nor other than it, like 
the names Knower and Powerful; (3) other than what is named, 
such as the names Creator and Provider. This disagreement is 

based on the issue of whether God's names are eternal or tempo

ral-those who deem the name other than the named maintain 
that they are temporal; those who categorize the names maintain 
that some are temporal and others are eternal; those who consid
er the name to be the very thing being named maintain that they 
are eternal, without exception. This issue stems from the issue of 

His attributes. 
To proceed, we must proffer a short introduction by which the 

reality of the disagreement can be understood. There are four 
terms: naming (tasmiyah), the named (musammo), the name (ism), 

and the one who names ( musammi). So when a person says, "God," 

then this statement is naming, an act of the one who named; by 

agreement, it is other than the name and other than the one be

ing named. Naming is to mention (dhikr) the name; the disagree

ment, then, is if mentioning the name of God constitutes remem

brance of God or remembrance of other than God. Those who 

deem the name to be other than the named maintain that if one 
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says, "God," he has made remembrance of orher rhan God, for he 
mentioned rhe name of God, and His name is orher rhan Him." 
(al-Sabiini:, AI-Kifciyah, 18r. (BT]) 

38 And glorification is suitable only for His entity, not for other than 
Him. See al-Sabiini, AI-Kifiiyah, 18r. (BT] 

39 The author states in AI-Kifiiyah, 
If one states: It is narrated about the Prophet~ that he said, 
"Verily, God has ninety-nine names. Whoever enumerates [and 
comprehends] all of them shall enter paradise." So were rhe name 
and the named one and rhe same, rhe one named would also be 
ninety-nine. We would respond: The term name can be used to 
mean "naming," which is ascribed to rhe one who names, which 
by consensus is orher rhan rhe named. So enumeration, multiplic
ity, and temporality all return to rhe naming, not literally to the 
name. (al-Sabiini:, AI-Kifciyah, 18v. (BT]) 

40 This statement is related by Ibn Sam'anr (d. 562/n67) in the ad
dendum to Tdrfkh Baghdad, with a chain ofnarrators that includes 
someone unknown (majhiil) , up to the Prophet ({ii, through 'Air b. 
Abi Talib ~ ; as well as by al-Tabarr (d. 310/923) in his exegesis 
(tafsfr) as a statement of Mutarrif b. 'Abd Allah ( d. 95/714) and 
Yazid b. Murrah al-Ja' fi. Imam al-Bayhaqi (d. 458/1066) also re
lates it from Mutarrif; while al-Daylami (d. 558/u62) relates it 
without a chain of narration, yet through Ibn 'Abbas ~ to the 
Prophet Ji;, as saying, "The best of actions are those that are 
moderate and balanced," in a hadith that starts with, "Be consis
tent in performing your obligations." It is also related that Imam 
al-Awza'i ( d. 1571774) said, "There is nothing God has command
ed save that the devil opposes it with two tendencies, not car
ing whichever one he succeeds in inciting: excess (ghuluww) and 
shortcoming (taq?ir)." Imam al-Sakhiiwi (d. 902/1497) notes that 
the principle of moderation is confirmed by the Qur'an, as in 
17:29, 17:uo, 25:67, and even by allusion in 2:68. See Muhammad 
b. 'Abd al-Ral;imiin al-Sakhawi, Al-Maqa?id al-liasanah ·fi bayan 
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k thir min al-abadith al-mushtahirah 'ala al-alsinah ed. 'Abd All-h 
a al 'dd- (C . ' a ,Mui)ammad -S1 1q a1ro: Maktabat al-Khiinji, 1991), 205_6. 

He is Abii Mii)raz Jahm b. Safwiin from Samarqand a client 41 
(mawla) ~f Bani Riisib and head ~f the sect that would 'be called 
the Jahm1yya~. Imam_ al-~hahab_1 (d. 748/1348) calls him "a mis
guided heretic who died m the t1_me of the young followers (stu
dents of the Prophet's compamons-tobi' iin). He had planted 
seeds of immense evil." He worked for the army of al-I:Iiirith b. 
Surayj (d. 128/746), who led a revolt against the Umayyad gover
nor Na~r b. Sayyiir ( d. 131/748). Upon the order of the latter, he 
was executed in the year 128/745. See al-Zirikli, Al-A'lam, 2 :141. 

42 In classical Islamic theology, the word shay' refers only to mawjud, 
or "that which exists." 

43 Imam al-Liimishi explains their position as follows: 

The Qarami~ah, many of the philosophers, Jahm b. ~afwan, and 
others state, "These terms [Existent (mawjiid, shay'), Living (~ayy), 
Knowing ('alim), Able (qadir), etc.] may not be ascribed to God, 
the exalted; likewise, any name that may be ascribed to other than 
God, the exalted, may not be ascribed to Him, the exalted, so as 
to avoid affirming resemblance [between God and His creation]." 

We [Sunni orthodoxy] respond: This is absurd, for the term 
shay' refers only to "existence," and there is no equivalence what
soever between God, the exalted, and other than Him with respect 
to existence, for the existence of God, the exalted, is necessary while 
the existence of all others is merely possible. 

Likewise, there is no equivalence at all between the life of God, 
the exalted, and the life of other than Him, for His life is eternal, 
not an accident, and its continuity is not impossible; while the 
life of all others is temporal and an accident, and its continuity is 
impossible. So equivalence between the two is false, and there is 
no resemblance without equivalence. 

This is the case for all the divine attributes [ affirmed by Sunni 
orthodoxy], so resemblance between God and His creation is 
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not entailed in the affirmation of these names and attributes for 
God; thus, our position by no means entails affirmation of resem
blance. (Kitab al-tamhid, 67-68) 

44 The position of the author (and oflmam al-Ash'ari himself) ap
pears to affirm resemblance between two things (such as two en
tities or two attributes) only when all of their qualities are similar. 
Yet later theologians ( such as Imam Abii al-Mu'In al-Nasafi) note 
that this is logically incoherent, for it entails that no two things 
could ever resemble one another, since some quality of each 
however minor or irrevelant, would be unique to it and absent i~ 
the other. For example, two scholars of equivalent knowledge of 
jurisprudence would not resemble one another in light of each 
scholar's unique physical traits and personality. Thus, according 
to Imam al-Taftazani, Imam al-Farhari, and others, the position 
of Imam al-Ash'ari and Imam al-Sabiini is interpreted to mean 
that resemblance between two things is affirmed only when all of 
their relevant qualities that are under consideration are identical, even 
if other qualities (that are irrelevant to what is being considered) 
are not shared by both things. See al-Farhari, Al-Nibras, 120-22. 

This interpretation is reflected in Imam al-Sabiini's explanation 
in the text. At bottom, the Sunni affirmation of the divine names 
and attributes does not entail resemblance of God, the exalted, to 
creation due to the absolute and categorical difference (tabnyun) 
between what is necessary/eternal (God, the exalted, and His attri
butes) and what is possible/temporal ( creation and its attributes). 
And, in light of that categorical difference, some theologians hold 
the view that any terms that are used for both God, the exalted, 
and His creation (such as existence, life, knowledge, power) are 
used as homonyms (ishtirak !aft.I). Shaykh Mubammad al-HashimI 
comments, 

Realize that the position of Shaykh al-Ash'ari is that the term 
existence [or being (wujiid)], when used for what is eternal and for 
what is temporal, is a homonym .... So there is no universal/gen
eral existence of which eternal existence and temporal existence 
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arc parriculars/lypC~-··· Ra~her, according to (al-Ash'ari), eternal 
existence is categorically different (rnu~ciyin) from temporal exis
tence, as is evident f~om the ca~egorical difference between their 
. numerable respective properties, some of which are as follows: 
;od's existence is without beginning or end, while the existence 
of all else is preceded by and followed by nonexistence [or nonbe
. ('adam)]; God's existence is metaphysically necessary and its 
ing · . 'b'I' b d negation entails tmposs1 1 1ty, ase on both reason and scrip-
ture, while the existence of all else is metaphysically possible, 
the negation of which entails no impossibility whatsoever; God's 
existence is not bound or conditioned by time and space, for He 

is the creator of time and space, while the existence of all else is 

necessarily bound by both; God's existence alone is not depen
dent whatsoever on anything, while the existence of all else is ever 
dependent on His power and will, at its inception as well as for 

its continuity (according to the correct view). So were it not for 
His largesse and favor upon all things in the cosmos, of granting 

them existence (ijcid), they would never have existed. And were it 
not for His largesse and favor upon them of continually maintain
ing their existence in every moment (imdcid), their being would at 

once vanish into nonbeing, for in each moment they are innately 

accepting nonbeing. (ljcid is the divine act of bringing into exis
tence, while imdcid refers to the continued divine sustainment that 

follows ijcid.) Ibn 'Ma' Allah [d. 709/1309) states in his aphorisms, 
"There are two blessings that no [temporally] existent thing is 

without and that everything in the cosmos necessarily needs: the 

blessing of God's [initial) act of granting existence and the bless

ing of God's unceasing acts of maintaining in existence"; "He [the 

exalted) blessed you initially with [His act of] granting you exis

tence and subsequently with [His acts of] unceasingly maintain

ing you in existence." 
This [reality) is what it means for the existence of all things oth

er than God to be preceded by and followed by nonexistence, and 

for nonexistence to be possible for them in each of their moments, 

which is why they always [without interruption) need the ontic 
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support of their Creator's power. And this is the proper exe . 
fth Q 

, . "E . 1 th' . . ges1s 
o e ur amc verse very smg e mg 1s perished (hiilik), exce 
His [God's] countenance" (28:88)-that is, perished constant! ~t 
all of its moments: actually perished before its current mo men~~~ 
existence [its past] and after its current moment of existence [it 
future J, and effectively perished in its present moment of existenc: 
[since were it not for the divine imdiid, the thing on its own would 
be nonexistent]. And the term thing here is general to encompass 
everything in the cosmos .... 

This is also the proper interpretation of the [rigorously authen
ticated ($aryfl1)] hadith [related in SaJ:iiJ:i al-Bukhari] "The truest 
statement a poet ever uttered is the statement ofLabid: Verily, ev
erything other than God is unreal (biitil)"-that is, unreal without 
interruption ([ actually unreal] in its past, [ effectively unreal] in its 
present, and [actually unreal] in its future), as we just explained 
regarding the verse. (Mi.ftiiry al-jannah, 97-98) 

45 Historically, the issue of divine speech was among the most de
bated in Islamic theology; according to some scholars, this is 
why the discipline was given the name kalam. The Sunnis regard
ed their view as another median position, in this case, between 
various misunderstandings over the nature of the Qur'an. The 
main tension was over reconciling the revealed temporal word 
with the eternality of its revealer: God, the exalted, is timeless, 
so His attributes must also be timeless, yet the Qur'an-which 
is His speech-is in certain aspects clearly in time, such as its 
words and letters, to which we have direct access. The anthropo
morphist tendency ( extreme I:fanbalism, or pseudo-I:fanbalism) 
led to ascribing eternality to the very words and sounds, clearly 
a logical absurdity, while the tendency of misplaced rationalism 
(Mu'tazilism) led to affirming temporality and createdness to 
God's speech, in all its aspects, thereby resulting in denial of a 
divine attribute ( eternal divine speech). 

In the eyes of its scholars, Sunnism avoided both extremes by 
asserting that the reality of speech is not words or sounds but 
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rather signification of meaning (dalcilah) This 1. ( 
I- ,r. - . rea ity termed 

internal speech, or ka am naJs1) can logically be etern 1 . 
d. • h'I a, smce that 

ntails no contra 1ct10n; w I e words and sound (t d e _ s erme verbal 
speech, or kalcim laft.1) must necessarily be temporal. Hence the 
letters and sounds of the Qur'an are created, for they b-

. y, h Q , . are o 
Servably in time. et t e ur an Itself is not created bee . , . , ause Its 
words indicat; ~o~ s :ternal at~r~bute of speech. So in light of the 
Qur'anic texts md1cat10n of a d1vme uncreated attribute, the Qur'an 
as a whole i~ deemed "the uncreated speech of God"-despite 
its words bemg composed ofletters, revealed in time, recited as 
sounds, and written as script. The divine attribute that its words 
indicate, or point to, is God's eternal speech, an uncreated attri
bute ascribed to God's entity and therefore transcendent above 
temporality of any sort, such as order, declension, composition 
into whole or parts, syntax, grammar, break, renewal, change, 
silence, absence, or the like (all of which do pertain, however, to 
the words of the Qur'an). Rather, God's eternal speech is a time
less divine attribute of signijication, which is the reality of speech, 
and signification is not logically bound to time and space. That 
signification is associated with all things necessary, possible, and 
impossible. In other words, all that God, the exalted, eternally 
knows with His attribute of knowledge, He eternally signifies 
with His attribute of speech. 

As for the manner bywhich the created words of the Qur'an indi
cate God's uncreated attribute of speech, Sunni scholars mention 
two types ofindication: (r) an "indication [ or pointing] of words 
to their meanings" ( dala[ah waq'iyyah !af4iyyah), in that the words 
of the Qur'an indicate some of the meanings also indicated by the 
divine attribute of speech, and perhaps more accurate, (2) an "in
dication oflogical concomitance" ( da!ci!ah 'aq!iyyah i!tizamiyyah), in 
that just as spoken words logically indicate that their speaker has 
life, so do the words ofrevealed scripture indicate that the Revealer 
has speech. 
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And because of this indication-that is, because the created 
text (kalam (afzi:) points to the timeless divine attribute (kalam 
nafst)-it is prohibited and unacceptable to say "the Qur'an is cre
ated " lest someone misconstrue the statement to mean that the 
diuin~ attribute of speech is created. This is why, when the Mu'tazilite 
'Abbasid caliph al-Ma'miin instituted the notorious Inquisition 
(mil:mah), coercing scholars to say "the Qur'an is created," the 
imams of ah! al-sunnah refused to accede: many used misleading 
words or dissimulation under threat; Imam al-Bukhari fled and 
supplicated God, the exalted, that he be allowed to die before 
being captured, and he died after four days; Imam 'Isa b. Dinar 
(d. 212/827) was imprisoned for twenty years; and Imam Al).mad 
b. I:Ianbal was imprisoned and tortured. 

The only situation wherein one may say "the Qur'an is created" 
is in educational settings, since the details of the issue may be 
explained properly. And the denotation of terms would also need 
explanation, as the term Qur'an denotes both the created text and 
the uncreated attribute, most often the former, while the term 
divine speech (kalam Allah) denotes both meanings as well, yet most 
often the latter. 

Due to the potential misunderstanding, the Sunni position is 
that "the Qur'an is the uncreated speech of God" (al-Qur'an kalam 
Allah ghayr makhliiq), with exactly that wording. In fact, Imam 
al-Taftazani relates that theologians prohibited saying even "the 
Qur'an is uncreated" (without explanation), "lest one misunder
stand and think the actual letters and sounds are eternal, as the 
[extreme] Hanbali scholars imagined out of their ignorance or 
obstinacy" {Sharl:i al-'aqa'id al-Nasaftyyah, 160). 

Verses that attribute movement (and thus temporality) to 
scripture, such as "Verily, We sent it down on the Night of Power 
and Decree" (97:1), are understood to refer to the words of the 
Qur'an. Both the words of the Qur'an and their meanings were 
sent down, for the words were directly from God, the exalted, not 
from Angel Gabriel~ nor from the Prophet IJ:;,. God, the exalted, 
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created the text first in the preserved tablet; then sent it down in 
scrolls to the lowest heaven on the Night of Power and Decree 
(laylat al-q?dr), in a place called the House of Glory (bayt al-'izzah); 
then sent 1t down upon the blessed Prophet /J;. gradually over his 
prophetic career, sections at a time, in relation to specific cir

cumstances. 
Thus did the Sunnis reconcile this salient tension in Islam 

and, in their estimation, preserve both logical soundness ('aql) 
and what was inherited from the early Muslims regarding reve
lation ( naql)-namely, that the Qur'an is "the uncreated speech 
of God," yet revealed in time and space, recited on tongues, 
preserved in hearts, and written in script, such that its very rec
itation is worship and its shortest chapter (siirah) is inimitable, 
leaving detractors powerless to replicate its like. See al-TaftazanI, 
Sharb al-'aqo'id al-Nasajiyyah, 152-71; al-BajiirI, Tubfat al-murid, 
176-80, 223-26; 'Abd al-GhanI b. Talib al-GhunaymI al-MaydanI, 
Sharb al-'aqidah al-Tabowiyyah, ed. Mu}:iammad Muti' al-I:Iafi? and 
Mu}:iammad Riyag al-Mali}:! (Damascus: Dar al-Fikr, 1997), 68. 

46 That is, while God, the exalted, creates blackness and whiteness 
and movement and stillness in His creation, it does not follow 
that God Himself is black or white, or moving or still-exalted 
is He above any physical traits. Rather, the locus wherein He cre
ates a trait is perforce the entity to which that trait is rightfully 
ascribed. 

47 This is how Sunni theologians define affirmative attribute (~ifah 
thubiitiyyah)-namely, as a quality ascribed to an entity (ma'na 
qii'im bi al-dhot). Of course, human attributes are contingent tem
poral accidents, while divine attributes are eternal and ascribed 
to the entity of God, the exalted. See al-TaftazanI, Sharry al-' aqci'id 
al-Nasajiyyah, 155. 

48 Or more commonly in English, "There is something I want to tell 
you," or "I would like to have a word with you," etc.-all meaning 
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that the person has speech within him that he would like to com
municate to the other person. 

49 It appears that the author uses "what is recited" here to mea 
"what is si9nified by the recitation," since otherwise "what is re~ 
cited" would mean the actual words, which cannot possibly be 
eternal and uncreated. The author himself rebukes the Hanbali 
scholars in the text above for their opinion that the Qur'anic let
ters are uncreated, since letters are clearly temporal, possessing 
order and position, and coming into and out of existence. Hence 
his statement "what is recited" evidently refers not to the words of 
the Qur'an but to the divine attribute of speech si9nified by what 
is recited, and the divine attribute is of course eternal and uncre
ated. 

50 He is Abu al-f:lasan 'Ali b. Isma'Il b. Is}Jaq al-Ash'arI, descen
dant of the Prophet's companion Abu Musa al-Ash'arI A and 
eponym of the Ash'arI theological school. He initially stud
ied in the Mu'tazilite school of Basra under its leader Abii 
'Ali al-Jubba'I ( d. 303/916) and excelled therein, until publicly 
renouncing its divergent views and embracing what would later 
be termed Sunnism. A prolific writer, he is said to have authored 
some three hundred works. He died in the year 324/936. See 
al-ZiriklI, Al-A' liim, 4:263. 

51 He is Abu Bakr Mu}Jammad b. al-f:lasan b. Fiirak al-An~ari al-A~
bahanI, master of juristic principles and theology, Shafi'i jurist, 
and eminent scholar of the Ash'arI school. After studying in Iraq, 
he moved to Nishapur and built a school there. An author of close 
to one hundred works, he died in the year 406/1015. See al-Zirik!I, 
Al-A'liim, 6:83. 

52 He is al-Qa<;II Abii Bakr Mu}Jammad b. al-Tayyib b. Mu}Jammad b. 
Ja'far al-BaqillanI, judge, extraordinary theologian, and leading 
figure in the history of the Ash'arI school. A scholastic of out
standing intellect and a prolific writer, he resided in Baghdad and 
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died in the year 403/1013_. See al-ZirikH, AI-A' lcim, 6:176. When the 
title al-QcW (the Judge) is used by itself in scholastic manuals of 
theology, it normally refers to him. 

3 He is Abii Is]:iaq _Ibrahim b. ~u]:iammad b. Ibrahim b. Mihran 
5 I-Isfarayini, emment Ash'an theologian and scholar f 1 a . . 1 H o aw 

nd i'uristic prmc1p es. e used to engage in scholastic d b t 
a ·1· H d' d . e a es 
with the Mu'taz1 ites. e . ie m th~ year 418/1027. See al-Zirikli, 
AI-A'lam, 1:61. ~hen the t1~Ie al-Ustadh (Adept Scholar or Master) 
is used by itself m scholastic manuals of theology, it normally re
fers to him. 

54 He is A~~ Man~ur Mu]:iam~ad b. Mu]:iammad b. Ma]:lmiid 
al-Matund1, one the ?reatest imams of theology and eponym of 
the Maturidi theological school. He authored works in Qur'anic 
exegesis, theology, and other sciences. He died in the year 

3331944. See al-Zirikli, AI-A' lcim, 7:19. See Introduction for more 
detail. 

55 
The author states in AI-Kifayah, 

The upshot of the discussion is that the Qur'an does not mention 
that Moses ~ heard the speech of God, but rather only that God 
spoke to him, as it states, "God indeed spoke to Moses" (4:164), 
and "His Lord spoke to him" (7:143). Furthermore, in another 
verse, God restricts to three levels His speaking to His servants, 
for He states, "It is not fitting for a human to be spoken to by God 
except by revelation; or from behind a veil; or that He send a mes
senger who reveals, by His permission, whatever He wills" ( 42: 51). 
God negates His speaking to humans except by means of revela
tion, from behind a veil, or by the sending of a messenger. There 
is no doubt that His speech by means of revelation pertains not 
to hearing, since revelation refers to the casting of meaning into 
the heart in a hidden manner, as He states, "And We revealed to 
the mother of Moses" (28:7) and "And your Lord revealed to the 
bees" (16:68). Likewise, speech by way of sending a messenger 
does not mean that one hears the one who sends the messenger; 
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rather, the voice of the messenger is heard, while that signifies 
the speech of the one who sends him. Hearing, therefore, would 
pertain to the signification of divine speech, not to divine speech 
itself. As for speech from behind a veil, the intermediary of sound 
and letters is necessary, as He states, "So when he came to it, he 
was called from the edge of the blessed valley, in the blessed land" 
(28:30). What is meant by "veil" is for the tree to be a locus for 
the existence of sound and letters that signify the speech of God, 
the exalted, for His statement "Verily, I am God" cannot be the 
speech of the tree itself; rather, it is the speech of God. Yet it is 
heard from the tree; hence, the tree, the letters, and the sounds 
are together an intermediary for understanding the speech of 
God, the exalted. What is heard is the signification of the speech, 

not the speech itself. The specification of Moses ~ as "the one 
spoken to by God" (kalfm Allah) is based on the fact that he was 
singled out as being the recipient of this type of speech. It would 
not be far-fetched, though, if one were to call this "speech with
out intermediary," meaning that there is no intermediary [in the 
form] of a book or messenger, not that there is no intermediary of 

sound or letters. For example, it is said in common parlance, "The 
ruler spoke to so-and-so by mouth without an intermediary." By 
that statement, they do not mean that there were no letters and 
sounds; rather, they intend to say that he did not send a book or 
messenger but rather spoke to him directly. This issue is similar. 
(al-$abiin1, AI-I<ifayah, L 2sv-26r, 'A 6or. [BT]) 

56 Imam Abii al-Barakat l:fafiz; al-Din al-Nasafi (d. 710/1310) states, 
"Kn_ow tha~ th~ terms act of creatinB (takwin or khalq or takhliq), 
causmB to exist (Dad), causinB to occur (ibdath), and invention (ikhtiru') 
are all s~nonyms, all indicating one meaning-namely, to bring 
a nonexistent out of nonexistence and into existence. The term 
act 0f creatinB, specifically, is used out of emulation of the early 
Muslims (salaj)." 'Abd Allah b. Ahmad al-Nasafi Al-l'timad fi 
al-i'tiqad, 25v. [BT] . ' 
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Yet accord~ng to the Asl~'a_rI school, ~h!s position does not entail 
57 the ascription o~tempoial'.ty t~ the ~1v!ne entity, since they deem 

attributes of act_10n to be 1elat10ns (1qcifiit), which have no objec
tive existence,_smce _they are ~nl~ 1~:t~ers of perspective or meta-
hysical cons1derat10ns (umur I t1banyyah). They are relat· 

p d' . . . 10ns, 
given that.when 1v1~1e power and d'.vme will associate with sus-
tenance (nzq), a relat10n ensues that 1s called "giving sustenance" 
(tarziq); when}~e_y as~o~!a~e ~ith life (1.rnyoh), a relation ensues 
that is called g1v111g hfe (1~ya ); etc. So according to the Ash'arI 
school, God's act of creating is not an actual attribute, as opposed 
to the divine attr~butes. df entity-namely, God's knowledge, will, 
power, life, heanng, sight, and speech. See al-Farhari, Al-Nibros, 
138-39. 

After citing the various arguments of the MaturidI school for 
the eternality of the act of creating, Imam al-TaftazanI states, 
"Yet the scholars of verification (mu~aqqigiin) among Sunni theo
logians hold the view that divine attributes of action are from the 
category of relations (i4ofat) or logical perspectives/metaphys
ical considerations (i'tiborot 'aqliyyah), just as (for example] the 
Creator, sublime and exalted, existing before everything, with 
everything, and after everything; His being mentioned with our 
tongues, worshipped, giver of death, giver of life; and the like." 
That is, all of these perspectives convey a relation between the 
Creator and His creation, and the Creator is still affirmed as eter
nal and the creation as temporal. He continues, "(Those scholars 
also assert that] what is real and actual in [anterior] eternity is 
the source of creating, of giving sustenance, of giving life, and 
so on, and there is no evidence that [ that source] is an attribute 
other than divine power and divine will." See al-Taftazani, Sharb 
al-'aqo'id al-Nasaftyyah, 174. 

Regarding the MaturidI arguments listed in the text above, the 
response of later scholars of verification (mubaqgigiin) is that the 
ascription of "creator" to God, the exalted, would be interpret
ed as figurative with respect to His existence in anterior eternity 
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(that is, figurative in terms of "actually creating," while literal. 
the meaning of "having the power to create"), since otherwj In 

either the cosmos would also be anteriorly eternal or a relati:: 
between two entities (between Creator and created) would be af
firmed despite the nonexistence ofone of the two ( that is, of th . . . . e 
cosmos, for it was nonexistent man tenor etermty). Both options 
are untenable. Also, the arguments showing the absurdity of the 
"act of creating" being temporal do not apply, since later schol
ars hold it to be only a logical relation or metaphysical consider
ation. See al-Farhari, AI-Nibros, 154. 

58 He is Abu al-Hudhayl Mul:iammad b. al-Hudhayl b. 'Abd Allah b. 
Makl:iul al-'Allaf al-'Abdi, a client (mawla) of'Abd al-Qays, who 
emerged as a Mu'tazilite scholar. Noted for his exceptional in
telligence, he excelled in scholastic debate and authored many 
works. He died in the year 235/850. See al-Zirikli, AI-A' lom, 7:131. 

59 He is Abu al-J:Iusayn AI:imad b. Yal:iya b. JsJ:iaq al-Rawandi, orlbn 
al-Rawandi. He was a philosopher of exceptional intelligence 
who used to engage in much theological debate and who es
poused many opinions that no one else espoused. He resided in 
Baghdad and was one of the earliest Mu'tazilite theologians, after 
which he publicly became an atheist and became notorious for 
his unbelief. He wrote a book on the eternality of the world and 
the denial of its Creator. Ibn al-Jawzi said of him, "I came across 
opinions of his that would not cross the mind of any sane per
son." He died in the year 298/910. See al-Zirikli, AI-A' lom, 1:267. 

60 He is Abu Sahl Bishr b. al-Mu' tamir al-Hilfili, a Mu'tazilite theolo
gian and jurist, who died in Baghdad. He authored many works in 
Mu'tazilism, engaged in much public debate, and is considered 
by some to be the founder of the Mu'tazilite school ofBaghdad. 
He died in the year 210/825. See al-Zirikli, AI-A'lom, 2:55. 

61 Imam Najm al-Din Abu I:Iafl) 'Umar b. MuJ:iammad al-Nasafi un
derscores this point in his well-known creed, noting, ''According 
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[the Maturidf scholars], the act of creating is other than the 
to us . I ] " I . I d [that 1s, t 1e cosmos , to w 11c 1 Imam al-Taftazii.nf com-
create . .1 . "Because an act 1s necessan y different from the obi·ect of 
rrients, . . , d 'th I . , 

C
t like 'hitting an e one lit, or 'eating' and 'the thing 

chat a , tl ,., He goes on to say 1at were they the same, the cosmos 
eaten. d b . If. • h Id be create y Itse , wit out need for an efficient cause (or 
~~:aror). see al-Taftiizii.nf, Shorb a~-'aq~'id al-Nasajiyyah, 173_79. 

While some conte~porar~ sc1en~1sts, such as Peter Atkins, 
rgue for a self-creating universe, 111 that "space-time gener-

a •rs own dust in the process of its own self-assembly" Jo-ates 1 • • • , 
. ·ans note the self-evident contrad1ct10n entailed in some-

gic1 . . If. S . thing temporal creating 1tse : ee Peter Atk111s, Creation Revisited 
(Harrnondsworth, UK: Pengu111, 1994), 143. For a detailed discus
sion of this issue and the related kalam cosmological argument, 

see appendix A. 

6 
The author states in AI-Kifayah, '"Self-manifestation' (tajalli') is 

2 a way of expressing appearance (;uhfir), and for this reason the 
shaykh Imam Abii Man11iir al-Mii.turi'di' ~ said, "'Divine appear
ance" does not connote what is connoted by the appearance of 
[anything] other than Him. !h~ r_eality o~ manifestat~on ~o the 
mountain is that He created 111 1t life and sight [by which] 1t saw 
its Lord, not that He was veiled and hidden and then appeared 
thereafter. It is not valid to interpret the verse in other than this 
manner"' (3or. [BT]). 

6
3 

Sal:ii'l:i al-Bukhari'; SaJ:i.i'J:i. Muslim. See al-'Asqalani', Fatb al-Biiri, 
2:33; Usmani, Fatb al-Mulhim, 2:204-23. 

64 Sal:iil}. al-Bukhari'; Sabi'J:i. Muslim. See al-'Asqalani', Fatb al-Biirf, 
8:606; Usmani, Fatb al-Mulhim, 2:190-201. The mother of the be
lievers, 'A'ishah ~. among others, denied that the Prophet ~ saw 
God, the exalted, on the Night of Ascension, while the Prophet's 
cousin Ibn 'Abbas ~ ' among others, affirmed it. 'A'ishah ~ ad
duced as evidence the Qur'anic verses "No vision apprehends 
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Him, but He apprehends all vision" (6:103) and "It is not fitting 
for a human to be spoken to by God except by revelation; or from 
behind a veil; or that He send a messenger who reveals, by His 
permission, whatever He wills" (42:51). Ibn 'Abbas i;&., though, 
simply affirmed that the Prophet :I,. saw his Lord that night, and 
al-Hasan al-Basrf-who was from the immediate generation af
ter ·the compa~ions of the Prophet /1,.-(for example) would of
ten swear an oath that the Prophet /i,, indeed saw his Lord. The 
Prophet's companion Ibn 'Umar ~ (d. 73/692) once wrote to Ibn 
'Abbas ~ for confirmation, and he responded with affirmation. 
Imam al-Nawawi comments that this is the stronger opinion ac
cording to the majority of scholars, who affirm the vision of that 
night and that it was with the two blessed eyes of the Prophet ~ . 
because it is certain that Ibn 'Abbas could not have affirmed it 
unless he had heard of it directly from the Prophet /!,., since it 
is not something that one can surmise or deduce logically. It 
can be known only by testimony, and no one would suppose of 
Ibn 'Abbas that he would merely offer his personal opinion on a 
matter so grave. So if the narrations of his confirmation are au
thentic, which they are, then the confirmation must be accepted. 
Moreover, the denial of 'A'ishah does not take precedence over 
the affirmation oflbn 'Abbas, since affirmation is normally given 
more weight than denial if both parties are upright, and because 
the denial was based on interpretation ofQur'anic verses and not 
direct testimony. Had 'A'ishah heard directly from the Prophet ~ 
that he did not see his Lord, she would have adduced that as evi
dence; instead though, she cited Qur'anic verses. And the verses 
she cited have other possible interpretations. The word apprehend 
(yudrik, from idrak) in 6:103 linguistically means to "fully encom
pass" (yutift, from itiatah), and no one claims that the Prophet's 
vision of God, the exalted, fully encompassed God's being. And 
verse 42:51 pertains to being spoken to, not to vision; moreover, 
the verse could allow for exceptions ('amm makh~ii~)- See Mu..b-yi 
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aJ-Din Yal).ya b. Sharaf al-Nawawf, Shorh sahih M . 
ed. (Beirut: Dar I~ya' al-Turath al-'Arabr· · d. ) ushm, 18 vols. , 4th 

'n. · , 3:4-6. 

6 The main contention of the Mu'tazilites wa th 
5 . . . s ata necess 

dition for sight 1s temporahty, such as the "th' arycon-
. . . mg seen" b · • 

a locality, direct10n, etc. Because such accide t 1 . emg in 

th d . · th d' · n s ogically cann t 
Pertain to e 1vme, e 1vme according to th M , .. 0 

b h e u taz1htes log-ically cannot e seen; ence, any scriptural text th . 
. . d th I d at mentions the viswn of Go , e exa te , would have to be int d 

. . erprete as meta-
phorical. Sunms respond that those texts are interp t d 

1
. 

. . re e 1terally 
because v1s10n of God, the exalted, is not logically · 'bl • . . .1 . 1mposs1 e, 
since vis10n 1s not necesson y associated with temporal 'ty b nl 

·1 . h' Id . . . I ' ut o y 
customan y so m t 1s wor . V1s10n 1s necessarily assoc· t d nl 

. . . f: 'f . . . 1a e o y 
with e~ste_nce 1tsel : 1 s?~ethm~ exists, 1t can possibly be seen; 
otherwise 1t cannot. (This 1s exp lamed in detail in the text ab ) ove. 
Hence the vision of God, the exalted, that He grants to believers 
is a real vision, despite God's transcendence above locality and 
temporality. See al-Farharf, Al-Nibriis, 167. 

66 Imam al-Ghazfili states that the reality (~oqfqoh) of human vision 
is a type of apprehension (which God, the exalted, customarily 
creates in the eye) that is more perfect and more revealing than 
imagination (for material realities) and knowledge (for imma
terial realities). For a material reality, a person can apprehend 
it by visualizing it in his imagination, but actual vision of that 
reality is of increased clarity and disclosure, and thus more per
fect. Similarly, for an immaterial reality, a person apprehends it 
through his knowledge of it, but vision of that reality would be 
a clearer and more revealing "perfection" of that apprehension. 
Or one could say, just as seeing something material is a more 
perfect way of apprehending it than picturing it in the mind, so 
too is the seeing of something immaterial a more perfect way of 
apprehending it than is one's mere knowledge of it. So based on 
this understanding of what human vision really is, if we affirm 
the possibility of human knowledge of God, the exalted, we mu_st 

affirm the possibility of human vision of God. See Abu I:famid 
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Mul).ammad b. Mul).ammad al-Ghazii.H, AI-Iqti$od .fi al-i'tiqod 
(Beirut: Dii.r al-Minhii.j, 2008), 136-38. 

67 It is related that the renowned mystic Abii Yazi"d al-Bistii.mi 
( d. 261/874) said, "I saw my Lord in a dream and asked, 'How does 
one reach You?' He replied, 'Leave your ego, and come forth."' It 
is also related that the gnostic Al).mad b. Khacjrawayh ( d. 240/854) 
once saw his Lord in a dream, who said to him, "O Al).mad, all of 
humanity seeks from Me, except Abii Yazi"d, for indeed he seeks 
Me." And it is related that I:Iamzah al-Zayyii.t (d. 156/773), Abii 
al-Fawii.ris Shah b. Shujii.' al-Kirmii.ni" (d. ca. 300/912), [al-I:Iak1m] 
Mul).ammad b. 'Ali al-Tirmidh1 ( d. 320/932), and Shaykh 'Allii.mah 
Shams al-A'immah al-Kardari" (the student of Niir al-Din 
al-Sii.biini", author of AI-Bidoyah)-may God, the exalted, have 
mercy on them-all saw Him. Bekir Topaloglu cites Imam Abii 
al-Barakat J:Iii.fi? al-Din al-Nasafi as stating, ''Also, I was told by 
a student of knowledge who was an ascetic (zohid), who used to 
come study with me in Bukhara, that he saw the Divine. And I 
used to see in Bukhara a young man who was a devotee, who 
did not socialize with people and would be seen at night; so I 
asked others about his state, and they replied, 'He saw his Lord"' 
(Al-I'timudfi al-i'tiqad, 34v). 

It is also related that Abii I:Ianffah saw the divine in his dreams 
one hundred times, as did Al).mad b. I:Ianbal, who in the final 
dream asked God, the exalted, what the best form of worship is, to 
which He replied, "Reciting the Qur'an," and when Imam Al).mad 
asked, "With understanding or without it?" God, the exalted, re
plied, "With understanding or without it." The great scholar and 
interpreter of dreams, Mul).ammad b. Sfrin (d. no/730), said, 
"Whoever sees God in a dream shall enter paradise and shall 
live free of anxiety." And it is related that I:Iamzah al-Zayyii.t (also 
known as I:Iamzah al-Qii.rI) recited the entire Qur'an to God, the 
exalted, in a dream. 

Imam al-Taftii.ziinI states, ''As for seeing God in dreams, it has 
been related from numerous early Muslims; but it is obvious that 
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it is a type of beholding of the heart rather than of th ,, ( . 
· f al T ft- - - h e eye cited •n the margm o - a azam, S arh al-'aqo'id al N ,J; h 

1 _,_ _ _ · - asaJ'yya , 196). 
See al-Ba1un, Tu~fat al-mund, 276; al-Farhari Al-N'b -

6 - d ' I ras, l 9-70; Rama4an Effendi ( . 979/1571). 

68 Rama4an Effendi states: 

The confusion of the philosophers was that if divine will were real, 
it would be either temporal or eternal, each of which they deemed 
impossible-the former because it would entail ascription of 
a temporal quality to the divine entity, and the latter because 
it would entail the cessation of something eternal, since they 
thought 'will' would not remain after God's granting existence [to 
that which was willed]. The Sunni response is that divine will is 
eternal, and cessation pertains only to its relation with the time [ of 
that which was willed], and the relation is temporal. So cessation 
of the eternal is not entailed, only cessation of the temporal ( cited 
in the margin of al-Taftazani, Shor~ al-'aqo'id al-Nasajiyyah, 183). 

Because of their error in reasoning, the Arab Neoplatonist phi
losophers rejected divine will and instead affirmed the divine as 
an efficient cause from whose entity the cosmos emanates in
voluntarily. This also led them to affirm the universe as having 
no beginning, while Islamic creed asserts its temporality and its 
having a finite past. (Both the denial of divine will and the be
lief in a beginningless universe are views that entail disbelief.) 
Imam al-Taftazani also adduces a teleological argument as proof 
of divine will, citing the order and wonders of creation as plainly 
indicating that each particular was willed. See al-Taftazani, Shar~ 
al-'aqa'id al-Nasa.fiyyah, 184. 
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ON AFFIRMING MESSENGERS 

Most of the People of Truth state that the sending of messeng 
by God, the exalted, is logically possible; some of them, 1 howev::s 
maintain that it is necessary, [not logically but] in light of divin; 
wisdom (~ikmah). 2 The Buddhists and Brahmins claim that it is 
impossible.3 

The proof of the People of Truth is that the emanation4 of 
commands and prohibitions from God, the exalted, upon His 
servants, and His informing them of that which entails success 
in their worldly lives and felicity in the hereafter-which cannot 
be ascertained by their intellects-is not [logically] impossible. 
Rather, it reflects wisdom and is correct. Thus, it is not far
fetched that He select one of His servants to have that knowledge, 
either by sound inspiration (ilhom ~a~f~) or explicit revelation 
(wa~y ~art~), whereby the chosen servant informs others of God's 
commands, and that He, the exalted, provide him with a sign 
to indicate the veracity of his message-namely, the prophetic 
miracle (mu'jizah). 

To further clarify the matter, [know that] God, the exalted, 
created paradise and the fire, and prepared in them a reward for 
His friends and a punishment for His foes; the intellect, however, 
is unable to independently ascertain that [reality]. Likewise, He 
created harmful and beneficial things in this life, and did not endow 
the senses or the intellect with the ability to differentiate between 
the harmful and beneficial, nor between nutrition, poison, and 
medicine. And the intellect cannot merely experiment, due to 
the chance therein of perishing. Thus, divine wisdom entails that He 
send a messenger to convey to His servants that which He has 
prepared for them in the afterlife and that which He has laid down 
in this life, as well as to command them to [do] what entails their 
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well-being and deter them from [ doing] what entails their 
destruction, "so that he who perishes does so on a clear proof 
and he who lives does so on a clear proof" (8:42). ' 

If it is said: If the messenger brings forth that which corre
sponds to logic, then the intellect is sufficient and has no need 
ofit; ifhe brings that which contradicts logic, the intellect would 
reject it anyways. So there is no point in sending messengers. 
We respond: The messenger comes with that which the intellect 
alone is unable to ascertain and perceive, for logical premises 
are of three categories: necessary, impossible, and possible. The 
unaided intellect judges something as necessary or impossible, 
yet pauses at the possible and does not pass judgment, neither 
negating it nor affirming it. It does not deem any possible thing 
as obligatory or as forbidden, except that if the act is conjoined to 
a praiseworthy consequence it proceeds, and if to a blameworthy 
end it refrains. So if the messenger from God, the exalted, clari
fies the end results of matters and of actions, the intellect comes 
to know that wherein lies its well-being, and accepts it, and that 
wherein lies its ruin, and rejects it. Of course, it is possible that 
the sacred law (shar') brings forth an explication of that which the 
intellect can ascertain, so as to facilitate the matter for its posses
sor, as it would otherwise need to engage in constant reflection, 
perpetual thought, and exhaustive inquisition, such that were it 
to be preoccupied therewith, most of its beneficial affairs would 
be neglected.5 Therefore, God's informing [the servant] of that 
[knowledge], by means of the messenger, is of His sheer largesse 
and mercy, as He, the exalted, states, "And We have not sent you 
save as a mercy to all realms of being" (21:107). 
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CT ION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 
AN INTRODU 

d 't · a condition that the messenger be a male 
To procee ' I is ' - h I . . ' . d' to us but not the Ash an sc o ars, femminity 

smce accor mg th I · 
d

. "b ·ng sent " This is because e atter entails being 
contra 1cts e1 · h ' 

11 k as to proclaim the message, w Ile the former 
we - nown so . . 

.1 Iment [that is out of modesty and social etiquette] . enta1 s concea ' . . . , 
the two are therefore contradictory. Another condit10? is that he 

ke claim to that which the intellect does not deem impossible 
m[tha t •s metaphysical impossibilities, such as contradictions], 

a 1 
' · f h' I · d that he establish proof of the veracity o is c aim, since 

an h' . 
according to us, it is not obligatory to accept is assert10n before 
he brings forth a prophetic miracle (mu'jizah). The Ibadites 
among the Khawarij disagree, for they state that his assertion 
must be accepted before manifestation of the miracle. This view 
is absurd, since there is no way to distinguish a true prophet from 
a false prophet except by a miracle; therefore, in its absence, 
acceptance [ of his assertion] is not mandatory. 

The prophetic miracle is that which manifests the incapacity 
('ajz) of creation to bring forth its like; the letter hii' [ at the end of 
the Arabic word mu'jizah] is to denote emphasis, not the feminine. 
Its formal definition according to theologians is "the appearance 
of a matter that breaks the customary norm, at the hand of one 
claiming prophecy, upon being challenged by those in denial, 
in a manner that renders them incapable of producing its like."6 

The way a miracle indicates the truthfulness of a prophet is that 
we realize7 it is purely an act of God, the exalted, the servant 
having no share in it at all, such as turning a staff into a snake 
or bringing the dead to life. When God the exalted produces it , , 
immediately after a prophet's statement "If I am truthful in my 
claim to being Your messenger, then do such and such," it serves 
as a confirmation for him by action; it is akin to His saying, "You 
are truthful." [This is] like one who, in front of the sultan, claims 
to be his messenger and then says to his servants, "The sign of 
my honesty is that I say to him, 'If I am truthful, then rise from 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

your seat three times and sit back down,'" ~hi~h [ the sultan] does, 
while the servants know that such behav10r is ?ot customary on 

th ltan's part· that act serves as a confirmat10n for him in hi 
e su ' hful " Th s claim, akin to his saying, "You are trut . e same applies 

here. And enablement is by God alone. 

ON EVIDENCE OF THE PROPHETHOOD OF MUJ::IAMMAD f_ 
Having understood the above, we will now establish proofs of 
the truthfulness of our Prophet, Mul:;l.ammad ~ . as that is the 
basis of this whole discussion. And then, according to us, the 
prophethood ofall other prophets ~ is affirmed by his informing 
us thereof. This evidence has two main components. 

The first is the Qur'an, by which he challenged all the eloquent 
speakers of the Arabs and the non-Arabs to bring its like. They 
proved incapable of doing so, as in the Exalted's statements 
"And if you are in doubt as to that which We have revealed to Our 
servant, then bring forth the like of one of its chapters" (2:23) 
and "Say: Verily if all humans and jinn gathered to bring the like 
of this Qur'an, they would not bring the like of it, even if some 
of them assisted others" (17:88), in addition to other Qur'anic 
verses. So all proved incapable of bringing the like of it, since if 
they were able to do so, they certainly would have, due to their zeal 
for disproving his claim and overcoming his proof. And, had they 
done so, it would surely have been well-known and transmitted 
to us, just as the false claims and senseless jabber ofMusaylimah 
the Liar8 [ d. 12/633] were transmitted. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

Ifit is said: Perhaps being preoccupied with combat and careers 
prevented them from that. We respond: The Qur'anic challenge 
was before any warfare, and supporting the religion and defend
ing its sanctuary was more important to them than careers. The 
suggested reasoning, therefore, is clearly incorrect. 

If it is said: Perhaps they did oppose it [and brought the like of 
it], yet the believers ignored it and promulgated only the Qur'an. 
We respond: The rejectors in that time were greater in number 
than the believers, so had they found any successful opposition 
to the Qur'an, then their obstinacy, denial, and animosity toward 
the Prophet~ would have incited them to recount and propa
gate it, just as the believers' conviction and love of the Prophet~ 
inspired them to relate the Qur'an and promulgate it. Despite 
that, however, no such opposition has been transmitted to us, 
so it is certain that they proved incapable of doing so. And, if the 
most eloquent Arabs and their rhetoricians proved incapable of 
opposing the Qur'an, then those who came after them, who were 
non-Arab, would perforce be even more incapable. 

The second component of this evidence is what has been re
lated about him with regard to prophetic miracles: some [of 
his miracles] involving material things and some involving [his 
giving information] of the unseen world; some [miracles] per
taining to himself and others pertaining to the world around 
him. As for what pertains to himself, they include: the light 
that appeared upon the forehead of his forefathers and fore
mothers, whose loins and wombs he was in;9 that which is men
tioned in ancient books of his characteristics and traits, the 
time of his coming, and the description of his followers_ ~nd 

supporters;10 and what has been narrated [after him] descnbing 
his person, the beauty of his form, the nobility of his virtues, 
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and his kind acts, in [for example] the reports of 'Ali b. Abi 
Talibn-may God ennoble his face-Hind b. Abi Halah', 0, 
[ d. 36/656], and Umm Ma'bad'3 ~ [ see appendix B]. All of this 
serves as evidence, for those who possess keen discernment (fira
sah ), that the likes of such qualities have never been gathered in 
any one person before him or after him, thereby indicating the 
nobility of his entity and the loftiness of his person, such that 
no one matches him therein. As it is related that every time Abii 
Bakr al-Siddiq'4 t! [ d. 13/ 634] looked at him in his youth and re
flected on his traits, [Abu Bakr.{!] would say, "This one has been 
created for a great affair indeed." So when [the Prophet~] called 
him to Islam, [ Abu Bakr.{!] said, "This is what I used to hope for 
regarding you." 15 And when 'Abd Allah b. Salam'6 t! [ d. 43/663] 
met him for the first time, he said, "This is not the face of a liar."11 

And 'Abd Allah b. Rawal).ah18 .{! [d. 8/629] said ofhim: 

Had he not brought forth manifest signs and scripture, 
The mere sight of him would convince you of his message.'9 

He continued to exhibit these traits for his entire life, not changing 
whatsoever in private or public, neither when angry nor when 
pleased, to the extent that his enemies, despite their extreme 
animosity and zeal to slander his character, found no fault in him 
at all. This, then, is the strongest proof of the truthfulness of his 
message, for it is impossible that the all-wise-may His majesty 
be exalted-gather all of these virtues for one whom He knows 
will invent lies against Him, and then give him respite for twenty
three years, give victory to his religion over all other faiths and 
grant him victory against his enemies, and finally give life to the 
traces [ of his person, deeds, and teachings] after his death until 
the Day of Resurrection. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

As for miracles in the world around him, they include splittin 
· · h 21 th k' f g the moon,2° drawmg a tree mg , e spea mg o stones, 22 the 

yearning of the palm trunk, 23 the complaining of the she camel 24 

the testimony of the roasted sheep of its being poisoned, 2s a~d 
d h. 26 

the shading of clou s over 1m. 
They also include his informing [us] of past and future events. 

Past events include the stories of prophets~ and the conditions 
of bygone nations in various lands, in different statements [ of 
both the Qur'an and well-known hadith], related in the presence 
of scholars of the People of the Book, such that none of them, 
proved capable of denying his truthfulness or slandering him. This 
occurred despite his having never read ancient books or interacted 
with People of the Book, indicating that he related news by revela
tion from God, the exalted, as a messenger. Future events include 
his foretelling on the Day ofBadrwhat person would be killed, and 
in what place, which occurred as he said. 27 He also told of fighting 
Ban ii I:Ianifah and Persia; the downfall of Chosroes' kingdom; the 
victory of his religion over all other faiths and its reaching the far
thest limits of the East and West; and other events as mentioned 
in narrations, which occurred as he foretold. 28 Moreover, his de
meanor did not resemble that of fortune-tellers , magicians, or 
astrologists-all of whom, according to what is related, engaged 
in poetry and rhyming, in concealing vile traits, in seeking the aid 
of devils, in looking into astrolabes, or in numerology. Rather, 
his personality was one of uprightness, tranquility, honor, shun
ning worldly aims, and constant immersion in the remembrance 
of God, thr 
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These miracles, even if most of them are individually rel 
. (-h-d . . ated 

through single-cham reports a. a , or tr~nsm1ss10n that falls 
short of tawatur), nonetheless when considered altogether . 

[ 
. In· 

dicate one common phenomenon present m each instanc ] 
f th " e ' -namely the occurrence o e preternatural and mira 

' cu-
lous" related to him. This phenomenon, then, is effectively r _ 
lated through incontestable multiple-chain transmission, r:
sulting in definitive and undeniable knowledge ('ilm qat'D. This 
is similar to narrations that individually are related through 
single-chain reports regarding [for example] the generosity of 
J:Iatim29 [d. 46 BH/578], the justice of Aniishirwan [the Sasanid 
ruler Chosroes I, d. 579 CE], the courage of'AII ,t£, or the knowl
edge of Abu J:Ianifah30,t£. Since each category in its totality in
dicates one particular theme-namely, generosity, justice, cour
age, and knowledge-then the result is definitive and undeniable 
knowledge of these themes; the same applies here. 

If it is said: Some Christians claim that he was a messenger 
to the Arabs alone, so what is the proof of the universality of his 
message? We respond: Once we have proven that he is a messen
ger, then [it is necessarily known that he speaks the truth, be
cause] a messenger does not lie. And he informed us that he was 
sent to all of humanity, as God, the exalted, states, "And We have 
not sent you except to humanity at large" (34:28), and God
may His majesty be exalted-states, "Say: O humanity, verily I 
am God's messenger to you all, without exception" (7:158). Also, 
he sent his messenger to Chosroes (Kisra), Caesar (Qay~ar), and 
the remaining kings of the world, calling them to Islam;3' and tht 
Negus (NajashI)32 ,t£ [ d. 9/630] and others believed in him. Sc 
clearly he is a messenger to all. And God alone is the One whc 
enables. 
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ON TRAITS SPECIFIC TO PROPHETS 

A messenger must have certain qualities by which he is distin
guished from others, and by virtue of which he is worthy of con
veying [the message] between God, the exalted, and His cre
ation. God, the exalted, says, "God knows better as to where He 
places His message" (6:124) . Among thes: [qualities] is that he 
be the most intelligent of the people of his age and the best of 
them in character. Moreover, he may not possess any attributes 
that encumber the relaying of the message; if any do exist before 
[the] revelation [ of the message], then God, the exalted, removes 
them at the time of sending, as He did with the speech difficulty 
of Moses ~ upon the latter's request [see 20:25-28, 36]. He must 
also be divinely protected [infallible (ma<~iim)] in speech and in 
action, from anything disgraceful or that would lower his estima
tion [in the eyes of people]. If anything [ apparently suboptimal 
or imperfect] is done by him involuntarily and unintentionally, 
then God, the exalted, informs him of it and admonishes him, 
without ignoring it or even delaying the admonition. 

The shaykh Imam Abii Man1?iir al-Maturidi-may God illumi
nate his traces of purification-said that infallibility does not 
preclude tribulation, meaning it does not force him into obedi
ence nor render him incapable of disobedience. Rather, it is a 
subtle grace (lutf) from God, the exalted, that incites him to do 
good and dissuades him from evil, yet with his [full] volition in
tact, such that the trial and test [ of faith] are genuine. Infallibil
ity with regard to disbelief, both prior to revelation and after it, 
is affirmed according to all Muslims, except the Fucjayliyyah33 ~f 
the Khawarij. Infallibility with regard to sins after revelation 15 

affirmed a~cording to Sunni orthodoxy,34 but not [ according to] 
the I:Iashwiyyah, for they transmit in the stories of David, Solo
mon, J?s~ph, and other prophets~ what would appear to be tbe 
comm1ttmg of sins. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

Some of that is outright rejected [ as lies], and some is inter
preted in a sound manner befitting their [purified] state. The ev
idence ofour position is that [the prophets] are God's evidence 
against His servants [humanity], as God, the exalted, states, 
"Messengers, who give glad tidings and who warn, so that hu
manity has no proof whatsoever against God" (4:165). Rather it is 
God alone who has proof against humanity. So if committing sins 
were possible for them, their word could not be trusted, whereby 
the proof is rendered null. As for [ their committing sins] prior 
to [receiving] revelation, it is no different according to all of the 
Mu'tazilites and Khawarij; according to us, though, it is possible 
yet rare,3s after which, at the time of revelation, their state returns 
to [complete] righteousness and uprightness. And God alone is 
the guide to what is right. 

ON SAINTLY MIRACLES 

According to us and contrary to the Mu'tazilites, saintly miracles 
are possible. Likewise, according to us but not them, sorcery (si~r) 
and the evil eye ('ayn) are realities. Our evidence in this matter is 
based on both revelation (naql) and reason ('aql). 

As for revelation, God, the exalted, informs us regarding the 
companion of Solomon ;/!ffe that he brought forth the throne of 
Bilqis [the Queen of Sheba] from a far distance in a short amount 
of time, as God, the exalted, states, quoting [the companion, 
and then Solomon ;!!ffe], '"I will bring it forth in the blink of an 
eye.' So when he saw it firm in his presence, he said, 'This is 
from the bounty of my Lord"' (27:40). Another proof is when 
Sariyah36 [d. 30/650], who was in Nahawand [in western Iran] , 
heard the statement of 'Umar /J?,_ [d. 23/644], who was in Medi
na, "O Sariyah! The mountain, the mountain!" Between the two 
was a distance of more than five hundred farsakhs [ about fifteen 
hundred miles] .37 Also, the flowing of the Nile by 'Umar's letter3

8 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

and Khalid's39 [ d. 21/642] drinking of poison40 are well-known 1 
fact what has been transmitted regarding the miracles of the g. n , . . en-
eration (tabi'in) that 1mmed1ately followed that of the Prophet' 
companions and the righteous of this community has reached s 
level that, were each individual repo~t to be c~llected, the entire; 
would constitute incontestable multiple-cham transmission With 
respect to the possibility of saintly miracles. 4' 

As for evidence based on reason, a saintly miracle is [merely] 
an act of God, the exalted, that contradicts His customary norm 
with the consequence that the servant realizes the fruit of hi~ 
worship, and [ as a result,] his insight regarding the validity of his 
religion may increase. 

Ifit is said: Based on this definition, if a miracle were to appear, 
it would resemble a prophetic miracle (mu<jizah), in which case 
a prophet could not be distinguished from a saint. We respond: 
That is not true, for indeed a prophetic miracle is conjoined to a 
proclamation of prophecy, and were a saint to claim that, he would 
immediately be rendered a disbeliever and hence no longer wor
thy of a miracle. Rather, the saint claims adherence to the way of 
a prophet,42 and therefore every saintly miracle is without doubt 
[ no more than] a miracle of the prophet whom the saint claims 
to be following. Thus there is no confusion at all between a i::Uilt 
and a prophet. And God is the One who guides. 

ON POLITICAL LEADERSHIP AND RELATED MATTERS 

The People of Truth assert that it is necessary for the citizenry to 

have a head of state (imam) to manage their affairs; the Prophet's 
companions reached unanimous consensus on this point, differ
ing only in specification of the imam after the death of God's Mes
senger ({J;. They then agreed on the imamate of Abii Bakr ~-

43 
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ODU CTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 
AN INTR 

d
. t us it is not permissible to establish two imams 

Accor mg o , . . . 
. . eri· od ,44 this pos1t1on 1s contrary to that of some of mone umep , . 

th Sh
. ho state that in every age there are two imams, one 

e ia, w . . h K - . h 
h

'dd d another manifest. L1kew1se, t e arram1yya deemed 
1 enan ,- · h45 d th t f 'Al- .Ml\ 

I'd b th the imamate of Mu aw1ya an a o 1 1$-. This 
va 1 0 th bl' . f . I position is invalid, for it leads to ~ o 1gat1on o ~1mu taneously 
obeying two persons in [potentially] contra~1ctory rulings, 
which is impossible. Abu Bakr iJ:,, alluded to this when he said, 
"1\vo swords cannot fit in one sheath."46 'Ali A also said of the 
companions of Mu'awiyah iJ:,, [d. 60/680], "Our brethren have 
rebelled against us."47 If the imamate is assigned to two persons, 
then [legally] the actual imam would be the one who received it 
first; if the two assignments were simultaneous, both would be 
annulled, whereby it would have to be renewed for either of the 
two, or for another person. 

Its conditions are that he be a free, sane, adult male of Quraysh. 
According to us yet contrary to some of the Shia, it is not a 
condition that he be from Banii Hashim, due to the generality 
of the Prophet's statement "The imams are from Quraysh."48 

Likewise [ according to us] yet contrary to the esoterists, it is 
not a condition that he be infallible (ma'~iim). According to us, 
uprightness ('adalah) is a condition of perfection [that is, what is 
ideal and most optimal], but according to [Imam] al-Shafi'i~49 

[d._2?4/820] it is a requirement for [the] permissibility and 
V~1?1ty [ of one's imamate]; therefore [ according to us] it is 
~I~liked_to assign the imamate to a corrupt person (fasiq), though 
it is valid. If the imam commits an enormity then according 
to us he is d · f · ' . , eservmg o impeachment but is not automatically 
•m~eac_h_ed.50 According to [Imam] al-Shafi'i J&, as well as the 
Mu taz1htes and Kh .. h • d awanJ, e 1s automatically impeache · 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

According to us though contrary to most of the Shia, the ima 
. . I'd d . h mate of someone of lesser merit 1s va 1 esp1te t e presence of so 

one of greater merit, for indeed 'Umar ~ consigned the ma~e
over to a council of six [ see text below], despite knowing that so~; 
of them were better than others. 

ON THE IMAMATE OF THE RIGHTLY GUIDED CALIPHS !&. 

The first of them was Abii Bakr ~; he fulfilled every condition 
of the caliphate, and his merit surpassed that of all the Proph
et's companions, who without exception agreed upon his caliph
ate . This serves as a definitive proof(~ujjah qiiti' ah), by which the 
claim that the Prophet /Ji-. explicitly appointed 'AH-may God en
noble his face-is proven false, due to the Prophet's statement 
"My community will not agree on an error." 51 Moreover, it is well
known that 'Ali himself pledged allegiance to [Abii Bakr A ] in 
the presence of a great throng of witnesses after having deemed it 
beneficial.52 By the blessing (barakah) of his caliphate, then, things 
occurred that astounded the intellects of the Prophet's compan
ions, and by the blessing of his acumen, disagreement was re
moved from the community, as we have explained in Al-Kifiiyah.53 

Then before his death, Abu Bakr ~ appointed 'Umar b. 
al-Khattab /1;,. as caliph. It is narrated that when he saw his life 
nearing its end, he called for 'Uthman54 ~ and dictated to him the 
writ of his covenant for 'Umar ~ . after which he sealed the doc
ument, brought it forth to the congregation, and ordered them 
to pledge allegiance to the one whose name was written therein. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

So they did so, and when it wru; passed to 'Ali _A,, ~e said, 
"We pledge allegiance to the person whose_ name 1s m 1t, even 
if it be 'Umar ~ ."ss The Prophet's compamons then agreed to 
his caliphate.s6 He followed in the footsteps o: Abu Ba_kr ~ • dis
patched armies, and established the f~undat10nal prmc1ples of 
Islamic legal reasoning, such that by his great efforts, God, the 
exalted subdued disbelief and corruption. 

'Um~r ~ was then martyred; [before his death,] he left 
the issue of selecting the caliph to a council of six-namely, 
'Uthmiin, 'Ali, 'Abd al-Ra!J.miin b. 'Awf37 [d. 32/652], Tall;iahs8 

[ d. 36/656], al-Zubayrs9 [ d. 36/656], and Sa'd b. AbI Waqqa~60 

[ d. 55/675] ~ - Five of them consigned the matter over to 'Abd 
al-Ra!J.miin b. 'Awf ~ and were content with his decision; so he 
chose 'Uthmiin ~ and pledged allegiance to him in the presence 
of a group of the Prophet's companions. The companions in turn 
pledged allegiance to him, submitted to his orders, and prayed 
the Friday and Eid prayers behind him for the entire term of his 
caliphate; this entails their unanimous consensus (ijmii') on the 
validity of his caliphate. Anything transmitted whose outward 
meaning would seem to imply insolence toward him is either a 
pure fabrication, or is to be interpreted properly so as to befit his 
state,61 as such statements cannot contradict a definitive proof 
(~ujjah qiiti'ah). 

Then 'Uthman ~ was martyred, and the matter was left 
undecided until the Prophet's eminent senior companions, 
from both the emigrants and helpers, gathered and sought 
'Ali's acceptance of the caliphate, making an oath to him so 
that he would accept it. So those present among the senior 
companions ~ pledged their allegiance to him.62 
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Those companions who opposed or fought him did so based 
on reasoned estimation (?ann) and independent scholarly judg
ment (ijtihad). Yet according to Sunni orthodoxy, 'Ali f!:¾_ alone was 
correct, and he was the best of his time and the most deserving of 
the imamate.63 Furthermore, it is related that [the opponents of 
'Ali f!:¾_] renounced their position and felt remorse for what they 
did. 64 The prophetic caliphate ended with 'Ali f!:¾_ , for he was mar
tyred thirty years after the death of God's Messenger ~ . who had 
said, "The caliphate after me will be for thirty years."65 

According to Sunni orthodoxy, the order of their merit is ac
cording to the order of their terms for a caliphate. As for the mer
it of their progeny, some scholars maintain that we do not prefer 
anyone after the Prophet's companions, except based on sacred 
knowledge and piety. Others state that we rank their progeny 
based on the rank of their forefathers, except for the progeny of 
Fatimah66 1¾ [ d. n/632], for their rank surpasses that of the prog
eny of all the Prophet's companions, due to their proximity to the 
Messenger of God ~ -

The prophetic way ( sunnah) is for every person to withhold his 
tongue from [ criticizing] any of the Prophet's companions, and 
to not mention them except in the most beautiful of manners, al
ways interpreting their acts in a manner befitting their righteous
ness and uprightness, due to the Prophet's statement "[Fear] 
God, [fear] God, [and beware of Him] regarding my compan
ions! Do not take them as targets [ of your blame] after my death. 
Whoever loves them, it is because of his love for me that he loves 
them; whoever hates them, it is because of his hate for me that he 
hates them."67 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

For indeed, they alone gave victory to God's religion and alone 
were chosen to keep the company of the Messenger of God I!. 
May God send blessings and peace upon him, and may He be w~Ij 
pleased with them a11. And God is the One who guides. 68 
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C-0 

Annotations to 
Prophets, Miracles, and Early Islam 

1 rmam al-Farhari cites Imam al-SabiinI in his AI-Kif<iyah as clarify
ing "some of them" as "a group of our fellow Maturidts" (Al-Nibras, 
269). 

2 Imam al-Taftazant clarifies that this position is not that of the 
Mu'tazilites, whose position is that sending messengers is in
cumbent upon God, the exalted, which is deemed unsound by 
Sunnis. Rather, this position is that sending messengers neces
sarily follows from the implications of divine wisdom-"wisdom" 
referring to "benefit (ma$1aJ:iah) and a praiseworthy outcome 
('aqibah J:iamfdah)"-since as Imam al-Farhart notes, "the action 
of the all-wise will not contravene wisdom." 

As stated in the text above, this differs also from the opinion 
of most Sunnis, which is the opinion of Imam al-Ash'art, that 
sending messengers is a logical possibility with equivalence of each 
side (sending or not sending). See al-Taftazant, Sharl:i al-'aqa'id, 
312-13. Imam al-Farhart comments, "[This is the opinion of] 
most Ash'art scholars who state that the intellect does not 
designate good and evil, and that God, most glorious, does what
ever He chooses, by His sheer will and without any inciting aim. 
th~ ~ommentator [Imam al-TaftazanI] has preferred the MaturidI 
opinion in this discussion." 
. Imam al-FarharI explains "The upshot is that 'necessity' here 
is ' ' [th . cust0mary' ('adf), meaning that the divine custom at is, 
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God's normal pattern of action] is one of sending messen 
· · · d 'l . h . d · gers because d1vme w1s om enta1 s 1t-t at 1s, ren ers Its occurre · 

preponderant despite t.he l?gical possibility. of not doing it. ;: 
Miituridi scholars admit this type of necessity and linguisticall 
express it in a manner that differs from the Mu'tazilite expre;. 
sion, saying, 'This is a necessity from God, the exalted (wujub min 
Allah), not upon Him (wujub 'ala Allah), so as to maintain proper 
etiquette." See al-Farhiiri, AI-Nibras, 268-69. 

3 Some of the reasons for their position are: (1) Sending messen
gers would necessitate a divine statement "I have sent you" to the 
messenger, yet it is possible for one to hear that from jinn. The 
response is that it is logically possible for God, the exalted, to 
establish for the messenger a clear sign of true prophecy, and/ 
or create in the messenger innate knowledge (' ilm qaruri) of his 
messengership. (2) If Angel Gabriel ~ were a body, then all peo
ple would see him, and if he were immaterial, then no one could 
possibly see him. The response is that the creator of vision is 
God, the exalted, so it is conceivable that He unveil the angel to 
just the messenger, while keeping him veiled from all others. (3) 
Moral responsibility (takllf) is harmful to people, not beneficial. 
The response is that its burden entails slight difficulty, which ul
timately results in tremendous and perpetual benefit. See al-Far
hiiri, AI-Nibras, 269. 

4 The term emanation used here differs from the Neoplatonic con· 
cept of emanation, which negates the divine attribute of will. 
According to Sunnis, God's commands and prohibitions reflect 
His decisions and rulings for His servants. 

5 ~he person would then be unable to, for example, earn a live
lihood, spend time with his family, or manage his affairs. He 
would constantly be investigating various actions and their end 

results so as to ascertain whether the outcomes are beneficial or 
harmful; as a result, most of his worldly affairs from which he 
derives benefit would be neglected. 
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...., aI-FarharI comments, "God's customa 
6 JJlla"' ry pattern ('ad h) 

. hat He creates repeatedly [ such as laws of n t ] a 
isW d' a ure. What He 
d S exceptionally that 1ffers from the pattern is a b k 
oe [ . rea or con-
vention of the pattern such as miracles, which d fy 1 tra 'b - ) e aws of ture]" (AI-Nt ras, 271 • na . . 
Sunni theologians ment10n several types of miracl . ( ) h 

. . 1 ( , .. h) h' . es. I t e 
rophetic m1rac e mu Jtza , w 1ch 1s accompanied b 1 . p h' h . fi . Y a c aim 

ofprophecy, w 1c 1t con rms, along with an implicit or 1. _ 
f l. . h' . exp 1c 

it challenge o rep 1cat10n, w 1ch demers prove incapable of: ( ) 
the preparatory miracle (irho~), which occurs for prophets befo:e 
they receive revel~tion, so as to prepare them for the message, 
such as the covering of clouds over the Prophet /};;, in his youth 
the greeting of him by trees and stones, etc.; (3) the saintly mir~ 
acle (karamah), which occurs for a righteous believer (wali) who 
follows his prophet and hence lacks any claim of prophecy; (4) 
the miracle of assistance ( ma'iinah), which occurs for a layperson 
among believers who is neither a saint nor corrupt, so as to relieve 
him from a distress or calamity; (5) the miracle of"being taken to 
perdition in small, unnoticeable degrees" (istidroj), which occurs 
for a corrupt sinful person (fasiq) or disbeliever (kafir), in corre
spondence to his wishes, due to the divine plotting against him, 
such that the person is distracted with his gifts and therefore 
forgets to repent; (6) the miracle of sheer debasement (ihanah), 
which occurs to wretched people contrary to their wishes, such 
as with a false prophet to belie him ( as with Musaylimah the Liar, 
who blew spittle in the eye of someone with a defective eye, seek
ing to cure it as a display of prophethood, only to cause the per
son's other healthy eye to go blind); and according to some, (_7) 
sorcery (si~r), which occurs for vile souls, who make use of specif
ic speUs while being aided by devils. Yet many theologians do not 
deem sorcery as a break of God's customary pattern, since anyone 
:ho takes t?e means oflearning those spells will n?rmal!y_learn 
orcery. This latter type also includes fortune-tellmg (kihanah), 
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which is to predict the future based ~~ ~hat is heard ~om jinn. 
See al-FarharI, Al-Nibriis, 271-72; al-BaJun, Tul:tfat al-mund, 3u-13. 

7 Imam al-TaftazanI explains, :•were it_ not for the divi~e support 
[to prophets] of granting miracles, it would not be incumbent 
on people to believe in prophets, and true pr~phets could not 
be distinguished from imposters. So when a miracle occurs, the 
observer becomes certain of his truthfulness, by way of custom
ary occurrence, in that God, the exalted, creates in the observ
er self-evident knowledge immediately after the miracle, even 
though His not creating that knowledge is in and of itself possi
ble" (Sharl:t al-'aqii'id al-Nasajiyyah, 316). 

Imam al-FarharI comments, 

Intellectuals disagree as to how miracles signify the truthfulness 
of prophets: (1) the philosophers deem it a signification by neces
sity, meaning that it is impossible for anyone to doubt their truth
fulness after a miracle, because the mind is prepared for that cer
tainty; and [a general principle of their Neoplatonist philosophy 
is that) emanation from the emanating source, upon something 
prepared, is a metaphysical necessity [which in this case refers to 
emanation of certainty from its divine source upon the prepared 
human mind]; (2) the Mu'tazilites consider the signification to 
occur by causation [meaning the miracle is a cause, and the ob
server's certainty of the prophet's truthfulness is its effect], just as 
movement of a key ensues from movement of the hand that holds 
it; and (3) the Ash'ari scholars regard the signification to occur by 
God's customary pattern [ since Sunnis hold that no effect occurs 
in the cosmos except that God is its Creator, apparent secondary 
causes being mere loci or occasions of the divine fiat. Yet God does 
repeatedly create the same effect with its apparent means, which 
is His customary pattern of action. This is what Imam al-Taftazani 
meant above with his words "by way of customary occurrence"]. 
(Al-Nibriis, 273) 
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. Abii Thuma.mah Musaylimah b. Thuma.mah b r, b-
8 J-{e 1s . c. th A b' • i,a 1r 

,J-{anafi (meanmg 1rom e !a 1an tribe Bam} l::lanifah) 
al ,~r''li a false prophet (mutanabbt) from Najd A comm A b al-vva I , . h 1. · on ra 
. . is "More lymg t an Musay 1mah." He was killed on 1216 1d1oin h f h 33, his army lost tot e army o t e Prophet's companion yi. -1-d 
after I Z · ·1 1- Al ' l ,,ua 1 
b. al-Walid ~- See a - m < 1, -A am, 7:226. 

see Niir_ al-Din 'A_li b. ~ur~an al~Din Ibrii~im al-1::Ialabi, Al-Sirah 
9 al-Halabiyyah: Insan al- uyun fi s1rat al-Amm al-Ma'mtin, 3 vols. 

(B;irut: Dar I];iya' al-T~r~th al-'Ar~b~, n.d.), 1:3- 31; A}:imad b. 
Mu}:iammad al-Qastallam, Al-Mawah1b al-laduniyyah bi al-minab 
al-Mubammadiyyah, ed. Salil;i Al;imad al-Shami, 4 vols., 2nd ed. 
(Beirut: al-Maktab al-Isla.mi, 2004), 1:90-94; Mu}:iammad b. 
'Abd al-Bagi al-Zurqani, Sharb al-mawahib al-laduniyyah bi al-mi
nab al-Mubammadiyyah, 8 vols. (Cairo: al-Matba'ah al-Azhariyyah 
al-Mi~riyyah, 1907), 1:70-80. 

ro Abii Nu'aym Al;imad b. 'Abd Allah al-A~bahani, Dalo'il al-nubuw
wah, ed. Mu}:iammad Rawwas Qal'aji and 'Abd al-Barr 'Abbas, 
3rd ed. (Beirut: Dar al-Nara'is, 1991), 71-94. 

rr HeisAbiial-I::Iasan 'Alib. Abi'.falib b. 'Abdal-Muttalibal-Hashimi 
al-Qurashi, cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet /b, leader of 
the believers (ami"r al-mu'minin), and fourth rightly guided ca
liph in Islam. He was martyred in the year 40/661. See Ibn I::Iajar 
al-'Asqalani, Al-I$c1bah fi tamyiz al-$ababah, 4 vols. (Beirut: Dar 
al-Fikr, 1978), 2:507-9. For his report alluded to in the text above, 
see appendix B. 

12 
~e is Hind b. Abi Halah al-Tamimi, stepchild of the Prophet ~ 
smce his mother was the Prophet's wife Khadijah bt. Khuwaylid. 
Be was martyred in the Battle of the Camel in theyear36/656. See 
al-'Asq 1- - d · h t t ab a am, Al-I$£1bah, 3:6n. For his report allude tom t e ex 

ove, see appendix: B. 
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13 She is Umm Ma<bad <A.tikah bt. Khalid al-Khuza<iyyah, at whos 
home the Prophet ~ stopped during his emigration (hijrah) an~ 
whose sheep he milked. See at-<Asqalani, AI-I$abah, 4:497. For her 
report alluded to in the text above, see appendix B. 

14 He is Abii Bakr cAbd Allah b. Abi Qul).afah cuthman b. <.Amir b. 
<Amr b. Kach b. Sacd b. Taym b. Murrah b. Kach b. Lu'ayy, al-Taymi 
al-Qurashi al-Siddiq, the vicegerent of God's Messenger ~ (khali
fat rasiil Allah) and the first adult male to believe in him. He died in 
the year 13/634. See al-<Asqalani, AI-I$abah, 2:341. 

15 Bekir Topaloglu notes, 

I could not find a text with this wording [in any primary sourc
es]. However, it states in Si rat Ibn Hishdm, "God's Messenger ~ 
used to say in what has reached me, 'I never invited anyone to 
Islam save that there was in him some hesitation and consider
ation, except for Abu Bakr b. Abi Qul).ii.fah. The moment I men
tioned it to him, he had no doubt or reluctance."' After relating 
this hadith, Ibn Kathir [ d. 744/1373] comments, "For indeed, Ibn 
Isl).ii.q [ d. 151/768] and others have mentioned that he was a com
panion of the Prophet I!,, before revelation began, so he knew of 
the Prophet's truthfulness, trustworthiness, excellent nature, 
and noble character, which precluded dishonesty regarding peo
ple; so how could he possibly lie about the divine? That is why, 
by the Prophet's merely mentioning that God had sent him, Abu 
Bakr rushed to believe in him, without doubt or hesitation." 'Abd 
al-Malik b. Hishii.m, AI-Sirah al-nabawiyyah, ed. Mul).ammad Mul).yi 
al-Din 'Abd al-l;lamid, 4 vols. (Cairo: Matba'at l:lijazi, 1963), 1:165; 
Ismii.'il b. 'Umar b. Kathir, Al-Biddyah wa al-nihdyah, #892, 226v. 

16 He is Abii Yiisuf<Abd Allah b. Salam b. al-I:Iarith, the Prophet's 
Jewish companion /I¾, , who embraced Islam when the Prophet i 
arrived in Medina. He died in the year 43/663. See al-<Asqalani, 
AI-I$abah, 2:320. 
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17 sunan al-Tirmidhi. See al-Qac;li Abu Bakr b al-cA b- c - • 

dh- b. h h h-h I . . _ • ra 1, Artdat 
al-a~wa 1 1 s ar. ~a. 1. a -T1rm1dh1, ed. Hisham Samir al-B kb_· -

I d d (B . . _ -, u an, 
14 vo s., 2n e . e1rut. Dar Il).ya al-Turath al-cArabi, 1994), 
9:300. 

1g He is Abu Mul).ammad cAbd Allah b. Rawal].ah b. Thaclabah 

al-An~ari al-Khazraji, the Prophet's companion and famous 

poet~. He was one of the appointed leaders at the Battle of 
Mu'tah, in which he was martyred in the year 8/629. See al-cAsqa
lani, AI-I~abah, 2:306. 

20 Qur'an 54:1; Sa}J.I}J. al-Bukhari; Sa}J.I}J. Muslim. See a1-cAsqa1anI, 
Fat~ al-Bor'i, 6:631; Muhammad Taqi Usmani, Takmilat fatb 
al-Mulhim bi shar~ ~a~f~ al-Imam Muslim, 6 vols. (Damascus: Dar 
al-Qalam, 2006), 6:71-74. 

21 Ibn I:Ianbal, Musnad al-ImiimAbmad bin I:Ianbal, 19:165; Mu.l)ammad 
b. Yazid b. Majah, A!-Sunan, ed. Shu'ayb a1-Arna'iit et al., 5 vols. 
(Beirut: al-Risalah al-'Alamiyyah, 2009), 5:157. According to this 
narration, the Angel Gabriel tfJJ came one day to the Prophet ~ , 
who was sitting in Mecca while in a sad state and smeared 
in blood. When the Angel tfJJ asked what had happened, the 
Prophet ~ informed him that his people had beaten him. Gabriel 
~ asked if he should show him a wondrous sign, and when the 
Prophet ~ responded in the affirmative, he told the Prophet~ 
to summon to him a tree, which then uprooted itself and walked 
to the Prophet ~ and returned back upon command. God's 
Emissary lb, then said, "That suffices me." The contemporary 
hadith scholar Shaykh Shu'ayb al-Arna'iit comments, "Its chain 
of narration is strong." 

22 ~al;i.Ib Muslim. See Usmani, Talm{ilat fatb al-Mulhim, 4:279; 
al-Ai;;bahanI, Dala'il al-nubuwwah, 397. The Prophet ~ said, "Verily, 
I know a stone in Mecca that used to give me greetings of peace 
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( i-m) before I was sent [as God's Emissary-that is, before sa a . • h ,, rev. 
elation began]. Verily, I know 1t ng t now. 

23 Sa!J.i!J. al-Bukhari; s~~an al-Tirmidh~; _Mu~nad Ai).mad. See 
al-'Asqalani, Fatl:t al-Ban, 6:601-3; al-Qaq.1 Abu Bakr b. al-'Arabi 
'Aridat al-af:twadhi, 2:293; Ibn I:Ianbal, Musnad al-Imam Af:tmad b' ' 
I:fan.bal, 10:127; Mull~ 'Ali al-Qari, Sharf:t al-~hifii, 2 vols. (Beiru

1
t~ 

Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilm1yya_h, n.d.), 1:622. !bn U~ar ~ relates that 
the Prophet~ used to give sermons while leanmg against a palm 
trunk, but when the pulpit was made for him, he moved there for 
his sermons. So the palm trunk cried loudly like a child, out of 
yearning for the Prophet ~ . until he approached it and wiped it 
with his blessed hand until it calmed down. Some narrations add 
that he embraced it and that had he not calmed it down with his 
touch, it would have continued crying until the Day of Arising, 
out of sadness at being far from God's Emissary ~ . Al-Qaq.i 'Iya(j. 
( d. 544/u49) states that over ten of the Prophet's companions re
late the yearning of the palm trunk, through separate rigorously 
authenticated narrations, such that the testimony of its yearning 
reaches a level ofincontestable multiple-chain transmission. 

24 al-A~bahani, Dalo'il al-nubuwwah, 380-86. 

25 Sal).Il:_1 al-Bukhari; Sal).i!J. Muslim. See al-'Asqalani, Fatf:t al-Buri, 
10:244; Usmani, Takmilat fatf:t al-Mulhim, 4:183-84; 'Abd al-Malik 
b. Hisham, AI-Sirah al-nabawiyyah, ed. Taha 'Abd al-Ra'uf Sa'd, 
4 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-JI!, 1975), 3:218. A Jewish woman from 
Khaybar poisoned a roasted sheep and then gifted it to God's 
Messenger~. who took the foreleg and ate from it, and a group 
of the Prophet's companions were present with him. Suddenly 
the Prophet ~ told them, "Lift your hands." He summoned the 
woman and asked her, "Did you poison this sheep?" She replied, 
'.'W?o ~old you?" He said, "This [portion] in my hand told me," 
•~d1catmg the very foreleg. She said, "Yes [I poisoned it] ." "W~Y 
did you do that?" he asked. She said, "I said to myself, 'If he is 
a true prophet it shall not harm him, and otherwise we shall be 
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eJjeved ofhim."' So God's Messenger l.i!l- d 
r ~ par oned her t k" retribution for her attempted murder. , a mg no 

26 al-Mbahani, Dala'il al-nubuwwah, r68. 

sahil} Muslim. See al-Nawawi, Sharh sahih M I' 27 us~ani, Takmilatfat~ al-Mulhim, 6:r26_- · · · us tm, 12
=124-26· 

8 Many Qur'anic verses foretold of future events h' h th 
2 , w IC en trans-

pired, such as 28:8?, 9:33, and others. There are also innumerable 
well-known narrat10ns of God's Messenger l.i!l- abo tfut 

" ~ u ure events 
that occurre.d, such as The earth was folded over for me, so 

1 
was shown Its eastern and western provinces; the dominion of 
my co~~unity shall reac~:,vhat was folded over for me" (Sunan 
Abi Dawud; Sunan Ibn MaJah). Indeed, the Islamic empire his
torically stretched from beyond the Oxus River and even into the 
Far East, to as far west as Morocco and Spain. The Prophet f!. also 
said to 'Ammar b. Ya.sir ti},,. (d. 37/657), "The transgressing party 
shall kill you" (al-Mawardi in A' lam al-nubuwwah); he informed 
'Umar, 'Uthman, and 'Ali that they would be martyred; and he 
foretold , "The caliphate after me will be for thirty years" (Sunan 
Abi Dawiid; Sunan al-Tirmidhi) . He told of dozens of signs of 
the end of time, most of which have occurred. Overall, there are 
countless narrations of future events that transpired as prophe
sied. See al-Sabiini, Al-Ki.fayah, 42v. [BT, with slight modification] 

29 He is Abii 'Adi 1:fatim b. 'Abd Allah al-Ta'i, a poet in pre-Islamic 
Arabia. He became well-known for his bravery and generosity, 
such that people adopted the saying "the generosity of l;Iatim." 
He died in the year 578 CE. See al-Zirikli, Al-A' lam, 2:r5r. 

30 He is Abii Hanifah al-Nu'man b. Thabit al-Kiifi, first of the four 
imams of Sunni orthodoxy and eponym of the Hanafi school. 
He was one of the most eminent jurists and expert scholars of 
Islam. Imam al-Shafi'i said of him, "All people are dependents of 
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Abii I:Ianifah in jurisprudence." He died in the year 150/767. See 

al-Zirikli, Al-A'tam, 8:36. 

31 Sabib Muslim. See al-Nawawi, Shar~ ~a~~ Muslim, 12:112. 

Th N S 
is Ashamah b. Abl}ar, ruler of Abyssinia; his Arabic 

32 e egu · · f h P h 
me is 'Atiyyah. He gave asylum to a group o t e rop et's com-

n:nions who fled from the Meccan persecution, and he became 
iuslim during the Prophet's time but did not emigrate to him. 
He died in the year 9/630, although there is difference of opin
ion on the date. See al-'Asqalani, Al-I~abah, 1:109; Ibn Hisham, 

Al-Sirah al-nabawiyyah, 1:293. 

33 The author states that this view is based on their erroneous 
principle that any disobedience ('i~yan) entails disbelief (kufr). 
Al-Sabiini, Al-Klfiiyah, 45r. [BT] 

Regarding the Islamic tenet of prophetic infallibility with re
gard to disbelief, both before and after revelation, the Maliki 
al-Qacji 'Iyacj states, "The historical narrations of this are abun
dant and mutually reinforce one another; no report exists of a 
disbeliever becoming a prophet. Some have adduced as evidence 
that [had any prophet ever been a disbeliever,] it would serve as a 
proof for disbelievers against all prophets." Al-Farhari, Al-Nibriis, 
283. 

And the theologian Imam al-Khayali (d. 86r/1457) states, 
"[This tenet is categorically true] since were it possible [for a 
prophet to be a disbeliever], the signification of the prophet
ic miracle (daliilat al-mu'jizah) would be rendered null which is 
impossible." Cited in the margin of al-Taftazani, Shar~ al-'aqii'id 
al-Nasajiyyah, 326. 

34 ~ft~~ citing the position mentioned above (namely, the impos
sibility_ f~r _Prophets to deliberately commit enormities), Imam 
al-Taftazam asserts in his commentary on al-Nasafi's creed that 
"most theologians" deemed it possible for prophets to commit 
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rrnities out of inattention (sahwan) How 
eno · ever Im al 
hari cornrnents, ' am -Far-

The preferred opinion is that this is impossible , 
h -f l J ,_ -, (d 8 , as stated in 

both [al-~ -~r]1 ha -hurJl ams - . . r6/r413)] Sharf; al-mawiiqif and 

[aJ-Taftazam s S ar. a -maqa~td. Indeed al-Qiidi ,1 -d . 
' • ya. cites schol-

arly consensus that prophets cannot possibly comm 't . . 
• • . • , • I enorm1t1es, 

without d1stmgmshmg between deliberately' ('amdan) and 'out of 
inattention' (sahwan) (AI-Nibriis, 283). 

And, specificall~ ~egarding Imam al-Taftaziinf's aforemen
tioned statement, it 1s noteworthy that his Sharf; al-maqasid is a 
later (and arguably more authoritative) work than his co~men
tary on al-Nasafi's creed. 

In his commentary on al-Nasafi's creed, Imam al-Taftiiziini goes 

onto say, 

As for minor sins, the majority deem it possible when deliberate, 
contrary to [the Mu'tazilite) al-Jubbii'i and his followers; while 
there is agreement that it is possible if out of inattention, an ex
ception being a minor sin [whether deliberate or out of inatten
tion] that indicates lack ofnobility (283). 

But Imam al-FarhiirI notes, 

The commentator [al-Taftiiziini] here has followed the opinion 
of the author of AI-Mawiiqif [al-Iji (d. 756/1355)], yet it is inade
quate. This is because the impossibility of deliberately commit
ting minor sins is the preferred view of the Ash'ari school, as 
is noted in the Shar[l al-mawiiqif [by al-Jurjiini]. In fact, it is ~e 
preferred position of the commentator himself [al-Taftazani] m 

his works Al-Tahdhib and Shar[l al-maqii~id (283). 

35 Many Ash'arI scholars and most Sufis maintain that prop~etic 
infallibility negates the committing of any sin, major ~r mmor, 
even out of inattention or even an act that is subopamal (_kh
ila.f al-awla), whether before or after revelation, and even during 

childhood. See al-BiijiirI, Tu[JJat al-murid, 282 • 
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36 He is Sariyah b. zunaym b. 'Abd Allah b. Jabir, the Prophet's corn. 
panion, poet, and military leader of successful conquests. 'Urnar 
b. al-Khattiib made him leader of an army that he sent to Persia 
in the year 23 AH. He died in the year 30/650. See al-'Asqalani, 

Al-I$dbah, 2:2. 

37 Related by al-Bayhaqi, ~bu Nu'~r,m al-Al?~ahani, and others. 
See Ibn I:fajar al-Haytam1, Al-Sawa 1q al-mu[mqah fi al-radd 'ala ah! 
al-bida' wa al-zandaqah (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah, 1999), 
155· 

38 Related by Abu al-Shaykh. See al-Haytami, Al-Sawii' iq al-muryriqah, 
156. The reference is to an incident when the Nile River ceased 
to flow during the caliphate of'Umar b. al-I<hattiib J!J,.. He wrote 
a letter to the river commanding it to flow again, to which it im
mediately responded after the letter was cast therein. The letter 
read, "From the servant of God, 'Umar, the leader of the faithful, 
to the Nile of Egypt. To proceed: If you flow from your own ac
cord, then do not flow. But, ifit is God alone who makes you flow, 
then I ask God, the one (al-wiiryid), the overpowering (al-qahhiir), 
to cause you to flow." 

39 He is Khalid b. al-Wali:d b. al-Mughirah, the Prophet's compan
ion and great military conqueror. He became Muslim before the 
Conquest of Mecca in the year 7 AH. He died in the year 21/642. 
See al-'Asqalani, Al-I~abah, 1:413. 

40 Related by Abu Ya'la (d. 458/1066), al-Tabarani (d. 360/971), 
al-Bayhaqi, Ibn Abi Shaybah (d. 235/849), Abu Nu'aym 
al-A1?bahani, and others. See al-A1?bahani, Dalii'il al-nubuw
wah, 445. The reference is to when I(halid b. al-Walid reached 
al-I:Iirah, an ancient city in Iraq south of Kufa, and a man came 
out with poison and informed him of it. I(halid asked for it and, 
having recited God's name in a prophetic supplication for pro
tection, drank it. He passed out and sweated profusely, only to 
regain consciousness unharmed. The man rushed back to his 
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people-rl:e Bani G!rnssan-and urged them to peacefully rec
oncile, which they did. 

41 
imam Najm al-Din Abii I:Iaf~ al-Nasafi states in his celebrated 

creed, 
Saintly miracles are real. I They manifest upon a saint by way of 
defying laws of nature, as, for example, by traversing large dis
tances in a short time; the appearance of food, drink, or cloth
ing when needed; walking upon water/ or flying in the air; being 
spoken to by inanimate objects or animals; / the warding off of 
impending calamity; being given sufficient help when in distress 
from enemies; and other similar wonders. / In reality though, it 
is still a miracle of the messenger whose community the saint is 
from, since a saint's miracle (karamah) indicates that he is a saint, 
and one can never reach sainthood without being accomplished 
in piety [ see following note], the basis of which is belief in the 
prophethood ofone's prophet. (al-Taftazani, Shar~ al-'aqa'id al-Na
sajiyyah, 338-42) 

Examples abound. Safinah, the freed slave of the Prophet If,, 
was once shipwrecked on a remote island and lost his way in a 
forest, only to encounter a ferocious lion in front of him. He ex
claimed, "O lion! I am the freed slave of God's Messenger If,!" 
The lion calmed down, nudged the Prophet's blessed companion 
with its shoulder back to the road, and in the words of Safinah, 
"hummed, as if it were bidding me farewell." See al-I:Iakim, 
Al-Mustadrak; the narration is confirmed as authentic by al-Dha
habi. Abu al-Khayr al-Aqta' (d. 347/958), a fourth-/tenth-century 
Sufi who was known for the prophetic virtues of gentleness, loy
alty, and sincerity-and noted by his biographers specifically as 
"unique in his time in 'reliance on God' (tawakkul)"-would reg
ularly be visited by wild animals and predatory beasts, who would 
find comfort and solace with him. When questioned about this, 
he would respond, "Dogs and beasts find comfort with one an-
0ther," thereby evincing the very humility essential to sainthood. 
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See 'Abd Allah al-Talidi, Tahdhib al-kha~a•i~ al-nabawiyyah al-kub _ 
ind ed. (Beirut: Diir al-~~shii'ir_al-Isliim~yyah, 1990}, 258-59; a~~ 
Mu~tafa al-'Arusi, Natii'y al-a.fkar al-~udstyy~hfi bayan ma'oni sharh 
al-risiilah al-Qushayriyyah, 4 vols. (Cairo: Bulaq, 1873), 1:193. · 

There are innumerable incidents like th~se recorded in the bi
ographical literature oflslam, from the earliest generations doWn 
to contemporary mas~ers. A~ such,,,~e shared_ phenomenon of 
"the occurrence of samtly ?11racles 1~ transm1tte_d by multiple 
chains incontestably, even 1f each particular type 1s transmitted 
through mere single-chain reports. 

Moreover, there is explicit reference to them in the Qur'an 
such as the story of A~af ( cited in the text above), who brough~ 
forth the throne ofBilqis at the behest of Solomon~ in less than 
the blink of an eye, for A~afknew God's greatest name and called 
upon Him thereby ( 27:40); or like Mary's ~ having provision di
rectly from God, the exalted, which her caretaker, Zachariah~. 
found with her every time he entered her quarters (3:37). Such 
verses are interpreted literally because saintly miracles entail no 
logical absurdity. Thus, their logical possibility, scriptural affir
mation, and incontestable transmission render saintly miracles 
factual, such that they are mentioned in Sunni creeds as a point 
of belief. 

Finally, not only has this reality lasted throughout the history 
oflslam up to today, but there has generally been a higher inci
dence in later centuries than earlier ones, regarding which Imam 
al-SiiwI ( d. 1241/1825) notes, "This is due to the relative weakness 
of faith in later times; therefore, that weakness had to be forti
fied by saintly miracles so that people once again believed in the 
existence of the righteous. As for the early period, their convic
tion followed directly from the scale of the sacred law" (SharQ 
al-SiiwI ' alii jawharat al-tawlJid, ed. 'Abd al-Fatt~ al-Bizam, 3rd ed. 
[Damascus: Diir Ibn Kathir, 2003], 346). 

42 Sunni theologians define a saint as "one who knows God and 

His attributes, based on human capacity; who is consistent in 
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b dience and avoids disobedience, meaning not that he never 
0 
o~mits a wrong, for he is not infallible like prophets, but that 

~e does not sin without repenting from it; and who turns away 
from indulgence in even lawful pleasures and desires, although 
he may still partake of them, especially with an intention to gain 
strength for worship." Imam al-Jurjiini adds, "while being obliv
ious to his own self," highlighting the distance between such 
a person and his own selfish interests, antics, and pretensions 
(al-Maydiini, Sharv al-'aqidah al-Tahiiwiyyah, 104). 

He is termed a saint (wali), derived from the verbs "to under
take" (tawallii) and "to be consistent or consecutive" (tawiilii), 
because the saint consistently undertakes service and devotion 
to God, the exalted, without interspersing it with deliberate sin, 
while God, the exalted, consistently undertakes all his affairs, 
not for a moment leaving the saint to rely upon himself or upon 
anyone in creation. 

Sahl b. 'Abd Allah al-Tustari ( d. 283/896) said, "The saint is one 
whose deeds are consistently aligned [with what pleases God, 
the exalted-that is, the sacred law]" (al-'Ariisi, Natii'ij al-ajkiir 
al-qudsiyyah, 3:215). Imam al-Siiwi underscores a most salient 
trait of sainthood with his statement: "A necessary condition to 
,._~ a saint is to have beautiful reliance on one's Creator" (Sharv 

Siiwi 'alii jawharat al-tawvid, 344). The blessings of such peo
ple are immense, as YaQyii b. Mu'adh al-Razi (d. 258/872) states: 
"The saint is the sweet basil (rayviin) of God on earth, which the 
masters of sincerity (.~iddfqfn) smell, so that his fragrance reaches 
their hearts, whereby they yearn for their Lord and increase in de
votion, each in accordance to his innate traits" (al-'Ariisi, Natii'ij 
al-ajkiir al-qudsiyyah, 3:217). See also al-Bajiiri, TuQfat al-murfd, 364. 

43 S~iQ al-Bukhari. See al-'Asqalani, FatQ al-Biirf, 7:19-20, 12:144-
45, 13:206. 

44 There is consensus among contemporary Sunni scholars that 
the various governments in today's Muslim lands are legitimate 
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governments. Those scholars ~es~de under thos_e ~overnments 
and obey their laws, while co~tinm~g the transm1ss10n_ of ~acred 
knowledge, the faithful practice of 1t, and the general InVItation 

of others to virtue and justice. 

45 He is Mu'awiyah b. Abi Sufyan Sakhr b. }:far~ b. Umayyah b. 'Abd 
Shams b. 'Abd Manaf al-Qurashi al-Umawi, the Prophet's com
panion and founder of the Umayyad dynasty in t?e ~evant. He 
is deemed one of the geniuses of the Arabs. He died m the year 
60/680. See al-'Asqalani, Al-I~abah, 3:433. 

46 The statement was made by ' Umar ~ . not Abii Bakr~. on the 
day of the Saqifah (the room of Bani Sa'idah, where the people 
first gave allegiance to Abii Bakr ~ ), in response to the sugges
tion of the am;ar that the community have one Medinan leader 
and one Meccan leader. See Ab.mad b. al-1:Iusayn al-Bayhaqi, 
Al-Sunan al-kubra, n vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Ma'rifah, 1986), 8:144-

45. 
47 Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Mub,ammad b. Abi Shaybah, Al-Mu~annaJ, 

ed. Mub,ammad 'Awwamah, 26 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Minhaj, 

2006), 21:368-69. 

48 Anas b. Malik ~ ( d. 91/710) relates that the Prophet ~ said, 
"The imams are from Quraysh: when they are given leadership, 
they prove just; when they make a covenant, they fulfill it; and 
when their mercy is sought, they prove merciful." See AQ.mad b. 
al-I:Iusayn al-Bayhaqi, Al-Sunan al-kubra, ro vols. (Hyderabad: 
Majlis Da'irat al-Ma'arif, 1926), 8:144. 

Commenting on the narration "The imams are from Quraysh," 
Imam al-Kawthari ( d. 1371/1952) states, 

To proceed, if the hadith were authentic, Abii Bakr /1?,_ would 
have used it as evidence at the Saqifah, since it would have been 

a definitive proof in the context of a dispute. In fact, many had

ith experts deem the fact that none of the Prophet's companions 

adduced it as evidence that day as among the signs of its inau

thenticity. In his Talqfb al-.fuhiim bi tanqi(t ~iya9h al-' uliim, al-Sala4 
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al-'Ala'i [d. 761/1359] states explicitly that it is not authenticall 
related that Abu Bakr ~ cited it as proof, even though some the; 
logians state that he did .... Moreover, Ibn f;Iajar's ascribing the 
statement to Abu Bakr ~ and Abu Hurayrah ~ in the Musnad of 
Imam Al).mad is a pure error, akin to al-Nawawi's ascribing it to 
the two ~al:til:t collections [al-Bukhari and Muslim], since the state
ment is not found in any of those collections ... . As for Ibn f;Iajar's 
short treatise entitled Ladhdhat al-' aysh fi turuq l:tadith al-a'immah min 
Quraysh, and his claim therein of its incontestable multiple-chain 
transmission (tawatur), that ruling pertains only to the general 
virtue of Quraysh, not to this hadith in particular. (Mul}.ammad 
Zahid al-Kawthari, Il:tq<1q al-1:taqq bi ibtal al-bntil fi Mu.9hith al-khalq 
[Cairo: al-Maktabah al-Azhariyyah li al-Turath, 1998], 36-37. [BT]) 

49 He is Abu ' Abd Allah Mubammad b. Idris b. al-'Abbas b . 
'Uthman b. Shafi' al-Hashimi al-Qurashi al-Muttalibi, one of the 
four imams of Sunni orthodoxy and eponym of the Shafi'i legal 
school. He was a brilliant jurist and authored many works in law 
and hadith. He died in the year 204/820. See al-Zirikli, AI-A' lam, 
6:26. 

50 Violent rebellion was historically forbidden in classical Sunnism, 
even if the ruler was tyrannical, due to the civil discord and strife 
(fitnah) that would likely ensue. The one possible case for a Muslim 
to reject his allegiance to the ruler (although still contingent on 
various legal stipulations) was if the Muslim ruler had publicly 
left Islam and ordered the Muslim populace to leave Islam. See 
al-Bajuri, Tul:tfat al-murid, 479; al-Sawi, Sharl:t al-Siiwi ' aliijawharat 
al-tawl:tid, 427. 

However, the prohibition of violent revolt did not preclude the 
legitimacy of peaceful protest and the use of diplomacy against 
tyranny and corruption. Nonviolent political measures to redress 
wrongs and secure rights are forms of "enjoining good and for
bidding evil" and reflect genuine concern and advice (na~il:tah), 
functions that Muslims are ordered to perform, particularly in 
relation to those in authority. The Prophet IJ;:. said, "The entire 
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1
. . • genuine concern and sincerity ( al-din al-nasihah) ,, and re 1gxon 1s · · , 

when asked, "To whom?," he replied, "To God, to His Book, to Bis 

Messenger ~ ' to the leaders ~f the Muslim~ and the general public" 
(SalJ.i~ Muslim). Yet the pnmacy of na~1~ah to_ God, the Qur'an, 
a~d the Prophet ~ ' in this context, before na~1~ah to leaders and 
fellow citizens, signifies that the foundation and basis of politi
cal reform are metaphysical. In the Islamic ethos, the moral im
perative of bettering one's society is grounded in the ontological 
imperative of recognizing God's oneness. This "grounding of the 
moral imperative" ensures that people's efforts do not exceed the 
limits of the sacred law and that their internal states, despite the 
injustice they experience, are states of contentment with the di
vine decree (riqii bi al-qadar) and of consigning the matter to God, 
the exalted (tafwi4 al-amr ilii Alliih). 

Finally, in general, the permissibility of "enjoining good and 
forbidding evil" is dependent on several legal conditions, includ
ing that there not be a likelihood of the situation worsening or of 
greater sin occurring, for, otherwise, it would be reprehensible 
or even unlawful. For a concise discussion, see al-BajurI, Tu~fat 
al-mund, 483-84. 

51 This tradition is related, with slight variations in wording, by 
al-TirmidhI, Ibn Ma.jab, Ibn }:lanbal, al-}:lakim, al-TabaranI, Abii 
Nu'aym, and others. Imam al-SakhawI comments, "On the whole, 
it is a hadith whose text is well-known (mashhiir), possessing 
numerous chains of narration ( asiinid) and corroborating versions 
(shawiihid), ascribed to both the Prophet f. and to others [that is, 
the Prophet's companions, such as Ibn Mas'ud ~ ]" (Al-Maqii~d 
~-~asa~ah, ~60). Some_ v~rsions add: "And God's providential 

a~d is with the ma1onty (al-jamii'ah)" and "So follow the 
mamstream (al-sawiid al-a'+am)" and "So whoever diverges, does 
so towards the Infi " ( I - • h kb 
Sh , b erno A-Maqas1d al-hasanah 460). S ay 

u ay al Ar ' - · · ' · . · na ut, the editor of Sunan Ibn Ma.J· ah says it ,s 
rigorously auth · . . ' . 
See lb M-'ah enticated m hght of all corroborating versions. 

n aJ 'AI-Sunan, 5:96. 
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It is a foundational text for Sunni Islam, and one of the bases 
fits principle of scholarly consensus, since in scholastic matters 

ouch as theology and law, the community is represented by its 
:cholars. It is also a basis of what could be termed orthodoxy (see 
Introduction for more detail), as well as of the label of heterodoxy 
for aberrant positions. 

2 
Imam al-Taftiiziini states, "So 'AH .(A gave his allegiance to [Abii 

5 
Bakr ~ ] publicly, after a short period of delay. And, had the ca
liphate not been a right of [Abii Bakr's] , the Prophet's compan
ions would not have agreed on it, / and 'AH .(A would have dis
puted with him as he later disputed with Mu'iiwiyah .(A , and he 
would have brought forth as evidence a hadith of his own right to 
the caliphate, had such a text existed, as the Shia opine./ Indeed, 
how could it be imagined that the Prophet's companions would 
agree to a falsehood and would desist from applying a hadith?" 
(al-Taftiiziini, Sharb al-'aqii'id al-Nasajiyyah, 349-50). 

Regarding the phrase "as he later disputed with Mu'iiwiyah 
.@,"(351), Imam al-Taftiiziini clarifies (as do Sunni theologians 
in general) that the disputes between the companions were not 
over the caliphate itself; rather, they were due to differences in 
scholarly judgment (ijtihiid) and not based on ego and resent
ment. Each companion made an earnest attempt to do what is 
right, though some were correct and others were incorrect, and 
conflicts erupted. But scripture had confirmed the moral integ
rity of all companions, without exception. See al-Taftiiziini, Sharb 
al-'aqo'id al-Nasajiyyah, 349- 50. 

And regarding al-Taftiiziini's statement "after a short period of 
delay," Imam al-Farhiiri comments, 

The narrations on this matter differ, resulting in different opin
ions: (1) 'Ali I§,,. gave allegiance at the onset; it is related on the 
~uthority of Abu Sa'Id al-KhudrI I§,,. [ d. 74/693], who said regard
mg the incident of the Saqifah, "Abu Bakr I§,,. ascended the pulpit 
and, looking at the faces of the congregation, did not see 'AII I§,,.. 
So he called for him and, when he came, said, 'O cousin of God's 
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~ d you desire to split the Muslims?' ['Ali] replied 
Messenger [ ' 

0 
ou] 0 caliph of God's Messenger /J;..' So h' 

'No blame upon y , - . e 
. 

11 
. ce " This is narrated by al-.I:Iak1m, al-Bayhaqi and 

gave his a egian • . . . , 
Ibn Hibbii.n [ d. 354; 965], the latter ~eemmg 1t ngorou~ly authenti-

. h s delayed for some time only due to bemg preoccu-
cated. So e wa 

. d 'th the task of washing the Prophet's body. (2) 'Ali gave al-
pie wi h f _ . h 

. fter sIX· months after the cleat o Fatima al-Zahra'~ Iegiance a ' . _ _ 'qi,, 

This is narrated in the ~a~i~ collect10ns of al-Bukhari and Muslim. 
(
3
) The correct view, which reconciles both of these narr~tions, is 

that 'Ali J!, gave allegiance at the onset, but then delayed m keeping 
company with Abii Bakr J!,, such that he renewed his allegiance af
ter six months. Scholars then differ on the reason of this delay: (a) 
'Ali J!_ was busy serving Fatimah ~. for she remained ill after the 
Prophet's death out of grief over him. (b) 'Ali /!J,. was not pleased 
with being excluded from the council [that gathered initially and 
decided on Abii Bakr //..¼,], for it is related that 'Ali /!J,. said at the 
time of allegiance, "O Abii Bakr /!J,. , verily we consider you most 
deserving of the caliphate, and we recognize your merit, but we 
were excluded from the counsel." He replied, "By God, I did not 
desire [the caliphate] but feared discord [for the community]." 
This is narrated by al-Dii.raqutnI [ d. 385/995]. ( c) 'Ali //..¼, was pre
occupied with gathering the Qur'an. Ibn [ Ab I] Dii.wiid [ d. 316/929] 
relates thatAbii Bakr //..¼, said, "Are you upset that I am the caliph?" 
He replied, "No. Rather, I made an oath that, aside from attending 
the daily ritual prayer, I would not don my cloak until I gathered 
the Qur'an.'' ( d) He refrained from any action at all, out of grief 
over [the passing of] God's Messenger ~ . while knowing with 
full conviction that the affair [ of rulership J would be sufficiently 
handled by the emigrants and helpers. In my opinion, these four 
reasons are not m tu JI l · th u a Y exc usive and thus together serve as e 
reason for his dela S . . . . Y• o comprehend this and beware of satamc 
msmuat1ons [th t I d . . a ea one to have a bad opinion of any prophetic 
compamon]. 
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rmaIIl al-Farhari continues, 

The Shia claim the Prophet ti!> explicitly appointed 'Ali ~ as ca
liph after him, but th~t can~ot be true. If that were the case, 'Ali ~ 
could not have remai~ed silent and abstained from clarifying the 
Prophet's mandate, given the unlawfulness of silence when clarifi
cation of a legal ruling is binding. It is then claimed that he feared 

from their evil [Abu Bakr, 'Umar, and others~], and that all nar
rations of 'AlI's following the first three caliphs and his affirmin 
their merit are to be understood as taqiyah. But this interpretatio! 
is preposterous because it ascribes disgrace to God's domineering 

lion. Indeed, iftaqiyah were affirmed [for 'Aliand his blessed prog
eny ~ ], then none of their statements or actions could be relied 
upon [as precedent for piety and virtue]. And, the alleged state
ments ofJa'far al-Sadiq [ d. 148/765] "Taqiyah is my religion and the 
religion of my forefathers" and "Anyone who refrains from taqiyah 
is not one of us" are fabrications; even if they were sound narra
tions, [the term taqiyah in these statements] would refer to fear of 
God, the exalted. How could dissimulation due to fear of people's 
harm be valid in light of God's statement in the Qur'an, "So fear 
not men, but fear Me alone" (5:44)? (Al-Nibriis, 304-5) 

53 The author states in Al-Kifayah, 

This includes dealing with the death of God's Messenger ti!>, since 
the people went into shock, to the extent that 'Umar ~ said, 
"Whoever says that Mul;iammad ti!> has died, I shall strike his 
neck!" So Abu Bakr ~ addressed the people and said in his ser
mon, "Verily, whosoever used to worship Mul;iammad dJ., know 
that Mul;iammad ti!> has died; but whoever used to worship God, 
indeed He is living and never dies." So they realized that he had in 
fact died. 

Another example is their differing on the issue of his burial: the 
emigrants suggested he should be transferred to Mecca, the help
ers suggested he should be buried in Medina, and some suggeSted 
he should be moved to Jerusalem. So Abu Bakr ~ related from 
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the Prophet IJ;, that all prophets are to be buried in the exact place 
where they pass away, and they agreed on that ruling. 

Likewise is their differing on the day of the Saqifah regarding 
rulership of the community: [some of] the helpers said [there 
should be two rulers, and] one should be chosen from the em
igrants and another should be chosen from the helpers, while 
some inclined toward al-'Abbiis J!J,, [ d. 32/653] and others toward 
'Ali, J!J,_ to the extent that great strife almost erupted among them; 
so the matter was settled by what Abu Bakr put forth. 

Another example is their difference on sending out the army 
of Usiimah [b. Zayd] J!J,, [ d. 54/674] after God's Messenger I!,, left 
a directive to do so: most of the companions suggested that it 
was preferable [in light of the circumstances after the Prophet's 
passing away, for the safety of Medina] to not dispatch the army, 
but Abu Bakr J!J,_ insisted, "I shall not undo a knot that God's 
Messenger I!,, himself tied, and I shall not deviate from his order, 
even if Medina were to become an abode of wild lions." So he car
ried out the directive, and that was the correct decision. 

Another example is their differing on whether or not to fight 
the treasonous apostates, who refused to pay the alms (zakat) [the 
wars of apostasy]. All of the Prophet's companions agreed they 
should make an exemption for the alms that year and come to a 
compromise regarding what those [treasonous] tribes sought, 
yet Abu Bakr was firmly resolved on fighting them, saying, "By 
God, were they to withhold a single hobbling cord [to tether an
imals] from what they used to pay God's Messenger IJ;., I would 
fight them with the sword." ltwas said to him, "With whom would 

you fight them, since most of the companions disagree with you?" 
He replied, "With these two daughters of mine," and pointed to 

'A'ishah and Asma' [d. 73/692]. (al-Sabiini, Al-Kifiiyah, 49r-v and 
edition A, 82r. [BT]) 

54 He is 'Uthman b. 'Affii.n b. Abi al-'A.~ b. Umayyah al-Qurashi~, 
leader of the faithful; "possessor of two lights" (dht1 al-nt1rayn), be
cause he was the husband of two daughters of God's Messenger~ 
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a ah and, after her death, Umm Kulthiim ~); and third 
(Rug Y'I 'ded caliph of Islam. He was martyred while re 't• 
. htlY gu1 . d" c1 mg 

rig , n in his home m Me ma, on the morning of Eid al-Adh-
the Qur a r

35
;656. See al-'AsqalanI, Al-Isiibah, 2:462 · · a 

in the yea . . 

. even if the allegiance entails difficulty due to 'Umar's ex-
ThatJS, c: h 1· . 55 

1 
ce in steadfastness 1or t e re 1g10n and his refusal to com-

eel :se its principles. See 'I~am ( d. 945/1538), cited in the mar
;: ofal-TaftazanI, Sharti al-'aqii'id al-Nasa.fiyyah, 350. 

56 
aJ-HaytamI, Al-$awii'iq al-mutlriqah, 133-36. 

He is Abii Mu1).ammad 'Abd al-Ra!Jman b. 'Awfb. 'Abd 'Awfb. 
57 'Abd al-I:fii.rith al-ZuhrI al-QurashI, the Prophet's eminent com

panion, one of the first people to accept Islam, and one of the ten 
promised paradise. He died in the year 32/652. See al-'Asqalani, 
AI-I$abah, 2:416. 

5s He is Abii Mu!Jammad Tal!Jah b. ' Ubayd Allah b. 'Uthman 
al-Taymi al-QurashI. He was the Prophet's companion of im
mense courage and generosity, called a "living martyr" for his 
valor at the Battle ofUl;ud defending the Prophet IJ;., and one of 
the ten promised paradise. He was martyred at the Battle of the 
Camel in the year 36/656. See al-'Asqalani, Al-I?iibah, 2:229. 

59 He is Abii 'Abd Allah al-Zubayr b. al-'Awwam b. Khuwaylid 
al-AsadI al-QurashI, the Prophet's eminent companion and one 
of the ten promised paradise. He was treacherously martyred 
at the Battle of the Camel in the year 36/656. See al-'Asqalii.ni, 
AI-I$obah, 1:545. 

60 
~e is Abu Isl;iii.q Sa'd b. Abi Waqqa~ Malik b. Uhayb b. 'Abd Manaf 
af-Qurashi al-Zuhri, the Prophet's eminent companion and one 
0 the ten · . • · /6 S al-'As _ From1sed paradise. He died m the year 55 75· ee 

qalani, Al-Isiibah 2-33 61 . ' • • 
al-Baytam- -,· 

6i l 1
• Al-$awa 1q al-mutiriqah, 160-64. 

a ·Baytami Al S -, · l . 8 , -. awa 1q a -mutinqah, 182- 3. 
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63 Imam al-FarharI explains: 
The mistake in legal judgment (ijtihad) [ on the part of some com
panions, such as Mu'awiyah, 'A'ishah, and others i&-] was hasti
ness in avenging the murder of 'Uthman J!:,, , since they thought 
a delay in this would result in even more boldness of the general 
laity against the luminaries [among the Prophet's companions], 
and that many important goals would be foregone. According to 
what is established by the scholars of hadith, the details of this 
incident are that a group of the Prophet's companions asked 
'Ali Jh,_ to take retribution against 'Uthman's murderers, who after 
the assassination were among those who had given allegiance to 
'AII Jh,_ and followed him. And the one who was most avid in seek
ing retribution was 'A'ishah ~ - But 'Ali Jh,_ waited until the mat
ter of the caliphate was fully consolidated, since the rebels were 
a great multitude, [being] around four thousand, although some 
even said they were around twenty thousand. Both narrations can 
be reconciled though, for they continued to grow in number, little 
by little [from the original four thousand to about twenty thou
sand). So 'A'ishah ~ was outraged and set forth for Basra, say
ing, "I shall not reside in Medina until the rebels are killed," and 
a group of the Prophet's companions joined her, out of honor for 
her rank. And 'Ali Jh,_ set forth behind her, seeking her return, but 
she refused [to return) and continued until she reached Basra. 
So conflict and confusion broke out between the two groups, 
until [in the confusion,) battle erupted. Tall).ah and Zubayr ~ 
were killed; 'A'ishah's camel was hamstrung; and several people 
around her were killed, since in their zeal to safeguard the wife of 
God's Messenger IJ;., they would not leave the camel unattended. 
For this reason, it was termed the Battle of the Camel. 'Ali ~ was 
victorious, and he commanded Mul).ammad b. Abi Bakr Jh,_ to es
cort [his sister] 'A'ishah ~ back to Medina. Then Mu'awiyah ~ . 
who was a relative of'Uthman Jh,_ [and thus had the greatest right 
to retribution from his murderers), gathered an army, and a battle 
took place at ~iffin, a place on the coast of the Euphrates River, 
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which was termed the Battle of $ifrm. The fighting lasted several 
days, until finally there was arbitration and a truce. (AI-Nibrcis, 307) 

1mam al-Farhar'i later comments: 

The position of Sunni orthodoxy is that 'Ali t!. was correct and 
that those [companions] who fought him were mistaken in their 
legal judgment and thus excused; both groups [ of companions) 
were morally upright and pious. It is impermissible to criticize or 
defame any companion, due to the well-known hadith narrations 
that praise the companions and forbid disparagement of them. 
This is the truth on the matter, and anything else is wrong and 
misguided. (AI-Nibrcis, 307) 

64 The author states in Al-Ki_fayah, 

It is authentically narrated that 'A'ishah felt remorse for going out 
at the Battle of the Camel-she would weep over it until her face 
veil would become damp. Likewise, it is related that when Tall:iah 
was about to die, he extended his hand to a young man from 'Alrs 
army and said, "Give me your hand so I may give allegiance to the 
leader of the believers (amfr al-mu'minfn) [meaning 'Ali t!.)." He 
did that only so his death would be upon allegiance to the rightful 
just ruler. Some of our fellow Maturidis claim there is consensus 
of the Prophet's companions on 'Alrs caliphate, since they agree 
that the caliphate is restricted to two men-'Ali and 'Uthman
so if 'Uthman is not an option due to his martyrdom, then the 
consensus is affirmed for the caliphate of 'Ali .@. . (al-~abuni, 
Al-Klfclyah, 52v. [BT)) 

65 A rigorously authenticated narration, due to corroborating ver
sions, related by Ibn l:{anbal, Abu Diiwiid, al-Tirmidhi, and 
al-Nasa'i. See Ibn l:{anbal, Musnad al-ImcimA~mad bin I:fanbal, 5:220, 
36:248; Abu Dawud Sulayman b. al-Ash'ath al-Azdi al-Sijistiini, 
Kitcib al-sunan, ed. Muhammad 'Awwiimah, 6 vols., 2nd ed. 
(Beirut: Mu'assasat al-Rayyan, 2004) , 5:202-3; al-Talidi, Tahdhib 
al-kha~ci'i~, 293. 
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66 She is Fatimah al-Zahra' ~ . ~e ~~~g~te; ~~ God's beloved 
messenger, Mui).ammad ~- 'A a · A _al-Muttalib £ 
al-Hashimiyyah al-Qurash1Y?7ah, and h_er mother 1s Khadijah bt' 
Khuwaylid ~ - 'Ali b. Abi Tabb t!;,, married her, and their childre~ 
were al-Hasan (d. 49/669), al-I:Iusayn (d. 6i/68o), Umm I<uithurn 
( d. 91630), and Zaynab ( d. 62/682) ~ - She died in the year II/632_ 
See al-'Asqalani, Al-I~abah, 4:377. 

6? Sunan al-Tirmidhi. See al-Qa<;li Abu Bakr b. al-'Arabi, 'Ari4at 

al-a~wadhi, 13:244. 

68 The moral integrity ('adalah) of all the Prophet's companions 
without exception, is established by God's testimony in explici~ 
texts of the Qur'an and by the Prophet's testimony in authentic 
hadith. God, the exalted, states, "You are the best community 
brought forth for mankind" (3:no); "God is well-pleased with 
them, and they are pleased with God" (98:8); "God was certain
ly well pleased with the believers when they pledged allegiance 
to you (0 Mul).ammad] beneath the tree, so He knew what was 
in their hearts" (48:18); and "The indigent emigrants, who were 
driven out of their homes and from their property, while they 
sought only the bounty of God and His supreme pleasure and 
helped God and His Messenger, are the genuine and truthful. 
And so too are those who, from beforehand, prepared the abode 
and were sincere in faith, genuinely loving those who migrated 
to them, finding in their own souls no need [or envy] regarding 
what the others were given, and preferring others over them
selves even if they too were in need. Those who are safeguard
ed from the stinginess of their souls are the truly prosperous" 
(59:8-9). 

The Prophet Is said (in the full version of the hadith cited 
above ~n the text), "[Fear] God, [fear] God, [and beware ofHim] 
rega~dmg my companions! [Fear] God, [fear] God, [and beware 
of Him] regarding my companions! Do not take them as targets 
[ of your blame] after my death. Whoever loves them, it is because 
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. love for me that he loves them; whoever hate th . f his . s em, It 0 use of his hate for me that he hates them Wh 
is beca d d · oever of-

d them has offen e me, and whoever offends m h f fen s e as o -
fended God,_ and ':ho ever ~~ ends God ~ig~t very well be tak-

by Him [m pumshment] (Sunan al-T1rm1dhI). He also 'd en . . saI, 
"Do not insult my compan_10_ns. ?o not msult my companions. 
for by Him in whose domm10n IS my soul, were one of you to 
donate as much gold as Mount U!Jud, it would not amount to 
even a small measure, or even half of that, spent by one of them" 
(SalJii). al-Bukhari'. Sa!JI!J Muslim). He also said, "Do not deni
grate my compamons, for whoever denigrates my companions 
shall have the curse of God, the angels, and all of humanity: God 
will not accept his good deeds, whether obligatory or option
al" (al-l:fakim, Al-Mustadrak). See al-Qa<;II Abii Bakr b. al-'Arabi, 
'Ari4iit al-abwadh1, 13:244; al-'AsqalanI, Fatb al-Biir1, 7:21; Usmani, 
Takmilatfatb al-Mulhim, 5:158; al-I:Iakim Mu!Jammad b. 'Abd Allah 
al-NisapiirI, Al-Mustadrak ' ala al-~ab1bayn, 5 vols. (Cairo: al-Fariiq 
al-I:Iadithiyyah Ii al-Tiba'ah wa al-Nashr, n.d.), 3:362. 

Indeed, the Prophet It,. testified to the greatness of them all in 
his statement "The best of people is my generation, then those 
who follow them, then those who follow them" (Sa!Jii). al-Bukhari, 
Sal).il) Muslim). In light of this reality, the Sunni position is to 
hold all of the Prophet's companions in the highest esteem, with 
veneration, love, and appreciation for their status and sacrifice; 
none of the companions is removed from this esteem due to the 
c_onflicts that erupted among them, since each of them had a 
~~~teous intention and engaged in independent legal judgment 
(Utihiid), so as to earnestly apply what he or she understood as the 
appropriate legal ruling for those dire situations. See al-Bajiiri, 
Tu!ifat al-mur1d 336; 354-55 . 
. Moreover, as Imam al-Sawi notes "Investigating what trans

rred between them is n~ither a p~int of creed nor beneficial 
0

1
r one's religious practice· in fact it is likely harmful for one's 

re ig• ' ' · · 1 1 rous certitude. So delving into it is impermissib e, un ess 
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d t ·onal purposes or to rebut blind fanatics. As c 
done for e uca I • • II tor 

l l ring those incidents 1s not a owed, due to th . 
Jaypeop e, exp o d d th . . e1r 

fi d d arth of religious knowle ge an e1r ignorance f 
pro oun e - - , 1- • h 1 ° 

d . tation" (Sharh al-Saw1 a a1aw arat a -tawhid 330) soun mterpre · · . . . · , . 
L l from a spiritual perspective, speakmg Ill of any saint asty, !.!'l- • • .._ 

let alone a companion of the Prophet ~ -1s a _sign of being for-
saken by the divine, as Abii Turab al-Nakl~shab1 ( d. 245/859) said, 
"When the heart gets accustomed to turn mg away from God, crit
icizing God's saints becomes its compa~ion" (al-'.Anisi, Natn'ij 
al-ajktir al-qudsiyyah, 3:218). Shay~h al-Isla~ Zakanyya al-An~ari 
(d. 926;1520) comments, "That 1s, by havmg a bad opinion of 
them and interpreting their actions in a manner of blame and 
condemnation. This is because no one venerates [God's saints] 
except one who venerates in his heart the majesty and greatnes~ 
of God, which occurs only when one is consistent in being vig
ilant for God and perceives the perfection of the divine essence 
and attributes. But he who turns away from God will lose vener
ation of God, and by loss of veneration of God, one loses vener
ation of those whom God venerates, resulting in criticism and 
hlame of their acts" (218). 
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UCTI
ON TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

AN INTROD 

NO[• JUSTICE OR INJUSTICE 
ON ASCRIPTIO • 

dn
. 'be 

1
·ustice [to an entity], while tajwir is to ascribe [to 

Ta' 1 1s to ascn . . 
. ] . . , Tlle People of the Qiblah [Muslims] have differed with 
It JllJUStICe . , 

d t these issues [namely, the next few sect10ns of the text] 
regar o . . 'b · [ 

1 t d to the possibility of ascnpuon or attn ut10n of certain 
re a e d'tr f . . 

t·ons] to God the exalted, [the 1uerence o opnuon being]-
ac 1 , • • • ( ' di) 
based 011 whether those actions entail Justice a versus injus-
tice Uawr) , or wisdom (~ikmah) versus foolishness (safah), while 
they are in unanimous agreement that God, the exalted, is in fact 
all-just and all-wise, transcendent above any injustice or foolish

ness whatsoever. 
They then differed with respect to the formal definitions of 

wisdom and foolishness. The Mu'tazilites state that wisdom 
is that which entails a benefit for the doer or for another, 
while foolishness is its opposite. The Ash'ari scholars state that 
wisdom is that which occurs according to the intention of the 
doer, while foolishness is its opposite. The shaykh Imam Abii 
Man~iir al-Maturidi and those who follow him-may God have 
mercy on them-state that wisdom is that which has a praise
worthy end, while foolishness is its opposite. ' We will shortly ex
plain the relevant details of these issues, if God wills. 2 



~j . -d)...1 Jl ~;. ; I\). ~p~ , J.W\ Jl ~;';I\), J.~1 
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ON POTENCY AND HUMAN AGENCY 

Potency (istito'ah), ability (qudra~), st~en~th (quww~h), power (toqah), 
and capacity (wus') are words with similar meam?gs according to 
linguists but they are fully synonymous accordmg to discursiv 

' . th d e theologians.3 According to Sunm or o oxy, as opposed to 
the [hard] Jabarites ( determinists), servants [ of God-that is 
human beings] possess ability in their volitional actions [but no~ 
in their involuntary acts]. [Jabarites] state that the servant, like an 
inanimate object, is no more than a vessel for God's creative act. Yet 
this opinion renders useless the divine command, prohibition, 
promise, and threat; entails annulment of Islam's legal rulings; 
and contradicts what a person perceives and necessarily knows of 
himself [ that he has real choice and power to act]. It is effectively 
the position of the sophists [who denied the reality of the world 
or our ability to know its reality]. The Qadarites, I)irariyyah, and 
many of the Karramiyyah admit that the servant has potency, yet 
they claim it exists before the corresponding action, [and they 
claim the latter] so that legal responsibility (taklif) applies to 
people who have actual ability to act. 

Sunni orthodoxy maintains that potency to perform an act 
coexists with that act [and does not exist prior to the act], since 
temporal ability is an accident, and it is impossible for an accident 
to last [for more than a moment]. Hence, if ability preceded the 
act, it would cease to exist at the time of the act, whereby the act 
would occur without ability; if an act could occur without ability, 
then an act could be performed by someone incapable and 
powerless, which is incorrect. 

The proof that the continuity of accidents [for longer than a 
?1oment] is impossible is that continuity (baqo') is a quality that 
is other than the actual entity that continues, as indicated by the 
fact ~~ta particle in its very initial stage of existence is described 
as extstmy but not continuiny. 
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•d ted by considering that if a particle 
This is further elucid at exist it would be correct to say, "It 
. d d then cease O ' • • h eXIste an t· ue". but if contmmty were t e same as 
. d t did not con m , 

eXIste , ye h t tementwould effectively mean "It existed 
existence, then t at s a , 

d.d not exist" which is absurd. . 
yet 1 . . t'ablished that continuity is a quality other than 

once 1t 1s es . b • 
. h e can state that accidents cannot su sist by 

existence, t en w . f 
h I S 

since it is impossible to conceive o movement 
t emse ve , . ] Id · 

·th t that which is moving. So if [accidents cou contmue, 
WI OU b .. h . 
then it would be necessary for continuity to su sist m t em, yet ifit 
is impossible for an accident to subsist by itself, it is impossible for 
continuity [or any accident] to subsist in an accident. Moreover, 
were it possible for an accident to subsist within an accident, then 
life could subsist within ability, and movement within color; yet it 
is of course illogical for ability to be described as living, or color as 
moving. The same, then, applies to continuity. Also, if an accident 
could continue, its continuity would differ from the continuity 
ofits particle, since the two differ in reality, and it is impossible 
for two different things to continue with one continuity. If that 
we~e v~lid, it would be possible for ability to continue despite the 
extmct1~n of the one who was able; if that were possible, ability 
could exist at the onset without the one who is able. All of this is 
absurd, so that which leads to it is also absurd. 
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Ifit is said: Ifwe concede the impossibility of the literal conti
nuity of ability, it does not preclude an action being divested of 
ability. Do you not maintain that attributes effectively remain, by 
renewal of their likenesses, such as the lawfulness of things, or 
their being owned property, or such as the disbelief or faith of a 
human being? Ability too, then, would continue until the time of 
an action, by the renewal of its likeness.4 We respond: Once you 
concede the impossibility of the literal continuity of ability, ad
herence to (the position of] "renewal oflikenesses" proves ofno 
benefit for you. This is because the ability that exists at the time 
of the act is either the ability of that concurrent act or of another 
act immediately following it. If you state it is of that concurrent 
act, you have conceded to the occurrence of that act by a concur
rent ability, whereby the ability of the prior moment is rendered 
null with respect to the existence of this act, so its existence is 
akin to its nonexistence. If you state that it is of another act im
mediately following it, then this [first] act has become divested 
of any ability; even if it was done by someone able to do another 
act, this [first] act was thus done by someone [who was at that 
moment] without ability. If that were possible, then action simul
taneously conjoined with incapacity would be possible. And the 
opponent stipulates prior ability only so that legal responsibility 
is valid, but if an act can occur without ability, then what need is 
there to stipulate it at the time of responsibility? Moreover, we are 
in agreement that an act cannot conceivably occur by an ability of 
the far past if that ability is nonexistent at the time of the act, so 
likewise an act cannot exist by an ability of one moment prior [if 

it is also nonexistent at the time of the act], since nonexistence 

[of the ability to act] in the present moment [of the action] is one 
and the same [in both scenarios]. 
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To follow, is one ability suitable for two opposites, or not? Most 
of the Ash'arI scholars as well as the theologians of the People of 
Hadith state that it is not. Abii I:Ianifah ~ stated that it is suit
able, yet by way of substitution; [Imam] al-Qa~anisI,5 Ibn Surayj6 
[d. 3o6/9r8], and Ibn al-Rawandi fol~~wed hn~ on this issue. 
Their reasoning is that the locus of ability [that 1s, a person's en
tity or body] is a tool suitable for two opposites, so the same ap
plies to ability. To further elucidate, [know that] obedience and 
disobedience differ only with respect to the divine command and 
prohibition, not with respect to the act itself. Prostration, for ex
ample, is obedience when performed for God yet disobedience 
when performed for an idol; there is no difference, however, in 
the actual act of prostration, and thus neither in the ability to 
do so. Rather, if [the ability] is conjoined with an act of obedi
ence, it is termed enablement [to do good] (tawfiq), and if with an 
act of disobedience, then being forsaken [by the divine] (khidhlan); 
yet [the ability] in and of itself is one. Similarly, prostration is 
termed obedience when done for God and disobedience when done 
for an idol; yet in and of itself, it is [in either case] one and the 
same-namely, placing the forehead on the ground. Its name 
differs only with respect to its ascription; so likewise with this 
[ability]. And enablement is by God alone. 
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ON ONTOLOGY OF HUMAN ACTION 

Sunni orthodoxy-may God grant them victory-affirms that 
the actions of humans and of all animals are created directly by 
God, the exalted; none besides God brings them into existence, 
whether what is brought into existence is a substance or an 
accident. The Prophet's companions and their followers were 
of this opinion until the Qadarites came about and invented? 
the opinion that the volitional acts of all animals are created 
by themselves, having no connection to God's creative act and 
omnipotent power. 

This is a false position, due to the statement of God, the exalted, 
"That is God, your Lord; there is no deity except Him, creator 
of everything" (6:102) as well as the Exalted's statement "Or do 
they make, besides God, partners, who create just as He creates? 
So the act of creating became confusing for them. Say: God is 
creator of everything" (13:16)-He praises Himself for that which 
He alone does, so this entails that no one shares with Him in the 
creation of anything, whatsoever. Likewise is the statement of 
God, the exalted, "And God creates you and what you do" (37:96): 
according to all grammarians, when the word "what" [in Arabic] 
is conjoined with a verb, it is used to denote the gerund [ or verbal 
noun], such as with the statement "What you made impressed 
me" ( that is, "Your making"). So what is meant by the verse-and 
God knows best-is "God creates you and your performance of 
actions." Indeed, the Messenger of God~ explicitly stated this 
[tenet] when he said, "Verily, God is the creator of every maker 
and of his making."8 
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As for rational evidence, the act of the servant is originated 
(mu~dath), and thus its existence is possible [as opposed to necessary 
or impossible]; so the possibility of its existence is logically equiv
alent to that of its nonexistence. Therefore, its existence cannot 
predominate [ over its nonexistence] without specification by a 
determiner whose existence is necessary-namely, God, the exalt
ed. With this, we overcame the atheists in their denial of ascrib
ing the existence of substances to God, the exalted, so now we 
overcome the Mu'tazilites as well in their denial of ascribing the 
existence of actions to God, the exalted, as the two [substances 
and actions] are equivalent with respect to "existence." Moreover, 
if the servant is able to create movement in himself, then we will 
ask, "Is God, the exalted, able to create stillness in him at that 
exact moment, or not?" If you say He is able to, the result is co
existence of mutually exclusive opposites; if you say He is unable 
to, inability has been ascribed to God. Both results are logically 
impossible. Also, the condition of being able to create is that, 
before the existence of the created thing, the creator have knowl
edge of its inherent qualities [or modality], due to the statement 
of God, the exalted, "Does not the One who creates, know? He 
is ever-subtle, well-informed" (67:14). For one without knowl
edge of an act surely has no power over it, and the servant usually 
has no knowledge of his action's inherent qualities (such as its 
goodness, evil, harm, or benefit), just as a disbeliever or inno
vator knows not regarding the evil of his actions. Therefore, it is 
impossible for him [the servant] to be a creator. 

If it is said: If you conclude that the servant cannot possibly 
bring [something] into existence, then he cannot act in the first 
place, since to act has no meaning other than "to bring into exis
tence." We respond: Since we are in agreement with our opponent 
that the servant performs actions, and we have established proofs 
that he cannot possibly bring them into existence, it is confirmed 
then that he performs acts without bringing them into existence. 
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We then state that the servartt has two types of attributes: 

r. what God creates in him without his choice or control, 
like the movements of one with a tremor; and 

2. what God creates in him along with his own power, 
will, and choice, like voluntary movements. 

This distinction is necessarily known; the second type is termed 
kasb, and the other type creation (khalq).9 There is no term that 
accurately describes [voluntary human action] except kasb, just 
as there is a clear, absolute difference between pleasure and pain, 
each of which cannot be described except with its specific word. 

The upshot, then, is that the action of the servant is termed 
kasb, not creation, and the act of God is termed creation, not 
kasb; the word action (fi'l) encompasses them both. 10 This 
is according to us. According to the Ash'arI scholars, ac
tion is a term that literally means "to cause to exist," while 
kasb is called action metaphorically. The correct position is ours, 
though, since unconditioned usage indicates the literal mean
ing. Also, one of the conditions of a metaphor [in Arabic] is that 
between the literal and metaphorical usages there be a sort of 
resemblance in a particular meaning, whereby the word is bor
rowed from the literal usage and applied to the metaphorical 
one, to indicate that meaning; yet there is no resemblance at all 
between the servant's kasb and God's causing to exist, so meta
phorical usage does not obtain. 
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Furthermore, based on what we have said, the possibility for 
one act to come about from two agents with ability is established 
yet with the [ critical] ~uali_fication of bein~ ~rom different per~ 
spectives; the same action 1s the effect of d1vme power from the 
perspective of causing to exist, and the effect of human power 
from the perspective of kasb. The difference between creation 
and kasb is that the former occurs without any means, while the 
latter occurs with some means. It is also said that creation is that 
which the doer may do independently, while kasb cannot be done 
independently. Kasb, then, is specific to the servant, and creation 
specific to God, the exalted. This distinction applies if creation re
fers to "causing to exist." 

If creation refers to "measuring" (taqdfr), though, then it can ap
ply to the servant too, as God, the exalted, informs [us] regarding 
Jesus '$, "And when you create from clay, as the form of a bird" 
(5:no)-that is, "[when] you measure [from clay] ." This is what 
is meant by the statement of God, the exalted, "Blessed is God, 
the best of creators" (23:14)-that is, "the best of those who mea
sure."u 

If it is said: If your position were correct, that the action of 
the servant is his kasb yet God's creation, then that act would be 
shared between God, the exalted, and His servant. We respond: 
The definition of sharing between two entities is for each of the 
two to alone own his particular portion of a whole, like a slave 
owned by two [masters], each owning half the slave such that 
what one owns is not owned by the other. However, if the en
tire slave belonged to one party from one perspective and to the 
other from another perspective, the slave would not be shared 
between the two, such as a slave who is leased by someone-
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the entire slave belongs to the lessor with respect to ownership, 
and to the lessee with respect to right of usage; one would not say 
that the slave is shared between the two parties. 

The following, however, is clearer than all of the above: every 
slave is his owner's property from the perspective of purchase, 
and his Creator's property from the perspective of granting 
existence; would anyone suggest that the slave is shared between 
God, the exalted, and His servant [that is, the owner]? Rather, 
sharing [partnership with the Divine] is entailed in the view 
of our opponent-namely, for some accidents to occur by the 
creative act of God and for other accidents to occur by the creative 
act of human beings. So for someone of this [untenable] opinion 
to impute sharing to the position of his opponent [that is, us] 
entails utter impudence and obstinacy. And enablement is by 
God alone. 12 

ON OCCASIONALISM AND THE NEGATION OF SECONDARY 

CAUSATION 

Based on our previous discussion, it is established that effects of 
human actions occur only by the creation of God, the exalted, and 
His causing their existence. They are not brought into existence 
by humans themselves nor caused by their actions, as is the 
opinion of most of the Qadarites. [The Mu'tazilite] al-Na:?:?am13 

[ d. 231/845] held that while they are the act of God, the exalted, 
they transpire by way of necessary causation, with which human 
n_ature is endowed (ijab al-tab'); al-Qalanisi [had the same opinion, 
smce he] held that they are the act of God, the exalted, yet transpire 
by the_ necessary causation of human nature (ijab al-khilqah).14 

Thumamah b. al-Ashras'5 [ d. 213/828] held they are an act without 
any doer at all. 

The correct position (~a~i~) is what we state, because if these 
effects_ ~ccur by the act of the servant, they do so either without 
any ability or by the ability with which the act itself occurs or by 
another ability. 
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The first is untenable due to the impossibility of action without 
ability. The second is untenable since that ability is concurrent 
with the act and would hence cease to exist at the time of the 
[subsequent] effect. And the third is untenable because it entails 
that the human is able to bring about the effect without the act, or 
to perform the act without its effect ( such as pain without hitting 
or hitting without pain), since one who is able to do two things 
is perforce able to do each of the two independently. Moreover, 
it is possible that the hitter die immediately after the hit and the 
pain occur afterwards, yet an act by a dead person is impossible. 

Rather, God, the exalted, runs the course of habitual pattern 
[of His activity] ('udah) by creating the effect (athar) immediately 
after human performance of the [apparent] causal act ( sabab). 16 

So when the human performs the [ apparent] causal act with the 
intention of bringing about that effect, [the effect] is ascribed 
to him, whereby customarily [for an evil act] blame is directed 
toward him, and legally he is penalized in this life and punished 
in the next life, even though the effect does not ontologically 
occur by his act. For example, if a person cuts someone's leather
skin pouch such that its oil spills, then customarily he is blamed 
for it and legally he is taken to account, even though the spilling 
itself did not ontologically occur by his doing. However, because 
he undertook the means with the intention of bringing about that 
effect, the effect is ascribed to him. The same, then, applies here. 
And God alone is the One who enables and the One who guides. 
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Annotations to 
Divine Omnipotence, Human Agency, 

and Ontology of the World 

1 In his theological treatise 'Aqidat ahl al-sunnah, the Ash'arI and 
mystic Shaykh Mul).ammad al-Hiishimi wrote: "It is rationally 
possible for God to create wisdom (~ikmah) in His actions and 
rulings." In his commentary on his treatise, Shaykh al-Hiishimi 
explained his statement as follows: 

The wisdom that is possible in divine actions and rulings is "ben
efit that ensues from an act," without that benefit being a motivat
ing factor for Him [ since God is transcendent above having mo
tives or being incited to act]. Of course, the benefit of His actions 
returns to His creation, meaning that He deals with them in a way 
that entails a praiseworthy end, which itself is neither logically 
necessary nor logically impossible. "He is not asked about what 
He does, but they shall be asked" (Qur'an 21:23). 

As for His name al-I:Iakim (the all-wise), its meaning accord
ing to the Ash'ari school is the Absolute King, who does whatev
er He wills: "He is not asked about what He does, but they shall 
be asked." So, according to al-Ash'ari, the wisdom that is neces
sary for God's actions and rulings is complete eternal knowledge 
and perfect performance, and its opposite is foolishness (sa
{ah). So wisdom, according to the Ash'ari school, has two mean
ings: (r) complete knowledge and perfect performance (that is 
for a thin t · . ' g o occur m exact correspondence with the aim of its 
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doer); this is an eternal attribute of God, the exalted, and its op
posite is foolishness; and (2) a quality of the thing acted upon 
[that is, what results from the act of creating]; this meaning is 
"doing something with perfection"-that is, [God's] creating 
every single thing in a way that is more suitable for it, and plac
ing it in its appropriate place. This quality is not an eternal at
tribute, because it pertains to the action itself, and according to 
[the Ash'ari scholars], divine attributes of action are temporal 

((ladithah). 
According to the Maturidi scholars though, wisdom [with this 

latter meaning] is an eternal attribute of God, the exalted. This 
is why they state that God's actions are never devoid of wisdom, 
meaning that which has a praiseworthy end and the opposite of 
which is foolishness. Imam al-Ash'ari's position, however, is that 
wisdom with this meaning is not an eternal attribute of God, the 
exalted, [but is rather temporal] since ultimately it is an attribute 
of action (and according to them, divine attributes of action are 
temporal). His school explained the wisdom that is necessary for 
divine action as " [ that which] occurs in exact correspondence 
with the aim of its doer" [ the former meaning], and its opposite 
is foolishness; they explained the wisdom that is possible for divine 
action as "benefit that ensues from an act," meaning that which 
entails a praiseworthy end with respect to what is created, without 
that outcome in any way motivating God to act. Neither the exis
tence nor nonexistence of this "wisdom" entails logical contra
diction, and "He is not asked about what He does, but they shall 
be asked." 

The upshot is that divine wisdom 'is rationally possible accord

ing to the Ash'arI scholars, as opposed to the MaturidI scholars, 

[who deem it rationally necessary,] while according to both, it 

is affirmed as necessary based on scripture. So whoever reflects 

on this issue shall conclude that the difference between the two 

[Sunni schools] is but semantic. (Mifta~ al-jannah, 190-91) 



ANNOTATIONS 

2 
The author states in Al-Kifayah, 

To proceed, wisdom is [one] of the attributes of praise and per

fection, while foolishness is [one] of the attributes of blame and 
deficiency. The entire community [ of scholars and theologians] 
agrees that wisdom is ascribed to God, the exalted, and that He is 
transcendent above any foolishness. However, they differ among 
themselves concerning whether certain actions are considered wise 
or foolish: whoever considers them to be wise deems them as pos
sible from the Divine, while those who consider them to be fool
ish assert the impossibility of such acts from the all-wise Creator. 
The category under which all of these topics fall is called "ascrip
tion of justice or injustice to the Divine" (al-ta'dil wa al-tajwir). We 
shall begin with the topic of "ontology of human action" because 
it is foundational, yet we preface that discussion with a treatment 
of "potency and human agency" because it is introductory to the 
other topics. (al-Sabuni:, Al-Klfciyah, 54r. [BT]) 

Here, the author provides the theoretical backdrop and sequen
tial logic for the next several sections. Although he is referring 
specifically to the arrangement of his larger work Al-Klfciyah, his 
comments apply also to Al-Bidiiyah because it is a summation of 
Al-Klfciyah. 

3 MaturidI scholars generally distinguish between two types of hu
man ability [ to act]: The first is the soundness of one's limbs and 
faculties (saliimat al-asbiib wa al-iiliit), which by consensus precedes 
an act. It is not actual human ability [power to perform the act], 
since ability is an accident and accidents do not last two moments, 
while actual human ability must coexist with the act in order for 
it to be the ability to perform that act. Hence, the second type of 
ability is actual ability (~aqiqat al-qudrah), which coexists with the 
act. Both actual human ability and its associated human act are 
created by God, the exalted, in the same moment. When the act 
is one of obedience, the actual ability is termed success and enable
ment to do good (taw.fiq); when the act is one of disobedience, the 
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ability is termed beingforsaken by the Divine (khidhlan). Some Matundi 
scholars state that actual ability (ltaqiqat al-qudrah) is related to the 
human's firm decision to act ('azm mu~ammam), which they state 
has a sort of causal efficacy (ta'thir) related to the voluntary act and 
is what they term kasb. 

The causal efficacy of MaturidI kasb needs explanation, as many 
researchers and even some scholars have misunderstood it. The 
discussion here will be prefaced by an explanation of Ash'ari kasb 
taken from the Ash'arI Imam al-Dardir ( d. 1201/1786), who states 
"God's power brings things from nonexistence into existence, i~ 
accordance with His will; this is termed creation or causing to exist, 
and is what is meant by 'the association (ta'alluq) of eternal divine 
power.' As for our power, it is associated with some acts-namely 
voluntary acts, meaning those actions in which we have choice, 
inclination, and aim, yet without any role in creation or causing 
to exist. This association (ta'alluq), which corresponds with our 
will, is what is termed kasb (iktisab )" (Muliammad Bakhit al-Mutfi, 
I:fashiyah 'ala sharlt al-Dardir 'ala al-kharidah fi ' ilm al-tawltid [Cairo: 
Daral-Bal?:i'ir, 2006], 65). 

Imam al-Dardir continues, 

So associated with our voluntary acts are two powers: eternal di
vine power (qudrah qad1mah) and temporal human power (qudrah 
ltiidithah) (that is, the actual human ability that God, the exalted, 
creates in the same moment He, the exalted, creates the associ
ated human act). Temporal power has no causal efficacy; it has 
mere correspondence (muqaranah) [with the associated human 
act). So God, the exalted, creates the human act with it ('indahii), 
not even by means of it (bihii), just as with [the effect of] burn
ing when fire touches wood. So inasmuch as He, the exalted, 
creates for us an inclination toward something and an aim to 
do it, and creates for us a power that is simultaneous with His 
creating of the action that we aimed to do, He, the exalted, as
cribes that action to us and holds us morally accountable for it, 
because on the surface it appears to be the person's action. Yet 
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b reflecting on the categorical evidence of divine oneness, one 

a~tains full conviction that every action is brought into existence 

only by God, the exalted (and none besides]; otherwise, He, the 

exalted, would have a partner-glorious is He above that. So it 

is understood that this association (ta' alluq) refers to the corre

spondence of temporal power (to human actions], without any 

causal efficacy; that is the basis of ascribing actions to people, 

as He, the exalted, states, "For the soul is every good that it ac

quires, and against the soul is every evil that it acquires" (2:286). 
And this is the basis of divine reward or punishment, out of ei
ther divine grace or justice; in that way does the human have 

free will. (65-66) 

The Hanafi Mul).ammad Bakhit al-Muti'i (d. 1354/1935) com
ments, 

This correspondence ( muqclranah) is the customary means with re
spect to God's creating of human actions in a person. That is, the 
customary pattern of God's activity is that when a human directs 
his will and power to an action, God's will and power are associat
ed with that act in the person. So "what is acquired" ( maksiib) is an 
act that occurs in the locus of human power [that is, the human 
act that is created concurrently with actual human power), while 
the kasb is that correspondence itself. This explanation is taken 
from [the text) Al-Mawaqif [of the Ash'arI 'Aqud al-Din al-IjI), and 
is the well-known position of the Ash'arI school. (65-66) 

Shaykh al-Mutl'i then presents a different view ofkasb, apparently 
held by Imam al-Ash' ari himself (but not his school), that ascribes 
to human ability a sort of causal efficacy for voluntary acts, though 
still based on divine permission; he cites the Kitiib al-ibiinah of 
Imam al-Ash'ari as the source and states that this view is the actu
al position held by Imam al-Ash'ari, since in his opinion the Kitiib 
al-ibclnah was the last work oflmam al-Ash'ari and thus the most 
reli~bl~ in conveying his opinions. However, the vast majority of 
Ash an scholars did not regard the Kitiib al-ibiinah as being his fi
nal book, and many Ash'ari scholars did not even accept that he 
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. . th t it was falsely ascribed to Imam al-Ash'ari 
wrote it, argumgom~r hists to push their heresies. For a con
br later anthtp th: I<itab al-ibanah, see 'Abd al-Ra}:iman ibn 
c1se ca~e stu Ay o?b tes o+ God trans. Abdullah bin Hamid Ali 
al-Jawz1, The ttn u :J ' 
(Bristol, UK: Amal Pres~, 2006), n7-23. 

Shaykh al-Muti'i contmues, 

M
- -d- cholars and [the Ash'arI] al-Qa<Ji [al-Baqillani, The atun I s . . ,, . 

I ] t t that the human has a "particular will (1radah 
d. 405 1013 s a e . . 
juz'iyyah), which refers to the association o: human will with ei-
ther performing or refraining from an act; 1t emanates from the 
erson by his choice and itself is not created by God, the exalted, 

~ecause it does not have actual objective existence. Rather, [the 
particular will] is only a metaphysical consideration ( amr i'tibunl, 
just like the qualification of an act as either obedience or disobe
dience; or it is from the category of"intermediary states" (~al , pl. 
a~wal) between existence and nonexistence, as was the opinion of 
[the Bukharan Hanafi] Sadr al-Shari'ah [ d. 747/1346). Thus, this 
view does not entail that the person is a creator of some existents 
[that is, his actions] or that he causes them to exist. 

And this particular will is an insufficient [ meaning "itself in
capable of causing any effect") customary means with respect to 
the causal efficacy of God's omnipotent power. This differs from 
Imam al-Ash'ari's view, for even though [he states that] the par
ticular will is the customary means [ of God, the exalted] for [His] 
causal efficacy, according to him it actually has objective existence 
and hence itselfis created by God, the exalted. Thus, human pow
er has no causal efficacy whatsoever, despite its role as being the 
customary means [ of how God, the exalted, creates] , for which 

reason al-Ash'ari's view has been termed intermediate determin
ism Uabr mutawassit). (66-67) 

Hence, the causal efficacy of Maturidi kasb is not ontic causal 

e~cacy, sine: according to them, what is causal has no actual 
existence. It is rather a causal efficacy of qualijication ( causing an 
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ct to be qualified as "intentionally performed" or "intentionally 
:ot performed"), similar to human causal efficacy of moral qualiji
cation ( causing an act to be qualified with a moral property of ei
ther obedience or disobedience), given that kasb is the doctrine of 
human free will that explains how moral agency occurs through 
the agent's intention-the acquisition of one's actions based 
upon the intention, within the confines of divine enablement. 
For example, the physical movements entailed in prostrating to
ward the Ka'bah in prayer versus prostrating toward an idol are 
ontologically identical, both brought into existence by God, the 
exalted, alone, yet it is the human agent's knowledge and choice 
that qualifies the former as morally praiseworthy ( obedience to 
God) and the latter as morally reprehensible ( disobedience to 
God). Similarly, MaturidI kasb qualifies the act as being chosen 
by the human or voluntarily abstained from by the human; that is 
its only causal efficacy, according to the MaturidI school-a view 
similar to that held by the Ash'arI scholastic al-Qaq.I al-Baqillani:. 

However, Shaykh al-Mutfi still finds the MaturidI view prob
lematic and prefers the dominant Ash'arI view, stating, "Having 
said that, the problem with the view of the MaturidI scholars 
and al-Qaq,I [al-BaqillanI] is that the person has causal efficacy 
with that metaphysical consideration (amr i'tibori), which they 
call 'particular will,' and there is no meaning of 'causal efficacy 
with a consideration,' except as entailing 'causal efficacy with the 
existent act that ensues [ from that metaphysical consideration].' 
Therefore, the person would effectively have causal efficacy with 
something actually existent. But this is absurd and untenable, 
since there is no agent that can cause something to exist, what
soever, except God alone" (67). 

Still, the MaturidI scholars might respond that the actual ex
istent act does not necessarily ensue from the metaphysical con
sideration, but only customarily so, by God's creating the act in 
correspondence with the metaphysical consideration. Thus, 
there is no inherent necessity between what the human has 
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ffi 'th and what has actual objective existence; so in causal e cacy w1 . 
- -d- · the human does not even effectmely cause the the Matun 1 view, 

existence of the act. 

H " al oflikenesses" refers to Sunni atomistic ontology, 
4 ere, renew . d' . 'bl . 

which holds that the cosmos is made up of m 1v1s1 e particles to 
which are ascribed accidents, which do not last two moments. So 
with respect to any accident that appears to last over time ( ~uch as 
the redness of a rose, the liquidity of water, human faculties and 
abilities), what actually occurs is that God, the exalted, repeated
ly creates its replica (or "likeness") in each subsequent moment. 
This is the position of Imam al-Ash<ari as well. See al-Farhari, 

Al-Nibras, 121. 

Hence, while no accident literally continues into a second mo
ment, it effectively does so because of the divine fiat of "renewing 
the likeness" of that accident. And God's activity of re-creating 
things is perfectly consistent and fixed, such that the intellect has 
certainty of a thing's remaining itself in the course of its appoint
ed term. Human knowledge of things is thus valid and possible, 
while things are essentially and literally dependent on God, the 
exalted, in every moment of their existence. 

The objection in the text above is that just as all accidents have 
an effective continuity, so too can human ability to act effectively 
continue until the time of the human act. The Sunni response to 
the objection follows. 

5 He is Abu al-cAbbas Al).mad b. Ibrahim al-Qalanisi al-Razi, di
a~ec~ical . theologian in the generation of the companions of the 
distmguished Ash<ari Ibn Furak. Some erroneously thought 
Imam al-Qalanisi preceded Imam al-Ash<ari. See Muhammad b. 
~u~;m_mad ~urtaq.a al-Zabidi, It~af al-sadah al-mutt~qin bi shar~ 
t~ya ulum al-dm, 10 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, n .d.), 2:s-6. 

6 ~e is Ab_u aI-<Abbas AI.J.mad b. cumar b. Surayj, "the Shafi'i ju-
rist of his age" 1'udge and A he - d' 1 · · h ' s an 1a ect1cal theologian, w o 
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authore? ~r~und f?~r hundred works. He died in the year 3061918_ 
see al-Zmkh, Al-A lam, 1:185. 

7 To "invent," in this context, means to introduce into the Islamic 
tradition an idea that has no basis or chain of narration to the first 
generations of Muslims (sala.f), even if the opinion existed before
hand outside of Islamic intellectual history. The main impetus 
for the Mu'tazilites to adopt this position-that volitional crea
tures create their own voluntary acts-was to account for moral 
responsibility and to rationally validate divine justice in taking 
humans to account for what they voluntarily do. Sunni orthodoxy 
viewed this idea as an abhorrent reduction of divine power, in 
view of the fact that only God, the exalted, creates things (wheth
er substance or accident), as established by both reason and rev
elation. Like everything else in the cosmos, whether substance 
or accident, human voluntary actions are logically possible, and 
logical possibility is the basis of their inherent and essential on tic 
indigence (and from that perspective, logical possibility has no 
disparity). So rationally, if human actions were created by any
one or anything besides God, the exalted, those actions would 
be independent of Him. That notion contravenes monotheism it
self. Thus, the absoluteness of divinity-that only God is without 
need, and that everything other than Him needs Him alone-en
tails that only God, the exalted, creates anything logically pos
sible (whether the possible thing itself, its attributes, or its ac
tions). To explain the basis of human accountability, though, the 
Sunnis articulated the doctrine ofkasb: God, the exalted, creates 
human action, yet humans acquire their acts through their gen
uine experience of choice, which translates to voluntary action 
one innately knows as categorically distinct from one's involun
tary action. See al-Hashimi, Mi.ftory al-jannah, 122. 

Hence, Sunnism sought to preserve both (1) the tenet of the 
universal scope of divine power, including over human action, 
along with (2) the principle of genuine human choice, which 
is the basis of man's moral responsibility. This creation-kasb 
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d. h t my (or doctrine ofkasb) is an indigenous metaphysical po-
1c o o . h 'd bl . . . . fth kalam tradition and 1t as cons1 era e 1mphcations s1t10no e ' . . 

fi much philosophical discourse, m parttcular the problem of 
or · 1 ffi d · · evil and suffering. Moral evil is stil a rme as existmg ontolog-

ically by divine creation and a~ eternally decree_d by God,_ the ex
alted, yet it is not ascribed to Him out o_f venerat10? and ~t1quc;tte, 
whereas humans remain fully responsible for their choices, such 
that their evil is ascribed to them as moral agents. Islamic escha
tology provides the backdrop against which all human action is 
correctly contextualized: horrific punishment will be meted out 
to tyrants who arrogantly persist in their tyranny, while their 
victims who persist in faith and piety will find joys of which no 
human mind has conceived. The Prophet Mu]).ammad /Ji. taught 
that even animals, despite having no moral responsibility, will 
take retribution on Judgment Day for harms inflicted on them by 
other animals, with the prey doing the same act to the predator as 
was done to it. A fortiori then with human beings. 

This "outlook of everlasting consequences" is further coupled 
with the worldly benefits of suffering underscored in Islam's 
spiritual tradition: virtues such as sincerity (~idq); complete re
liance on God, the exalted (tawakkul); recognition of one's need 
for the divine (al-faqr ila Allah); and humble servitude (cubiidiyyah). 
Ultimately, though, the foundational objection in the problem 
of evil commits the fallacy of" false analogy" because it presup
poses a human measure or gauge of divine action. Yet in reality, 
"There is nothing whatsoever like unto Him" (42:n), "He is not 
asked about what He does, but they shall be asked [ about what 
they did]" (21:23), and He is the "absolute doer of whatever He 
wills" (85:16). 

Related to this last verse, the ontological reality of humanity's 
moral choices and actions is expressed in the following aphorism 
of Sh~~kh cAbd Allah b. 'AlawI al-I:Iaddad (d. n32/r72r): "From 
the divme vantage, every human is in one of two realms: either 
the realm of divine mercy (ra~mah) [manifested as human faith 
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and morality] or the realm of divine wisdom (ltikmah) ( manifest
ed as human unbelief and immorality]. So whoever today is in 
the former shall tomorrow be in divine grace (fa4I) ( meaning 
paradise], and whoever today is in the latter shall tomorrow be 
in divine justice ('ad!) [ meaning hell]." The commentator on this 

aphorism notes, 

The basis of this is that to God, the exalted, were ascribed in eter
nity the attributes of mercy, such as generosity, kindness, gentle
ness, and compassion; as well as the attributes of punishment, 
such as domination, leading astray, and vengeance. So based on 
His will [that is, selection], He divided humanity into two cate
gories: some were chosen to predominantly be loci of His attri
butes of mercy, even though they will occasionally experience 
divine wisdom and justice; others were chosen to predominantly 
be loci of His attributes of punishment, which incorporates wis
dom, even though they will occasionally experience divine mercy 
and grace. Then He brought them out from nonexistence into the 
vast expanse of existence, and facilitated for each what was appor
tioned for him. Then, when He brings them forth on Judgment 
Day, He shall place those of the realm of mercy in countless bless
ings, into eternity, by His sheer grace; He shall place those of the 
realm of wisdom in endless suffering, into eternity, by His abso
lute justice. So whomever God grants ability to do good (tawfiq), 
let him praise none except God; whoever is afflicted with commit
ting iniquity, let him blame none but himself. (al-Maydii.ni, Shar~ 
al-'aq1dah al-Ta~ciwiyyah, 62-63.) 

For detailed expositions of Islam and the problem of evil, see 
Keller, Sea Without Shore, 365-91; Jackson, Islam and the Problem of 
Black Suffering; Hamza Yusuf, The Prayer of the Oppressed (Danville, 
CA: Sandala Productions, 2010), 1-31; and Timothy Winter, 
"Islam and the Problem of Evil," in The Cambridge Companion to the 
Problem of Evil, ed. Chad Meister and Paul K. Moser (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2017), 230-48. 
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8 Imam al-Bukhari cites this in the chapter "[God's] Creation of 
the Actions of His Servants" in Sal:u.b al-Bukhari. Imam al-Suyuu 
( d. 9n/1505) relates with his chain of narrators to the Prophet;s 
companion I:Iudhayfah JI;,. that God's Messenger ~ said, "Verily, 
God is the creator of every maker and of his making." Al-SuyutI 
comments, "This is a rigorously authenticated (~af:tif:t) prophet
ic statement. (Imam] al-I:Iakim relates it [in AI-Mustadrak] and 
says it fulfills the conditions of al-Bukhari and Muslim. [Imam] 
al-Dhahabi does not negate this in Al-Talkhi~, nor does [l:lafi?] 
al-'lraqi (d. 806/1404] in his collection" (Jalal al-Din al-Suyiiti, 
Bughyat al-wu'ah fi tabaqat al-lughawiyyin wa al-nuf:tah [Cairo: 
Matba'at al-Sa'adah, 1908], 271. (BT]) . 

9 Technically, both types of attribute are termed God's creation, as 
the author states next and as is evident in his definition of each 
type of attribute ("What God creates in him ... "). The first type 
refers to human involuntary action and the second to human vol
untary action. Because the latter is voluntary, it is also termed 
kasb from the vantage point of the person, while still being cre
ation from the divine vantage. Also, kasb is defined as what God, 
the exalted, creates along with human power, will, and volition. 
The phrase "along with" is used instead of "through" or the like, 
since according to Sunni occasionalism, God, the exalted, does 
not create through secondary causes or means (which include hu
man will and power), but rather with them-created means are 
but loci, or occasions, of the divine fiat. The assertion that God, 
the exalted, creates through anything is considered false because 
it entails likening God to His creation, since humans and other 
creatures use means/tools to attain their aims, and because it as
cribes to God a sort of "need"-namely, the need for means/tools 
in fulfilling His decrees. See al-Hashimi, Mjftaf:t al-jannah, 120-24. 

10 The author states in AI-Klfayah, "This is because the definition of 
action is to direct the logically possible from mere possibility to 
existence, and what is meant by existence in this context is actuality 
and objective [ extra-mental] reality. However, God's 'directing' is 
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by actually granting existence to the logically possible, while the 
servant's 'directing' is to take the [ mental] means [ of one's free 
will] in intending the logically possible act. So the term action is 
general, while the term creating is specific to God, the exalted, and 
the term kasb is specific to the servant, as per what we have delin
eated" (al-SabiinI, AI-Kifoyah, 62v. [BT]). 

n Of course, the "measuring" of humans is based on estimation 
and thought, while the "measuring" of God, the exalted, refers 
to His eternal knowledge and will. God, the exalted, is transcen
dent above estimation or thought since His knowledge is perfect 
and His will is absolute. See Fakhr al-mn al-RazI, Mafiifi/J al-9hayb: 
AI-Tafsir al-kabir Ii al-Imam al-Fakhr al-Rozt, n vols., 4th ed. (Beirut: 
Dar I}J.ya' al-Turath al-'Arabi, 2001), 3:227-28 (commenting on 
Qur'an 3:49). 

12 Imam al-FarharI explains, 

Realize that the issue of free will versus determinism is among the 

most perplexing of issues, to the extent that it is related that our 

greatest scholar [Imam Abii I::Ianifah J said, "The issue of free will 

has slain me." The early Muslims would remain silent on the mat
ter and prohibit others from delving into it, and in fact some pro

phetic statements appear to indicate that proscription; yet later 

scholars were forced to investigate it in order to rebut the Jabarites 

and the Qadarites [ deniers of predestination; a view adopted by 
many Mu'tazilites]. There are six positions on it [in Islamic in

tellectual history]: (1) The Mu'tazilite view is that human action 
occurs by human power alone, without necessity or compulsion. 

(2) The Jabarite view is that human action occurs by God's power 
alone, without any human ability or choice, and that humans are 
akin to inanimate life. (3) Imam al-Ash'ari's view is that human 
action occurs by God's power alone, yet the person has ability and 
choice: when the person directs them toward an act, God [if He 
had willed it in eternity J creates that act in him. So the act is acre
ation of God and a kasb of the human. (4) The view of many Arab 
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philosophers (also attributed to Imam al-Juwayni [d. 478/1085]) 
is that the cause of human action is human ability alone, by way 
of necessity and the impossibility of human action not occur
ring when human ability is directed to it. However, some expert 
scholars said, "The actual view of the philosophers is that human 
ability is akin to means and tools/instruments, while that which 
gives being is only the Real (Most Glorious)." This is close to Imam 
al-Ash'ari's view; in fact, it seems no different at all. (5) Al-Ustadh 
Abii Isl).aq al-Isfarayini's view is that the cause of human action 
is the combination of two abilities. He does not mean that each 
by itself is an independent cause, as is mistakenly thought (and 
which is impossible), but that human ability cannot independent
ly cause action; however, when God's power is conjoined to it, 
it becomes causative. (6) Al-Qagi Abii Bakr al-Baqillani's view is 
that the cause of the act itself is divine power, but the cause of 
its description ( or qualification) is human ability, for which they 
give the analogy of spanking a child in order to cause pain versus 
in order to discipline: the spank itself emerges only from divine 

power, but its being qualified as a sin versus as permissible [that 
is, its moral qualification] is caused by human ability. (AI-Nibras, 

177-78) 

Also, it would appear that the view of the MaturidI theologian 
Shaykh Zadah ( d. 951/1544) is comparable to that of al-Isfarayini, 
since he affirms that human choice and power have a role in hu
man action-not a role of causing existence and creating but only 
a weak role of being its apparent means [which could be termed an 
intermediary (wasitah), connector (rabitah), completing element 
( mutammim), or the like], similar to clouds for rain or fire for heat 
and burning (that is, in accordance with Sunni occasionalism)
and that the actual ontology of human action (being created by 
God, the exalted) is not dependent on its apparent means. See 
Shaykh Zadah, Na?m al-fara'id, cited in the margin of al-Taftazani, 
Sharl! al-caqa'id al-Nasaftyyah, 208. 
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Thus, it would seem that the views of al-Isfarayini and Shaykh 
zadah are not much dissimilar to the well-known position of the 
Ash'ari and Maturidi schools, but instead differ mainly in seman
tics. Indeed, the Ash'ari Imam al-Dardir notes that, with respect 
to the discourse of some Sunni scholars that might appear to af
firm causal efficacy by means of created powers (as some have in
ferred from, for example, Imam al-Ghazali or Imam al-Juwayni), 
at most what is meant is that the doer who grants existence is 
only God (so causal efficacy still belongs only to divine power), 
but that God customarily does so by means of the created power, 
and that this is categorically distinct from the Mu'tazilite view 
that the created thing itself grants existence to its effect, yet that 
it does so by means of its power that was created by God, the ex
alted. Still, Imam al-Dardir confirms that the correct, orthodox 
view is that only divine power has causal efficacy and that God 
customarily creates effects not through their means or secondary 
causes, but with or at those means. See al-Mutri, J:Idshiyah 'ala 
shar~ al-Dardir, 71. 

After presenting the Sunni position of the creation-kasb di
chotomy, Imam al-Taftazan'i states, "An objection is that the uni
versality of God's knowledge and of God's will necessarily entails 
determinism. For if the two [ divine attributes] are conjoined with 
the occurrence of an act, it must necessarily transpire; if con
joined with its non-occurrence, it cannot possibly transpire. And 
no free will can coexist with necessity or impossibility. Our re
sponse is that what God knows and wills is that the servant shall 
perform or shall abstain from an act by the servant's own choice, so 
there is no conflict" (Shor~ al-'aqii'id al-Nasajiyyah, 2n). 

That is, if one were to object that a person's choice and action 
are fixed because they are decreed by God, the exalted, that ob
jection still does not invalidate human moral responsibility, since 
the person's genuine experience of his choice as free, such that 
its corresponding action is voluntary, is sufficient to warrant ac
countability. Man knows, with an innate and certain knowledge, 
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the categorical distinction between his voluntary action and h' 
involuntary action (such as a tremor or the like). And God t~s 
exalted, has revealed that divine judgment shall occur only ~t: 
respect to one's voluntary acts, based on the_h_uman perspective 
of experienced volition, not based on the d1vme perspective of 
the eternal decree. 

13 He is Abu Isl}.aq Ibrahim b. Sayyar b. Hani' al-Ba~ri al-Naiiam 
of the Mu'tazilite theologians. In his youth, he spent much time 
with dualists and atheists. Noted for his exceptional intellect, he 
plunged into the sciences of philosophy and emerged with unique 
views, in which a group of Mu'tazilites followed him; they were 
called the Na~~amiyyah. He was charged with heresy and even un
belief. He died in the year 231/845. See al-Zirikli, Al-A 'lam, 1:43. 

14 The author states in AI-Klfciyah, 

Most Mu'tazilites believe [the effects of human volitional acts oc
cur] by the creation of their human agent, with God having no 
agency therein; they call such effects" [generated or] secondarily 
caused actions" (afal mutawallidah). Al-Na??am held that such ef
fects are in fact the acts of God, the exalted, yet by way of natural 
causation (of giving existence), meaning that God, the exalted, 
created every animal upon an innate nature whereby [for exam

ple] it must necessarily feel pain when it is struck. So according to 
[ al-Na??iim], neither God nor the human directly grants existence 
to the effect [but rather, God endows each species with its particu
lar nature, which is then necessarily bound to the world's nexus of 
secondary causation]. Al-Qalanisi also held that they are the acts 
of God, the exalted, yet by way of the necessity of innate nature, 
meaning each animal is endowed with its nature [ and necessarily 
bound to the world's causal nexus]. This position is close to that 
of al-Na??iim; in fact, it is identical. The upshot of the two posi
tions is that it is inconceivable for a secondary cause to exist with· 
out the existence of its effect, and this [opinion] corresponds to 
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the opinion of the naturalists (ah[ al-taba'i'). (al-Sabiini, Al-Kifiiyah, 

64r. [BT]) 

He is Abii Ma'n Thuma.mah b. Ashras al-NumayrI, eloquent rhet-
15 orician and major Mu'tazilite thinker, whose followers are called 

the Thuma'iyyah, a group noted for various views that no others 
held. Ibn I:Jazm said that Thuma.mah believed the cosmos was 
God's action, yet by "natural emanation." Among his students 
was the famous linguist al-Jal:ii? (d. 255/869). He died in the year 

213/828. See al-ZiriklI, AI-A'lom, 2:100. 

16 This issue is related to the broader issue of causation and the 
relationship between secondary causes and effects. The Sunni 
position, termed occasionalism, holds that all effects in the cosmos 
are directly created by God, the exalted, while what are perceived 
as causes are mere loci, or occasions, for divine activity. The basis 
of Sunni occasionalism is that God's oneness pertains not only 
to His entity, such that nothing besides Him can be eternal and 
necessary, but also to His attributes, such that nothing can share 
with Him in a divine attribute (in this case, divine power to cre
ate) and also to His actions, such that nothing besides Him can 
create (that is, cause to exist). Another basis of this view is that 
the scope of divine power must be universal, as any limitation 
thereof would entail that an attribute of God, the exalted, was 
the object of specification and determination, which would by 
necessity entail His temporality. But God, the exalted, is eternal. 
(See appendix A for more detail.) ' 

Hence, only God can grant existence. When fire burns, it is 
God, the exalted, who creates the fire, creates the burning, and 
conjoins the two together. In fact, God, the exalted, does not cre
ate effects through their secondary causes (biho), but rather with or 
at them ('indaha), since the former would entail His "making use 
of means" and thus resemblance to creation, which is rationally 
inadmissable since the eternal cannot resemble anything tempo
ral. Therefore, the predication of an effect to its secondary cause 
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(h k c-d-) • defined by Sunnis as "the affirmation of a connec-
u m a 1 1s h 'fi , d 'b . 

tion (rabt) between two things [ sue - as ~e an urn~ng'] ... 
by means of empirical evidence ( takrar), while also aflirmmg that 
the two things are fully separable (injikdk) and that there exists no 
actual causal relationship (ta'thir) whatsoever between the two" 
(al-HashimI, Miftd~ al-jannah, 250-51)_. In ~~e words of the Q~r'an, 
God the exalted, is "creator of all thmgs (39:62). And a miracle 
is b~t the separation of the two customarily conjoined things: 
when God, the exalted, creates a secondary cause, without creat

ing its usual effect, or vice versa. 
However, aside from miracles, God, the exalted, is consistent 

in the patterns of His creative act, such that He normally creates 
burning with the touch of fire, cutting with using a blade, sati
ation with eating food, etc. As discussed above, this principle 
applies to human action as well: when a person chooses to do 
an act, God, the exalted, customarily creates that act correspond
ing to the human choice; man does not create his actions, yet his 
choices regularly translate into actions. The customary patterns 
of God's fiat, in man and in the world, are what allow man to 
function in the world and to engage in science; they are the basis 
of what are called laws of nature. Yet nature is itself not causative. 
As such, Sunnis consider the view that a thing causes its effects 
through a divinely endowed potency (quwwah miida'ah) as hereti
cal (bid'ah), though still within the fold of Islam, and they con
side~ the view that a thing causes its effects completely naturally 
and mdependent of divine involvement (bi al-tab' aw bi al-'illah) as 
actually outside oflslam (kufr) . 

. For these erroneous views, Shaykh Mul)ammad al-Hashimi 
gives the analogy of a pauper going to the door of the king's 
pal~ce, who, while regularly receiving provision from the door, 
believes t~e door t~ be the giver and thanks it profusely, failing 
to recognize the kmg as his true provider. Shaykh al-Hashimi 
~om~ents, "As for the scholars of Sunni orthodoxy God has 
illummated their insight such that they are not afflicted by a 
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single thing of the cosmos, and ultimate realities-as they truly 
and objectively are-have been unveiled for them. This alone is 
the unveiling that God, the exalted, bestows to His saints, such 
that they are saved from the calamities of unbelief and heresy in 
matters of creed" (al-Hashimi, Miftob al-jannah, 126-27). 

Thus, misunderstanding secondary causation (rabt 'odi) by 
deeming it inherently necessary was categorized by Sunnis as one 
of the "foundations of disbelief and heresy," the others being (r) 
emanation theory (ijab dhoti), which holds that the cosmos em
anated from the divine without His choice; (2) hard natural law 
(tabsin 'aqli), which posits that God's actions and rulings logically 
depend on motives grounded in accruing benefit and warding off 
harm, while Sunnis hold that God, the exalted, is bound to no nat
ural law, for He alone posits morality (tabsin shar'i) and He is free 
to act however He chooses; (3) belief based on emulation alone 
(taqlid radi'), whether based on tribalism, group loyalty, or the 
like, as opposed to belief based on personal conviction and reali
zation (tabqiq); (4) compounded ignorance (jahl murakkab), which 
is to be ignorant of truth while thinking one is correct; and (5) an
thropomorphic reading of scripture, based on a literalist reading 
of ambiguous verses while neglecting rational proofs, nuances 
of the Arabic language, and the categorical texts of scripture that 
affirm divine transcendence above physicality and temporality. 
See Al).mad b. Al).mad al-Dardir, Sharb al-kharidah al-bahiyyahfi 'ilm 
al-tawbid, ed. 'Abd al-Salam Shanniir (Damascus: Dar al-BayriitI, 
2004), 64-66; al-HiishimI, Miftob al-jannah, 120-27; al-SiiwI, Sharb 
al-Sowi 'ala jawharat al-tawbid, 249-53. 





Predestination and the Existence of Evil 
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ON PLACING A BURDEN BEYOND ONE'S CAPACITY 

Contrary to the Ash'ari scholars, our fellow Mii.turidis state that 
it is not conceivable that God, the exalted, place on His servants 
a burden that cannot be performed by them. This is because 
burdening someone incapable falls outside the scope of wisdom, 
like burdening a blind person to see or a paralyzed person to 
walk; thus it would not be attributed to the all-wise-may His 
remembrance be exalted. To further elaborate, to burden is to 
require someone to do that which entails hardship, as a test, 
such that he is rewarded for its performance and punished for 
its nonperformance; this can be actualized only in something 
conceivable, not in something inconceivable. 

If it is said: God, the exalted, states, "Our Lord, place not 
upon us a burden we cannot bear" (2:286).1 So if [an unbearable 
burden] were not possible, seeking refuge from it would not be 
valid. Likewise, God, the exalted, says to the angels, "Inform me 
of the names of these" (2:31), despite His knowing that they had 
no knowledge of that. Similarly, it is related in a narration that 
God, the exalted, says on the Day of Arising to those who used 
to make pictures, "Give life to what you created." 2 We respond: 
The first verse deals with seeking refuge from being given a 
physical burden that is unbearable, not a moral one; according 
to us, it is conceivable for God, the exalted, to make someone 
carry a mountain or wall he cannot bear, such that he dies, but 
not to place a moral burden on him to carry a mountain or wall, 
such that if he does so, he is rewarded, and if he does not, he 
is punished, since that would contravene divine wisdom, as we 
have already mentioned. 
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And the statement of God, the exalted, "Inform me of th 
names of these," is not literally placing a burden, but rather a: 
"address of displaying inability" entailed by the command form 
so as to make manifest their incapacity, which is conceivable'. 
Likewise, the command to give life to pictu~es is also not literally 
placing a burden, but rather a type of punishment for [the one 
who drew them] for his having committed the enormity; this is 
proven by the fact that it occurs on [the Day of] Arising, which is 
the abode ofrecompense, not the abode of testing. 

If it is said: Did He not place upon Abu Jahl3 [ d. 2/624] and 
Pharaoh the responsibility of faith, while knowing all along that 
the two would never believe, is it not impossible for something 
to exist if it contradicts what is known to God, the exalted? We 
respond: This question first entails divergence from unani
mous consensus (ijmii'), as well as denial of a statement of God, 
the exalted. Regarding the former, the community has reached 
unanimous consensus that God never actually places a burden on 
anyone greater than his ability; the difference of opinion is only 
in its logical possibility. Regarding the second, God, the exalted, 
states, "God does not burden any soul, except within its capacity" 
(2:286), and the impossible is not within the capacity of anyone. 

And specifically regarding the statement "Is it not impossible 
for something to exist if it contradicts what is known to God, 
the exalted?", we respond with the following: "Impossible" is 
[ defined as] that which cannot be logically conceived of [ since it 
entails contradiction], while "possible" is that which can [be log
ically conceived of, as it entails no contradiction]. The existence 
or nonexistence of something is considered only in and of itself, 
independent of God's knowledge and will. 
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This is indicated by the fact that we are already in agreement 
that both the existence and the nonexistence of the cosmos are 
logically possible, while in the knowledge of God, the exalted, 
it was certainly to come into existence. The reality of its current 
existence does not render it logically necessary, since if what God 
knew to exist were deemed necessary and what He knew to not 
exist were deemed impossible, there would be no actualization of 
that which could possibly exist. Moreover, divine will would then 
serve to distinguish the necessary from the impossible, rather than 
specify one logical possibility from another. This understanding is 
contrary to the position of all logicians/metaphysicians. 

Now if it said: The notion that it is possible for something to 
exist if it contradicts what is known to God, the exalted, entails 
an ascription of ignorance to God, the exalted. We respond: The 
ascription ofignorance pertains to existence itself, not to its pos
sibility, for in the knowledge of God, the exalted, something will 
not exist despite the possibility of its existence. This entails affirmation 
of God's [complete and perfect] knowledge, not ascription of 
ignorance to Him. And enablement is by God alone. 

ON THE GENERALITY OF THINGS WILLED 

The People of Truth-may God grant them victory-state that 
every originated thing (mu~dath), whether substance or accident, 
good or evil, occurs by the will, decree ( qaqa'), and predestination 
(qadar) of God, the exalted. The Mu'tazilites state that things not 
pleasing to God, the exalted, are not willed by Him. They differed 
among themselves, however, regarding permissible things. 

We state that whatever God, the exalted, knows will exist, He 
wills for it to exist, regardless of whether He commands it or not. 
Abii I:Ianifah fl,,,, alluded to this when he asked one of the Qadar
ites, "Did God, the exalted, eternally know all the evil and vile 
things that would exist, or not?" 
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The person was forced to admit [that God ~new those things]. 

H then asked "Did God will to make mamfest that which Be 
e ' k th . 

knew as He knew it, or did He will to ma e em mamfest contrary 
to what He knew, whereby His knowledge wo_uld be rendered 
ignorance?" The person then_ renounced his former posi
tion and repented to God for 1t. For that reason, one of our 
fellow Maturidis stated, "Divine will corresponds to divine 
knowledge" (al-iradah tajrI ma'a al-'ilm). The correct way of stat
ing it, however, is that divine will corresponds to divine action 
[that is, what occurs] ( al-iradah tajrI ma'a al-.fi'I), meaning whatev
er acts God, the exalted, undertakes were indeed willed by Him. 
For that reason, the shaykh Imam Abii Man1?iir [ al-Maturid~ 
stated that this issue derives from the issue of the creation of 
human action; once we establish that all human actions are creat
ed by God, the exalted, it then follows that they are willed by Him 
[ as well], since if He did not will them, He would be coerced into 
bringing them into existence, which is impossible. 

Some verses of the Qur'an express the universal scope of 
divine will, such as the statement of God, the exalted, "And you 
do not will unless God wills" (76:30) and His statement "Had God 
willed, they would not have ascribed partners [to Him]" (6:ro7) 
and His statement "Had your Lord willed, all people on earth, 
without exception, would have believed" (10:99). Some verses, 
in fact, explicitly affirm that misguidance is from the divine will, 
such as the Exalted's statement "He misguides whomever He 
wills" (13:27) and His statement "And whomever He chooses to 
misguide, He makes his chest narrow, in anguish" (6:125). Also, 
according to Sunni orthodoxy, there is no difference between 
choice and will; the proof of the soundness of our position is the 
transmitted saying that the community received with acceptance: 
"That which God chooses, exists; that which He chooses not, 
does not exist" (ma sha' Allah kan, wa ma lam yasha' lam yakun).4 
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The position of our opponertt contradicts the implication of this 
statement, since some of what God chooses [which they interpret 
as want or preference], such as the faith of all disbelievers, did not 
occur, and some of what He did not choose, such as their disbelief 
occurred. Hence, their position [that mashi'ah means want 0; 

preference and thus differs from choiceorwill] is invalid byunanimou·s 
consensus of the community. 

Ifit is said: If God chose disbelief for the disbeliever, the person 
would not be able to do other than God's will, which would render 
him coerced. He should then either be excused for his disbelief 

' which would nullify the divine command, prohibition, promise, 
and threat, or he should be punished for it, which entails 
accountability for what exceeds capacity, as well as the ascription 
of injustice to God, the exalted. We respond: We rebut your 
argument with the issue of knowledge, in that if God knows he 
will disbelieve, is he then able to do other than what God knows, 
or not? Your response with regard to the issue of knowledge is 
our response to the issue of will. Furthermore, our position is 
that, although God wills disbelief for him, what God wills is that 
the person chooses disbelief out of his own volition and choice 
while having the ability to believe; this is also what God knows 
of the person. Thus, the divine command, prohibition, promise, 
and threat are valid. So if what is willed and known is an act based 
on choice, how can the doer be deemed coerced? In fact, God, 
the exalted, explicitly mentions the servant's own volition in His 
statement "So whoever wants, let him believe; whoever wants, 
let him disbelieve" (18:29) as well as in His statement "Do as 
you wish" (41:40) . Indeed, the servant necessarily knows that of 
himself; there is no way for him to deny it. And God's will of the 
servant's actions is established by both scripture and reason. So 
he cannot deny either of the two (wills].S 
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!fit is said: God, the exalted, states, "And I have not created jinn 
and mankind except so as to worship Me" (51:56), He informs us 
that He created them forworship, so how can He will their disbelief 
and disobedience? He likewise states, "God wants ease for you; 
He does not want difficulty for you" (2:185) and "God does not 
will oppression for [His] servants" (40:31). We respond: As for 
the first verse, it cannot be applied generally, since children and 
the insane do not worship Him; therefore, it must be interpreted 
appropriately. There are two possible interpretations: (1) it 
could mean "except so as to be servants of Mine" or (2) it could 
mean "[I have not created] whomever among jinn and mankind 
that God, the exalted, knows will worship Him [ except so as to 
worship Me]." Thus generality is not intended, and God knows 
best. As for the second verse, what is meant is that, specifically 
with respect to the legislation of not fasting in Ramadan and 
making it up outside of Ramadan, He does not want difficulty 
for His servants, but rather ease. As for the third verse, what is 
meant is He does not will oppression for His servants ( that is, He 
does not oppress them), but not that He does not will for some 
of them to oppress others. This is indicated by the fact that He 
does not state "oppression of servants," but rather "oppression 
for servants." The preposition "for" [here] means "against," as in 
His statement "And if you do evil, then [you do it] for yourselves" 
(17:7)-that is, "then [you do it] against yourselves." And God is 
the One who guides. 
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ON THE NONEXISTENT 

To proceed: according to most of our fellow Maturidis, yet in 
O 

_ 

position to some people, the nonexistent (ma'diim) is not [e~. 
ciently] associated with the will of God, since will is concorn·
tant with action [ or performance], and that which does not exi 

1 

cannot be described as "performed" and thus was not actuai:t 
"willed." [Although for any nonexistent that is in and of itsefr 
metaphysically possible, it is sufficiently associated with God's 
will, meaning He could have decided to create it; had He done so 
it would exist.] Moreover, that which is [efficiently] associated 
with will is temporal (~adith), while the nonexistent is without 
beginning (azali), as indicated by the [well-known] saying of the 
community "That which God wills exists, and that which He wills 
not does not exist" (ma sha' Allah kan, wa ma lam yasha' lam yakun). 
They do not say instead, "That which God wills to not exist does not 
exist" (ma sha' Allah an la yakiin lam yakun) .6 

Likewise, according to all Muslims, yet in opposition to the 
Salimiyyah and Muqanna'iyyah, the nonexistent is not associ
ated with sight. They claim that the universe was seen by God 
before its existence, in eternity; this is absurd, as it suggests that 
the nonexistent is a "thing." The basis of this view returns to the 
issue of the eternality of the universe. Also, they are in agree
ment that the nonexistent that cannot possibly exist, as well as 
the nonexistent that can possibly exist yet according to God's 
knowledge shall never exist, are not associated with the sight of 
God, the exalted; the same ruling, then, must apply to the non
existent [that can and shall exist] before its existence, for there is 
no disparity in [the] "nonexistence" [of these two nonexistents]. 
Finally, the determining factor of the possibility of "being seen" 
in the physical realm is actual extra-mental existence, as we es
tablished previously in the discussion regarding the vision of 
God; so if that determining factor is not present, the possibility 
of being seen is also absent, thereby resulting in impossibility, 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

And that which cannot possibly be seen is not ascribed even to 
the sight of God, the exalted, such as the coexistence of mutual
ly exclusive opposites-because it is impossible in the physical 
realm [ and conceptually, since it entails contradiction], it is not 
ascribed even to the power of God, the exalted. And God is the 
One who guides. 

ON DENIAL OF INCUMBENCY UPON GOD TO DO WHAT IS 

BEST [FOR PEOPLE] 

The People of Truth state that it is not incumbent on God, the 
exalted, to do what is best for His servants, nor [even] what is 
good for them; this is contrary to the position of the Mu'tazilites. 
Bishr b. al-Mu' tamir and his followers state that He must do what 
is good [for them] .7 

This is an incorrect view, for divinity contradicts being subject 
to incumbency; rather, He may do with His servants whatever He 
desires. However, He has chosen to single out believers with a 
special grace that, were He to confer it to all disbelievers, they too 
would have believed; that is from His pure bounty and generosity. 
And, if He denies some of His servants that grace, it is from 
His justice and supreme dominance, and He is praised in His 
justice and dominance, just as He is praised in His bounty and 
generosity. Moreover, the position that it is incumbent upon God, 
the exalted, to do what is best negates the blessing of guidance 
for His servants, since one who fulfills an obligation to another 
has not favored him with a blessing. Also, this position limits the 
ability of God, the exalted, in that it assumes that He gives what 
is best for the servant, since were He able to give anything better 
than that to the servant yet refrained from doing so, that would 
[according to them] be unjust on His part. 
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AN INTR.ODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

One consequence of this is it implies that God, the exalted, 
gave no more bounty to Mul}.ammad /J"r. than He gave to Abu Jahl, 
since it argues that He bestowed upon each of the two the utmost 
of His ability to do what is best. In addition, the community has 
reached consensus about asking God, the exalted, for protection 
('i~mah), help (ma'iinah), and enablement to obey (tawJiq).8 If He 
were to give that to them anyway, without their supplication, 
then their supplicating for them would be pointless; were He not 
to, then He would have done something bad for them. Likewise, 
asking for protection from disease and for removal of harm is 
permissible, in fact recommended. If disease and tribulation 
were good for them, then asking for their removal would entail 
requesting harm; if their removal were beneficial, then He would 
have done something bad for them [in allowing the disease and 
tribulatiod in the first place]. 

Finally, the following plainly shows that their position is defec
tive: According to them, when God, the exalted, gives the disbe
liever the utmost of His ability in [human] readiness and prepa
ration [to believe], but despite that the person does not believe, 
it becomes clear then that it was not within His ability to do what 
is best for that servant. For indeed, that would be for the person 
to believe by his own free will and attain unto everlasting felicity, 
not merely to be able to believe yet reject faith and be misera
ble for eternity. Therefore, according to their position, God, the 
exalted, did for His servant what is worst for him, not what is best 
for him. And God alone is the One who enables and the One who 
guides.9 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

ON PROVISIONS 

Sunni orthodoxy maintains that whatever a person consumes, 
whether lawful or illicit, is his provision [that is, what God has 
provided for him to eat or use]_. T~e Mu'tazilites _st.ate ~hat the 
illicit is not one's provision. This difference of opm10n 1s based 
on the fact that according to us, the term provision applies to what
ever a living creature consumes [ all of which is granted by God], 
while according to them, it refers only to what one owns. This is 
incorrect, for it implies God's breaking His promise of granting 
provision, as He, the exalted, states, "And there is no animal on 
earth whatsoever except that its provision is [ a guaranteed prom
ise, as if it were incumbent] upon God" (n:6), and animals can
not conceivably "own." Moreover, a person might consume the 
illicit his entire life, yet it would not be correct to say, "He did not 
eat provision from God." 

If it is said: If the illicit is from God's provision, then why is 
one punished for its consumption? We respond: Because of [the 
servant] taking the means, intention, and choice in the matter; 
indeed, God, the exalted, guarantees provision without qualifi
cation yet commands the servant to seek it out in a lawful man
ner, as He, the exalted, states, "Eat from the earth the lawful and 
pure" (2:168) . So ifhe seeks it out based on his passion and folly, 
without it being lawful, God will provide it to him in that matter 
yet will punish him for his evil intention and disobedience. This 
is similar to our position on causation (mutawallidat) in general
death in a homicide victim occurs by God's act of creating, yet the 
murderer is punished for taking the means and intending it. And 
enablement is from God alone. 
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DU CTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 
AN INTRO 

ON LIFESPANS , , 
. th doxy maintains that the vi cum of murder dies at th Sunm or o . e 

d f his appointed lifespan, of which he has no other. Mu _ 
en ° · 'b d t h' h' r 
d . t of the killer that 1s ascn e o 1m, w lie death . 
BIBUK g 

an attribute of the victim that God, the exalted, creates in hirn 
immediately after the act of the murderer. The_Mu'tazilites state 
that the victim had his lifespan cut short; were it not for the mur
der he would have completed his appointed lifespan. Al-I<a'bpo 
[ d. ~191931] stated that the victim had two lifespans~that of be
ing murdered, and that of normal deat?-so acco~dmg to him, 
the victim of murder is not dead [by his normal lifespan]. The 
correct position is ours, since God, the exalted, decreed the lifes
pans of servants, based on His knowledge and will; there is no 
wavering in divine knowledge and will [both of which are abso
lute and fixed], and there is no overruling of His decision (~ukm) 
and His decree (qaqa') . 

Ifit is said: The Prophet .$ said, "Maintaining kinship ties in
creases one's lifespan,"" but if a person has only one appointed 
lifespan, an increase in it would be impossible. We respond: The 
explanation of this "increase" is that in God's [ eternal] knowl
edge, the individual would have lived [for example] fifty years 
had he not maintained kinship ties, yet God knew that he would 
maintain those ties, and as such, his life would be seventy years. 
What is decreed and willed, then, is that the person will maintain 
ties and live until seventy; so the difference of twenty is termed 
"increase due to maintaining ties," based on divine knowledge 
that, were it not for that [ filial piety], he would live only to fifty. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

The basis of this issue is that just as God, the exalted, knows 
regarding nonexistent things that will come to exist, how the; 
will exist, He also knows, regarding nonexistent things that will 
not come to exist, how they would have existed had they come 
into existence. For example, He informs us regarding the den
izens of the fire that, were they brought back to this life, they 
would have returned to disbelief, although He knows they will 
not be brought back [to this life], as He, the exalted, states, "And 
were they brought back, they would have returned to that from 
which they were prohibited; surely they are liars" (6:28). And en
ablement is by God alone. 

ON PREDESTINATION AND THE DIVINE DECREE 

The People of Truth state that all actions, states, and words 
of creation-without exception-are based on God's eternal 
decree and predestination. The Mu'tazilites state that acts of 
disobedience are not by His decree or predestination, just as they 
claim regarding divine will. This issue is based on the issue of the 
creation of actions. We maintain that everything that is created 
and willed by God, the exalted, is thus based on His decree and 
predestination, since linguistically, decree ( qa4a') is a term [in 
Arabic] used to express action along with perfection, as [the 
poet] Abii Dhu'ayb al-HudhalP2 [d. 27/648] said: 

And upon them were two woven garments, perfectly made 
( qa4ahuma) 

By David, or [by] the manufacturer of armor, Tubba' 

That is, he wove them and perfected their weaving. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

Predestination (qadar) 13 is to specify every cre~ted thing With 
its particular qualities-such as good (~u_sn, ht. beauty) and 
evil (qub~, lit. ugline~s), benefi~ and harm, i~s position in space 
and time and what is necessarily bound to it of reward or pu ' ~ 
ishment (based on the person's moral decisions and acts]-
as God, the exalted, states, "Verily, We create everything with a 
predetermirn~d m~as~re" (54:49). The Prophet ~ said, "Destiny, 
its good and its evil, is from God, the exalted."14 

If it is said: The Prophet ~ informed us that God, the exalted 
' says, "If one is not content with My decree, is not patient with 

My trials, and does not show gratitude for My blessings, then 
let him find a lord besides Me."15 So if disbelief occurred by His 
decree, we would be obliged to be pleased with it; that (being 
content with disbelief], of course, is not permissible. We would 
respond: Disbelief is what is decreed by God (maqqi Allah), not His 
decree (qaqo'uhu). The decree is His attribute, while disbelief is the 
servant's attribute. His decree is His creating disbelief-which is 
evil, despicable, and utter falsehood-in the disbeliever, based 
on the servant's choosing it in a manner by which he deserves 
perpetual torment [given that his intention was perpetual, that 
is, for as long as he was granted life, he would choose to remain 
a disbeliever]. We are content with that [decree-that is, God's 
act of creating what the servant himself chooses]. Not to mention, 
the Prophet's statement refers to diseases and tribulations that 
afflict the human being without his choice. As for what the ser
vant undertakes by his own choice, he is most pleased with that 
and needs no encouragement at all, so that cannot be what the 
hadith is referring to. And God alone is the One who enables and 
the One who guides. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

ON GUIDING AND MISGUIDING 

Sunni orthodoxy maintains that guiding from God,. the exalted, 
refers to the creating of guidance in the servant, while misguiding 
is the creating of misguidance in him. The Mu'tazilites state that 
God's guiding is His clarification of the correc_t ~ath, while mis
guiding is His calling a servant "astray," or His Judg~en~ upon 
one as "being misguided," when the servant creates m1sgu1dance 

in himself. 
The correct position is that of Sunni orthodoxy, due to the 

statement of God, the exalted, addressing the Prophet/!:., "Veri
ly, you do not guide whomever you love" (28:56). If guiding were 
simply clarifying the correct path, it would not have been valid to 
negate it regarding the Prophet/!:., since he made the path clear 
to both those he loved and those he hated [for God's sake]. An
other proofis the statement of God, the exalted, "He misguides 
whomever He wills, and guides whomever He wills" (35:8). If 
guiding referred to clarification of the correct path, the division 
[into two groups] would not be accurate, as His clarification is 
general and encompasses all individuals. Likewise, if misguiding 
were God's calling a servant "astray," it would have been restrict
ed to the servant's will, not the will of God, since it is based on 
the servant's intention and choice. 

Having said that, guiding can be attributed to the Prophet I}::. in 
terms of [his] "being the means" and inviting to Islam, as God, 
the exalted, states, "And, verily, you guide to a straight path" 
(42:52)-that is, by clarification and invitation. It can be attribut
ed to the Qur'an as well, as God, the exalted states "Indeed this 

' ' ' Qur'an guides to that which is most upright" (17:9), since it is a 
means of being guided. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

Likewise, just as misguiding is attributed to God in terms of 
"creating misguidance in the servant when he chooses it," it . 

. f "b . th IS attributed to Satan as well m terms o eu~g e means" and 
invitation, as God, the exalted, . states [ q~otmg Satan], "And 1 
will surely misguide them and will surely give them false hopes" 
(4:n9). It is also attributed to idols since they too are a means 
of misguidance, as God, the exalted, states, quoting al-I<halil 
[Abraham ~ , the intimate friend of God, the exalted], "My Lord 
verily, [the idols] have misguided many of mankind" (14:36). T~ 
summarize: one action cannot be attributed both to God, the ex
alted, and to others from the same perspective [but can from different 
perspectives], so what is meant is what we have stated. And God 
alone is the One who enables. 
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Annotations to 
Predestination and the Existence of Evil 

1 Based on the beginning of this verse, "God does not burden any 
soul except within its capacity," the Ash'ari and Maturi di scholars 
are in agreement that, in actuality, God, the exalted, never im
poses moral obligations beyond human capacity. In theory, how
ever, the Ash'ari scholars consider it logically possible, while the 
Mii.turidi scholars deem it impossible-the former in light of divine 
choice and power, the latter in light of divine wisdom. One rea
son for the difference is that the two schools define divine wisdom 
differently, with the Ash'ari school defining it as "perfectly doing 
whatever the agent wills," and the Mii.turidi school as "creating a 
praiseworthy eventual outcome." 

In any case, the difference on the issue of "obligation beyond 
capacity" is not significant, as it is purely theoretical. According to 
the Ash'ariTii.j al-Din al-Subki, it is one of the six actual differenc
es between the two schools of Sunni Islam, all other differences 
mentioned in the literature being merely semantic. And even the 
six differences are minor and nonessential, while central issues, 
and even most secondary ones, are agreed upon between the two 
schools, such that the two schools can rightfully be identified as 
Sunni orthodoxy and its mainstream consensus (ah! a!-sunnah wa 
al-jama'ah). (See the Introduction for more detail.) 

The other five differences according to Imam al-Subki are (r) 
on a similar basis as the above difference, Ash'ari scholars con
sider it logically possible for God, the exalted, to reward the 
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disobedient and punish the obedient, although they maintain 
its impossibility based on revelation, because God has prom. 
ised to do the opposite, while MaturidI scholars deem it logically 
impossible; (2) Ash'arI scholars believ~ Go~'s eternal speech may 
be heard, while MaturidI scholars believe 1t may not; (3) Ash'ari 
scholars do not consider reason sufficient to require man to be
lieve in God, for only the clear invitation of a prophet makes faith 
binding, while the MaturidI school asserts that man is morally 
obliged to believe in monotheism, based on his faculty of rea
son; (4) Ash'arI scholars consider divine attributes of action to be 
temporal, for they are actual associations of eternal divine pow
er and thus affirm a total of seven eternal affirmative attributes 

l ! 

while MaturidI scholars consider divine attributes of action to be 
eternal, for they are expressions of an eighth affirmative attribute, 
termed the act of creating ( takwin); and (5) while both schools af
firm the doctrine of prophetic infallibility with regard to major 
sins and ignoble minor sins, they differ regarding minor sins that 
are not ignoble-some Ash'arI scholars believed it is possible for 
prophets to absentmindedly commit them, while other Ash'ari 
scholars, along with all MaturidI scholars, deemed it impossiblt> 
affirming prophetic infallibility with regard to any sin whatsoe 
er. See Taj al-Din al-Subki, Tabaqiit al-shiift'iyyah al-kubrii, 10 vol 
(Cairo: Dar Ihya' al-Kutub al-'Arabiyyah, 1918), 3:386-88. 

2 Sal}.iQ. al-Bukhari. See al-'Asqalani, Fat~ al-Biiri, 4:325, 13:528. 

3 He is 'Amr b. Hisham b. al-Mughirah al-MakhziimI al-Qurashi, 
one of the notable leaders ofQuraysh and among their most cun
ning from the age of pre-Islamic ignorance. He persecuted many 
of the Prophet's companions in the Meccan period of Islam. He 
was the fiercest of people in animosity toward the Prophet i , 
who called him "the Pharaoh of this community." He admitted 
in a private conversation with al-Akhnas b. Shurayq that he real
ized the Qur'an was true revelation from God, the exalted, yet hP 
refused to accept Islam out of envy of the Prophet IJ;. He persist· 
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ed in disbelief out of obstinate rebellion and was killed on the 
Great Day ofBadr in the year 2/624. See al-ZiriklI, Al-A 'lam, s:87. 

4 
For example, Imam al-Bayhaqi relates that the Prophet (i:. would 
teach one of his daughters, "Say every morning, 'Glory be to God, 
with His unending praise; there is no power save with God. That 
which God chooses exists, and that which He does not choose 
does not exist. I know that God has power over everything and 
that God encompasses all things with His knowledge.' Whoever 
says this in the morning is protected until evening, and whoever 
says it in the evening is protected until morning" (Kitab al-asma' 
wa al-~lfiit, ed. MulJ_ammad Zahid b. al-I:Iasan al-Kawthari [Cairo: 
al-Maktabah al-Azhariyyah Ii al-Turath, n.d.], 160). Also, even if 
the specific chain of narration of this saying is weak, the claim 
oflmam al-Sabuni remains valid, given that the community did 
receive the saying with acceptance, since its meaning is sound. 

s Imam al-Taftazani states, 

The Mu'tazilites contend that commands reflect will, and prohi
bitions reflect lack of will; so they deem a disbeliever's faith to 
be willed and his disbelief to be not willed. We, however, realize 
that [the divine will is distinct from the divine command/prohi
bition, and hence from divine pleasure/wrath. Therefore] a thing 
might be willed [by God] to exist yet be prohibited by God, or a 
thing might not be willed [by God} to exist yet still be command
ed by God-due to much wisdom and numerous benefits that 
are known only to God, the exalted, or simply because "He is not 
asked about what He does" (Qur'an 21:23). (Sharlt al-'aqii'id al-Na
safiyyah, 208) 

6 Imam Najm al-Din Abu I:Iaf~ al-Nasafi states in his creed, "The 
nonexistent is not a 'thing' (shay') [that is, does not exist in ob
jective, extra-mental reality]," to which Imam al-Taftazani com
ments, "This is a self-evident judgment." 
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Imam al-Farhari explains: 

This is known a priori and hence needs no proof. Yet it can be 
shown in various ways: (1) According to the Ash'ari creed, exis
tence is the entity itself, so negation of existence entails negation 
of being an entity [or thing]. (2) Possible nonexistent entities, of 
each species, are infinite according to [the Mu'tazilites], so were 
they to be affirmed in objective reality, [then an actual infinity 

would be affirmed in objective reality, which is impossible, so] 
that premise would be falsified by the demonstration of one-to
one correspondence. (3) Nonexistence is a negational attribute, 
so that to which it is attributed must [by definition] be negated. 
(4) Affirmation of the nonexistent [in objective reality] would 
contradict its being an object of divine power, since it would then 
be eternal; as for existence, according to the Mu'tazilites, it is an 
intermediate state (~al), being neither existent nor nonexistent, 
and a state according to them is not an object of divine power. 
According to this, the Creator would not be "able to do" or be "a 
creator of" a single thin.9. 

Imam al-Farhari continues to explain the Mu'tazilite position 
and its rebuttal: 

They assert that a quiddity is of two types: (1) negated, which is 
termed unreal, or nonexistent and metaphysically impossible, 
such as a partner for the divine, and ( 2) real, which is termed "actu
al," or "a thing." This in turn can be either (a) existent, like the sun, 
or (b) nonexistent yet metaphysically possible, such as future events 

that will actually take place. So according to them, negation is 
more specific than nonexistence, and existence is more specific 
than being real. 

Their evidence for affirming the possible nonexistent as real in
cludes: (1) Nonexistents are distinct [minor premise], and every 
distinct thing is objectively real [ major premise]. The minor prem
ise holds because some nonexistents are known while others are 
not, and some are within human capacity while others are not. The 
major premise holds because distinction is derived from receiving 
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mental indication, and whatever is not objectively real cannot be 
mentally indicated. The Sunni response is that if what is meant 
is distinction in extra-mental existence, then the first premise is 
false, but if it means [ only mental and] conceptual distinction, 
then the second premise is false. All in all, the distinction and the 
realness of non existents are both purely mental/conceptual, not 
extra-mental. (2) The possible nonexistent is attributed with con
tingency (imkon), and contingency is an affirmative attribute, so 
[ contingency] must necessarily be attributed to what is real. The 
Sunni response is that contingency is not affirmative, but rather a 
negational metaphysical consideration (amr i'tibori salbi), because 
it is a negation of necessity. (3) We affirm for nonexistents rulings 
that are affirmative and true, and affirmation is to affirm a predi
cate as true and real for a subject, and that is a derivative of affirm
ing the subject itself as real. The Sunni response is that a purely 
mental/conceptual reality of a subject is sufficient for the validity of 
affirming a true ruling for it. (AI-Nibros, 344) 

To conclude, the Sunnis felt compelled to rebut this Mu' tazilite 
view because they believed affirming thing-ness/realness to 
the nonexistent was too close to the position of those philos
ophers who deemed the universe to be without a beginning (a 
position that entails disbelief). The Mu'tazilites did not hold 
the latter view and so were still regarded as Muslims. Yet be
cause they deemed the nonexistent a "thing," they likened the 
divine act of creation to "taking a thing out from the cupboard 
of nonexistence and draping it with the garment of existence," 
as if the nonexistent had some ontic quality prior to its exis
tence. To preserve the Islamic doctrine of creation ex nihilo, 
the Sunnis replied that the nonexistent is not a thing and is 
not real, and thus has no on tic quality at all; so when God creates 
something, He does so literally out of nothing. See al-Hashimi, 
Mi_ftci~ al-jannah, 94. 
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7 The author states in AI-Klfciyah, "The majority of Mu'tazilites stat 
that whatever is best for a servant is incumbent upon God to de 
and give to that servant. Bishr b. al-Mu'tamir and his follower: 
though, state that it is not incumbent upon God to do what i~ 
best for a particular servant; rather, He must do for His servants in 
general what entails benefit, and cannot do to them what entails 
harm" (72v. (BT]). 

8 Imam Abu al-Barakat I:Iafi:? al-Din al-Nasafi explains, "For 
indeed, the Muslims, along with adherents of all other [orig
inally] revealed religions, without exception, seek divine help 
for obedience, protection from committing evil, and relief from 
their tribulations. Scripture also explicitly confirms this [prac
tice)" (AI-I'timadfi al-i'tiqad, 7or-v. (BT]). 

9 Imam al-Taftazani concludes his discussion on this issue, saying, 
"Finally, what exactly does 'incumbency upon God, the exalted,' 
mean? It cannot mean a moral obligation, which if contravened 
entails that the individual should be blamed and punished; that 
is obvious. Nor can it mean a logical/metaphysical obligation, 
such that the action emanates from Him without any choice, 
based on the idea that its not emanating from Him would entail 
metaphysical impossibilities, such as foolishness, ignorance, fri
volity, stinginess, and the like. This is because this latter mean
ing would entail denial of His choice and reflect the position of 
the Arab Neoplatonist philosophers, which is clearly untenable" 
(SharQ al-'aqa'id al-Nasajiyyah, 241). 

Imam al-FarharI comments, 

The position of the Arab Neoplatonist philosophers was emana
tion without choice, which is false by consensus of the Ash'ari, 
(Maturidi,] and Mu'tazilite schools. To summarize, incumbency has 
two meanings: moral (shar'i) and logical/metaphysical ('aqli). The 
former is impossible with respect to the divine, and the second 
is the untenable position of the philosophers; so there is no valid 

meaning of "incumbency upon God, most glorious." 
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The Mu'tazilites in turn were perplexed about how to respond 

to this point. Their responses included: (1) What is meant by 

incumbency is "what is entailed by divine wisdom, despite God's 

having the power to abstain." So this would be a third meaning. 
I would respond that this incumbency appears to be what the 

Maturidi school affirms. Yet it differs in that, according to [the 

Mu'tazilites and contrary to the Maturidis], contravening wisdom 

is a deficiency that is metaphysically impossible, so abstaining 
from what is best is impossible since it entails the impossible, 

even if it is in and of itself possible. So it is in fact similar to the 
view of the philosophers, who assert that the cosmos necessarily 

emanates from the divine entity, due to the ensuing benefits, even 
if its existence is in and of itself merely possible. Nevertheless, in 
my estimation, there is a difference between the two views: the 
philosophers do not regard benefit as what incites emanation of 
the cosmos, even if benefit is necessarily concomitant with the 
cosmos's existence, as opposed to the Mu'tazilites, for whom ben
efit is the foundational inciting factor. Moreover, it is obvious that 
what is reprehensible in the philosophers' position is the inher
ent necessity of emanation, as that contradicts divine power and 
choice, whereas the necessity of an act due to secondary consider
ations [which the Mu'tazilites profess] does not entail inherently 
necessary emanation, just as God's foreknowledge of His actions 
does not negate His choice therein. (2) What is meant [by incum
bency] is what God will always do and never abstain from, without 
exception, even ifits nonperformance is possible, just as with reg
ular patterns of creation [ that is, God's re-creation of likenesses 
of an accident in every instant, since Sunnis hold that accidents 
do not last two instants J. For we have no doubt, for example, that 
Mount Ul_iud will not turn into gold in this very moment, even 
though it is logically/metaphysically possible. This is the interpre
tation oflater Mu'tazilites. Based on this, neither doing [what is 
best] nor desisting from it is necessary such that its opposite is 
impossible, as the philosophers maintain. So nothing remains of 
incumbency, save the name. I would add, however, that regular 
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f atl. on are the closest of metaphysical possibilities to patterns o ere . . 
metaphysical necessities, because they are both e~mvalent m the 
intellect's certainty of their occurrence. (3) What 1s rel~ted from 
some Mu'tazilites, that incumbency means that, accordmg to the 
intellect, the one who desists from it deserves blame. (Al-Nibriis, 

204-s) 
The Hanafi scholar 'Abd al-1:fakim al-SiyalkiitI (d. 1067/1657) 
explains that the first response above stems from a founda
tional principle of the Mu'tazilites that differs from the Sunni 
creed-namely, that the intellect determines good and evil 
(taltsfn 'aqlf), resulting in a hard natural law to which God 
Himself is bound. (This principle is mentioned explicitly in 
their third response above.) Sunni orthodoxy, however, affirms 
that God alone determines morality (taltsfn shar'f) and that He, 
most glorious, is free to act however He chooses. The ground 
of morality is not the intellect but only the divine will; God, 
the exalted, is the master of His creation and has absolute do
minion over it, so He is necessarily transcendent above being 
blamed. See 'Abd al-1:fakim, cited in the margin of al-TaftazanI, 
Sharlt al-'aqa'id al-Nasajiyyah, 241. 

ro He is Abii al-Qasim 'Abd Allah b. AlJ_mad b. MalJ_miid al-Ka'bI, 
Mu'tazilite scholar and eponym of a Mu'tazilite sect called the 
Ka'biyyah. Originally from Balkh, he spent much time in Baghdad 
and authored many works. According to al-Sam'anI, one of his 
views was that God, the exalted, has no attribute of will, and that 
all divine actions occur without divine choice. He died in the year 
319/931. See al-Zirikli:, AI-A'Iam, 4:65-66. 

II Although this particular wording has a problematic chain of nar
ration, the meaning of the hadith is confirmed by the rigorous
ly ~uthenticated narration related by al-Bukhari and Muslim in 
their ~altilt c~llections: "Whoever would be delighted [ or in an
other narrat10?: ':hoever would love] for his provision to be ex
panded and his lifespan to be extended, then let him maintain 
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he does not, w 1 e God, the exalted eternally know th . . ' s eacbons 
and the bfespan of the person-whether he wil1 i"n f:a t • . . c mamtam 
ties and exactly h~w long h1s fixed lifespan will be. The decree 
given to the angel ts termed the relative or conditional decree (al-qa
#' al-mu'allaq), and the actual eternal decree is termed the abso
lute decree (al-qaqa' al-mubram). Both ~re alluded to in the Qur'anic 
verse "God effaces whatever He wills, and leaves intact [whatever 
He wills], but with Him is the source of the Book" (13:39)-the 
"effacing" and "leaving intact" refer to the changeable and ap
parent conditional decree given to the angel, while the "source of 
the Book" refers to the fixed and unchangeable absolute decree, 
which is eternaIIy known to and eternally willed by God, the ex
alted. See al-'Asqalani", Fatb al-Bari, 10:415-16; Usmani, Takmilat 
fat~ al-Mulhim, 5:176. 

The above interpretive lens is used to understand all narra
tions alluding to the changing of destiny, such as "Nothing wards 
off destiny save supplication (du' ti'), and nothing increases one's 
lifespan save righteousness (birr)" (Sunan al-Tirmidhi). A chan~e 
cannot obtain with the absolute decree, but only with the con<li-

1 t. . th b 1· er of powerfu 1~n_al decree. Such narrations appnse e . e iev .th h sical 
spmtual means ( asbab) that result in benefit, JUst as WI • P by b _ 
m · ·11ness whtle t e e 
. eans, such as using medicine for treatmg 1 ' d their 

hever realizes that all that transpires-of both means an 
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conjoined effects-is eternally known to and eternally willed by 
God, the exalted. 

12 Abii Dhu'ayb al-HudhalI is Khuwaylid b. Khalid b. Mu!J.arrith 
from the tribe of Bani Hudhayl b. Mudrikah of Mugar, an out~ 
standing poet who was from the immediate g~neration after the 
companions of the Prophet~- Although he ~IVed at the time of 
the Prophet~. he did not have the opportumty to meet him. lie 
resided in Medina and participated in many expeditions and con
quests. He died in the year 27/648. See al-Zirikli, AI-A'ldm, 2:325. 

13 Ramagan Effendi states, 

According to the Ash'ari scholars, God's decree (qa4ii') refers to His 
eternal will [meaning choice/selection], which is associated with 
things that shall occur in time, perfectly corresponding to their 
temporal reality, while His predestination ( qadar) refers to His acts of 
creating those things with their particular qualities and measures. 
According to the Arab Neoplatonist philosophers, God's decree is 
a term for His knowledge of what should exist, such that things 
should exist in the most perfect order; this is what they mean 
by divine will. And divine power is their term for the emanation of 
things into concrete existence ( wujiid ' ayni), based on their causes/ 
means, according to what was established in God's decree. ( cited 
in the margin ofal-Taftiiziini, Shar~ al-' aqii'id al-Nasajiyyah, 204) 

Sunni theologians of both the Maturi di and Ash'ari schools saw 
the position of the philosophers as logically untenable and as un
dermining a central tenet oflslamic faith, in that it negated God's 
actual choice. (And related to that, it affirmed for the world a natu
ral causation that contravened the orthodox belief that secondary 
causes, or natural means, have no power to create effects but are 
merely conventionally paired with their effects by God, the ex
alted, the sole creator of both.) Among themselves, though, the 
Maturidi and Ash'ari creeds differed only semantically on the di
vine decree and predestination, as each school defined the terms 
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opposite to the otl~er: the Maturidi qaqa• is the Ash'ari qadar, and 
the Maturidi qadar 1s the Ash'ari qaqa•. 

14 In his ~~ltili ~ollection, Imam Musli1~1 relates the hadith of Gabriel 
~ . which includes the Archangels request "So inform me of 
faith," to which the Prophet I!,. responded, "That you believe in 
God, His angels, His scriptures, His messengers, and the Last 
Day, and that you believe in destiny, both its good and evil," and 
in another narration, "and that you believe in destiny, all of it" 
(Usmani, Fat[! al-Mulhim, 1:321-43). 

15 In AI-Mu'.jam al-awsat, Imam al-Tabarani relates a tradition of sim
ilar wording, "Whoever is not content with God's decree and does 
not believe in God's predestination, let him find a deity besides 
God." Imam al-Munawi (d. 1031/1622) says its chain ofnarration 
is well-authenticated ([lasan), and in his commentary, he affirms 
the same creedal tenet found above in the text: "There is no deity 
besides Him! So it is imperative for the servant to be pleased with 
the divine decree and predestination. And being pleased with the 
decree does not necessarily entail being pleased with what is decreed" 
(Mui).ammad 'Abd al-Ra'iif al-Munawi, AI-Taysir bi shar[t al-jomi' 
al-~a_ghir, 3rd ed., 2 vols. [Riyadh: Maktabat al-Imam al-Shafi'i, 
1988], 2:443). See also Mui).ammad 'Abd al-Ra'iif al-Munawi, Fayq 
al-Qadir, 6 vols., 2nd ed. (Cairo: Maktabat Mi$r, 2003), 6:297. 
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ON THOSE WHO COMMIT ENORMITIES 

S · thodoxy maintains that a believer who commits an 
unm or d d d' b . 

·ty other than disbelief is not ren ere a is ehever or a 
enormi ff; . h If h d' hypocrite and does not leave the state o ait . e ies_ without 
repentance [from that enor~ity], Go?, the exalted, will_ either 
pardon him, by the intercession of an i~tercessor or by His pure 
favor and largesse, or He will punish him ~ommen~urate to the 
iniquity, after which He will surely g~ant ?im paradise:' Accord
ing to the Khawarij, he becomes a disbeliever. Accordmg to the 
Mu'tazilites, he leaves the state of faith but does not enter into 
outright disbelief; yet ifhe dies without repentance, he dwells in 
the fire forever. [Imam] al-I:Iasan al-Ba~rP used to say, "He is a 
hypocrite," but later renounced that position. The postponers 
[hard Murji'ites] state that with faith, sins do no harm, just as 
with disbelief, obedience has no benefit. 

The correct position is that of Sunni orthodoxy, due to the 
statement of God, the exalted, among other verses,3 "O people 
of faith! Return to God with sincere repentance" (66:8). He ad
dresses them with the title of "faith," despite their having com
mitted iniquities. Moreover, from the time of the Prophet f. 
until today, the community ( um mah) has collectively inherited 
[the traditional practice of] praying over the deceased who were 
among the People of the Qi blah [Muslims], as well as supplicat
ing and seeking forgiveness for them, despite knowing of their 
having committed enormities. Likewise, it is well-known that in 
their ritual prayers, believers seek forgiveness for their parents, 
relatives, and acquaintances, without distinction [between those 
who committed enormities and those who did not], and with full 
conviction that seeking forgiveness for a disbeliever is impermis
sible. 4 

Essentially, the reality of faith is assent [belief in the heart) 
(ta~diq), while verbal affirmation (iqror) is but an indication of it. 
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Therefore, whoever verbalizes affirmation based on internal be
lief is characterized as being a believer. So as long as that belief 
does not change to denial, nor that verbal affirmation to rejec
tion, he is not characterized as being a disbeliever. And, if he 
is not a disbeliever, he is [ still] a believer, as there is no inter
mediate state between belief and denial, except doubt and hes
itation, which by consensus entail disbelief. As for disobeying a 
command or prohibition, so long as one does not deem it to be 
permissible or make light of it, it does not entail denial [ of the 
message] or rejection of the command or prohibition; rather, it 
only reflects being overcome by one's desire, passion, conceit, or 
laziness. How could it be otherwise, when it is accompanied by 
fear of punishment, hope in being pardoned, and determination 
to repent, all of which are the fruits of faith and indications of 
genuine internal belief in the divine promise and threat? 

An example of this is [the directive of] a physician: he orders 
the patient to take medicine or prohibits the patient from what 
harms him, and the patient believes him and accepts his opinion. 
Despite that, however, [the patient] might still consume 
something harmful or refuse to take what is beneficial for him 
[that is, the medicine], yet do so while fearing the potential harm 
of that, feeling remorse, being ashamed in front of the physician, 
fearing his blame, and hoping to rectify such behavior. This is 
not a rejection of the physician's order, and he is not making 
light of the physician's right. This matter [ of regarding belief and 
enormities] is no different. 

And since, based on our discussion, it is established that 
he is still a believer, then he is from among the inhabitants of 
paradise, assuming he dies in that state, due to His statement 
"God has promised the believing men and the believing 
women gardens" (9:72). And, if he is among the inhabitants 
of paradise, it is impossible that he dwell in the fire forever, 
since permanent dwelling in the fire cannot occur with 
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entrance into paradise. Moreover, sin~e P:rmanent dwelling in 
the fire is a threat (specifically] for d1sbehef, the form~r being 
the greatest punishment and the latter ~e greates_t cnme, the 

· hment is commensurate to the cnme; so If one were 
pums d" b 1· f. . 
given that punishment for other than IS e Ie , It would be a 
punishment greater than the crime, which is not just. 

If it is said: The threat of punishing those who commit enormi
ties has come [in revelation] without qualification or exception, 
so if some of them could be pardoned, it would entail discrep
ancy between a divine statement (of action] and action, which 
is not possible. We respond: Some of our fellow Maturidis have 
conceded the generality of the threat for all sinners, yet they state 
that breaking a threat [that is, not carrying through with it] re
flects generosity, and is therefore possible from God, the exalted. 

However, the expert theologians (mubaqqiqiin) among our fel
low Maturidis do not allow for the possibility of any discrepancy 
[between statement and action] from God, the exalted, neither in 
His promise nor in His threat, because that would entail chang
ing of speech (tabaddul al-qawl), while He, the exalted, states, "My 
speech is not changed" (50:29).5 Moreover, God, the exalted, has 
[even] called His threat a "promise," which He has said He will 
not break, for He states, "They seek hastening of the punish
ment, and God will never break His promise" (22:47). They do, 
however, admit [ the possibility and validity] of divine pardoning. 
So it is clear that the one to be pardoned is not intended [in the 
first place] by the generality of the threat. "Pardoning" then clar
ifies the specification of this sinner [ as being excluded] from the 
~eneral ~reat, and specification is akin to making an exception; 
If some smners were excluded from the generality of the threat 
as an exception, that would not entail "breaking" (the promise 
or threat]. So the same would apply if they were specified [as ex
cluded]. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO rsl,AMi:C THEOLOGY 

Now if it is said: God, the exalted, st.ates, "~hoever ~ntention-
ll k'Ils a believer, his recompense 1s the mferno Uahannam) 

~:eu:ng therein forever" ( 4:93) as we_ll as "Who~ver disobeys God 
and His Messenger and trespasses His boundaries, He shall place 
him in a fire dwelling therein forever" (4:14). He has threatened 
permanent dwelling [in the fire] for killing and for disobedience. 
We respond: As for the first verse, it was revealed concerning one 
who deems killing permissible, as proven by the circumstance of 
its revelation, as mentioned in the books of exegesis; such a per

son is a disbeliever. 
Likewise, the second verse was revealed concerning disbeliev-

ers, since only a disbeliever trespasses all of God's boundaries. 
Not to mention, "permanent dwelling" could be used to indicate 
a lengthy period that is nevertheless short of eternity [ as is well
known from valid linguistic usage]. 

Many issues are based on this [theological doctrine, such as the 
next four discussions, on (1) Intercession; ( 2) the Impossibility of 
God's Pardoning Disbelief; (3) the Impossibility ofDivine Oppres
sion, Foolishness, or Lying; and (4) Enormities and Minor Sins.] 

ON INTERCESSION 

According to us, yet contrary to the Mu'tazilites, intercession is 
an affirmed tenet. This is because, ifit is possible for God to par
don without any intermediary, then it is a fortiori possible by the 
intercession of prophets and the chosen elite. Yet according to 
them, if pardoning is not possible in the first place, then interces
sion serves no purpose. Our proof on this issue is the statement 
of God, the exalted, "So pardon them and seek forgiveness for 
them" (3:159), as well as the Exalted's statement "And seek for
giveness for your mistake, as well as for the believing men and 
women" (47:19); these are commands to intercede. Likewise is 
the Exalted's statement "So the intercession of those who inter
cede will not benefit them [that is, disbelievers]" (74:48): ifit had 
no benefit for the believers either, it would be meaningless to 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

specify disbelievers. There is also _the well-~no~n hadith-name-
1 the Prophet's statement "My mtercess1on 1s for those of rn 
y, · · · "6 Alt th th h · y community who commit enormities. o~e er, . e ad1th1 on 

intercession approach incontestable mult1ple-cham transmis
sion and are hence definitely not less than being well-known
deni;l of a well-known narration is a reprehensible innovatio~ 
(bid'ah) [which in creed results in heresy].8 

ON WHETHER OR NOT GOD'S PARDONING DISBELIEF IS 

LOGICALLY POSSIBLE 

Our fellow Maturidi scholars maintain that it is not possible 
' while the Ash'ari scholars state it is [logically] possible (yet im-

possible based on revelation]. Likewise, according to them, it is 
possible [for God] to place believers in the fire forever, and disbe
lievers in paradise forever, and that would not entail foolishness 
(safah), except that revelation has indicated that He wiU not do 
that. According to us, however, that is not logicaUy possible (in 
the first place]. 

The correct position ( ~avi"V) is what we state, since wisdom (vi k
mah) entails distinguishing between one who does right and one 
who does wrong. God, the exalted, says, "Is the recompense of 
exceUence other than exce11ence?" (55:60), and "The recompense 
of an evil act is an evil act like it" (42:40). This can be further 
elucidated by the fact that God, the exalted, refutes the one who 
treats the two equaUy, as He says ( and what a mighty Speaker!), 
"Or do those who commit evil reckon that We will treat them as 
[We do J those who believed and worked acts of righteousness ... " 
until His statement "How wrong is their judgment!" (45:21). Sim
ilar is the statement of God, the exalted, "So would We then treat 
those who submit as [We treat] criminals? What is wrong with 
you-how do you judge?" (68:35_36). 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

According to our fellow Matur:idis, the diff~rence be~een 
disbelief9 and other sins is that the ~ormer entails the ultimate 
crime-it can never be allowed, and its unlawfulness can never 
be abrogated. Therefore it can n:ve~ be pardoned, nor can its 
penalty be waived [that is, if one d1:s m that state]. 

Moreover, the disbeliever deems 1t as true and correct, seeking 
no pardon or forgiveness for it, so pardoning it would contravene 
wisdom. Lastly, disbelief is a conviction of perpetuity and hence 
deserves a perpetual recompense, as opposed to all other sins. 

ON WHETHER OR NOT DIVINE OMNIPOTENCE INCLUDES 

OPPRESSION, FOOLISHNESS, OR LYING 

According to us, they are inherently impossible, so God is not 
described as "having the power" to act in such ways. This is 
contrary to the view of the Mu'tazilites, who maintain that He "has 
the power, yet does not act accordingly." This view is incorrect 

' since it is possible to ascribe to Him whatever He has the power 
to do, yet [in this case] that [ascription] is impossible [ as is 
agreed upon between us and them]. Moreover if it were possible, 
it would be so either with the attribute of justice remaining or 
with its removal. The first is absurd, as that would entail the 
coexistence of opposites. The second is also absurd, since [ as is 
agreed upon between us and them] justice is necessary for God 
the exalted, so its absence is impossible. ' 
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AN INTRODUCTION T O ISLAMIC Tl-i E OLOGy 

ON ENORMITIES AND MlNOR SINS 

Some people state that everythitlg by which a persoh disob 
. . Th' . . eys God, the exalted, 1s an enormity. 1s Is conttary to what God 

explicitly states in His Book, for He, the exalted, says, "(The b k· 
. d oo 

of a person's deeds given to him on Ju gment Day] omits neJ. 
ther minor sin nor enormity, but rather enumerates them in full" 
(18:49). 

Others state that any sin in which a person persists is an 
enormity, while that for which he seeks forgiveness is a minor 
sin. 10 The correct position on this matter is that minor sin and 
enormity are two relative terms; neither can be defined by itself 

' just as with good works [being either major or minor]. 
So every act of disobedience is a minor sin when compared 

with that which is more severe, yet an enormity when compared 
with that which is less severe. The absolute enormity, then, is 
disbelief, as there is no iniquity greater than it, while all others 
are minor in comparison. This is what is meant by the statement 
of God, the exalted, "If you all avoid the enormities of that from 
which you all have been prohibited, then We will wipe out for 
you all your sins" (4:31), meaning-and God knows best-"If 
you avoid disbelief, We will wipe out everything below it," like 
the statement of God, the exalted, "And He will forgive all else 
for whomsoever He wills" (4:48, u6). And the plural form 
used in "enormities" is to correspond with the plural form of 
those who are prohibited [that is, "you all"], which necessitates 
division of parts over individuals, such as their statement [in 
Arabic usage] "The people rode their beasts and wore their 
garments" [indicating that each person rode one beast and wore 
one garment]. Moreover, a variant recitation of "the enormity of 
that which you all have been prohibited from" uses the singular, 
whereby the problem is resolved. And God alone is the One who 
enables and the One who guides. 
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Annotations to 
Human Sin and Divine Forgiveness 

1 This statement expresses the Sunni doctrine of "postponement 
of verdict" (irjo' sunni), attributed to Abii I;Ianifah and later codi
fied by the Ash'arI and MaturidI schools. It could be termed soft 
Murji'ism, in comparison with the view that sins have no conse
quence in the afterlife-an antinomian view with potential ni
hilistic repercussions for both personal behavior and societal 
morality. That hard Murji'ism was deemed heretical (irjo' bid'i) by 
both Ash'aris and Maturidis, and earlier by Abii }::Ianifah himself. 
When unqualified, the word Murji'i refers to "hard Murji'ism" 
and was used as a pejorative in Islamic theological discourse. See 
al-I;Iajj, Imam al-a'immah al-fuqaha', 171-76, citing al-Shahrastani 
in Al-Milal wa al-nibal, al-Taftazani in Sharl:i al-maqa~id, Mulla 'AlI 
al-Qari in Sharl:i al-fiqh al-akbar, al-Laknawi in Al-Raf wa al-takmil, 
and others. 

In the Sunni view, practice is not part of the quiddity of faith 
but instead comes from its perfection and completion (kamal). 
Hence, a sinful Muslim is still a believer, since the essence of 
faith-belief in the basic creed of Islam-is sound in his heart. 
This tenet also serves as the interpretive lens for those texts that 
conjoin faith and action, such as the prophetic statements that 
begin with "None of you have faith until," which are understood 
by Sunni orthodoxy as meaning "None of you have the completion 
and peifection of faith until." See al-Bajiiri, Tul:ifat al-murid, II4- 25. 
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2 He is Abu Sa'id al-l:fasan b. Yasar al-Ba1?ri, who was from th 
immediate generation after the companions of the Prophet £ ~ 
he was the leading sch.olar of the ~eople of Basra and the mas'. 
terful savant of the entire commumty (~abr al-ummah) in his er 
Renowned for his piety, scholarship, and eloquence, he feare~ 
no one and would often enjoin political leaders to virtue. Imam. 
al-Ghazali said that his statements were most like the statements 
of prophets and that his piety was closest to the piety of the 
Prophet's companions. His narrations are numerous and replete 
with wisdom. He died in the year no/728. See al-Zirikli, AI-A'lam 
2:226. ' 

3 Imam Abu al-Barakat l:fafi? al-Din al-Nasafi states, 

The correct position (~a!ti!t) is ours, due to the statement of God, 
the exalted, "O people of faith! Prescribed upon you is [that you 
exercise) retaliatory justice for those murdered" (2:178): one who 
commits intentional murder is still called "a person of faith," de
spite that act being an enormity. Also God's statement "If two 
factions between the believers fight one other, then rectify be
tween the two [with arbitration)" (49:9), as well as "O people of 
faith! A testimony between you if death comes upon one of you, 
at the time of bequest, is two upright individuals from yourselves" 
(5:106): if the term faith were inapplicable to someone not upright, 
God would have said "two individuals from yourselves," since the 
beginning of the verse addresses believers. So it is established that 
a believer might or might not be upright. This is what the Shaykh 
[Abu Man1?ur al-Maturidi) said in [Kitab al-tawry1d). (Al-I'timcid fi 
al-i'tiqcid, 86r. [BT]) 

4 An example of the Sunni position from the hadith tradition is 
what al-Bukhari and Muslim relate in their ?altilt collections, that 
the Prophet's companion Abu Dharr al-Ghifari ~ ( d. 32/653) 
said, "I once came to God's Emissary IJ;., who, while donning a 
white garment, was asleep. Then I came back again and he had 
woken up, and he said, 'There is no servant who says Ia ilaha ma 



ANNOTATIONS 

Allah [that is, a Muslim] and then eventuall d' 
that he shall enter paradise , I said 'E Y_fies upon that, save 

. . , ven I he forn. d 
stole?' He replied, 'Even ifhe fornicated d icate and 
'Even if he fornicated and stole'l• He r ~~ d st01e.' I again said, 
cated and stole.' I said [a third time] ,:Pie .f' h'Even i: he forni-

°l' H 1· d , . , ven I e fornicated and 
stole. e rep 1e , Even 1f he fornicated and 

1 
. . 

b- Dh I'" S 1 'A 1- - sto e, in spite of 
A u arr. ee a - sqa am, Fat~ al-Bari, 10·283· Usman1· F th 
al-Mulhim, 2:58-59. · ' , a . 

5 Regarding the category of disobedient believers d' d b . . 1scusse a ove 
there 1s a difference of opinion between the Ash' - d M- -d~ . . an an atun 1 
creeds on the_ d1v~n: threat. The Ash'ari (and as mentioned in the 
text, some Matund1) scholars ~aintain that it is possible for God, 
the exalt:d, to not execute His threat of temporary punishment 
to any beheuer, out ~f His generosity, for they interpret scripture 
that threatens punishment (to believers for their disobedience) 
as having the implied phrase "ifl so choose." According to the 
classical Arabic language in which the Qur'an was sent, such an 
implication was possible when a generous individual would make 
a threat but not when he would make a promise. The majority of 
Maturidi scholars, however, reject this interpretation and main
tain that, for all types of enormities, at least some disobedient 
believers must be punished; otherwise, those scriptural threats 
would entail lying, which is impossible for the divine. Of course, 
the Ash'ari scholars agree that lying is impossible for God, the 
exalted, and this is a point of scholarly consensus, yet they do not 
deem non-execution of the threat to be lying, since the implied 
"ifl so choose" retains the truthfulness of the divine threat, de
spite subsequent pardoning. 

Lastly, this theological debate applies only to scriptural threats 
to disobedient believers for their disobedience. It does not apply 
to scriptural threats for disbelief itself, which by scholarly co~
sensus will not be forgiven without repentance (based on G~d s 
designation of that sin as unforgiveable), due to the uneqmv~
cal and categorical nature of those scriptural texts (though this 
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. . 1 to morally responsible individuals). See 
ruhng pertams on Y 
al-Bajiiri, Tu~fat al-murid, 242, 452-53· 

d b lb H bal in his Musnad; Abii Dawiid, al-Tirmidhi 
6 Relate y n . an · b · ' 

-· h d 1-Nasa'i in their Sunan collections; I n I;hbban in 
lbn MaJa , an a 1 rr b - - · Al • 

• h-h· I-Hakim in his AI-Mustadrak; a -+a aram m -Mu'.Jam 
his Sa 1 • a · ) · ,,,- -kh B hd-d I 
al-k~bi;; ·and al-Khatib (d. 463/1072 • m ian a9 a · marn 
al-Munawi comments, "So he shall mtercede for some people 
to not enter the fire, and for others to be t~ken out therefrom 
or to have their punishment lightened therem." See al-Munawi, 

AI-Taysir, 2:78. 

7 
The primary and greatest intercession (al-shafe'ah al-'uima fi fa$! 
al-qa4d') of the Prophet Mul).ammad I!. is th~ means by which the 
lengthy, agonizing torment of "waiting for Judgment" ends and 
judgment commences. It is universal, for all of humanity, pro
viding them relief from an anxiety so overwhelming that it drives 
people to desire commencement even if their end is the fire. It 
is the first part of what is referred to as the praiseworthy station 
(al-maqam al-ma~miid; see 17:79), since in that station, all people 
shall praise him abundantly, and a great banner of praise shall be 
erected for him. The banner has three corners ( eastern, western, 
and central) and all prophets and believers will be under it. The 
last part of that station is when everyone destined for everlasting 
paradise is in paradise, and when everyone destined for the ever
lasting fire is in the fire. 

This greatest intercession is depicted in the lengthy hadith 
narrations of al-Bukhari and Muslim, which describe how peo
ple will go from prophet to prophet seeking their intercession, 
yet each will reply, "My own self! My own self! (na.fsi nafsi)" until 
finally they reach the Prophet Mul).ammad ~ . who replies, "It is 
for me (ana !aha)." He then proceeds to the throne and prostrates, 
"".hereupon God, the exalted, reveals to him a praise of the di
vme never before revealed, with which he praises God and is then 
afforded intercession. The Prophet ~ then says "My communi-
ty' M . ' · Y commumty! (ummafi ummati)," and the request is granted. 
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Abii Dawiid and al-Tirmidhi relate that the Prophet ~ ·d "M 
. . ~ Sal , y 

intercess10n is_ for those of my community who commit enormi
ties" (see prev10us note for citation). 

The Prophet I!,. is also granted other lesser intercessions such 
as (1) for som~ believe~s to enter paradise without any reck~ning, 
(2) for some smful believers who deserve temporary punishment 
to be spared from entering the fire, (3) for other sinful believers 
placed in the fire temporarily to be taken out early, (4) for some 
of the righteous of his community to have their shortcomings in 
their acts of obedience overlooked, (s) for believers in paradise 
to be granted higher ranks therein, (6) for disbelievers in the fire 
forever to have their torment be lessened at certain times, (7) 
for children of disbelievers to not be punished, and other types. 
Finally, the greatest intercession is the key that unlocks all other 
intercessions, and permission to intercede will then be granted 
to many others, such as other prophets and messengers, angels, 
the Prophet's companions, martyrs, righteous scholars, saints, 
and children. And ultimately, for those who said Iii iliiha illii Allah 
(that is, Muslims) yet never once did a good deed, God Himself, 
the exalted, shall intercede. See aH;awi, Shar~ al-SiiwI 'a Iii jawharat 
al-taw~Id, 400-403; al-Bajiiri, Tu~fat al-murid, 448-49. 

8 Denial of incontestable multiple-chain transmission, however, 
could entail disbelief, because such transmission is a source of 
definitive knowledge. 

9 At bottom, disbelief (kufr) is to deny God's existence or oneness, 
or to deny the prophethood ofMu!Jammad if,. The former denial 
includes denying any necessary tenet of God's divinity, such as 
holding the naturalistic belief that things alone create their ef
fects, by their very natures, independent of the will of God, the 
exalted. The latter ( denying Mu!Jammad's prophethood) extends 
to any other tenet oflslam that is "necessarily known of the re
ligion"-namely, all that is (1) transmitted from the Prophet 
Mu!Jammad I,. by incontestable mutliple-chain transmission 
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. . . meaning (qat'i al-dalalah), being free of am. 
and (2) defimuve .m 't signification, whether from the Qur'an 
biguity (shubhah) hm ~ spracti'ce or verbalized consensus of th; 

'd d prop etlC ' wi esprea . Based on these criteria, tenets that are 
P h t's companions. . 

rop e . k f the religion" are known with certainty to 
"necessarily nown ° d &. h d by the Prophet MulJ.amma ~ , w ereby de-
have been expresse . . . . 

. fth is akin to rejecting his statement or ascnbmg 
mal of one o em . · b 1· f s h · . h' h' h i's the very basis of dis e ie . uc tenets m-
a he to im, w ic & 
elude the finality of the prophethood of MulJ,am_mad ~ ; Islam's 

b 
· of all previous religions, and hence its status as the 

a rogat10n . ("I 1 ,, h 
only path of salvation until the end of time s am ere refer-
ring to the specific religion of the Prophet M~lJ,ammad ~ and 
not merely the Islam of all prophets); the obligatory status of 
the five pillars of Islam; and the unlawful status of Islam's well
known and agreed-upon enormities, such as murder, theft, adul
tery, drinking wine, and homosexual intercourse. Disbeliefis not 
entailed by nonperformance of those obligations or by commit
ting those enormities; rather, disbelief is entailed only by deny
ing the obli,gation of the former and prohibition of the latter, in and 
of themselves. 

Lastly, according to the Ash'arI school, all beliefs-even idol
atry or outright atheism-are excused for those people who 
never received the invitation to Islam, or according to Imam 
al-GhazalI, who received only a distorted depiction of the Prophet 
Mul).ammad ~ - Such people are under a divine amnesty in the 
hereafter and are not punished for their disbelief, even though 
their worldly designation of "disbeliever" or "non-Muslim" (kaf
ir) remains the same. The MaturidI scholars, however, still deem 
such people as morally responsible to affirm the existence and 
onen~ss o~God, the exalted, such that contrary beliefs preclude 
salvati~n m the afterlife. See al-SawI, Shar~ al-Snwi ' ala jawharat 
al-ta~~'.d, 423-24; al-BajiirI, Tuti.fat al-murid, 473-74; Khalil b. 'Abd 
al-Qadir al-Nal).lawI, Al-Durar al-muba~ah fi al-~a?:ar wa al-iba~ah, 
ed. Mul).ammad Sa'Id al-BurhanI, 3rd ed. (Damascus: al-Matba'ah 
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a\-' lhniyyah, 1987), 91-<J2 • For a detailed exposition of Islam's ab
rogation of prev~o~s reli~ions and its doctrinal incompatibility 
with the percnmahst notion of "the universal validity of all reli
gions," see Keller, Sea Without Shore, 305- 49. 

In his Kitiib al-kabii'ir (Book of enormities) , Imam al-Dhahabi 
10 

defines an enormity as "any sin entailing either a threat of pun
ishment in the hereafter explicitly mentioned by the Kornn or 
hadith, a prescribed legal penalty (hadd), or being accursed by 
Allah or His messenger (Allah bless him and give him peace)." 
See Nuh Ha Mim Keller, Reliance of the Traveller: A Classic Manual of 
Islamic Sacred Law, rev. ed. (Beltsville, MD: Amana, 1994), 652. 
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Faith, Belief, and the Intellect 



AN INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC THEOLOGY 

ON FAITH AND SUBMISSION 

The People of the Qi blah [Muslims] are in agreement that faith i 
God, the exalted, is incumbent [upon h?manity], and disbelie~ 
in Him is forbidden. However, they differ as to whether its 
incumbency is based on the intellect or on revelation, and thus 
if one whom the call has not reached dies in [ a state of] disbelief 

' is he punished or not? 
[Imam] al-I:Iakim al-Shahid' [d. 334/945] narrates in 

AI-Muntaqa that Abu I:Ianrfah ~ said, "There is no excuse for 
anyone to be ignorant of his Creator, due to that which he sees of 
the creation of the heavens and earth, his own self, and the rest 
of the world." [Abu I:Ianffah ~ ] also said, "Had God, the exalted, 
not sent a messenger, it still would have been mandatory for 
humanity to know Him, based on their intellects." The Ash<ari 
creed states that there is no moral responsibility for an individual 
based on the intellect alone, yet by it, the goodness (vusn) or 
evil (qubv) of some things can be ascertained, as well as the 
temporality of the universe and the eternality of the Creator. The 
heretics (malaQidah), extreme Shia (rawa.fi4), anthropomorphists 
(al-mushabbihah), and early Khawarij (khawarij muvakkimah) state 
that nothing can be ascertained by the intellect nor is anything 
mandatory based on it. 

The Mu'tazilites state that the intellect necessitates faith in 
God, the exalted, and gratitude for His blessings, and in and of 
itself, establishes legal rulings. According to Sunni orthodoxy, the 
intellect is a tool by which the goodness and evil of things are 
known, as well as the incumbency of faith and of gratitude toward 
the Benefactor. Yet the only one who actually confers knowledge 
and makes things incumbent is God, the exalted, though with the 
intermediary of the intellect. 
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To proceed if a child with sound intellect is able to use lo . 
' . . . ~zj 

deduction, is it an obligation o~ him t~ know _?o~, ~he exalted, 
or not? The shaykh Imam Abu Man1;,ur al-Matund1 maintains 
that it is an obligation. Many shaykhs of Iraq hold this opinio 
while others among them state that nothing is incumbent up~ 

him before puberty. 
The evidence that the intellect alone is sufficient proof is the 

statement of God, the exalted, "Verily, [one's] hearing, sight, and 
heart-each of those will he be resp~nsible fo~" (17:36). Hearing 
is specific to things that are heard, sight to thmgs seen, and the 
heart to things understood, although neither hearing nor sight 
is completely independent of intellect, since hearing hears both 
truth and falsehood and sight sees both truth and falsehood, and 
the two [truth and falsehood] cannot be distinguished except 
by the intellect. To further clarify: The statement of a prophetic 
messenger is a narration of one individual, which in and of itself 
could be true or false, and the only way of differentiating between 
the two is by [ the messenger's performance of] a prophetic mir
acle. And the faculty that distinguishes between a true prophetic 
miracle and a mere extraordinary act is the intellect. Hence, the 
focal point of all knowledge and of all obligations is in reality the 
intellect. 

Additionally, the prophets debated their peoples specifically 
using logical proofs. Al-Khalil [Abraham] 't$. used rational ar
guments against the king, his father [ that is, his paternal uncle] 
and his people, as God, the exalted, mentions in the Qur'an, 
"And when Abraham said to his father Azar, 'Do you take idols 
as gods?"' (6:74) as well as the statement of God, the exalted, 
"And recite unto them the account of Abraham when he said to 

' his father and his people, 'What do you worship?"' (26:69-70); 
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d th E alted's statement '"What are these images to Wh. h an e x h . . . 1c 
you are so utterly devoted?"' (21:52). T e acqms1t10n of know1. 
edge by these logical proofs does not depend on th~ statement of 
a messenger; rather, were they merely to r~flect with their inte!. 
lects, they would know it. For that reason, m _many verses of the 
Qur'an, God, the exalted, exhort~, them to thmk an~ deliberate, 
as He states, "Do they not reflect? (7:184, 30:8) and Do they not 
ponder?"(?:r8s, so:6). An? it is known th~t the int:Ilect can in. 
dependently ascertain rational tr~ths, while_ revelat10n does not 
grant knowledge independently without the mtellect. 

What is meant by the incumbency of faith based on the 
intellect alone is not that a person deserves reward for belief 
or punishment for disbelief, since those consequences can be 
known only by revelation. Rather, according to us, it denotes a 
type of realization in the intellect that acknowledging the Creator 
is better than denying Him, and that affirming His oneness is 
more appropriate than ascribing a partner to Him, with the 
result that the intellect does not judge the two to be equivalent; 
likewise, [realizing that] gratitude entails ascribing blessings 
solely to the giver of blessings, such that the individual knows 
that none besides Him shares in His role of giving. And God 
alone is the One who enables. 

ON THE REALITY OF FAITH 

The People of Hadith state that faith is verbal affirmation, 
belief in the heart, and action with one's limbs. Many of our 
fellow Maturidis state that faith is only [verbal] affirmation 
and [internal] belie£ The Karramiyyah state that faith is 
merely affirmation. Jahm b. Safwan and al-I:Iusayn al-SalibP 
[ d. 168/785] of the Qadarites state that faith is but knowledge. 
The expert theoloeians among our fellow Maturidis state that 
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[the essence of] faith is only belief in the heart, while . . . l . Verba[ 
affirmation is a cond1t10n for carrymg out egal ruhngs in h' 

I'fie· Abii Hanffah .f!¾. [himself] explicitly states this in his t 1s 
1 , . • Work 

Al-'A.lim wa al-muta'alhm (The scholar and the student), and . . 
the position of the shaykh Imam Abii Mani;iiir al-Maturidi It is 

al-I:fusayn b. aI-FacJI al-Bajali3 [ d/8_2/895], as well as the m::~ 
sound narration of(Imam] al-Ash an. 

The basis of this view is that linguistically, faith (fman) tneans 
"to believe" (ta~diq); God, the exalted, states, quoting tlie breth
ren ofJoseph ~. "Yet you do not have faith in us" (12:17)-that i 
"believe us." However, because beliefis an internal phenomena~ 
upon which legal rulings cannot be based, the sacred law man
dated verbal affirmation as an indication ofbelief, and (hence] as 
a condition for carrying out legal rulings, just as the Prophet (! 
said, "I was commanded to fight [ certain Arab polytheistic J peo
ple4 until they say, 'There is no deity but God'; once tliey affirm 
this, they have safeguarded from me their lives and their prop
erty, except for just cause. Their final account, however, is with 
God."s For that reason, one affirmation is sufficient for a lifetime. 

Acts, then, are not part of faith [ that is, not of its essence/quid
dity, but only of its fruits and illumination]. For indeed, God, the 
exalted, conjoined the two in His statement "Verily, those who 
have faith and act righteously" (2:277), and [when the conjunc
tion and is used in Arabic,] that which is conjoined [here, "act 
righteously"] differs from what it is conjoined to ["have faith"]. 
Also, faith is a condition for the validity of acts, as God, the ex
alted, states, ''And whoever acts righteously as a believer" (20:n2), 
and a condition differs from what it is a condition for. 
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tl b 1 affirmation means to inform of one's internal 
Las y, ver a c. • h ,, b 1. f d. 
li £ 

c. 'f meone says "I have 1a1t , yet e 1e 1d not ev; be e , 1or 1 so ' . . "'st 
. h ' h t he would not be truthful m his statement. For th 
m 1s ear , th c. 'th f h . at 

G d the exalted denies e 1ai o ypocntes despit reason, o , ' . . e 
. b 1 ffirmation of faith, with the statement of God th their ver a a . , , e 

exalted, "The desert Arabs say, 'We have faith. Say: 'You do not 

have faith"' (49:14). . . . 
So whoever verbally pronounces faith yet _m his _heart does not 

believe is a believer in our estimation [that 1s, he 1s dealt with as 
such by the community at large] but a disbeliever according to 
God the exalted, and whoever believes in his heart yet without 
verb~! affirmation6 is a believer according to God but a disbeliever 
with respect to legal rulings in this life. And God alone is the One 

who safeguards. 

ON THE FAITH OF ONE WHO MERELY EMULATES 

The People of the Qiblah [Muslims] have differed on the validi
ty of the faith of one who believes out of mere emulation [with
out any personal reflection or reasoning]. Abii I:Ianifah, Sufyan 
al-ThawrP [d. 161/778], Malik,8 al-Awzfi9 [d. 157/774], most ju
rists and People of Hadith-may God have mercy on them all
maintain that his faith is valid but that he is disobedient for not 
basing it on [ some level of] logical proof [if capable of that]. 10 

Al-RustughfanP1 [d. 345/956] and al-I:IalimP2 [d. 403/1012] t 
state that the condition for the validity of faith is for one to know 
the truthfulness of the Messenger's statement based on the sig
nification of prophetic miracles, while according to al-Ash'arI, 
[the condition is] for one to know it based on the reasoning of 
one's intellect. 13 It is not a condition, however, for one to verbally 
articulate that or to debate one's opponent; this is the position of 
most theologians. The Mu'tazilites state that, so long as one does 
~ot know every theological issue based on the intellect [alone], 
ma manner by which he is able to refute doubt or error he is not 
a believer. ' 
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. . is that of the majority of scholars, becau 
The correct postt ithout qualification, for it is valid to se 

faith is merely be ie_' :rmed [ of something] by a narration :hay 
ding someone mi, h c . o 

regar . . "H has faith in it" or "He as 1a1th regardin 
then beheves it, e . . d f h g . lator is mforme o t e necessary tenets f 
't,, So if the mere emu b 1· . o 1 · 

1
. . them he is indeed a e 1ever and 1s deser 

faith and be ieves m , . d b 1· v-
. G d the exalted, has promise e ievers. 14 
mg of what o , . d'ffi fi f: . h . 

Knowledge alone, however, is 1 erent rom a1t , since it 

b rated from it for the People of the Book knew [the 
can e sepa ' ~ . . 

th f] the prophecy of Mul).ammad ~ JUSt as they knew their 
tru o 1· th B k l . own children, yet they did not be 1eve, as e oo exp ams [see 

2:4~. . 
This difference of opinion pertams only to one who grew up on 

the peak of a high mountain [t~at is, away f~om socie~], without 
having ever reflected on the umverse or on ~ts creator m the first 
place, and is then informed thereof and believes. As for one who 
is raised in Muslim lands and glorifies God, the exalted, upon 
seeing His creation, he is outside the scope of" mere emulation."1s 

And enablement is by God alone. 

ON WHETHER OR NOT FAITH INCREASES 

Once it is established that faith is belief [alone], while verbal 
affirmation is [not faith itself but] a condition for carrying out 
legal rulings, then ifbelief exists, faith obtains; thus, it is not pos
sible for it to increase or decrease. This is contrary to the view of 
al-Shafi'i, who deemed works to be a part of faith and hence stat
ed that faith increases with an increase in spiritual works and de
creases with their decrease; yet we have already shown the false
hood of this position. So the statement of God the exalted "And , , 
their faith increased" (8:2) can have more than one meaning. 
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For example it could refer to the increase of "details to b 1. ' . . e teve · " 
during the era of the Prophet~. smce at each time period [ ill 
elation] a new verse would descend and a new legal rulin of rev. 

' bl' d gwouJd thus take effect, whereby they were o 1ge to have faith i . 
h . al d n rtas 

new particular, even thoug 1t was rea y encompassed i h _a 
overall belief as a universal. It could also refer to increas~ t ~It 

. . fl'k " 'th 11 · Wtth regard to "replication o 1 enesses, as w1 a acc1dents.160 . 
. f "th fr . fC. 'th t, It could refer to the mcrease o e mts o 1ai and illuminatio 

ofits light." And God knows best. n 
To procee?, someone who _has both internal belief and verbal 

affirmation 1s an actual believer, so contrary to the view of 
al-Shafi<i", it is not permissible for him to say, "I am a believer if 
God wills." This is because an exception [that is, qualification'or 
condition] in faith entails doubt, or could entail that, just as one 
who is alive [for example] cannot say, "I am alive, if God wills." 

Also, because such a person currently possesses faith, he is a 
believer according to God, the exalted, even if God, the exalted , 
knows that the person will later disbelieve, just as He, the exalted , 
knows that a living person is alive due to his currently possessing 
life, even if He knows that the person will die afterwards. [This 
is true] to the extent that we maintain that IbHs was a believer 
and [apparently] destined to felicity (sa<fd) when he used to wor
ship God, the exalted, even though God, the exalted, knew that 
he would later disbelieve. And, regarding the Exalted's statement 
"And he was of the disbelievers" (2:34), God, the exalted, meant 
that he came to be among the disbelievers, just as God, the exalt
ed, states regarding the son of Noah~. "So he was of those who 
drowned" ( n:43)-that is, he came to be among them. 

To proceed, according to us yet contrary to the literalists (a~~ab 
al-;awiihir), faith (fmiin) and submission (islam) are one [that is, 
inseparable J. This is because faith is belief in God, the exalt
ed, with respect to His commands and prohibitions that He 
informs [us] of, while submission is acquiescence and humble 
surrender to His divinity, which is actualized only by acceptance 
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of His commands and prohibitions. 17 Therefore, effectively f: . 
. . h d' ' auh is not separable from subm1ss1on, so t ey are not 1fferent. 0 

who asserts their differei:ce is asked, "What is t?e ruling regar~~ 
ing someone who has faith yet does not submit or submits 

ffi 1. c. • Yet 
without having faith?" If he a rms a ru mg 1or either one that 
does not apply to the other [then hypothetically he would h 

· · b th · · 'bl ave proven his position's vahd1ty, ut at 1s 1mposs1 e as no such 
ruling exists]; otherwise, the falsehood of his position is made 
clear. And God alone is the One who enables. 

ON NECESSARY TENETS OF FAITH DEDUCED FROM 

REVELATION 

We state that whatever comes in revelation and is logically pos
sible must be accepted and affirmed in faith, 18 such as the ques
tioning after death and the torment of the grave. According to 
us yet contrary to the Mu'tazilites, they are affirmed realities, as 
they are possible by the return of the soul to the body. Indeed, the 
Prophet I!:, said after burying the dead, "Seek forgiveness for your 
brother, for indeed he is right now being questioned."19 He also 
said, "Be careful to avoid any traces of urine, for verily most of the 
torment of the tomb is due to it."20 

Similarly, the resurrection of bodies and restoration of life in 
them on the Day of Arising are affirmed realities; the atheists re
ject this altogether, while some of the philosophers claim that 
resurrection is of souls alone, not of bodies. This [tenet of ours] 
is also possible by restoring the body's original form after its 
transformation, and then returning the soul to it. Indeed, God, 
the exalted, states, "Verily, that God will resurrect all those who 
are in graves" (22:7). Likewise, He states-in response to the one 
who says, "Who will give life to bones, being decayed?"-"Say: 
The One who created them the first time will give them life again" 
(36:78-79). 
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Similarly, the reading of scrolls on Resurrection Day is a reai. 
ity, due to the statement of Go~, _the exalted, "And We _will bring 
forth for him, on the Day of Ar1smg, a ~ook that he will receive, 
spread forth" (q:13). The scrolls of believers are placed in their 
right hands, and those of disbelievers in their left hands yet behind 
their backs, as the Qur'an states [see 17:71, 69:19-26, 84:7-10]. 

Similarly, the scales are a reality, due to the statement of God, 
the exalted, "And the scale, which is perfectly just, is on that Day" 
(7:8). It is an expression of something by which the value of deeds 
will be known, yet the intellect is unable to grasp its modality. 
One should not make an analogy with scales in this life, so sub
mission in this matter is safest. Similarly, the traverse is a reality; 
it is a bridge outstretched over the top of the inferno, upon which 
creatures shall cross-the people of paradise will pass over it, 
while the feet of denizens of the fire will slip off. 

Paradise and the fire exist now according to us yet contrary to 
the Mu'tazilites, due to the statement of God, the exalted, regard
ing paradise, "Prepared for the devout" (3:133), and regarding the 
fire, "Prepared for disbelievers" ( 2:24, 3:131). According to us yet 
contrary to the Jahmiyyah, neither of the two shall ever perish, nor 
their inhabitants, due to the statement of God, the exalted, regard
ing both groups, "Residing therein, forever" (4:57, 4:122, 4:169, 
33:65). 

Similarly, that of which God, the exalted, informs us regarding 
the delights of the people of paradise (including maidens [~fir], 
palaces, fruits, rivers, trees, and myriad types of food and drink) 
and regarding the punishment of the denizens of the fire (includ
ing its infernal tree [zaqqum], boiling water, shackles, chains, 
and fetters), all are affirmed [literal] realities, as opposed to 
the claims of the esoterists and philosophers, who interpret the 
above contrary to its outward meaning. This, however, entails 
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abandoning the outward meanings of texts without necessity 
evidence, which is absolute heresy (ilryad mab4). or 

Similarly, the beatific vision ( ru'yah) of God, the exalted, for th 
believers on the Day of Arising, with their very eyes, is an affirme~ 
reality, as we established earlier. May God, the exalted, honor us 
with it in the final abode, along with everlasting pleasure; ma 
He give us refuge from the punishment of the blaze, and make/ 
steadfast in this life upon the straight path. Verily, He is ever-gen~ 
erous, kind, gracious, and compassionate. 
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Annotations to 
Faith, Belief, and the Intellect 

1 He is Abu al-Fagl Mul).ammad b. Mul).ammad b. Al).mad 
al-Marwazi al-SulamI al-Balkhi, better known as al-}::lakim 
al-Shahid. He was a judge and minister, eminent scholar of Merv, 
and imam of the Hanafi school practioners in his era. He authored 
the work AI-Muntaqa in Hanafi jurisprudence. He was martyred in 
Rayy in the year 334/945. See al-Zirikli, Al-A'lom, 7:19. 

2 All manuscripts of AI-Bidoyah have his name as al-}::lusayn 
al-Salil;ii, as does Maqalat al-islomiyyin. Yet in biographical works, 
there is mention of the name al-}::lasan b. Salil;i. [BT] 

He is Abu 'Abd Allah al-}::lasan b. Salil;i b. }::layy al-Hamadani 
al-Thawri al-Kufi, one of the leaders of the Batriyyah sect among 
the Zaidis. He was a mujtahid jurist, theologian, and a reliable 
narrator ofhadith. A contemporary of Sufyan al-Thawri, he was 
heavily criticized by a group of scholars for advocating rebellion 
against unjust rulers. He died in the year 168/785. See al-Zirikli, 
Al-A'lom, 2:193. 

3 He is al-}::lusayn b. al-Fag! b. 'Umayr al-Bajali, renowned Qur'anic 
exegete. Originally from Kufa, he later moved to Nishapur and 
taught there for sixty-five years. He died in the year 282/895. See 
al-Zirikli, AI-A'lom, 2:251-52. 

4 The word people in this particular hadith does not refer to all 
people but is specified and restricted. According to Imam Abu 
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_ . fi only to the Arab polytheists at the time ofth 
Hamfah, 1t re ers . I _ . e 
Pro het Muhammad~' and accordmg to mam Malik, it refers 

p th ·t 'be of Quraysh among them. See Abu al-Basa 
only to e n - kh- - : n 
'Ali b. Khalaflbn Batta.I, Sharv ~av1v al-Bu an, ro vols. (Riyadh: 

Maktabat al-Rushd, n.d.), 5:329· . 

d 
d "had is perhaps the most misunderstood teaching of 

In ee , JI . d "I 1 . 
I t d Y 

While it is often cancature as s am1c holy War 
Is am o a . . . fi . fi . . 

. • fidels ,, 1·ts true meanmg 1s de ens1ve, or 1t entails com agamstm , . -
b t · nst aggressors seeking to undermme the safety and secu-a aga1 . "h 
rity of Muslim lands. With respect to "offensive JI ad" mentioned 
in classical works of Islamic law, scholars such as Sherman 
Jackson have argued that the context of that ruling indicates that 
it too was essentially defensive since it pertained to the premod
ern situation of a "perennial state of war" among empires, and 
as such served as a means of "preserving the physical integrity of 
the Muslim community." Yet the twentieth century has brought 
forth several treaties and covenants (for example, via the United 
Nations) that grant inviolability to the territory of every nation, 
which if adhered to on the ground, creates a paradigm shift 
from "state of war" to "state of peace," whereby offensive jihad 
is no longer applicable. For a detailed discussion, see Sherman 
Jackson, "Jihad and the Modern World," in Islam in Transition: 
Muslim Perspectives, ed. John J. Donahue and John L. Esposito, 2nd 
ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 394-408. 

This is echoed in various classical articulations of jihad in 
Islam. For example, Ibn Taymiyyah ( d. 728/1328) comments in 
his Majmii' al-fatawa, "Islamic warfare is always defensive, be
cause the basis ofrelationships with the non-Muslims is peaceful 
coexistence (musalamah); if one reflects deeply on the causes of 
the Prophet's military expeditions, one will find that all of them 
~ere of this type." See Hamza Yusuf, "Understanding Jihad," 
m The Creed of Imam al-Tavawi (Hayward, CA: Zaytuna Institute, 
2007), 92. 



ANNOTATIONS 

for a detailed discussion on the regulations and limits of war
fare in I~lam, see Suheil .~~er, "Indiscriminate Killing in Light 
of Islamic Sacred Texts, m The State We Are In: Identity, Terror 
and the Law of Jihad, ed. Aftab Ahmad Malik (Bristol, UK: Amal 
Press, 2008), 41-54. This essay presents ample evidence from the 
Qur'an and prophetic teaching (sunnah) oflslam's absolute con
demnation of wanton destruction and indiscriminate killing, and 
how even during war, noncombatants such as women, children, 
and civilians may not be harmed. For a detailed discussion on 
how jihad does not constitute a "perpetual holy war," see David 
Dakake, "The Myth of a Militant Islam" (Malik, 55-92). The au
thor also clarifies gross misunderstandings of Islamic scripture 
that portray Islam as an inherently violent faith and shows how 
Islam's sacred texts strongly encourage peaceful coexistence with 
non-Muslims. For a detailed presentation of how the Qur'an and 
hadith categorically prohibit terrorism and the harming of civil
ians, see Muhammad Afifi al-Akiti, "Defending the Transgressed 
by Censuring the Reckless Against the Killing of Civilians" 
(Malik, 104-34). This is a formal legal verdict (fatwa) by a rec
ognized scholar of Islamic jurisprudence, written as a scholarly 
rebuttal against those misguided Muslims who perpetrate terror
ism in the name oflslam. On the same issue, see also the essay 
by Zaid Shakir, "The Deeper Implications of Muslims Targeting 
Civilians," Where I'm Comin9 From: The Year in Review (Antioch, CA: 
Nill Publishers, 2010), 45-51. For one of the most comprehensive 
and thorough compendiums on jihad and Islam's relation to the 
"other," see HRH Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad, Ibrahim Kalin, 
and Mohammad Hashim Kamali, eds., War and Peace in Islam: The 
Uses and Abuses of Jihad (Cambridge: The Islamic Texts Society, 
2013). And for an authoritative work on how Islam historically 
spread peacefully through missionary activity rather than "by 
the sword," see Thomas Arnold, The Spread of Islam in the World: A 
History of Peaceful Preachin9 (New Delhi: Goodword Books, 2008). 
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5 S~il). al-Bukhari; Sal).il:i ~uslim. See a1~'Asqalani, Fat~ ·al-Ban 
1:75; Usmani, Fat~ al-Mulhtm, 1:380. ' 

6 This particular ruling, that genuine inter~al belief wit?out Verba] 
affirmation is sufficient for one to be a believer accordmg to Goa 

mes that such a person was not asked to affirm faith s,·n ' assu . . . , ce 
fusal to do so itself entails d1sbehef. (An except10n is in cas re . 6 d. es 

of severe coercion, details of which are o~n m texts on Islamic 
jurisprudence.) See al-Bajiiri, Tu~fat al-mund, n6. 

7 
He is Abii 'Abd Allah Sufyan b. Sa'id b. Masriiq al-Thawri, leader 
of the faithful (amir al-mu'minin) in the science ofhadith, and the 
master (sayyid) of his era in the religious sciences and in piety. He 
was a sign of God (ayah) with respect to his ability to memorize• 
he once said, "Once I committed something to memory, I neve; 
forgot it." His books include Al-Jami' al-kabir and Al-Jami' al-~a.9hir

1 

both in hadith, and a work on inheritance law. He died in the year 
161/778. See al-Zirikli, AI-A'lam, 3:104-5. 

8 He is Abii 'Abd Allah Malik b. Anas b. Malik al-A1?bal).I al-ijimyari, 
the head scholar of the abode of emigration (imam dar al-hijrah), 
one of the four eponyms of the Sunni legal schools, and a stead
fast pillar in his religious practice. He authored seminal books 
in hadith and law, most notably AI-Muwatta'. He died in the year 
179/795. See al-Zirikli, AI-A' lam, 5:257-58. 

9 He is Abii 'Amr 'Abd al-Ral).man b. 'Amr b. Yul).mid al-Awza'i, 
from the tribe of Awza' , imam of the Levant in jurisprudence and 
in asceticism. Salil). b. Yal).ya ( d. 850/1446) wrote in rarikh Bayriit, 
"[Imam] al-Awza'I was of tremendous rank in the Levant; the 
people there deemed him more noble than even the sultan." It 
is estimated that he was asked seventy thousand questions on 
law and answered all of them. Author of the legal works AI-Sunan 
and AI-Maso'il, he died in the year 1571774. See al-ZiriklI, AI-A'lam, 
3:320. 



ANNOTATIONS 

Yet the very least level of deduction fulfills thi's r • 10 . . eqmrement, 
whereby one 1s not smful, as the author himself says at th d f 

. "A fi h . . e en o 
this section, s or one w o 1s_ra1se~ in Muslim lands and glori-
fies God, the exalted, upon seemg His creation he is outsid th 

l 
. , e e 

scope of mere emu at10n." That is, to merely marvel at creation 
and then glorify God, the exalted, is sufficient as logical proof of 
His existence, due to the implicit inference entailed. 

JI He is Abii al-l::{asan_ 'Ali b. Sa'~d al-Rustughfani, Hanafi jurist 
from Samarqand, his name bemg an ascription to one of its 
towns. He was one of the companions of Imam al-MaturidL An 
author of works on various religious sciences, he died around the 
year 345/956. See al-Zirikli, AI-A' lam, 4:291. 

12 He is Abii 'Abd Allah al-l::{usayn b. al-l::{asan b. Mul;iammad b. 
I:Ialim al-Bukhari al-Jurjani, Shafi'i jurist and judge, who wrote 
AI-Minhaj .fi shu'ab al-iman, a legal work noted for its unique 
merit. Deemed the leading scholar of the People of Hadith in 
Transoxania, he died in the year 403/1012. See al-Zirikli:, Al-A' lam, 
2:235. 

13 The correct position according to the Ash'ari school corresponds 
to the opinion of the majority of jurists cited first-namely, that 
the faith of one who merely emulates is valid, yet such a person 
is in disobedience for not basing his faith on some level of infer
ence, if capable of that. Also, with respect to the view that such a 
person's faith is invalid, the Ash'ari scholar Imam al-Sawi names 
the Mu'tazilite Abii Hashim al-Jubba'i (d. 321/933) as its propo
nent, while adding, "And its ascription to Sunni orthodoxy (ah! 
al-sunnah) is false." Finally, even the Mu'tazilite opinion of inva
lidity pertains only to the hereafter, since Sunnis and Mu'tazilites 
concur that one who merely emulates is by no means anathema
tized from Islam, since God, the exalted, states, "And say not to 
one who greets you with peace, 'You are not a believer'" (4:94). 
See al-Bajiiri, Tu~fat al-murid, 94; al-Sawi, Shar~ al-Sawi 'ala jawharat 
al-taw~id, 108-u. 
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_ _ "Our fellow theologians are in unan. 
I Matund1 states, . f I' i-

14 Imam a - th t the general laity o Mus 1ms are believe 
mous agreem~nt da dare what paradise is 'stuffed with' (hast 

k theirLor an . . d . . u, 
who now . 1 d in prophetic trad1t10ns an as 1s attested 
al-jannah), as is re ate us (ijmac) For indeed, their primordial na 
to by scholarly c)onsenp:edisposed to affirm the oneness and eter-

(fitratahum are . · 
tures · C t along with the temporahty and dependence 
nalicyofthe rea or, . . th 
of all else-even if they are unable t~. ~x~ressh,:.1 ml e ~domencia-

h I t. theologians" (al-BaJun, Tu.uata-mun , 96). 
ture of sc o as ic 

th A he i scholar Imam al-BajiirI notes, "The stronger po-
15 Yet e s ar . . 1· b th . 

sition is that this difference of op1mon app 1es to o r~s1dents 
of cities/villages and those who grow up ?n a mountam peak, 
contrary to those scholars who restrict the ~ssue to the latter and 
exempt the former" (al-Bajiiri, Tul:ifat al-mund, 95). 

r6 The author states in Al-Klfciyah, "It could also refer to increase 
with regard to replication of likenesses, for it is impossible for faith 
to remain except by that means, since it is an accident, and acci
dents do not last two moments. So the perpetuity of faith occurs 
by the replication of its like" (89v. [BT]). 

17 The Ash<ari scholar Imam al-Sawi states that what is meant by 
"acceptance" of divine rulings is to not reject them, whether or 
not one implements them, and thus underscores the Sunni doc
trine that failure to perform works does not negate a person's 
Islam. He also clarifies the divine rulings that one must accept to 
be a Muslim as "all that the Prophet/#:. brought and that [in terms 
of historical transmission] is necessarily known of the religion" 
(Sharl! al-Sowi <ala jawharat al-tawltfd, 136). 

_AI~o, the S~nni doctrine of the inseparability of faith and sub
mission entails that every believer is a Muslim and that every 
Mus~~1:1 _is a believer. According to Imam al-Farhari and Imam 
~l-BaJun, what is meant is that the two designations (being a be-
liever and bein M 1· ) g a us 1m are always one and the same, from 
each of two perspect1' . ( ) I · · · · th ves. r as a egal rulmg m this bfe, from e 
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erspective offellow Muslims, and (2) as a divine judgment in the 
~ereafter, from the pe~spe~tive ?f ?od'~ knowledge. So while it 
. rrue that a person might m this hfe feign to be a Muslim while 
is l . h' actually rejecting Is am m is or her heart, the rulings of faith 
(being a believer) and of submission (being a Muslim) would still 
be inseparable from each of the above two perspectives, since (1) 

in this life, the legal ruling of such a person would be both "be
liever" and "Muslim," because fellow Muslims would not know 
of the person's hypocrisy of belief, and (2) in the hereafter, such a 
person would lack both designations when being judged by God, 
the exalted, because the individual in this life had actually lacked 
both faith and submission. See al-Sawi, Shar~ al-Suwi 'ala jawharat 
al-taw~id, 131, 136; al-Bajiiri, Tul:ifat al-murid, 120-21; al-Farhari, 
AI-Nibras, 263. 

18 This tenet represents a foundational principle of Sunni herme
neutics: the default reading of scripture is literal, thereby safe
guarding the religion from the heresy of esoterist reductionism. 
A figurative interpretation is resorted to only if the literal mean
ing results in logical impossibility (for example, contradiction), 
which must be proven with certainty by apodeictic demonstra
tion (burhan), or if the literal reading contradicts what is defin
itively established from other verses of scripture. In that case, 
scholars are compelled to interpret the text figuratively, thereby 
preserving the religion from rational impossibility. 

The former deviation ( esoterist reductionism) interprets away 
the sacred law, such as, for example, claiming that the ritual 
prayer and washing mean only love and devotion in the heart, 
while the latter deviation (literalism despite logical impossibility) 
results in the heresy of anthropomorphism and likening God, the 
exalted, to His creation. As Imam Najm al-Din Abii I::Iaf~ al-Na
safi states in his creed, "Scripture is to be interpreted literally. 
Departure therefrom to meanings claimed by the esoterists, who 
are outright heretics [ of unbelief] ( mala~idah), is heresy [ of unbe
lief] (ilryad)" (al-Taftazani, Sharry al-'aqu'id al-Nasajiyyah, 381-82), 
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hi h I am al-Taftazani comments, "[Heresy,] meaning a de-
tow c m . d . . h . 

fi I 1 m and a 1· oimng an connectmg wit disbelief 
parture rom s a , . h. h • , 
for it entails denying the Prophet /b m that w. IC Is necessarily 

k fth religion" (382), such as the five pillars oflslam and nown o e . . d . h 1. . 
the well-known enormities pr~h1b1te I~ t e re 1g10n. . 

However, according to Sunm theologians, the default literal in-
tation of the Qur'an and sunnah does not preclude the va-terpre th . . .. 

Jidity of spiritual allusion (isht'irah)- . at 1s, 1_ntmt10ns that dawn 
upon the heart of the mystic while readmg scripture and that serve 
only to supplement outward exegesis (tafsir), without negating or 
replacing it. In fact, allusion is understood to proceed from the 
pinnacle of understanding, or in the words of al-TaftazanI, "from 
the perfection of faith and pure gnosis," to aid believers in draw
ing nearer to the divine. For example, the verse in which God, the 
exalted, commands Prophet Moses ;fff/d to "remove your two san
dals" (20:12) (before entering the divine presence) is interpreted 
literally in outward exegesis, for God ordered him to literally take 
off his sandals. Yet in addition to that, by way of allusion, spiritu
al masters derive a lesson for their disciples to "remove the two 
sandals of this world and the next" so as to be detached from all be
sides God, the exalted, even from the rewards of the afterlife, be
cause true love is reserved for God alone. See al-TaftazanI, Shar~ 
al-<aqa'id al-Nasa.fiyyah, 381-82; al-Farhari", Al-Nibras, 338. See also, 
for example, Al)mad b. <Ajibah, A!-Bal;r a!-madid fi tafsir al-Qur'an 
al-Majid, ed. Al;imad cAbd Allah al-Qurashi" Raslan, 6 vols., 2nd 
ed. (Cairo: n.p., 1999), a unique Qur'anic exegesis that provides 
both outward exegesis and allusion. 

19 This hadith is related by Abii Dawiid in his Sunan, and its word
ing is "After having finished burying the deceased, the Prophet~ 
would stand at the gravesite and say, 'Seek forgiveness for your 
brother and ask that he be made steadfast for indeed he is right 
no~ being questioned'"-that is, by the ~o angels Munkar and 
Nakir. Imam al-Munawi" says its chain of narration is well-authen
ticated (basan). See al-Munawi", Al-Taysir, 2:254. 
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h
. hadith is related by al-Daraqutni in his Sunan. Imam 

20 T is . h . f . . al-MunawI says its_ c am o narration 1s acceptable (wasat). See 

al-MunawI, Al-Taysir, 1:457. 
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The Kalam Cosmological Argument 

THE ARGUMENT FOR theexistenceofGodpresentedinmost 
texts of classical Islamic theology, including Al-Bidayah, is called 
the kalam cosmological argument (K:CA). It is an apodeictic proof 
(or demonstration, Ar. burhan), meaning both that its premises 
are certain, not merely probable or likely, and that its syllogistic 
form is valid. Hence, the conclusion follows necessarily from the 
premises and is also certain. 

Its minor premise is the universe had a beginning. Its major prem
ise is everything that has a beginning necessarily has an efficient cause. Its 
conclusion is therefore the universe necessarily has an efficient cause. 
Moreover, the efficient cause of the universe cannot itself be tem
poral, as based on the above major premise, it too then would 
need an efficient cause, leading to either circular reasoning or 
an infinite regress of causes, both of which are logically absurd. 
Based on this reductio ad absurdum, the final conclusion is the 
universe necessarily has an efficient cause that is eternal, or that transcends 
space and time. There also exist implications of this argument that 
result in the affirmation of certain necessary attributes of this 
eternal efficient cause-such as life, knowledge, will, and pow
er-in light of which it is proven that the eternal entity is in fact 
the personal creator of the heavens and earth affirmed by Islamic 
scripture. 
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I 
. al arguments have been used in various t 

Other cosmo ogic ·1 th v,c d ra-
d alt with here. Whi e e .l'\: A emonstrat 

ditions but are not. e rse ex nihilo [ and its sustaining ground esf 
a creator of the umve (TCA) d o 

. ] th Thomist cosmological argument emonstrates 
bem~ , e . . g ground of being: it affirms the current exis 
only its sustamm d · 

f fi 
'te contingent beings and procee s to a metaphys-

tence o m , . fi h . . being as the basis or t e current existence of 
ically necessary • b . 
those contingent beings. The argument is ased specifically 

h 
· cti'on of an infinite regress of concurrent, essentially on t e reJe . 

ordered causes. The Leibnizian cosmolo?1cal a_rgument (LCA) 
demonstrates a sufficient reason somethmg exists rather than 
nothing. It begins with the question "Why is there something 
rather than nothing?" and proceeds to the truth of a logically 
necessary proposition, "God exists," based on the principle of 
sufficient reason (PSR). Of the three cosmological arguments, it 
is uniquely the kalam version that seeks to prove the temporal 
finitude of the universe, as the other two allow for an eternal uni
verse in proving the existence of God. 

In addition, the simplicity of the KCA's premises and conclu
sion should not lead one to assume this argument is insufficient 
in accounting for the complexity of issues raised in theistic/ 
atheistic arguments or in cosmology in general. A true and val
id argument may have simple, straightforward premises even if 
its proponent must deal with involved issues in defending those 
premises. And once those premises are demonstrated as certain, 
it follows that subsequent rejection or doubt concerning them 
does not alone render them probabilistic. Rather, their certainty 
would have to be disproven. 

This . essay begins with the minor premise, followed by 
the maJor premise and conclusion. Each discussion is inter
~pe~sed with common objections and rejoinders to those ob
Jections, some classical but many contemporary, at least in 
form. Several key considerations for the minor premise, as well 
as a few for the major premise and conclusion are taken from 

' 
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contemporary Christian theologian William L . 

Put forth a cogent presentation of the kal ane Craig, who has 
. . am cosmologi 1 

ment in hrs book' with that title, a landmark k ca a~gu-
. h d b · w . wor that has smce ignited muc e ate m estern phrlosophi· 1 d' 

, ca 1scourse Mu h 
of the annotation and most discussions about th . · _c 

1 · ti • e maJor premise 
and cone us10n are not ound m Craig's book· th . 

, ey are taken ei-
ther from contemporary sources or the classical k 1 d' . 

. bl' h a am tra 1t10n. 
The conclus10n esta 1s es not only the existen f G d b 

· h ' . ce O o utalso 
His attributes, w 1ch are logically necessary fior c t' . 

. . rea ron to exist 
and all of which comprise_ the metaphysical necessities of divinify 
that are affirmed by classical mainstream Sunnism. 

Minor Premise: The Universe Had a Beginning 

The minor p~emise is the key to. the entire argument. Its basis, 
as presented m much of the classical kalam literature, is the tem
porality that is ubiquitous in the cosmos. (Temporality means the 
occurrence of something, or its existence subsequent to its non
existence, or its "coming into being." Its opposite is atemporality, 
which denotes eternality or timelessness.) 

Using the Aristotelian ontological paradigm of substance and 
accident, Sunni theologians demonstrate that every component 
of the universe2 either changes or can logically change, indicat
ing its temporality, since "change" signifies the ending of one 
state and the occurrence of a new state; if every component of 
the universe is temporal, then the entire universe is temporal. It 
is important to note that this line of reasoning does not commit 
the fallacy of composition. While a quality's pertaining to each 
part of a whole does not necessarily entail that quality's applying 
to the whole itself it nevertheless sometimes does entail that. So 

' for example, if every brick in a wall weighs five pounds, the entire 
wall certainly does not weigh five pounds: that line of reasoning 
commits the fallacy of composition. But if every brick in a wall is 
red, the entire wall is certainly red: this line ofreasoning is free 
of that fallacy. The former example is cumulative, while the latter 
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al·ty of the entire universe based on 
. the tempor I . . aki 

is not. Affirming anent of the umverse is n to the 
al. of every comp ali . the tempor 1ty fi er since tempor ty 1s a non-cumu-
1 ot the arm ' al ' latter examp e, n add up to atempor 1ty. 

nd can never ·1 . lative property a . e Craig uses two phi osophical3 ar-
th inor premis , . 

To prove ~ m 'bil. ty of the existence of an actual mfinity 
guments: the impossi i 'fthe latter were possible-the impos-
. t'me 4 and-even i . . . m space- i , . f ctual infinity by successive addition.s 
sibility of format10n ° an a 

·b·l·ty of the Existence of an Actual Infinity in 
The Imposs1 1 i 
Temporal Reality . 

th fi t hilosophical argument, Craig shows how modem 
In e rs P 1 · ,h ·t 6 d · · t theory which treats an actua mJ'm Y as a etermi-Cantonan se , . 

al·ty rtai'ns only to the mathematical realm of concepts nate tot i , pe . 
and as such has no bearing on extra-mental _tempor~ existen~e. 
Actual infinities cannot exist in physical reality ( despite the mis
leading adjective "actual"), as demonstrat~d by the contrad!c
tions entailed otherwise, even though the idea of an actual m
finity may remain useful for conceptual mathematical systems. 
For example, further addition to an actual infinity is logically im
possible; in real time or space, though, any number of things or 
events, however large, can validly be added to.7 

Another paradox of set theory untenable in the real world is 
the equivalence of a whole to its part: it is self-evident (a first 
principle) that in objective reality, a whole is always greater than 
its part. In the Cantorian realm of actual infinities, however, an 
infinite set of all integers (r, 2, 3, ... ) is shown by one-to-one cor
respondence to be equivalent to an infinite set of even integers 
(2, 4, 6, ... ). Applied to the real world, then, the position of a be
?inn~ngless universe would entail no difference between (r) past . 
~nfim~ until the present moment (the whole) and (2) past infin
ity until an event a ~ousand years ago (its part), which is clearly 
absurd. (In the classical kalam literature this reductio ad absur-
dum · - ' argument is termed burhan al-tatb1q,8 or the "demonstration 
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b way of one-to-one correspondence.") Yet as Craig points out, 
y n in the conceptual world of Cantorian infinities, the validity 

eve d . 
f one-to-one correspon ence 1s never proven to be valid but is 

:erely accepted by convention. The key point here is that even if 
the application of one-to-one correspondence to actual infinities 
is posited as valid conceptually, such as in set theory, it is without 
doubt untenable ontologically. That is, clear absurdities are en
tailed in the notion that actual infinities can obtain in real space
time, as shown by the principle of one-to-one correspondence, 
which therefore as a principle remains valid ontologically only 
for finite magnitudes and sets. 

Indeed, several mathematicians acknowledge that modern set 
theory is only an abstract model of discourse, divorced from any 
implications in the physical universe. Bernard Bolzano (d. 1848), 
for example, an early pioneer of modern set theory, admits that 
actual infinite sets exist only in the "realm of things which do 
not claim actuality, and do not even claim possibility."9 Moreover, 
several antinomies were identified that over time made set theo
ry less and less tenable. 

Specifically, Ernst Zermelo ( d. 1953) and Bertrand Russell10 

(d. 1970) discovered contradictions in set theory that caused 
its abandonment by even former proponents, such as Richard 
Dedekind (d. 1916) and Gottlob Frege" (d. 1925). And David 
Hilbert's ( d. 1943) analysis of set theory illustrates that the exis
tence of an actual infinity in real time and space would not only 
entail numerous paradoxes but would in fact undermine the very 
axioms of finite numbers and hence mathematical reasoning in 
general. Such being the case, Hilbert concludes that actual in
finities are not only logically absurd but, indeed, mathematically 
inadmissible in temporal reality.12 

Here, it is critical to underscore the difference between an ac
tual infinity and a potential infinity: while an actual infinity in 
any aggregative structure entails logical absurdity (namely, con
' r::idiction), therefore precluding the possibility that the universe 
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had no beginning, a potential infi~i_t~ is possible an~ exists by 
way of conceptual (but not actual) d1v1s10n of any q~ant1ty or mea-

by way of potential addition to any quantity or measure. 
sure, or . . h 1 Confusing the two types of infinity 1s t . e most p~eva ent fallacy 

'tted by those who object to the mmor premise of the I<CA. 
comm1 th 'f . fi . 
Ri. hard Swinburne, for example, asserts at 1 an m mte num-

c h "' h her of actualized past events cannot occur, t en m t at case all 
the members of the infinite series of periods of unequal length, 
of 1/2 hour, 1/4 hour, 1/8 hour, etc., which have already occurred 
in the past hour, are also now actual, which by Craig's [prem
ise] (2) ['an actually infinite number of things cannot exist'] is 
not possible. So either [premise] (2) is false, or [premise] (1) ['a 
beginningless series of events in time cannot exist'] does not fol
low."13 Here, Swinburne has mistaken the potential infinite divis
ibility of the past hour to be an actual infinity. 

In similar fashion, Quentin Smith attempts several rebuttals of 
the KCA's minor premise, falling into the same error of confus
ing the two types ofinfinity.14 For example, he asserts that the set 
( ... -4, -3, -2, -1, o), with the zero representing the present event 
and the negative numbers representing past events, proves the 
possibility of an infinite past of events. Yet such a set only rep
resents a potential infinity, since we mentally count negative in
tegers backwards, and can do so potentially without end, while in 
reality, however far we reach, the entire set would always remain 
finite. This of course is the exact opposite of how events in past 
time actually occur-namely, toward the future (represented in 
the set as moving from more negative to less negative). So a mere 
conventional switch of direction, along with the negation ofinte
gers in a mathematical set, fails to demonstrate the logical possi
bility of an actual infinitude of past events.rs 

Indeed, an infinite regress of events in time is an actual in
finite, not a potential one. Aristotle16 and Thomas Aquinas17 

~d. 1274) (a?d ~ost Thomists) also erred on this point, deem
mg a past mfimty to be a potential infinity, and thus logically 
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possible, their reasoning being that past events do not exist si-
ultaneously. Because past events are sequential, they contend
~ that no actual infinity is ever in existence at any one moment 
~f the world had no beginning. Craig retorts, "But surely this 
analysis is inadequate. The fact that the events do not exist si
multaneously is wholly irrelevant to the issue at hand; the fact 
remains that since past events, as determinate parts of reality, are 
definite and distinct and can be numbered, they can be conceptually 
collected into a totality [italics added]. Therefore, if the temporal 
sequence of events is infinite, the set of all past events will be an 
actual infinite."18 This clearly differs from future events, which 
are not yet in existence and hence constitute a potential infinity. 
However far in the future events occur, the totality of time will 
always be finite, yet more can be added. Past events, however, 
have the quality of actuality that future events lack, and because 
of that, the contradictions of an actual infinity would apply if the 
universe were deemed beginningless. Indeed, this distinction ex
plains how the KCA does not contradict the creedal tenet that 
paradise and hell are everlasting: time therein is always finite, yet 
according to theists, God, the exalted, will simply continue to 
re-create the two abodes and their inhabitants and experiences, 
without end.19 

The Impossibility of Formation of an Actual Infinity by Succes
sive Addition 

Craig's second philosophical argument is based on the impossi
bility of forming an actual infinity by successive addition. This is 
epistemically separate from the first argument since it is justifi
able to accept it if one rejects the first argument ( although not vice 
versa). That is, even if an actual infinity in a changeable (meaning 
subject to change and thus temporal) universe were metaphys
ically possible, it could not be formed by successive addition 
of discrete, separate entities. But the events of the world are in 
fact discrete, separate entities, and the past sequence of events 
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fi d b their successive addition, so the past sequenc was orme Y . 20 e of 
ld t must necessarily have been fimte. The argurn wor even s ent 

is essentially based on the fact that one can never count to and 

h • fi •cy because however far one counts, one could alw reac m m , . ays 
dd e. Conceptually, a series, or collect10n, would be deern d 

a mor b . h ". fi . . e 
"infinite" not because its last mem er 1st e m mt1eth" nurnber 
but because it lacks a last member. Yet the present moment or event 
is the last member of the series of past moments/events. 21 

This argument was classically termed "the impossibility of tra
versing the infinite," put forth by the Christian theologian John 
Philoponus (d. 580), the Arab philosopher Abii Yiisuf al-Kindi 
(d. 256;870), the Jewish theologian Saadia ben Joseph (d. 942), 
and most Muslim scholars of kalam. 22 It is noteworthy that 
Saadia's version, reflecting the influence ofkalam on his philoso
phy, argues against an infinite regress of past time itself, not just 
of past events in time. This coincides with the Sunni position that 
time is not an absolute continuum that predates the universe, 
such as in a Newtonian model, but that like space, time is creat
ed and finite. So the beginning of the universe is held to be the 
beginning of time itself. 23 Many philosophers, including Aristotle 
and Avicenna (Ibn Sina), argued that a first instant of time is im
possible since any instant of time presupposes a prior instant. 
Aristotle states in Physics: 

Now since time cannot exist and is unthinkable apart from the mo

ment, and the moment is a kind of middle-point, uniting as it does 

in itself both a beginning and an end, a beginning of future time and 

an end of past time, it follows that there must always be time: for the 

extremity of the last period of time that we take must be found in 

some moment, since time contains no point of contact for us except 

the moment. Therefore, since the moment is both a beginning and 

an end, there must always be time on both sides of it. 24 

Avicenna's argument is similar to Aristotle's, except that it is 
based on his unique modal analysis of time, which he identifies 
as a possibility associated with motion. 2s 
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J-Iowever, this view of time is based on a Newtonian model of 
absolute time, as independent of.space; even in such a model, 
the universe as space would certamly have a beginning ( since a 

mporal series of events cannot be an actual infinity). Yet on 
te . f . ( l . 

relational view o time exp amed below), no absurdity is en-
:ailed in a first instant. (Incidentally, Einstein's ( d. 1955) special 
and general theories of relativity have confirmed time as rela
tional to space rather than absolute, in that the two are linked 
together as space-time.26

) Indeed, the reasoning of Aristotle and 
Avicenna merely begs the question by asserting that "before cre
ation" must imply a temporal prior state. However, the argument 
for "creation ex nihilo" simply asserts that what was before the 
cosmos was an ontological prior state of its nonbeing-while duly 
noting the metaphorical usage of the term prior in this context
not a temporal prior state that necessitates the existence of time. 
Creation ex nihilo asserts that, like space, time itself begins with 
the world's inception. 

As theist Stuart Hackett (d. 2012) states, "Time is merely a re
lation among objects that are apprehended in an order of succes
sion or that objectively exist in such an order .. .. [This fact] voids 
the objection that the beginning of the world implies an anteced
ent void time: for time, as such a relation of succession among 
experiences or objective processes, has no existence whatever 
apart from these experiences or processes themselves." Craig 
comments, "There does not appear to be, therefore, any absurdi
ty in the notion of a beginning of time. The idea of a 'time before 
time' is a mental construction only, a product of the imagination. 
In reality there seems to be no impossibility in having time arise 
concomitantly with the universe ex nihilo."27 (See below for fur
ther discussion on the finitude of ontological time.) Even David 
Hume ( d. 1776), the father of modern skepticism, admitted the 
impossibility of past infinite time, saying (in the midst of his 
skeptical discourses), "An infinite number of real parts of time, 
passing in succession, and exhausted one after another, appears 
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'd ntradiction that no man, one should think, whos 
so eVI ent a co ' . . e 
. . t corrupted instead ofbemg improved, by the sci· 
Judgment 1s no ' . . ,,28 • 

Id ever be able to admit of 1t. 
ences, wou . ,9 c · l d 

h
. nd philosophical argument, ra1g a so eals with 

In 1s seco . , 
, adoxes of motion and the thesis of Kant s first antin Zenos par . . · 
f ure reason. Regarding the former, he 1dent1fies the ab-

omy O p · f " t k" b 
surdity entailed in the c~mp!et10n o a su~er- as ,:, pur~~rted 
"infinity machines," which 1s th~ com~Iet10n _of an_ mfimtieth" 
task. This of course is metaphysically 1mposs1ble smce an actu
al infinity cannot be formed by successive ~ddit~on of distinct 
events (for no matter how many events the 1magmary machine 
completes, that number could always be added to). 

With respect to Zeno's paradoxes of motion, Aristotle states 
in Physics, "The first asserts the nonexistence of motion on the 
ground that that which is in locomotion must arrive at the half
way stage before it arrives at the goal." This paradox is called 
"Dichotomy" since it is based on repeated division into two. 
The second paradox is called "Achilles and the Tortoise," as 
Aristotle notes, "The second is the so-called Achilles, and it 
amounts to this, that in a race the quickest runner can never 
overtake the slowest, since the pursuer must first reach the point 
whence the pursued started, so that the slower must always hold 
a lead."30 

Yet Zeno's paradoxes of Achilles and the Dichotomy are not 
paradoxes at all, because a finite distance does not actually con
tain an irifinite number of physical points, so Achilles does not 
have to complete an actually infinite number of tasks. Finite dis
tances have only potential infinities, by way of unending concep
tual division.3' Aristotle himselfnoted this essential difference in 
his response to Zeno's paradoxes. Again, one notes the prevalent 
fallacy of confusing the two types of infinity. . 

In his first antinomy of pure reason Kant states "The world 
has a b~ginni~g i~ time, and is also 11mited as re~ards space." 
He contmues m his proof, "If we assume that the world has no 
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. ning in time, then up to every given moment an eternity 
begin h d . 

lapsed and there as passe away m the world an infinite 
has e , . f . . . 

. s of successive states o thmgs. Now the mfimty of a series sene . 
sists in the fact that rt can never be completed through sue-

con · I h fi 11 h · · · · cessive synthesis. t t us o ows t at rt 1s impossible for an in-
finite world-series to have passed away, and that a beginning of 
the world is therefore a necessary condition of the world's exis
tence." He later comments in his observation on the thesis, "The 
true transcendental concept of infinitude is this, that the succes
sive synthesis of units required for the enumeration of a quantum 
can never be completed. Hence it follows with complete certainty that 
an eternity of actual successive states leadin.9 up to a _given (the present) 
moment cannot have elapsed, and that the world must therefore have a be
ginnin.9" (italics added). 

Kant also asserts the critical distinction between potential in
finity and actual infinity, in the context of the difference between 
future infinity (which is potentially infinite) and past infinity 
(which entails an actual infinity and is therefore absurd), stating, 
"Since the future is not the condition of our attaining to the pres
ent, it is a matter of entire indifference, in our comprehension of 
the latter, how we may think of future time, whether as coming to 
an end or as flowing on to infinity."32 

Again, those who object to the thesis of Kant's first antinomy 
commit the same fallacy of confusing the two types of infinity. 
Bertrand Russell, for example, argues that if the future can be 
infinite, then so can the past, despite the actuality of the past and 
the mere potentiality of the future.33 Russell also errs in consid
ering insufficient time to be the basis of the impossibility of com
pleting an actual infinity by successive addition: "In the second 
place, when Kant says that an infinite series can 'never' be com
pleted by successive synthesis, all that he has even conceivably 
a right to say is that it cannot be completed in a finite time."34 Yet 
traversing an actual infinity is impossible irrespective of available 
time. As Craig notes, "The impossibility of such a traversal has 
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nothing at all to do with the amount of time available: it is of the 
essence of the infinite that it cannot be completed by successive 

addition."35 

The Finitude of Ontological Time 
In his book New Proofs for the Existence of God, contemporary the
ist Robert Spitzer ( d. 2015) devotes a chapter to proving the ne
cessity of a creator of past time and presents a. formal argument 
against the actual infinity of past time ( and not JUSt past events in 
time) in any changeable universe. Central to his argument is his 
definition of time-which appears to correspond to the kalam 
view of time as relational to space, and which this section aims to 
explore-namely, "an aggregating succession of non-contempo
raneous distension intrinsic to changeable reality which limits a 
conditioned reality's existence."36 

Spitzer begins by identifying the analytical contradiction en
tailed in the affirmation of "infinite past time," given that the 
very notion of infinity connotes the "unachievable" or "unac
tualizable." Past time and its traversal, though, connote "being 
achieved" or "being actualized." And past time necessarily con
notes achievement or actualization, since otherwise it would be 
analytically undifferentiated from present time (which connotes 
"being achieved now") and future time (which connotes "not 
achieved"). The necessity of such differentiation can be demon
strated by the contradictions that would otherwise ensue, such as 
with the death of an animal, whose state changes from "alive" in 
past time to "not alive" in future time; were past time not differ
entiated from present and future times, then the animal could be 
affirmed as both living and not living, which is patently absurd. 

Thus, the notion of "infinite past time" would entail the 
"achievement of the unachievable" or "actualization of the unac
tualizable," which are metaphysical absurdities and hence ratio
nally ~nadmissible .. This holds true even if one imagines a point 
on a lme representmg "now," with the line extending backwards 
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,.corever," since that mental picture (r) contains only a repr _ 
l' b 1 fi . fi . ( esen 

tation or sym o or m m~ the extended line), not an actual 
infinity, and (2) no mental image can surmount a self-evident 
contradiction. This identification of the analytical contradict· 
entailed in the notion of "infinite past time" applies a fortior;~: 
the notion of"a universe without beginning," or "a universe with 
infinite past events." It is ~he strongest argument for the prem
ise that any ch~ng~able um~erse necessarily has a beginning, and 
alone is sufficient m rebuttmg the premise that Cantorian actual 
infinities are applicable to our universe. 

Spitzer then proceeds to give synthetic significance to the 
analytical contradiction by demonstrating how no possible/ 
changeable universe could have infinite past time apply to it. 
Such a demonstration presumes a sound conception of time it
self, which is his point of departure. Aristotle and many medieval 
philosophers defined time as a "measure of motion,"37 and such 
a conception of time (whether as an objective measurability or a 
subjectively imposed measurement by an observer) led to ambi
guities regarding the ontological status of time. Therefore, the 
proofs for the creation of past time (meaning the first moment 
of time) appeared to them disputable (although, as noted above, 
even on such a definition of time, time could have an inception, 
given that the notion of "prior to its inception" denotes not a pri
or temporal state but a prior ontological state). 

Yet recent discoveries in science, demonstrating the effects 
predicted by Einstein's general theory of relativity, have shown 
time to be a something that can have an effect on various forms of 
energy and motion, which in turn can affect the measurement 
oftime.38 Such empirical findings have led many philosophers to 
deem time as not a mere measure but ontologically real, just as 
space is ontologically real. The ontological reality of space is in
ferred from the phenomenon of motion that occurs through it. 
Space allows for motion from one location to another, and such 
motion presupposes both a distinctness of the two locations and 
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. th m that allows for that motion. Space therefor 
a umty between e . . . . fu e 

f t. uity (even if it is atomistic m its ndarnentai 
has a sort o con m d' . . 

. . ) due to which space also has 1mens10nahty, con. 
composition , · h · 'bl . . d ori'entability-all ofwh1c are 1mposs1 e for what 
nect1vity, an 

11 " th' g" is ontologica Y no m · . . . 
Yet space is a contempora~eous_ mamfold, msofar as its elements 

exist at the same time. Time 1s a non-contempora?eo~~ rnani
c. Id · that it is divided into before and after. This d1v1sion is 
10 , m . 
metaphysically necessary so that contradictory states of the same 
entity are not coincident. For exa~ple, ~e death of a~ animal 
entails a nonspatial transition of existential states, and Its prior 
state of"alive" cannot be coincident with its subsequent state of 
"dead." Changeability therefore necessitates existential non-co
incidence,39 or time. Yet the very transition of existential states 
of the same entity entails a unity or continuum of time that is 
non-spatial. Since this manifold of existential non-coincidence 
cannot be spatial or extensive, it must be non-extensive, or as 
Spitzer terms it, "distensive." Thus, time is "a non-contempora
neous distensive manifold intrinsic to changeable reality." 

Moreover, because the existence of any possible event neces
sarily presupposes a cause (see the major premise of the KCA 
below), or the fulfillment of conditions, the existence of every 
possible reality is ultimately the result of its cause ( or fulfillment 
of its conditions). And since such a reality can possibly cease to 
exist, its cause/conditions are not fulfilled absolutely, thereby ne
cessitating a limiting condition intrinsic to it. Spitzer suggests that 
time itself is this "intrinsic, limiting condition of a conditioned 
reality's existence." 

Finally, it is intuitively known that time has directionality, from 
~ast into future . Yet time itself cannot be a motion, since any mo
t10n_ presupposes a temporal component, which too would be a 
mot~on, !eadi~g to an infinite regress of temporal components. 
s_o tm~e 1s neither spatial nor a motion, yet it has a clear direc
t10nahty of succession. From the perspective of the temporal 
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succession from before to after cha b 
'thi . h ' ngea le ( or c . 

alities WI n time t emselves either ?ntmgent) re-
ail . th . cease to exist h the latter ent mg eir continui'ty 1·n . or c ange 

existenc Th· ' in existence must transpire in the sam e. is continuity 
e nexus ( or s . f 

nections) that prevents the contradict eries o con-
. ory states of beti d 

ter (such as when an ammal dies) He . . ore an af-
. . I . . nee, time Is the ne f 

both existent1a non-comcidence and . . . xus o 
'd . contmmty m exist These cons1 erat10ns culminate in the c. • ence. 

. . a1orement10ned defi . 
tion of time articulated by Spitzer· "an agg . m-

. · regatmg succession of 
non-contemporaneous distension intrinsic t h . 

· h 1· · d' · 0 c angeable reality wh1c 1m1ts a con 1t10ned reality's existence ,, 
While time as an aggregating succession 1·s· t th . . . no e measure of 

motwn, 1t must defimtely be measurable g1·ven th t ·t b . . , a 1 cannot e 
an aggregate_ of d1mens10nless points of zero magnitude. This is 
because a pomt of zero ?1agnitude could not divide contradictory 
states of the same entity (e.g. , an animal alive in one mome t 
~d dead i_n the next) and because the accumulation ofzero-ma:
mtude pomts, no matter how many, is still zero magnitude. As 
mentioned earlier, one type of potential infinity is the contin
uous division of any quantity or measure, which conceptually 
could go on forever. However, based on the above reasoning, any 
actual division of time must end at a smallest possible unit that 
is greater than zero magnitude and thus is finite and measurable. 
And based on the same reasoning, space also must be actually 
composed ofindivisible units, each greater than zero magnitude 
and thus finite and measurable. Indeed, as Spitzer notes, any 
possible (changeable) universe must necessarily be made up of a 
finitely small minimum interval of time and a finitely small mini
mum interval of space. This corresponds with the classical Sunni 
position on space and time-namely, that each is composed of 
indivisible units of finite magnitude. Like space, time comprises 
instants that are real entities of actual magnitude. 

As such, any changeable universe-chan9e signifying it co~
prises time and space-must necessarily be an aggregative 
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( ffi ·te minimum intervals of time and space), and as 
structure o m • · f h 

. d 1. b sed on the contrad1ct10ns o sett eory found discusse ear 1er, a b • 
by Hilbert and others, actual infinities c~nnot e applied to any 

f e structure Therefore, past time of any changeable 
ag~rega 

1
(v d not mer.ely the past events of that universe) must be umverse an 

finite. 

Major Premise: Everything That Has a Beginning Necessarily 

Has an Efficient Cause 
The major premise of the KCA affirms caus~lity, or the c~us
al principle, as a universal and neces~ary reality ~f any poss1?le 
( changeable/contingent/temporal) umverse. Muslim scholastics 
considered this principle self-evident40 and hence without need 
of demonstration: it is known a priori that every occurrence, or 
temporal event (l;t'idith), has an efficient cause (mul;dith) . An ef
ficient cause is of course extrinsic to its effect. The KCA causal 
principle applies not only to the notion of the existence of some
thing possible/temporal ( or inception of something nonexistent) 
but also to the notion of the change of an already existent thing. 4' 

Moreover, the principle is not derived by induction42 and thus 
does not commit the fallacy of composition. KCA proponents do 
not affirm the major premise as a result of empirically observing 
that every occurrence in the world has a cause, and hence their 
reasoning is not from parts ("events in the universe are caused") 
to the whole ("therefore, the universe itselfis caused"). Rather, it 
is a metaphysical first principle that is known a priori: the notion 
of an "uncaused event" is axiomatically false. 

The major premise is also not a case of "begging the ques
tion," the fallacy of the conclusion ("the universe necessarily has 
an efficient cause") being included in the premise ("everything 
that has a beginning necessarily has an efficient cause"). The ev
idence of the major premise is not dependent on the conclusion, 
for it is a metaphysical axiom intuitively known to man, irrespec
tive of one's position on whether the universe had a beginning or 
not. 43 Of note, later kalam scholars expressed the causal principle 
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fl 111 the perspective of modal ontology-that is, for any possi;1~ entity (mumki~) to exis~ (possible meaning that, conceptually, 
't existence and its nonexistence are metaphysically equivalent 
Is . al d ' 
ualitatively identlc , an mutually exclusive), it must necessar-

~y have an efficient cause (~~•aththir). For any possible entity or 
property, its _e~sen~e ( ~h~t it 1s) alone cannot account for its ex
istence (that 1t 1s) smce 1t Just as well could be nonexistent. Thus, 
something besides it must cause its existence. This modal formu
lation of course subsumes the formulation of temporality, since 
every temporal event is undoubtedly possible (in that it is nei
ther metaphysically necessary nor impossible). Moreover, as kalam 
scholastics emphasize, because of the conceptual equivalence of 
existence and nonexistence for any possible entity, the actuality 
of its existence logically requires that its efficient cause have the 
attribute of will. The principle of causation, then, includes the 
principle of determination (takh$i$), whereby notions of a "me
chanical cause" or "set of necessary and sufficient conditions" 
are obviated. The attribute of will indicates the real agency of a 
living creator. (This point will be elaborated later in light of what 
has been called "Hume's stopper" to cosmological arguments, 
as well as Kant's antithesis in his first antinomy of pure reason.) 

Commenting on the self-evident nature of the causal princi
ple, Sa'd al-Din al-Taftazani states in his masterful Shor~ al-ma
qii$id, "Absolute and universal necessity has given its verdict upon 
the need of every possible existent for an extrinsic efficient cause, 
as well as the impossibility of preponderance of one ofits two on
tological states without a giver of preponderance. Moreover, the 
ambiguity [some find] in this principle, which is only due to the 
difficulty [they have] in its conception, does not detract [from 
the necessity of this principle] ."44 The inability of a given analyst 
to arrive at certainty about the causal principle, however intel
ligent the individual may be, does not in any way detract from 
its self-evident nature. A philosopher who fails to understand 
a necessarily true principle might imagine it to be false, but it 
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. th the principle might in fact be false . 
does not follow from th1s a~ . usly self-evident, or its self-ev
A self-evident truth can be 

O 
v!o either case, its truthfulness is 

idence might be opaque-yet m 

equally undeniable. . f the causal principle, several objec-
Despite the self-evidencbe 

O 
attempted In his debate with the 

. 't necessity have een . 11 f: tions to 1 s . ( d 1994) Bertrand Russe amously 
theist Frederick Cople

st
~,?b u~e facti~ity" when he said, "I should 

appealed to th: notio_n ~ thr d that's all."45 The contempo-
h t the universe is JUSt ere, an 

say t a . her Ro er Scruton ( d. 2020) echoes the sentiment: 
rary ph1hlosoldp pgpose that there must be an explanation of 
"Why s ou we su . d 'bl . 

h
. '1 Wh annot we simply accept the irre uc1 e contm-

everyt m.9. Y c . d • · '1"46 y, h 
gency of the world and all that is con tame . m 1t. h ~t _sue. ~n 
appeal merely avoids the issue and indeed re1ects what ts ~ntu~t~ve 
to all. As John Locke ( d. 1704) said, "[M]an knows Yan mtm_t1ve 
certainty that bare nothing can no more produce any real bemg, 

than it can be equal to two right angles."47 

Elsewhere Russell argued that physics has proven that causation 
is erroneous, given that its equations do not invoke causes but 
only relations of function, and the formulaic bidirectionality 
of equations negates the asymmetry of causation (namely, that 
causes produce effects, and not vice versa).48 While there are 
many rebuttals to this line of reasoning, the most forceful is that 
physics does not provide an exhaustive representation of reality. 
It articulates only those aspects of reality that can be expressed by 
mathematics. After all, an equation is only an abstraction, noth
ing more. That which it explains has aspects that are not .captured 
by the equation, including change, which philosophically and by 
necessity entails an agent of that change. 

Th~s response is also applicable to the objections of those 
who mvoke discoveries in quantum mechanics as evidence of 
unc~used phenomena, such as quantum indeterminism or the 
findmg th t · l · ' a partic es randomly go mto and out of existence in 
a quantum vacuum. Like physics, quantum mechanics gives 
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only a partial view of reality in its m th . 
· l b · a emat1cal des · • Mathematica a stractions or quant d' . cnpt1ons. 

. f h h . um iscovenes b something o t e p ys1cs of reality yet a .1 espeak 
. h . l ' re s1 ent on meta I . It remams metap ys1ca ly self-evident th t P 1ys1cs. 

sity, presupposes a cause.49 a any change, by neces-

As the contemporary physicist Stephen M B . 
h . " . · arr states m re 

sponse to t 1s quantum mdeterminism objection": · 

However, this objection is not a cogent one All th . . 
. • th 

1 
. · at 1s really bemg 

said 1s that e aws of physics and the past st t f h . 
. a e o t e umverse do 

not by themselves determme every event that w·11 h . 
. . . 1 appen m the fu-

ture. That 1s hke saymg that events in act I of Ham! t d h 
• • e an t e rules that 

govern the wntmg of plays do not by themselves e ti d · . xac y etermme 
what happens m act II of Hamlet. Nevertheless, it would be foolish 

to argue on that basis that the particular words of Hamlet, or the play 

Hamlet as a whole, are uncaused, or that Hamlet needs no author, or 

that Shakespeare did not exist. To put it another way, all that quan

tum theory says ( according to this interpretation of it) is that certain 

events do not have a completely determinative physical cause. That 

does not imply that these events have no cause whatsoever. That 

would only follow if one had already assumed that materialism is true 

and that all causes have to be physical causes.s0 

(Also, even among scientists, the notion of subatomic "uncaused" 
events is based on a certain interpretation of those events, the 
so-called Copenhagen interpretation, as Barr noted with his 
statement "according to this interpretation of it." Yet several al
ternative interpretations exist, such as the pilot wave theory of 
David Bohm (d. 1992), which is a causal interpretationY) 

Additionally, the quantum particles that seemingly enter and 
leave existence physically uncaused fail to validate the notion 
of "something coming from nothing" for the obvious reason 
that a quantum vacuum is not "nothing" as used in philosophy. 
Rather, it is philosophically "something, with properties": a field 
with a very low energy level. Physicist David Albert explains, 
"Relativistic-quantum-field-theoretical vacuum states-no less 
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than giraffes or refrigerators or solar systems-are particuJ 
arrangements of elementary physical stuff. ... The fact that particJ ar 

. . h es 
can pop into and out of eXJsten~e, over time, ~s t ose fields re-
arrange themselves, is not a ~hit more my~tenous than the fact 
that fists pop in and out of eXJstence, over time, as my fingers re
arrange themselves."s2 Certainly, quantum particle behavior fails 
to disprove the metaphysical maxim that every event necessarily 
has an efficient cause. 

Hume on Causation 
Arguably the most famous objection to causality is that of David 
Hume, who argued that its necessity is neither intuitive nor de
monstrable. In doing so, he relied on his imaginative faculty to 
conceive of the idea of an object as nonexistent in one moment 
and then the idea of it as existent in the next moment, without 
being grounded in the idea of any causal principle. Since Hume 
saw all these ideas as being distinct and separable, he concluded 
that the occurrence of a temporal thing without any cause is log
ically possible, and that the necessity of causality is itself impos
sible to demonstrate. As Hume states: 

But here is an argument, which proves at once, that the foregoing 

proposition is neither intuitively nor demonstrably certain. We can 

never demonstrate the necessity of a cause to every new existence, or 

new modification of existence, without shewing at the same time the 

impossibility there is, that any thing can ever begin to exist without 

some productive principle; and where the latter proposition cannot 

be prov'd, we must despair of ever being able to prove the former. 

Now that the latter proposition is utterly incapable of a demonstra

tive proof, we may satisfy ourselves by considering, that as all dis

tinct ideas are separable from each other, and as the ideas of cause 

and effect are evidently distinct, 'twill be easy for us to conceive any 

object to be non-existent this moment, and existent the next, with

out conjoining to it the distinct idea of a cause or productive princi

ple. The separation, therefore, of the idea of a cause from that of a 
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beginning of existence, is plain!: possible for the imagination; and 
consequently the actual separat10n of these objects is so far possi
ble, that it implies no contradiction nor absurdity; and is therefore 
incapable of being refuted by any reasoning from mere ideas; without 
which 'tis impossible to demonstrate the necessity of a cause.si 

Before responding to Hume's position, it is important to high
light the di~erence_ between his sk~pticism of causality and Sunni 
occasionahsrn: while Hume quest10ned the very principle of cau
sality, Sunnis affirm the necessity of the causal principle yet reject 
the necessity of the perceived causes in the world, to which their 
effects are conventionally conjoined (i.e., secondary causation). 
That is to say, the mind can validly conceive of a secondary cause 
as distinct from its perceived effect ( such as with fire and burning, 
or food and satiation), because that distinction entails no con
tradiction; thus, the separability of the two is logically possible. 
However, because the causal principle itself-that every tempo
ral event needs an extrinsic efficient cause-is a necessity, every 
effect must be attributed to some cause. The causal principle is not 
distinct and thus not separable from the occurrence of any effect. 
And specifically, based on the universal scope of God's omnip
otence, Muslim scholastics ascribe all things, occurrences, and 
hence effects in the cosmos directly to divine activity as their "effi
cient cause" (and hence directly to Him as their creator), while 
apparent worldly causes are recognized as mere occasions of the 
divine fiat. Every occurrence is created directly by God and was 
known to Hirn and willed by Hirn in His beginningless eternality. 
As such, in the history of Western philosophical views on causal
ity, it is more the view of the philosopher Nicolas Malebranche54 

( d. 1715) (rather than the view of David Hume) that is reminiscent 
of Sunni occasionalism. 

As for the necessity of the causal principle itself, Muslim 
scholastics would reassert that it is self-evident, and Hume's 
imagining something coming into existence and labeling it "un
caused" in no way proves the possibility of an uncaused event. 
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Metaphysically speaking, "possibility" is based on the criterion 

f "b • free from contradiction," knowledge of which is either o emg . . . 
self-evident or deduced; mere h~man imag~na~10n, especially 

hen its contents are mislabeled, is not the cntenon of possibili
;. As G. E. M. Anscombe (d. 20~1) stat~s, "B~twhatamI to imag
ine ifI imagine a rabbit coming_ mto b~mg without_ a ~a use? Well, 
I just imagine a rabbit co~ing mt? bei~g. That this ts ~he imagi
nation of a rabbit coming mto bemg without a cause is nothing 
but as it were, the title of the picture. Indeed I can form an im
age1and give my picture that title. But from my being about to do 
that, nothing whatever follows about what is possible to suppose 
'without contradiction or absurdity' as holding in reality."ss 

Indeed, Hume's imagining of something as "coming into exis
tence without a cause" could very well have been labeled as "hav
ing an unseen cause" or as "being imagined without its cause being 
ima.9ined" or even as "being transported into his imagination after 
prior existence elsewhere." Contemporary theist Edward Feser 
comments: 

Suppose the Humean tries to add something to the description so 

that it will show what Hume wants it to show. What could that addi

tion be? As Anscombe notes, it will have to include at the very least 

a way of distinguishing the rabbit's coming into being from its merely 

being transported (by teleportation, say). For if the scenario is not in 

the first place a case of coming into being, it cannot be a case of coming 

into being without a cause. But how can we distinguish the two apart 

from appeal to a generating cause as opposed to a transporting cause, as 

we do in ordinary circumstances? And ifwe need to bring in the idea 

of a generating cause in order to show that we are really dealing with 

a case of coming into being in the first place, then we have defeated the 

whole point of the exercise, which was to get rid of the idea of a cause. 

In short, Humean thought experiments seem to lead us away from 

the principle of causality only insofar as they are loosely described. 

The moment we start to make them more precise, they lead us back 
to the principle.s6 
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Ironically, Hume himself admitted that he 
. . personally d'd 

deny the causal prmc1ple but only argued agai t . d 1 not 
· 1· h f h' h h' ns Its emonstra bility ,1 m 1g t o w 1c 1s skepticism can b -

' . . e seen as an epis-
temological argument. Still, Hume's empiricis d . 

. • · • h m un ermmes 
itself since 1t 1s a v1ewpomt t at itself cannot be d t . d 

, . e ermme em-
pirically. Humes argument agamst the causal principl . 

1 . . h h . . e 1s a so 
self-refutmg, given t at t e reJect10n of causality dissolves the 
very inference between an argument's premises and c 1 • 

. one us10n: 
Hume has_ no basis to draw any conclusions from his line of rea-
soning, w1tho~t recou_rse to the causal relationship between his 
line of reasonmg and Its conclusion. And if the Humean were to 
respond tha~ th~ relationshi~ between an argument's premises 
and conclus10n 1s grounded m the principle of sufficient reason 
rather than in actual causation per se, still, in the absence of cau
sality, his expression of the argument remains divorced from any 
effect in countering arguments for the necessity of causation ( and 
thus the KCA). At some level, his argument requires causation to, 
as it were, get off the ground. As with all first principles of logic 
and metaphysics, attempts to deny them nonetheless make use 
of them in arguments-and must do so-thereby demonstrating 
the incoherence of denying first principles. 

Conclusion: The Universe Necessarily Has an Extrinsic Efficient 
Cause 

Once the causal principle is affirmed as necessary, one must ap
ply it to the universe as a whole, since the universe had a begin
ning. Also, this assertion is metaphysical, so it is not vitiated by 
a physical law, such as the first law of thermodynamics, which 
states that in a closed physical system, matter and energy can
not be created or destroyed by other physical processes but only 
changed thereby. The creation of the universe ex _nihilo, how_ev
er, does not violate this law since it does not posit matter bemg 
created in an already existent physical system. The theist would also 
add that a physical law cannot constrain the omnipotence of the 
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d
. • fi O logical contradiction is entailed by matter/energy ivme, or n . 5s 

being created even in a closed physical sys~em. 
Explaining this philoso~hi:al conclusion of the KCA, the 

Maturidi theologian al-Lamishi states: 

Once it is established that the universe is an occurrent [i.e., has a 

temporal beginning], it certainly follows that it ~ad a Creator that 

caused it, for every occurrent must have an efficient cause, and its 

efficient cause must necessarily be other than itself. This is because 

its occurrence [i.e., temporal origination] is either by its causing it
self or by an extrinsic efficient cause. The former is logically impossi

ble since prior to its existence it was nonexistent, and a nonexistent 

thing can perform no action, so it is logically absurd for the universe 

to cause itself .... Therefore, its occurrence necessarily results from an 

extrinsic efficient cause.59 

Rationally, nothing that is a part of the universe can be its effi
cient cause that propelled it into existence. If such a notion is 
asserted, it fails at the level oflogic and reason, even if expressed 
in the discourse of physics or debated in modern cosmology. In 
the 2010 bestseller The Grand Desi_gn, acclaimed physicist Stephen 
Hawking ( d. 2018) and coauthor Leonard Mlodinow set out to 
challenge belief in the divine creation of the universe. According 
to Hawking, the universe arose spontaneously due to its laws of 
physics, specifically his M-theory, a theory of everything (TOE) 
of supersymmetric gravity that operates in multiple dimensions. 
Moreover, the fine-tuning of the universe, which seems to un
deniably indicate an all-wise, omniscient, and omnipotent de
signer, is explained (away) by multiverse theory, which posits an 
infinite or near-infinite number of universes, so many that any
thing possible ( such as the fine-tuning of our particular universe) 
would occur in at least one universe. 

Without venturing into the science of his claims one can read
ily note the logical errors in his discourse. Hawking contends, 
"Because there is a law like gravity, the universe can and will cre
ate itself from nothing."60 This statement, as the mathematician 
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John C: Lennox poin~s out in his_ cogent rebuttaJ6• of The Grand 
Design, IS self-contrad_1ctory. Hawkmg predicates action(" d 

") t b t (" h . can an ·11 create o a su Jee t e umverse") yet b ti w1 . . , y 1e very mean-
·ng of the sentence, the subJect 1s nonexistent prI·or to th . 
1 . . ,, e act10n 
("will creat_e itself from nothing ). A?d it is self-evident that a non-
existent tlung can ~erform no action. Even David Hume admit
ted that for somethmg to cause itself is, indeed "an evident _ 

6 ·k · th . , con 
tradiction." 

2 
LI ew1se, a eist philosopher Quentin Smiili h 

. hi h . 'w 0 
attempts a hig Y tee meal argument for a self-caused universe 
admits, "No individual can bring about its own existence be~ 
cause no individual can bri?g about anything unless it (alr;ady) 
exists."6

3 Moreover, the basis of Hawking's contention is "a Jaw 
like gravity," which is a perceived phenomenon of the universe the 
very subject of the sentence and what is nonexistent prior t~ tile 
action. So if gravity existed, ilien something of the universe iliat un
derwent gravity must have existed; hence there was something, 
not nothing. (This point was noted above in the discussion of 
quantum mechanics.) This contradicts ilie end of ilie sentence: 
"create itself from nothing." And (hypoilietically), if the law of grav
ity were not part of the universe but existed separately and prior 
to it (putting aside ilie incoherence of a physical law existing in 
ilie abstract), ilien its existence would have to be explained, for it 
certainly could have been nonexistent or could have had alterna
tive properties, and ilius is metaphysically possible and tempo
ral, not necessary and eternal. So what urged its being? 

Overall, Hawking's M-ilieory of supersymmetric gravity fails 
to disqualify the existence of God since it fails to explain why any
iliing temporal exists at all. And as acknowledged by numerous 
scientists themselves, multiverse theory is not much of a scientif
ic position, given that it is not backed by any meaningful scientif
ic data. It thus appears to be more of a philosophical theory, albe
it expressed in the language of science, that demands a great leap 
offaiili-and not faiili backed by rational or empirical evidence, 
but the sort of blind faith iliat, because of its blindness and purely 
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speculative nature, could undermine the objectivity ~nd neutrality 
of the scientific enterprise in the eyes ?f people. Bemg expressed 
· · tific terminology is not sufficient for a theory to qualify m scien . . 

1 
d 

as scientific; there must be act~al e~pmca ata unfettered by 
dogma. Moreover, the theory still fails to rule out the existence 
of God: the assumed multiverse itself is changeable/temporal/ 
contingent, and thus necessitates an eternal/?ecessa? efficient 
cause (creator) for its existence. Indeed, Ha~ki~g's ent~re project 
is rooted in scientism, as he boasts the supenonty of science over 
metaphysics and its sufficiency in judging on such matters. The 
very premise of scientism, however, proves self-refuting, in that 
science is unable to prove scientifically that it alone can discover 
truth. That is but a philosophical position and a false one at that. 
As the contemporary theist John Haught notes, science can nev
er take place without the human trust in the intelligibility of the 
world, in the mind's ability to correctly access that intelligibility, 
and in the belief that seeking accurate knowledge of the cosmos 
is itself a noble and virtuous endeavor-all of which, according 
to traditional metaphysics, is rooted in the very transcendent 
reality that created the human mind and the cosmos in the first 
place. 64 While Hawking boldly proclaims in his introduction that 
"philosophy is dead,"65 the plethora of logical errors and philo
sophical assumptions in his discourse leads one to agree with 
John Lennox's statement "Philosophers just might be tempted to 
comment: so that is what comes of saying philosophy is dead! "66 

Returning to the only metaphysically valid explanation, then, 
that the universe has an extrinsic efficient cause, al-Lii.mishi con
cludes his discussion as follows: 

To proceed, its extrinsic efficient cause must be eternal [ or neces

sarily existent], for otherwise it would be temporal, since there is 

no intermediate state between the two. The eternal is that without 

inception, while the temporal is what has inception, and there is 

no middle status between affirmation and negation. Yet if the effi

cient cause of the universe were itself temporal, it too would need an 
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efficient cause, which would need its own ffi. . 
e c1ent cause ad . ,i; • 

tum .... In such a case, the universe could . ' 111;,m-
. not possibly exist Ye . . 

empirically known to exist, so it perforce foll h . . · t it is 
[ h . ows t at its mception . 

conjoined to t e action and choice of] an t I is 
e erna Creator A d G d 

alone grants success. 67 • n o 

This point is most critical, as many atheists ob· h . 
. f th . Ject t at affirmmg 

a divme creator o e umverse commits the fall f" . 
the buck": "If God created the universe then wh acy 

O 
d passmg 

. . . . , o create God)"6s 
Yet this hne of reasonmg falls to grasp the met h • 1 · . . ap ysica necessi-
ties that pertam to the efficient cause of the universe: rationally, 
that cause must be atemporal, because if it were te 1 · . mpora , 1t too 
would need a cause for its existence, which if temporal would 
~lso need a cause, and so forth, lead_ing to an infinite regress (or 
1f ~eturned _to a subsequent cause, circular reasoning). Based on 
this r~duct10 ad_ absurdum, the one efficient cause of all tempo
ral thmgs must itself be eternal and uncaused; it must transcend 
space-time. And the eternality of the Creator-eternality meaning 
having neither beginning nor conceivable end-entails that exis
tence ( or bein.9 itself) is the Creator's essential attribute: the Creator 
must be necessarily existent (wojib al-wujiid), while the cosmos 
and all its components have only contingent or possible existence 
Uo'iz al-wujiid or mumkin al-wujiid). The very essence of the Creator 
is existence: "what He is" entails "that He is." If His essence were 
not existence, His existence would also need a cause, resulting in 
infinite regress or circular reasoning. And because His essence is 
existence, He can have neither beginning nor end. 

Some philosophers object that the notion of necessary exis
tence is assumed in the cosmological argument rather than prov
en, but this objection does not hold, as demonstrated in the re
ductio argument stated here. The necessities of(r) the universe's 
beginning and (2) the principle of causation/determination, 
along with the impossibility of an infinite regress ( or circular rea
soning), allow for no other conclusion. Furthermore, the notion 
of"necessarily existent" differs from that of being "self-caused," 
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which is an analytic contradiction nowhere asserted in the l<C;\ 
Scruton for example, appears to erroneously treat both conce · 

' th . f"Wh Pts as one, stating in response to _ef:quest1on o at caused the 
.first cause?": "There is only one satls act?ry ans':er: namely, that he 
caused himself. He is the full expl~nat10n of his own existence. It 
follows from his nature that he exists. And another way of sayin 

· b . "B 1 g this ... is that the first cause 1s a necessary emg. ut t 1ese are two 
very different notions: "h_e caused hi~self" is a rational absurdity 
since nothing can cause itself, for act10n presupposes existence 
while a necessary being is an entity whose very essence is to exis~ 
("It follows from his nature that he exists"). The KCA concludes 
with the eternal and necessarily existent Creator, who is neither 
caused by anything else nor self-caused. 69 Also, the Creator must 
be absolutely without need and perfectly self-sufficient, since de
pendence on another would entail only possible existence, and He 
must be utterly unique and dissimilar from creation, since His 
similarity to anything temporal would entail His temporality. 
The eternal being must be categorically distinct from all things 
temporal. 

In light of these metaphysical considerations, the absurdity of 
proposed alternatives to theism become apparent. For example, 
the atheist philosopher Quentin Smith contends: 

IfI found the causal principle to be self-evident, I need not find my
self required to accept theism. I could easily assume the Big Bang sin
gularity has some other cause than a divine one. I could adopt on a 
priori grounds Newton-Smith's theory that it has some prior physical 
cause and avoid the obligation to construct some a posteriori argu
ment for this thesis. Alternatively, I could adopt John Leslie's theory 
that the value of goodness created the singularity, or Thomas Nagel's 
suggestion that something humanly inconceivable caused the singu
larity.70 

Yet Newton-Smith's theory of "some prior physical cause" fails 
to escape the temporal nexus, shifting the demand for a cause up 
one level: What then would its cause be? And John Leslie's theory 
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assigns cre~tive power to an ~ttribute _("t~e value of goodness") 
that myster10~sly ~ac~s an entity to which 1t is attributed, while it 
. an axiomatic prmc1ple that no value or trait can subsist without 
JS d l . 
being ascribe to a rea entity. S~ to avoid committing the fallacy 
of misplaced concreteness, Leslie would have to affirm goodness 

Snot a mere value but an actual entity. Besides that one may ask a . ' 
if this value of goodness 1s eternal and necessary or temporal and 
possible. If the latter, wh~t caused its existence? If the former, 
then he seems to be assertmg a necessarily existent creator of the 
universe. Thus, Quentin Smith's attempt to escape theism has 
only resulted in encountering it once again, albeit with seman
tic adjustments (e.g., calling the Creator "goodness" instead of 
"God"). Thomas Nagel's suggestion is likewise not much of an al
ternative to theism, for according to the theism oflslam (and oth
er religions), God's reality is "humanly inconceivable" : only God 
knows His ineffable reality and infinite perfection. But there are 
many truths about God that the human mind can know. Theology 
is the elucidation of true propositions about God, derived from 
rational deduction (and confirmed by scripture), such as "God 
is necessarily existent," "God is eternal," "God is omnipotent," 
and other metaphysical necessities that the human intellect can 
conceptualize since their negation entails contradiction. As with 
other proposed alternatives to theism, Nagel's theory lacks the 
explanatory force that theology provides. We cannot fathom the 
reality of God, but we can certainly know that He is real. 

The conclusion of the KCA also includes the affirmation of four 
divine attributes for the necessarily existent Creator: life, knowl
edge, will, and power. Based on the eternality of the Creator, 
these divine attributes must themselves be eternal-atemporally 
ascribed to the divine entity and hence inseparable from it, yet 
as real attributes, conceptually distinct from the divine entity. 
The latter three of these four attributes are metaphysical neces
sities for the creative act itself: power to cause the existence of 
the universe; will to select its existence; and knowledge of the 
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. h t and the resultant effect. Because the univ 
selection, t e ac ' c. 11 erse 
. h . lly possible and there1ore can equa y exist or 
is metap ys1ca f . not 

. . (conceptually) the very essence o possibility is t 
eXIst-smce . . h b h l . o 

. h being nor nonbemg, w1t ot onto og1cal optio 
favor ne1t er 1 . " ns 

. l't ti'veiy identical-the actua existence ( preponde bemg qua 1 a . . . r-
f b • ") of the universe 1s sufficient evidence not only f ance o emg . o 

the necessary existence of the Creator but also of ~1s attributes 

f 
will and knowledge. The very act of grantmg existence 

o power, , . 1 d . 
(or "giving preponderan_ce"} req~1res know e ge, wd~, and pow-
er. And the attribute of hfe 1s rat10nally ~~esupp~sed m the affir
mation of these three attributes; only a hvmg entity can be know-

ing, willing, and powerful. . 
Regarding the divine attributes of knowledge, will, and power, 

Sunni theologians also deduce the universal scope of their asso
ciations: what the Creator knows, what He can possibly will, and 
what He can possibly create. While it is the cosmos71 that signifies 
the existence of these divine attributes, their being unlimited in 
scope is necessitated, given that any limitation would presuppose 
a superior determinant to limit them, and because the limitation 
itself would entail their temporality and mere possible existence, 
thus entailing possible existence of the divine entity itsel£ So if 
the necessarily existent Creator has knowledge, His knowledge 
must be universal and unlimited, pertaining to all that is itself 
rationally necessary, possible, and impossible. And if He has 
will and power, then those attributes must also be universal and 
unlimited in scope. However, because will and power relate to 
causing the actual existence of a thing, their associations (what 
He can will and what He can create) must be possible things, not 
metaphy~ical necessities or impossibilities. Only something it
self possible can be willed into actual existence· the necessary, 
by definit!on, ~lrea_d~ e~ists, and the impossibl;, by definition, 
cann_ot exist, smce It 1s itself meaningless.72 Yet among all things 
possible,_ ther~ can be no exception or limitation to what the 
necessanly existent can choose and create. This consideration 
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l tes also to Sunni occasionalism: based on the · 
1 re a . . . . umversa scope 

of divine will and d1vme pow~r, if ~omething temporal does in 
fact occur, only the Necessarily Existent could be its agent fo 
Ifs will and power cannot be limited. ' r 

\he final implication of the KCA's conclusion is the oneness 

nd uni city of the Creator. The Necessarily Existent must b a . e one, 
without partner_or p~rt: s1~ce composition or partnership would 
entail temporality, lim1tat10n, and other meanings that contra
dict necessary existence. Anything temporal or limited needs a 
cause or determi?ing agent ~o grant it existence and specify its 
limitations. Duality or plurality would necessitate between each 
entity/part a distinguishing factor upon which those entities/ 
parts would thus be dependent, and dependence entails possi
ble (as opposed to necessary) existence; the Necessarily Existent 
must perforce have absolute unicity and uniqueness. Also, were 
there a second divine entity ( or more), then the omnipotent will 
of one of them would necessarily be limited or hindered by the 
other, which would negate its divinity (as all-powerful) as well as 
its eternality, since only the temporal can be limited and is sub
ject to change.73 

The above deductions serve to obviate the objection of David 
Hume that Garrett}. De Weese and Joshua Rasmussen have called 
"Hume's stopper," versions of which many philosophers employ 
in their objections to theistic arguments.74 In part V of Hume's 
Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, Philo ( d. ca. 50) complains 
to Cleanthes ( d. ca. 230 BCE) that the theistic argument from 
design does not prove the deity affirmed by theism but instead 
could be understood as proving an infant deity, an inferior deity 
dominated by a superior one, or an old and retired deity who is 
no longer involved in his production.75 Clearly, this stopper has 
no force against the KCA. The Necessarily Existent must be one, 
cannot be subdued by another, and cannot change; only some
thing with temporal/possible existence can be an infant, inferi
or, or old and retired. Duality, plurality, being dominated, and 
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d 
. change are all traits of the temporal/possible and un ergomg 1 . are 

• ble with respect to eterna /necessary existence not conce1va . . · 
Many atheists have resp~nded to the1st1c argume~ts With 

their own versions of Humes stoppe~, sue~ as the notion that 

I I first cause could be the universe itself, for first-ca t 1e eterna Use 
ents Prove only that some eternal/necessary being exist 

argum . . h G d f s, 
t that the eternal/necessary bemg 1s t e o o theism. Th 

no . . J d''Al b e eighteenth-century French phys1c1st ean em. ert (d. 1783) 
contended "To someone who could grasp the universe from 

' · Id a unified standpoint, the entire creat10n wou _appe~r as a unique 
truth and necessity."J6 However, the KCA begms with the deduc
tion that the cosmos is temporal (and thus not eternal and nec
essary), and that indeed any changeable universe must be tem
poral, since an actual infinity cannot obtain in any aggregative 
structure. Moreover, the completion of the KCA shows how it is 
the very God of theism that is proven, not merely "some eternal/ 
necessary being." 

Still, to argue that this universe is in and ofitself a metaphysical 
necessity is, in the words of Barr, "patently absurd." He contin
ues: 

The existence of this particular universe in which we live is plainly 

not a necessity. In this particular universe there is a sycamore tree in 

my front yard. It might just as well have been an apple tree. To say 

that this universe, in all its particularity, with all of its details, had 

necessarily to exist is not only absurd, it is also profoundly unscien

tific in spirit. It would mean that everything about the world could be 

deduced by pure thought without taking the trouble to do any exper

iments or make any observations. If the world with all its contents 

were necessarily as it is, then Columbus did not have to sail the ocean 

blue-he might have been able to deduce the existence of America 

and even to have mapped all its mountains and charted all its water
ways without leaving his armchair.n 

Another Humean objection is found in section XI of An Enquiry 
Concernin.9 Human Understandin.9 ,78 in which Epicurus ( d. 270 BCE) 
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argues against the people of Athens for his atheism d . h 
h. d' · , an mt e 

Course of 1s 1scuss1on asserts that their argum t ti h 
. . en ram t e cos-

mos for the existence of its c~eator proves only a deity powerful 
eno~gh_for the cosmos, nothmg ~ore. As noted above, this ob
jection 1s_precluded by the necessity that the divine attributes of 
power, will, and knowledge are universal and unlimited in th • 
associations. The Creator of the cosmos, even though His e;~~ 
tence is proven by the cosmos, must have infinite power since 
otherwise He too would be temporal/possible, having bee'n sub
dued and limited by another. 

Moreover, in the context of the KCA, the affirmation of these 
divine attributes serves to distinguish between the notion of"ef-
6.cient cause" in philosophy and what is meant in the argument 
as referring to the divine Creator of all things temporal. While the 
term efficient cause is used throughout the KCA, it is not to be un
derstood in a mechanistic sense; rather, as per the completion of 
the argument, it indeed refers to the living, omniscient, willing, 
omnipotent Creator who is affirmed in revealed scriptures, the 
last of which is the Qur'an. Thus, Sunni theologians also assert 
that the Necessarily Existent must possess the divine attributes of 
hearing, sight, and speech, the evidence of which is the unequiv
ocal affirmation of them in explicit verses of Islamic revelation, 
which is their primary proof. However, in the spirit of their kalam 
enterprise of natural theology, Sunni scholastics affirm these at
tributes also in light of the divine absolute perfection, since ne
gation of them would entail the patently counterintuitive notion 
of a "deaf, dumb, and blind" divine being (transcendent is God 
above such descriptions). 

Altogether, the conclusion and implications of the KCA result 
in the affirmation of thirteen necessary attributes of the creator, 
all of which signify what it means to be divine-namely (r) ex
istence (wujiid), which is His essential attribute since it refers 
to necessary existence, the necessary implications of which are 
five negational attributes, negational in that each is essentially a 
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negation of an absurdity of neces~ary exist:nc~; these ~re (:2) eter. 
nality (qidam) , which negates_havmg a begmnmg! (3) 1mmutabi}. 
ity (baqa'), which negates ha~mg an end or changmg; (4) self-suf. 
ficiency (qiyam bi al-nafs), which negates nee~ or de~endence; (s) 
dissimilarity from all things temporal (mukhalafah It al-ltawodith) 
which negates any resemblance to the temporal; and (6) absolut' 
oneness, unicity, and uni~u:n.ess (wavdaniyyah), which negat: 
composition, duality, mult1phc1ty, or any sort of partnership. 

Also, the very existence of the cosmos, let alone the design and 
grace that imbue it, necessarily entails that the Creator have the 
following affirmative attributes, affirmative in that each is essen
tially an affirmation of an attribute that the Creator cannot pos
sibly lack-namely (7) life (ltayah), (8) knowledge or omniscience 
(' ilm), (9) will (iradah), and (10) power or omnipotence (qudrah). 
And based on the aforementioned consideration of divine per
fection, the Necessarily Existent must also have (u) hearing 
(sam'), (12) sight (ba~ar), and (13) speech (kaldm). Each of these 
thirteen attributes is of course confirmed by the revealed scrip
ture oflslam.79 

Finally, it is of note that some medieval Arab philosophers 
had difficulty reconciling the attribute of divine will with the 
Neoplatonic paradigm they adopted in their metaphysical delib
erations. Interestingly, as Craig addresses in his discussion of the 
conclusion of the KCA, this notion was also expressed by Kant 
in the antithesis of his first antinomy. Kant argues for a begin
ningless universe using a reductio ad absurdum argument that 
if there were a first event in time, there would be a prior "emp
ty time," and in a prior empty time, the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of the first event could not possibly 
exist. This is because were they to exist, what brought about their 
existence? And if they had existed well before that moment, then 
why did the first event not occur at that much earlier time? They 
would have produced their effect from past eternity, so the world 
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itself cannot ha~e had a beginning in time, or the world could not 
possibly have existed at all. 

We have a~ready alluded to part of the response to this argu
ment in that It presupposes a Newtonian model of absolute time 
while the objection does not hold on a relational view of time fo; 
the first event is then the inception of both space and time s~ no 
prior empty time exis~e~. Yet Craig adds that Sunni theol~gians, 
in particular al-Ghazah, had already preempted this objection 
with the principle of determination (takh~f~)-that conceptually, 
for anything logically possible, both its existence and its nonex
istence are metaphysically equivalent; therefore, there must nec
essarily be a determining or specifying force to give either option 
preponderance over the other. In addition to power, this implies 
selection and thus the personal agency of free choice; therefore, the effi
cient cause of the universe must have the divine attribute of will. 
As Craig explains: 

Thus, Ghazfili [sic] argues that while it is true that no mechanical 

cause existing from eternity could create the universe in time, such 

a production of a temporal effect from an eternal cause is possible if 
and only if the cause is a personal agent who wills from eternity to cre

ate a temporally finite effect [italics added]. For while a mechanically 

operating set of necessary and sufficient conditions would either pro

duce their effect from eternity or not at all, a personal being may free

ly choose to create at any time wholly apart from any distinguishing 

conditions of one moment from another. For it is the very function of 

will to distinguish like from like. Thus, on a Newtonian view of time, 

a personal being could choose from eternity to create the universe at 

any moment he pleased. On a relational view of time, he could will 

timelessly to create and that creation would mark the inception of 

time. Thus, Kant's antithesis, far from disproving the beginning of 

the universe, actually provides a dramatic illumination of the nature 

of the cause of the.universe; for if the universe began to exist, and if 

the universe is caused, then the cause of the universe must be a per

sonal being who freely chooses to create the world. 80 
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Summation_ h inor premise of the KCA holds that th 
To summarize, t e hm d a beginning in time because an infin· e 

. e must have a . 11 . "b Ite umvers moments is log1ca y 1mposs1 le, since 
of events or ac-

regress . . t obtain in any temporal realm, let alone b 
1 · fimties canno . e 

tua m . e addition. Cantonan set theory and Zeno' 
fi ed by success1v . . . s 
orm f t" n fail to prove the poss1b1hty of a beginning. 

Paradoxes o mo 10 . • b 
. h •nfinite by defimt10n cannot e traversed irre-

less cosmos, t e I . • h" . ' 
. f -1 ble time. Many ob1ect10ns to t 1s analytic truth specuve o ava1 a . . . . 

b d the fallacy of confusmg actual mfimt1es with po-are ase on . . 
. 1 · fini"ti·es namely the concept of the potentially mfinite tenua m - ' . . . 

divisibility of or possibility of add~t10n to a_ fimte whole. A finite 
whole is always ontologically ~~1te, despite ~onc~ptua! allow
ance for further division or add1t10n. In fact, time Itself 1s onto-

logically finite. . 
The major premise of the KCA asserts the self-evident prin-

ciple that anything with a beginning must necessarily have a 
cause-that is, a determiner that grants it existence. This prin
ciple is neither derived by induction nor a case of begging the 
question; it is axiomatic, for an "uncaused event" or "logically 
possible occurrence without determiner" is a metaphysical con
tradiction. Arguing for "brute facticity" merely avoids logical ne
cessity. Bidirectional equations in physics, or the phenomenon 
of quantum indeterminacy, fail to demonstrate the metaphysical 
possibility of an uncaused event. Humean imagination also fails 
to demonstrate that possibility, as the contents of imagination 
allow for multiple labels of description. Moreover, any rebuttal of 
the principle of causality/determination itself relies on causation 
for its effects of producing a conclusion or of convincing an in
terlocutor. 

The conclusion of the KCA is that the universe necessarily has 
an efficient cause, and that this efficient cause must transcend 
space-time, or temporality, since otherwise it too would be oc
current/temporal and thus caused, whereby infinite regress or 
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circular reasoning is not_ resolved. This reductio argument ob
viates the charge of passmg the buck and disproves incoherent 
explanatory attempts, su~h as "something humanly inconceiv
able" and other vague not10ns, M-theory, and a causative value of 
goodness._ (Even thou_g~ the reality of the eternal Creator whose 
existence IS _deduc~d IS me~able_ and thus inconceivable for any 
temporal mmd, stIII, certam rulmgs of divinity are logically de
duced and therefore intelligible and necessary to affirm.) Only 
affirmation of the eternal efficient cause can metaphysically ac
count for the universe. Because that cause is eternal and atem
poral, its very essence must be existence-what it is entails that it 
is-wherefore the eternal cause is not self-caused but indeed nec
essarily existent. Nothing temporal can obtain for this entity; it is 
atemporal and thus without beginning or end. Moreover, the im
plications of its necessary existence include self-sufficiency, dis
similarity from all things temporal, and absolute uniqueness and 
unicity-the contraries of which would entail temporality and 
limitation, which in turn would necessitate another determining 
agent. The existence of the cosmos-or even one temporal thing, 
which by definition is logically possible-logically necessitates 
that the eternal cause have the attributes of power to give exis
tence, will to select existence, knowledge of the thing brought 
into existence, and that which is presupposed for those three at
tributes (namely, life). Once His eternal attributes of knowledge, 
will, and power are affirmed, then it is necessary that their as
sociations-what the Necessarily Existent knows, can choose, 
and can create-be universal in scope and unlimited, since any 
limitation would presuppose another determining agent and re
open the door to infinite regress. Of course, the attributes of will 
and power can pertain only to metaphysical possibilities, since 
impossibilities are inherently nonsensical, as are the opposites 
of necessities. 
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And pace Kant's attempt to disprove theism in his ant'th . 
in the first antinomy of reason-namely, that a mechan·

1 
alesis 

of necessary and sufficient conditions would result eith:~ in set 
eternal world or no world at all, the former conclusion p t an 
untenable, the latter empirically false-that antithesis in~ entJy 
inforces the only tenable explanation of the temporal world~t re
istence-namely, that its divine Creator is a "personal being~~
freely chooses to create the world," who selected in eternity 

0 

create a temporal world. Lastly, revealed scripture also disclo to 
that the Necessarily Existent possesses the attributes of spee~~s 
hearing, and sight. This then is the Muslim conception of God~ 
in Arabic, Allah-as articulated by the scholastics oflslamic phil
osophical theology (kalam): a conception that is wholly meta
physical, true by necessity, and deduced rationally, starting from 
the empirical observation of the world's mere existence. 

ENDNOTES 

1 See William Lane Craig, The Kalam Cosmological Argument (Eugene, OR: Wipf 
and Stock, 1979). Hereafter, TKCA. 

2 In this argument, the term universe (in Arabic, ' alam) denotes the entire 
cosmos, or "all that exists besides the divine." If one objects that this 
definition begs the question by invoking what the theist is attempting to 
prove (namely, the divine), an alternative definition is "all that exists con
tingently" or "the sum total of metaphysical possibilities that have actual 
existence." So it implicitly excludes that which has necessary existence-
namely, the entity and attributes of God, the exalted. Lastly, a "multiverse," 
of which our universe would be but a part, would be included in the term 
universe as used in the KCA. 

3 The focus of this essay is on philosophical arguments rather than scien
tific confirmation of its premises, such as Big Bang cosmology or the law 
of thermodynamics, both of which have revealed that the universe had a 
beginning. A philosophical argument that demonstrates its conclusion 
with certainty is preferred in the kalam tradition, given that scientific 
knowledge changes with new discoveries and new theorems to accommo
date evolving data. Logical demonstration by valid syllogism, on the otber 
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d is independent of changing data since it is found d . 
ban , . . . . e upon metaphysical 
fi St Principles that are ax10mat1c and remam true in any 'bl 
r . . poss1 e world. 

What is meant here 1s the impossibility of an actual infi •t b . . . 
4 . m y o tammg m 

any aggregative structure, or any temporal realm of existence h. h . 
· d h h , w 1c m-

ludes space-time an ence t e cosmos. This is a cruci·at • fi 
c . pomt, or some 
Wl.11 obJ·ect that the very conclusion of the K.CA that the t 

I 
C 

. . . . • e erna reator 
e~1· sts undermmes its mmor premise since it is based on the · 'b•i· ,. ' . . 1mposs1 1 1ty 
of actual infimties. 

The KCA proponent "".ill resp~nd ~at no contradiction is entailed, since 
what the KCA proves as 1~poss1ble 1s the existence of an actual infinity in 
any temporal or aggreg~t1ve struc~ure. God's existence, though, is funda
mentally atemporal. He 1s eternal m the sense of being timeless not in the 
sense of lasting an infinite duration of moments; there are no 'composite 
parts of an infinite number that constitute God's existence. 

A similar objection is that the premise is contradicted by the theistic 
belief in the infinite knowledge of God, since He knows all things possible, 
necessary, and impossible, and those are infinite in number. Contempo
rary philosopher Wes Morriston makes this objection based on the infin
itude of objects of God's knowledge, while contemporary mathematician 
John By! does so based on the infinitude of what God knows of the un
ending events in the hereafter, as per Christian (and Islamic) creed. See 
Morriston, "Craig on the Actual Infinite," Reli9ious Studies 38 (2002); By!, 
"On the Kalam Cosmological Argument," Facets of Faith and Science 4 (1996). 

The aforementioned response applies here too. As Imam al-Bajiiri com
ments after stating the Muslim tenet that God's knowledge has infinite as
sociations, "And one cannot object to this with the impossibility of an ac
tual infinity in existence, since what is rationally demonstrated [regarding 
the actual infinity] is its impossibility in what is temporal (l_iiidith), not in 
what is itself eternal (qadim)" (Tul_i.fat al-murid, 200). So the kalam scholastic 
affirms an actual infinity of"what God knows" and also affirms the logical 
impossibility of an actual infinity of anything temporally existent, whether 
entities, properties, events, moments, or a space-time continuum. This en
tails no contradiction. In Islamic creed, besides God Himself(who is eter
nal) and that which God creates (which is altogether finite and temporal), 
the objects of God's knowledge have no actual existence. Moreover, there 
is no linearity or progression to "what God knows" since no temporality 
obtains with God's entity or attributes, for God is timeless. God does not 
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"mentally run through" the objects of His knowledge, one after anoth 
. d . al 'b er, ad 

infinitum. Rather, ~1s know!e . ge 1s o~e etern attn ute o: transparen 
(inkishiifl, with infinite associations. It 1s only the human mmd that hey 

~, . . h . . 'w en 
contemplating God's knowledge, env1s10ns eac assoc1at1on one at a ti 
Also, the contradictions identified regarding actual infinities in a te rne. 
ral realm/aggregative structure, such as Hilbert's hotel and Craig's Ii:~ 
(see note #7), prove absurd only when one or more members are added 
or subtracted from the infinity. Such mathematical operations, howev;o 
cannot obtain with "what God knows" since no object is unknown to Hi~ 
such that it can be added to His knowledge, nor can anything knowu t 

• 0 
Him be removed from His knowledge. Yet m any temporal realm that is 
actually existent, such as our cosmos, things can certainly be added to or 
removed from larger sets/groups. Finally, the infinity of integers also does 
not actually exist extra-mentally but is nonexistent and subsumed in the 
broader category of what God knows. 

Throughout this essay, then, whenever the impossibility of actual infin. 
ities is invoked, what is meant is its impossibility in any temporal realm
that is, in actual extra-mental existence, which includes our cosmos or any 
temporal and changeable universe. The existence of God is categorically 
different: He is not an actual infinity of parts or encompassed by an actual 
infinity of moments; rather, He is eternal, without beginning or end, tran
scendent above space-time and any conceivable change, absolutely one and 
unique, and necessarily existent. His very entity is pure being, without any 
parts or partnership, and thus dissimilar to all things temporal. 

5 Craig, TKCA, 69-102. 

6 An actual infinity is defined here as "any collection having at a time ta num
ber of definite and discrete members that is greater than any natural num
ber {o, r, 2, 3, .. . }." A potential infinity is "a set that possesses at time ta 
number of discrete members that is equal to some natural number, yet over 
time increases without end toward infinity as a limit." See J. P. Moreland 
and William Lane Craig, Philosophical Foundations for a Christian Worlduiew 
(Downers Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 2003), 470. 

7 This paradox is exemplified by Hilbert's hotel (and similarly, Craig's li
brary). For example, consider a hotel with a finite number of rooms, all 
of which are filled. If a new guest arrives asking for a room, then clearly 
there is no room for him, and he must go elsewhere. Now consider a hotel 
with an infinite number of rooms, all of which are filled. Again, there is no 
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vacant room in the entire hotel. Howev 'f er, 1 a new 
can arrange for every current guest to m guest arrives, the hot 1 'ft ove over one r e 
room #1 sh1 s to room #2, the person . oom (the person in 

. . ) m room #2 t 
on to mfimty . Now room #1 is available ti h o room #3, and so 

, . h or t e new 
checks m. Yet t e rooms were full prior t h' . guest, who happily 

h . . o is arrival M 
ing to the mat emat1c1ans of set theory th · oreover, accord-

d II . b , e total number f 
not change at a ; Just as efore it is now t 'll . . 0 guests has 

. d , s I infinity So t 
tions are enta1le by an actual infinity in te 

1 
. • wo contradic-

mpora reality• th 1 having "room" for an additional member d h . · e comp ete set 
. . . . , an t e totality of b 

changing despite the add1t1on to it. mem ers not 

These contradictions can be underscored b . . . 
. b f y imagmmg not one b t 

infimte num er o new guests arriving at the h I u an 
ate : every current gu t 

be shifted to a room number that is double h' es can 
. 1s current room number (the 

person m room #1 to room #2 the person in # 
. , room 2 to room #4 the 

person m room #3 to room #6 etc.) such that II · ' 
' ' a pnor guests now oc-

cupy only the even-numbered rooms which are 1·nfi 't Th' 1 ' m e. 1s eaves the 
odd-numbered rooms vacant, also infinite and hence II · ti 11 · . · · a~~wa~ 
fimte numbers of new guests to check in Of course beti th · d · , ore ey arnve 
all of the hotel's rooms had been full, and as in the prior scenario, the totai 
number of guests has not increased despite the additional infinite number 
of guests. In fact, this same scenario could be repeated an infinite number 
of times thereafter. 

Moreover, reversing these scenarios shows that, like the arithmetic 
function of addition, subtraction also entails contradictions if applied to 
an actual infinite set. Yet as is obvious, addition and subtraction are val
id operations in any possible temporal world. And considering that the 
same absurdities ensue regardless of the type of structure involved (hotel, 
library, etc.), the illustration shows how an actual infinity simply cannot 
obtain in any spatial-temporal reality. See Moreland and Craig, Philosophical 

Foundations, 471-73. 
Furthermore, as with the debate about the existence of universals, there 

are different philosophical schools on the existence of mathematical en
tities in general (such as numbers and sets). According to nominalism 
and conceptualism, mathematical entities have no existence in the real 
world; according to formalism as well, they have no extra-mental existence 
since they merely comprise formalized systems, which must be consis
tent to be valid yet lack any ontological relevance; according to Platonism, 
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however, mathematical entities do have existence outside the mind. 0 
these schools, only the latter would ~osit _the ~xistence ~f infinity outsid: 
the mind. Yet as noted with the antmom1e~ d1s~overed m set theory anct 
with the patent contradictions that are entailed many temporal actual i _ 
finity (as evinced by the example of Hilbert's hot~I), a Platonistic view 0~ 

temporally existent infinity is untenable. See Craig, TKCA, 87-89. 
However, contemporary philosopher J. P. Moreland has argued that 

even Platonism is compatible with the KCA, given that the absurdities of 

a temporal actual infinity arise only when, as seen with Hilbert's hotel, (r) 
addition or subtraction can be performed to the set and (2) the set is pos
ited as spatial-temporally extended (both of which of course obtain in our 
world and in any possible temporal realm). See J.P. Moreland, "A Response 
to a Platonistic and to a Set-Theoretic Objection to the Kalam Cosmologi

cal Argument," Rel(gious Studies 39, no. 4 (2003): 373-90. 
Therefore, Moreland contends that a Platonist could adhere to the exis

tence ofan actual infinity without those two features (1 and 2 above). To be 
sure, while Platonism certainly contravenes the Islamic belief of God's one
ness, or "the oneness of the Eternal," it is remarkable that neither of those 
two features obtains in the theistic tenet of "the infinite associations of 
God's knowledge." Besides God Himself (who necessarily exists and who 
is known to Him), the objects of divine knowledge have no existence un
less God chooses to create something possible that He atemporally knows. 
However, some have objected to the KCA's premise (that the existence of 
actual infinities entails absurdities) by trying to apply those absurdities to 
"what God knows." The response is that (1) the infinite possibilities that 
God knows have no actual existence unless He creates it, and what He cre
ates is finite, and as mentioned here, (2) the features that lead to contradic
tions with actual infinities (addition and subtraction) do not obtain with 
"what God knows." See Moreland, "A Response," 373-90. 

8 al-TaftazanI, SharQ al-'aqa'id al-Nasajiyyah, 102-5; al-BajiirI, TuQfat al-murid, 
133-34. Imam al-TaftazanI also notes the distinction mentioned in the ear
lier endnote (#4) between (1) the impossibility of an actual infinity in any 
temporal continuum and (2) the affirmed actual infinity of all integers, of 
what God knows, and of what God can possibly create. None of the latter 
exist in time. 

9 Bernard Bolzano, Paradoxes of the In.finite, trans. Fr. Prihonsky (London: 

Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1950), 84, cited in Craig, TKCA, 70. However, 
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.1 'tis metaphysically impossible for an actual infinity t b . . 
wl11 e 1 . 1 . . . o o tam m any 

time continuum, t 1e not10n of mfimty may very well 
space- . . " . prove useful for 

theory. As Craig admits, Our case agamst the existen f th set . . ce o e actual 
fi ·te says nothmg about the use of the idea of the infini't • in n1 e m conceptual 

mathematics" (87) · 

B rtrand Russell, Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy (Londo . G 
10 e . n. eorge 

Allen and Unwm, 1919), 135-38. 

11 
David Hilbert, "~n the Infinite," in Philoso~hy of Mathematics, ed. Paul 
Benacerraf a11d Hilary Putnam (Englewood Chffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1964), 

134-51-
12 See Robert Spitzer, New Proofs for the Existence of God: Contributions of 

Contemporary Physics and Philosophy (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans 

2010), 202-3. Spitzer cites Hilbert's telling conclusion: "Our principal re~ 
suit is that the infinite is nowhere to be found in reality. It neither exists in 
nature nor provides a legitimate basis for rational thought-a remarkable 
harmony between being and thought .... The role that remains for the in
finite to play is solely that of an idea [i.e., a potential infinity]" ("On the 
Infinite," 151). 

13 Richard Swinburne, The Existence of God (Oxford, UK: Clarendon Press, 
2004), 138-39. 

14 Ironically, Smith contends that it is G. J. Whitrow (d. 2000), whom he at
tempts to rebut, who commits the fallacy of equivocation with the terms 
actual infinity and potential infinity. Yet the two descriptions Whitrow gives of 
an actual infinity are both applicable and true of that notion, while Smith 
uses a diagram/concept that represents a potential infinity to prove an 
actual infinity of past events, as described above. See William Lane Craig 
and Quentin Smith, Theism, Atheism, and Bi9 Ban9 Cosmolo9y (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1995), 78-80. 

15 Smith's rejoinder to this point is to suggest that (1) an infinite series could 
be written in an infinite period of time, which as discussed later in the 
above essay is false, given that an actual infinity cannot be traversed irre
spective of the amount of time available, and (2) our mental inability to count 
from zero backwards to infinity is but an empirical limitation of the human 
mind, while "a lo9ically possible counter could have been counting at every 
moment in the past in the order in which the past events occurred." Here he 
has called a logical contradiction (the occurrence of an actual infinity of 
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past events) a mere "empirical limit~tio?," an~ purports to solve the limita

tion by envisioning a "logically possible device that could measure what. 

inherently contradictory. See Craig and Smith, Theism, Atheism, and BiB Ba~; 
Cosmology, 91. . . .. 

This solution, applied for example to the 1mposs1b1hty of a square be-

ing a circle, is like asserting that our certainty that an object cannot be a 

square and a circle (at the same time and from the same vantage point) is 

merely an empirical limitation of the mind, while a logically possible "mind 

that could affirm a square-circle" could in fact affirm its possibility. Better 

yet, we could say that our certainty that Smith's position on this issue dif
fers from that of the KCA is based on an empirical limitation of the mind 

while a 1o8ically possible "mind that could see Smith's position as identical 
to that of the KCA" could in fact see them as identical, in which case Smith 
actually concurs with the KCA that a beginningless universe is logically im

possible. Calling something "logically possible" does not make it so: just 

as the hypothetical minds of the latter two examples are absurd, so too is 
Smith's hypothetical counter that could begin counting at negative infinity 

and arrive at zero. 

16 Contemporary philosopher R. J. Hankinson explains, 

Aristotle is, in a variety of senses, a finitist. He rejects the idea that 
there can be actualized infinite sets of things, including, it appears, 
the natural numbers (Aristotle argues that mathematicians do not re
quire it: Phys 3 71 207b28 ff.). This causes him some difficulties with 
time, since he holds the world to be without beginning, and hence 
must (in some sense) allow that there have been infinitely many days 
prior to this one-moreover, there must have been an infinite num
ber of rotations of the heavenly bodies. However, "time and motion 
are indeed infinite, as is thought; but the parts that are taken do not 
persist" (Phys 3 8, 208a20-21); there exists now no infinite collection 
of present moments. 

Again, though, Aristotle does assert the difference between potential and 
actual infinities, as Hankinson later states: "Thus he allows the number-se
ries to be in a way infinite, by introducing the notion of a potential infinity. 
For any number you can always take one larger than it, although it doesn't 
follow for Aristotle that there must exist an actual infinite set of num· 
bers. People have erred, he says, in assuming the infinite to be that which 
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. 1 des everything [i.e., an actual infinity]-rather the infinit [' 
111c u . ] . h th , e 1.e., a 
potential infinity I~ sue at no matter how much you have ofit, you can 

1 vays take something more (Phys 3 6, 206b33-207a14.; cf. 206b16ff .. Cael 
a I k' "S . , 1 

271b33ff.)." See Han mson, c1ence," in The Cambridge Companion to Aris-
;~tle, ed. Jonathan Barnes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 

140-41. 
While Aquinas did maintain that the universe had a beginning, he argued 

17 
that its beginning could not be demonstrated philosophically; based on his 
reasoning explained above in the essay. In the first of his Five Ways in Summa 
Theologiae (I.46.2)-the proof from motion-he famously distinguished 
between two types of causal series: those ordered per accidents, or "acci
dentally," which are linearly extended through time, and those ordered per 
se, or "essentially," which are hierarchical and thus act simultaneously. The 
infinite regress entailed by a past infinity of events in the universe is of the 
former type, and Aquinas thought such a regress was theoretically possible 
(yet not factually true), as opposed to an infinite regress of events caus
ally ordered per se. See Edward Feser, Aquinas: A Beginner's Guide (London: 
Oneworld, 2009), 70-71; Brian Davies, Thomas Aquinas's Summa Theologiae: 
A Guide and Commentary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), n3. 

18 Craig, TKCA, 96. 

19 See note #4 for John Byl's related objection and its response. Wes Morriston 
contends that the notion of a beginningless past is no different from that 
of an endless future. He admits that the former has occurred, while the latter 
will occur, yet asks, "What difference could a mere change of tense make?" 
The answer, of course, is actuality, which at any moment has obtained with 
what has occurred, but has not obtained with what will occur. One could 
also say completion: a beginningless past is completed with the present mo
ment, though an actual infinity by definition cannot be completed, while 
an endless future is by definition never completed. (See also note #21 on 
the dynamic versus static theories of time.) See Morriston, "Beginningless 
Past, Endless Future, Actual Infinite," Faith and Philosophy 27 (2010): 439-50. 

20 Craig, TKCA, 102-10. 

21 The argument presupposes a dynamic/tensed/A-theory of time, as opposed 
to a static/tenseless/B-theory. The former asserts that time is character
ized by objective tense determinations (past, present, future), while the 
latter asserts that time is ordered only by tenseless relations ( earlier than, 
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simultaneous with, later than) . According to B-theory, past, present, and 
future all coexist in one infinite space-time block; therefore, the universe 
has no beginning, since nothing has a beginning. All of time exists at once 
as a fourth dimension to space, with all moments (past, present, future) be
ing equally existent rather than sequen~ally coming in~o existe~ce. Change 
on the tenseless theory is not something that transpires but 1s merely a 
difference of position or coordinates on the space-time continuum. (Even 
according to B-theory, however, the contingency argument holds force, as 
the universe is still possible/contingent and hence can be explained only by 
asserting a necessary being as its cause.) 

To support the A-theory, Craig uses arguments from tensed language 
and from the experience of tense. A-theorists argue that tensed language 
(e.g., "It is now 5 p.m.") ascribes real, ontological tenses to time, and that, 
based on the correspondence view of truth, the ascription is factual and 
so reality itself is tensed. Pace early B-theorists ( such as Bertrand Russell, 
Gottlob Frege, W. V. O. Quine [d. 2000], and Hans Reichenbach [d.1953]), 
Craig shows that tensed sentences are irreducible to tenseless sentences 
without loss of meaning. And pace later B-theorists, such as D. H. Mellor, 
he demonstrates that the tensed nature of human language has ontological 
implications for the nature of time and events ( or things) therein. 

Moreover, Craig shows that the human experience of tense, universal 
to all individuals, confirms the reality of tense and of temporal becoming, 
while McTaggart's ( d. 1925) paradox and the myth of temporal passage are 
fallacious objections to the A-theory of time. See Craig, The Tensed Theory of 
Time: A Critical Examination (London: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2000). 
See also the discussion later in the essay on the finitude of ontological 
time. Finally, for an examination of arguments for and objections to the 
B-theory of time, see Craig, The Tense less Theory of Time: A Critical Examination 
(Norwell, MA: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2010). 

22 See Harry Austryn Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Kalam (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1976), 410-34; Craig, TKCA, 19-41. 

23 The traditional kalam view would seem to correspond to St. Augustine's 
famous dictum "The world was made, not in time, but with time." St. 
Augustine, De civitate Dei, n.6, quoted in Wolfgang Smith, Science and 
Myth: With a Response to Stephen Hawking's The Grand Design (Tacoma, 
WA: Angelico Press/Sophia Perennis, 2012), 190. 
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tl Physics vrn, 1, 251b, 18-26, in The Basic Works 0f Aristotle ed 
• ·sto e, ~ ' · 

4 see ,..n ,A Keon (New York: The Modern Library, 2001), 357. Kant poses a 
z . hard inc . h . fh' fi . 

Ille . ·n the ant1t es1s o 1s rst antinomy of pure reason saying i 
. narv1eWI . h . "S . f th ' n 

sun tion on the antlt es1s, pace, 1t ur er follows whether full or 
. bserva ' 

h1S o ' rnaY be limit~d by appear~n~e~, bu~ appearances cannot be limited 
e!TIPty ty space outside them. This 1s likewise true of time. But while all this 
by an emP anted it yet cannot be denied that these two non-entities empty 
~~~ t I 

!Tl utside the world and empty time prior to it, have to be assumed 
space o 1· . h Id . 
·fwe are to assume a 1m1t to t e wor m space and in time." Immanuel 
1 

t Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp Smith (Houndmills UK· 
Kan, ' · 
aJ~ve Macmillan, 2003), 400. 

p Interestingly enough, Aristotle mentions immediately before the above 
assage from Physics that the ancient Greeks unanimously considered time 

~ternal, although with the one exception of Plato: "Plato alone asserts the 
creation of time, saying that it had a becoming together with the universe, 
the universe according to him having had a becoming." (The editor, McKe
on, notes that Aristotle here is thinking of a passage in the Timaeus [38B].) 
As discussed above, this is also the position of the Sunni theologians
namely, that both space and time had a simultaneous event of inception, 
prior to which neither existed ( the word prior here indicating not a former 
temporal reality but rather a former/distinct ontological status.) 

25 See Abii 'Alial-I:Iusayn b. 'AbdAllah Ibn Sina, Al-Shi.fa': AI-Tabriyyiit (al-samii' 
aHabri), ed. S. Zayid (Cairo: The General Egyptian Book Organization, 
n.d.), ll.n, 155-56. As with Aristotle, Avicenna's reasoning begs the 
question by assuming what he is attempting to prove, for in his reductio 
argument against creation ex nihilo, he regards what is "prior to" creation 
as temporally prior, while those who argue for the inception of the world 
deem it to be ontologically prior. 

26 See, for example, Brian Greene, The Fabric of the Cosmos (New York: Vintage 
Books,2004)1 39-76. 

27 Craig, TKCA, 108. 

28 David Hume, An Enquiry Concernin.9 Human Understandin.9, ed. Tom L. 
Beauchamp (Oxford, UK: Clarendon Press, 2000), n7. 

29 Craig, TKCA, 175-202. 

30 Aristotle, Physics VI, 91 239b, n, 15, 357. 

31 Aristotle, Physics VI, 21 233a, 21-321 320. 
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32 See Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 387-401. 

33 
Similarly in his article "The Age and Size of the World," contemporary ph·. 

' b K ' h . I losopher Jonathan Bennett attempts to re ut ants t es1s, stating, 

A series of the sort Kant has in mind must, if it is infinite, be open 
at one end; it cannot have both a first and a last member; and so the 
enumeration of its members, if started, 'can never be completed'. But 
such an enumeration could be completed all the same, if it did not 

ever start but had been going on for ever [sic]. 
Let 'T' name a known point in past time, say the moment when 

you began reading this paper. Then Kant's argument can be put thus: 
the series of events-before-T' was completed at T; events could in 
principle be counted as they occur; and so a counting or enumeration 
of the series of events-before-T could have been completed at T; and 
so the series of events-before-T' does not have infinitely many mem
bers. But-the obvious objection runs-that final step is not valid, 
or anyway Kant hasn't shown that it is. For he hasn't displayed any 
incoherence in the idea that at T someone, said 'T minus o', and a 
minute earlier said 'T minus 1', and so on-through every event-be
fore-T, there being no earliest such event. (Synthese 23 [1971]: 127-28) 

Here, Bennett has made the same critical error described above of treating 
an actual infinity (which a past infinity would entail) as a potential infinity. 
He presents a mental conception of counting forward to infinity, which is 
a potential infinity-always finite yet always capable of addition-in the 
guise of occurring backwards to infinity ("someone said 'T minus o', and a 
minute earlier said 'T minus 1', and so on"), which presupposes a complet
ed actual infinity. Clearly, though, simply labeling something with "minus" 
does not render it actualized, actuality being the critical difference between 
past and future. 

34 See Bertrand Russell, "Lecture VI: The Problem of Infinity Considered 
Historically," Our Knowledge of the External World: As a Field for Scientific Method 
in Philosophy (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1949), 161. This mistake is 

also the basis of Russell's example (from Laurence Sterne's [ d. 1768] novel) 
of the autobiography ofTristram Shandy, who writes so slowly that it takes 
him one year to write the events of one day: Russell asserts that the impos· 
sibility of Shandy completing the novel is due to the author's mortality. 
So if Shandy were immortal, he could conceivably finish it, despite that 
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nt rate of writing, since by one-to-one correspondence h d consta , eac ay 
Id correspond to each year, and both sets are infinite See Ru II Th wou . · sse , e 

. 'pies of Mathematics (London: George Allen and Unwin 
1937

) 
8 6 pnnet ~ . . • , 35 - o. 

see text above for the rebuttal to this reasoning. 

35 
Craig, TKCA, 104. . 

6 
see Spitzer, New Proofs for the Existence of God, 181- 215. 

3 . IV 
37 

Aristotle, Physics , 12, 221a, 1, 294. 

38 See, for example, Greene, The Fabric of the Cosmos, 39_76. 

39 This principle necessarily applies to any possible universe, which Sunni 
scholastics termed temporal (~iidith), as opposed to eternal and atemporal 
(qadim), an attribute that by necessity applies only to God, the exalted. See 
discussion below. 

40 See, for exampl~, Kamal al-Din b. Abi Sharif, Kitiib al-musiimarah fi shar~ 
al-musiiyarah (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-' Ilmiyyah, 2002), 29. 

41 William L. Rowe (d. 2015) has questioned its applicability to the notion 
that every change requires an efficient cause, arguing that change could be 
accounted for by mere brute facticity. See Rowe, The Cosmological Argument 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975; reprint, New York: Fordham 
University, 1998), 17. See also Garrett J. Deweese and Joshua Rasmussen, 
"Hume and the Kalam Cosmological Argument," in In Defense of Natural 
Theology: A Post-Humean Assessment, ed. James F. Sennett and Douglas 
Groothuis (Downers Grove, IL: lntervarsity Press, 2005), 123-49. Deweese 
and Rasmussen agree with Rowe that some particles could have within 
them a "principle of change." 

This view is contrary to the classical Sunni doctrine of occasionalism, 
which can be inferred from the KCA conclusion, in its discussion on the 
universal scope of associations of divine power. Rationally, one could also 
resort to a form of Leibniz's ( d. 1716) principle of sufficient reason to rebut 
the view, as Rowe himself recognizes. Also, any change is logically possi
ble, so conceptually the essence of that change itself cannot account for its 
existence. Thus, for the change to occur, there must be a giver of prepon
derance to select and give preponderance to its being over its nonbeing. 

42 Richard Swinburne has argued that the causal principle needs inductive 
justification. See Swinburne, The Existence of God, 139. See also al-Taftazani's 
explanation above. 
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Answen·nn Atheism: How to Make the Case for God with Logic a d 
43 SeeTrentHom, " n 

. ( 
0

. CA- catholic Answers Press, 2013), 252-55. Horn als 
Chanty San iego, . . '-'I f . . o 

I 
. th t the KCA commits the fa, acy o eqmvocat1on in th 

rebuts the c aim a . . . e 
. ·st " in that its usage m the mmor premise is in th 

phrase "begms to exi , · . . . h . e 

f
. . from nothing while its usage m t e ma1or prem· 

context o mceptton ' . tse 
. . f ·nception from a pnor state of matter/energy. Horn• 
1s m the context o 1 . s 

. th t the phrase can be changed to a umvocal phrase-namely 
response 1s a . . , 

. • t ta certain time and never eXIsted before that time " It 1, "begms to exis a . · s 
· t that according to the KCA there was no tJme before the uni' a mootpom . . -

b as this univocal phrase still holds true. Interestmgly enough 
verse egan, . . " . , 
the Sunni scholastic would argue that the ongmal phrase, begms to exist," 
is univocal, given that its usage in the major premise is also in the context 
of inception from nothing, despite the prior existence of matter/energy. 
This is because according to Sunni occasionalism, God creates every event 
directly from nothing and not throu,gh any prior matter/energy. The prior 
arrangement of matter/energy that is empirically identified as the event's 
"cause" is theologically identified as merely the locus for the divine fiat. 

44 See Sa' d al-Din Mas' ud b. 'Umar al-TaftazanI, Shar~ al-maqa~id (Qom: 

Manshurat al-Sharif al-RacjI, 1989), 1:481-82. 
The term preponderance (tarajju~) in this context signifies one state out

weighing another, so that it prevails-as if a balance that has equal weights 
on each scale is tipped in one direction. The above argument holds it to 
be self-evident that such preponderance cannot obtain without a giver of 
preponderance ( murajji~), or force that tips the balance to one side. Applied 
to ontology, the principle holds that no logically possible thing can exist 
without a giver of preponderance of its existence over its nonexistence. 

Also, the reality of the causal principle is that only a possible thing's ex
istence actually needs a cause, since the default ontological state of anything 
possible is nonexistence. Technically, the act of causation (i.e., creation) is 
to give preponderance to a possible thing's existence over its nonexistence. 
While conceptually its existence and its nonexistence are equivalent, in ac
tuality it is nonexistent unless it is created. This consideration is expressed 
by the Ash' ari scholar Imam al-Dardir, who notes that because the default 
ontological state of any possible thing is nonexistence, the preponderance 
required for its existence is even greater than normally conceived. That is, 
the balance must be tipped from actual nonexistence to actual existence, 
not from possible existence to actual existence. The possible existence of 
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ething simply means it cannot exist with b . 
som kh -d h out eing caus d . 
aJ-Dardir, Shor~ al- an a al-bahiyyah, 46. e to exist. See 

for a transcript of the entire debate, see Bertrand R II 
4S d Al Seckel (Amherst, NY: Prometheus B k usse on God and Religion, 

e . oo s, 1986) 123 6 F 
quoted text, see page 131. ' "-4 • or the 

6 Roger Scruton, Modern Philosophy: An Introd t· 
4 uc ton and Survey (London: 

penguin Books, 1994), 135. 

47 John Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understandt"ng 
Prometheus Books, 1995), 528. 

(Amherst, NY: 

48 See Bertrand Russell, "On the Notion of Cause with A 1. . 
. 1 ,, • . . • PP 1cat1ons to the 

Free-Will Prob em, m Readmgs m the Philosophy o•Scienc d H b . 
~ e, e . er ert Feig! 

and May Brodbeck (New York: Appleton-Century-Croft ) 8 s, 1953 I 3 7-407. 
49 See Feser, Scholastic Metaphysics, u4-27. 

50 Stephen M. Barr, Modern Physics and Ancient Faith (Notre Dame, IN: University 
ofNotre Dame, 2013), 264. 

51 See, for e~ample, _Sheldon Goldstein, "Bohmian Mechanics," in The Stanford 
Encyclopedta of Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta, Spring 2013, http://plato. 
stanford.edu/archives/spr2013/entries/qm-bohm/. See also Jim Baggott, 
The Quantum Story: A History in 40 Moments (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
20n), 299-305; Barr, Modern Physics and Ancient Faith, 245-52; and Werner 
Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy: The Revolution in Modern Science (New York: 
HarperCollins, 2007), 102-20. In any case, as noted above, such debates re
main in the purview of physics, yet have no bearing on metaphysics. 

52 Excerpt taken from Albert's book review of Lawrence Krauss's A Universe 
from Nothing: Why There is Something Rather than Nothing. See http://www. 
nytimes.com/2012/03/25/books/review/a-universe-from-nothing-by-law
rence-m-krauss.html. 

53 David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, eds. David Fate Norton and Mary J. 
Norton (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 56. 

54 For a discussion of Malebranche's views on causation and arguments for 
occasionalism, see, for example, Walter Ott, Causation and Laws of Nature 
in Early Modern Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 81-101. 

55 G. E. M. Anscombe, "'Whatever Has a Beginning ofExistence Must Have a 
Cause': Hume's Argument Exposed," Analysis 34 (1974): 15o. 
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56 Feser Scholastic Metaphysics, n2-13. 
See T~e Letters of David Hume, ~d. J. ~- T. Greig, 2 vols. (Oxford, UI(: Clarendon 

57 ) 1.187 quoted m Craig, TKCA , 168, where Hume states . 
Press, 1932 , · ' .. 11 in a 

J h Stewart February 1754, But a ow me to tell you that 1 letter to o n • . . . never 
d bsurd a Proposition as that anything might arise without a asserte so a cause, 

1 . tai'n'd that our Certainty of the Falsehood of that Proposi't• · I on y mam , . . . ton 
proceeded neither from Intu'.tion ~or Demonstrat10n; but from another 
Source." The Treatise was pubbshed m 1739/ 40. 

58 Horn, Answering Atheism, 249. 

59 al-Lamishi, Kitiib al-tamhid, 49-5o. 

60 Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow, The Grand Design (New York: 

Bantam Books, 2012), 180. 

61 Lennox, God and Stephen Hawking, 29-31. 

62 Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, 57· 

63 Quoted in Horn, Answering Atheism, 137-38. 

64 John F. Haught, God and the New Atheism: A Critical Response to Dawkins, Harris, 
and Hitchens (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 17, 47. 
This book is a compelling rebuttal of the new atheism and its scientistic 
pretensions. 

65 Hawking, The Grand Design, 5. 

66 Lennox, God and Stephen Hawking, 31. For another cogent refutation of 
Hawking's influential book, see Smith, Science and Myth, 156-200. 

67 al-Lamishi, Kitiib al-tamhid, 49-50. 

68 For example, contemporary philosopher Rebecca Goldstein objects, 

Who caused God? The Cosmological Argument is a prime example of 
the Fallacy of Passing the Buck: invoking God to solve some problem, 
but then leaving unanswered that very same problem when applied 
to God himself. The proponent of the Cosmological Argument must 
admit a contradiction to either his first premise-and say that though 
God exists, he doesn't have a cause-or else a contradiction to his 
third premise-and say that God is self-caused. Either way, the the
ist is saying that his premises have at least one exception, but is not 
explaining why God must be the unique exception, otherwise than 
asserting his unique mystery (the Fallacy of Using One Mystery To 
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P eudo-Explain Another). Once you admit of . 
s . . . exceptions you k 
vhy the umverse itself, which is also unique , b ' can as 
' . • . , can t e the exc t' 
The universe itself can e1therex1stwithout a c ep IOn. 

. h b k h ause, or else can be self 
caused. Smee t e uc as to stop somewher h . · 

,, r. h • e, w Y not with the uni-
verse? (36 Ar_guments ;or t e Existence o• God. A w k ,. p· . 

~ . or O; ict1on [Toro t 
Vintage Books, 20n], 445-504) n °: 

The reason for her objection is that the cosmolog· 1 . . ica argument to which 
she is responding has for its first premise "everyth· h . 

,, . . mg t at exists must 
have a cause, and agamst that premise her obi'ection · al'd Th . 

f . is v 1 • e ob1ec-
tion echoes that o many philosophers, such as Bertrand R II h . usse , w o con-
tends, "If everythmg must have a cause then God m t h . . ' us ave a cause. If 
there can be anythmg without a cause, it may just as well be the world as 
God,_ s~ that there cannot be an~ :alidity in that argument" (Why I Am Not 
a Chnstlan, and Other Essays on Reh.91on and Related Subjects [New York: Simon 
and Schuster, 1957], 6-7). 

However, that version of the cosmological argument is a straw man. The 
KCA's major premise asserts instead, "Everything that has a beninniniJ nec
essarily has an efficient cause." Far from passing the buck, the !(CA merely 
affirms the categorical distinction between what is temporal/occurrent/with a 
be9inning, which must necessarily have an external efficient cause, and what 
is atemporal/eternal/without a beginning, which by definition cannot be caused, 
since its very essence is to exist. God, the exalted, is the only atemporal en
tity; He is necessarily existent. Also note that "necessary existence" differs 
from being "self-caused," a contradictory notion that is nowhere asserted 
in the KCA. And the reason the universe ( or any of its features) cannot be 
necessarily existent is (1) it had a beginning and (2) its nonexistence is con
ceptually conceivable. The specificity of the universe and of all its features 
clearly evinces its possibility and lack of necessity. See quote by Stephen M. 
Barr above. 

69 Scruton, Modern Philosophy, 135. Also, Scruton (following Kant) contends 
that the necessary existence of the Creator is assumed and not proven in 
the cosmological argument, and that the latter therefore relies on the on
tological argument of St. Anselm ( d. uog) and others. Yet the cosmological 
argument of the kalam tradition does not rely on the ontological argument. 
Its own conclusion, based on the impossibility of an infinite regress of 
temporal and contingent causes, is the existence of the eternal and neces
sarily existent Creator. 
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h . and Big Bang Cosmology, 183. 
. d ith Theism, At e1sm, . . 

70 Craig an Sm ' id be achieved with any possible world 
. f the KCA cou h' or 

71 The deduction ° . t this cosmos. Were a sop 1st to object th 
'bl xistent not JUS . . . at 

any poss1 e e . ' th th's world exists, smce 1t 1s external to oneself 
t be certain at · 1 h 

one canno hich we ultimately trust, t e KCA can still &et 
k by the senses, w . 

and nown . t nee of one's very consc10usness and thoughts 
ff I ound by the ex1s e fi . , 

o tie gr 11 . tent And the temporal per orce signifies the 
h. h re tempora y eXIS . . 

w 1c a . h t saying that the divine existence and attributes al Yet it goes wit ou 
etern · 'th fu ther clarity in light of teleological arguments that high-
are known w1 r . th' · uJ · 

d d benefits imbued m 1s partlc ar umverse. The light the won ers an d . 
KCA however, does not rely on any argument by es1gn. 

An o~-cited example of a metaphysical impossibility that is therefore not 72 
. t d 'th divine power is "a rock so heavy that God could not lift assoc1a e WI • • , 

it." Such a notion is meaningless and rat10nally mcoherent, smce a rock 
by definition occupies space, and God as creator of all temporal things is 
creator of space and its contents. Hence, He may create a rock and subse
quently re-create it in any space He chooses, which if vertical to the onlook
er is termed "lifting." So any rock can be lifted by God, irrespective of the 
rock's weight. Thus, the notion of "a rock so heavy that God could not lift 
it" is self-contradictory, like the notion of a "square circle" or "four-sided 
triangle" or "rock that is not a rock." It signifies nothing and by definition 
is not performable in any sense. God's omnipotence is associated with all 
things possible, not with rational absurdities or with metaphysical necessi
ties whose opposites are such absurdities. 

73 These arguments are dealt with in more detail in the text of Al-Bidayah. 

74 See Deweese and Rasmussen, "Hume and the Kalam Cosmological 
Argument," 123-49. · 

75 David Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, ed. Richard H. Popkin, 
2nd ed. (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett, 1998), 37_

3
8. 

7
6 

P. C. W. Davies, God and the New Physics (New York: Simon and Schuster, 
1983), 222, 

77 Barr, Modern Physics and Ancient Faith, 264- 65. 
78 Epicurus contends "Wh • fi 

. • en we m er any particular cause from an effect, 
wcre1'bme utostthproporuon the one to the other, and can never be allowed to as-

e cause an a1· · 
Y qu Ities, but what are exactly sufficient to produce 

420 
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,..ect .. But ifwe ascribe to it farther qualities or aa:: • bl the eu, ·· . , "1rm 1t capa c of 
ducing other effects, we can only mdulge the licence of c · 1 pro . . . . oniecturc, anc 

b·trarilv suppose the existence of quahttes and energies \V.tl ar 1 , . , 1 1out reason 
authority" (Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding 102_

3
) 

or [ f b' ' . As noted above, ar rom ar itrary conjecture, reason necessitates the 
universal scope of divine power, since otherwise the Divine would be tern-

oral and limited, and one returns to the original absurdity of infinite 
~egress regardi1~g t~1e o'.igin ?f the universe. So God must be eternal and 
without constramt Ill Hts attributes. Thus, Epicurus's line of reasoning can 
apply only to temporal and contingent (secondary) causes, not to the eter
nal and absolute creator of all. 

Sunni scholastics also emphasize that these thirteen necessary attributes 
79 

of the Divine by no means limit His majesty, since His perfections are in
finite (meaning, without end). However, only some of those perfections 
have been disclosed to humanity, whether through logical deduction or 
through scripture. Thus, humans are responsible only to affirm (1) the 
conclusions of sound logical deduction, which as shown in the KCA are 
these thirteen necessary divine attributes, along with (2) whatever sublime 
names and attributes of God that He has revealed through scripture and 
(3) the general creedal tenet that His perfections are infinite. See al-Dardir, 
Shor~ al-kharidah al-bahiyyah, 48. 

80 Craig, TKCA, 151. 

421 
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Descriptions of the Prophet~ 

IN THE SECTION titled "On Evidence of the Prophethood of 
Mu~ammad &,.," the author of Al-Bidayah adduces, among other 
signs, descriptions of the Prophet.$, given by some of the peo
ple around him, inferring that "all of this serves as evidence, for 
those who possess keen discernment (firasah), that the likes of 
such qualities have never been gathered in any one person be
fore him or after him, thereby indicating the nobility of his entity 
and the loftiness of his person, such that no one matches him 
therein." Since the author only alludes to the descriptions, their 
translation is provided here. 

The Narrations of Hind b. AbI Ha.lab and 'AlI b. AbI Talib(@. 

It is related' that al-l:{asan b. 'AlI .,@-. said: I asked my maternal 
uncle, Hind b. Ab I Halah .,@-., who was masterful in describing 
the beauteous traits of the Prophet~' for a description of God's 
Messenger~' and I was yearning for a description that I could 
hold fast to. He responded: 

God's Messenger !IJ,. was truly eminent and venerable.2 His face glis

tened like the full moon on a dark night. He was taller than average 

yet not lanky. His head was large,3 and his hair somewhat wavy [nei

ther curly nor straight]. If his hair parted naturally, he would leave 

it parted, otherwise he would leave it unparted. When he let it grow 

out, his hair would reach below his earlobes. He was of fair and lu-
minous complexion H" fi h d . . · 1s ore ea was wide, and his eyebrows were 
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1 hed and even without being conjoined. Between the t ong, arc , ' Wo 
b as a vein that would pulsate when he was angered 4 ._, eye rows w . . . • rie 

had a thin, aquiline nose, with a light at its apex; someone not look-

ing carefully might deem it to be more prom'.nent than it was [be. 
cause of its luminosity]. He had a full and thick beard, neither too 
thin nor too Jong. His eyes were stunningly dark [ meaning the iris 

surrounded by intensely white sclera]; his cheeks were smooth and 
even; his mouth was moderately wide;5 and his teeth were pearly 

white, with a small gap between the front two teeth. He had a thin 

line of hair between his chest and navel. His neck was [so balanced 

pure, and fair in complexion, that it was J like the neck of a sculpted 

work of art made of pure silver. 
All his limbs were perfectly balanced. His frame was full and solid, 

and his chest and stomach were even, for the latter did not at all pro

trude. His chest was prominent, his shoulders broad, and his joints 
large. He was altogether radiant. 

Between the bottom of his neck and his navel was a thin line of 

hair, while the rest of his torso had no hair; he had some hair on the 

forearms, shoulders, and very top of the chest. His forearms were 

Jong, as were all his limbs; his palms were wide, and the flesh of his 

palms and feet thick. The muscles in his forearms and shins were 

without knots. The soles of his feet were well arched. His feet were 

supple and smooth, so soft that water, if poured upon them, would 

fl.ow right off. 

When he walked, he raised his legs with force and leaned forward 

in the direction of his gait [ that is, he walked with purpose yet with 

balance and humility]. He walked in large, graceful strides [without 

dragging his feet or slamming them onto the ground], calmly tread

ing the earth with dignity and composure. Still, his pace was naturally 

swift, as if descending from a slope. When he turned to face someone 

[on either side of him or behind him], he would turn with his entire 

body [ rather than turning only his head]. His gaze was naturally low

ered; he looked toward the earth for longer periods than toward the 

sky. Most of his looking up [at worldly matters] was by short, quick 
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glances [due to the depth ofhis contem 1 . 
p attve state and I k or keenness for worldly goods]. ac of greed 

He never allowed his companions to lk b . 
. . . wa eh1nd him 6 Wh 

met someone, he always 1mt1ated the gre t . · en he 
. . e Ings of peace (saliim). 

[Al-I:Iasan {!. contmued:] I said: Describ 1 • 
I. d e us speech to me He rep 1e : · 

God's Messenger ~ was constantly aware a d 
. n concerned [ over the 

welfare of others] and was m perpetual cont 1 . 
. emp atton. He had no 

idle time. He never spoke without rieed and h' . . 
• is periods of silence 

were lengthy. He began and ended his speaki'n · h th . 
g wit e ends of his 

blessed mouth.7 He spoke with few words th t 
. . . a encompassed vast 

meanmg, with clarity, truth, and exact precision h' h . . . ; 1s speec was 
never excessive, bonng, devmd of benefit or insuffi · t · · Id' , c1en m y1e mg 
benefit. 

He was of easy disposition, never rude or demeaning towards any

one. He venerated blessings, even if seemingly trivial. He never criti

cized anything [let alone a person]. He did not complain about food 
or drink nor praise it. 8 

If someone transgressed a divine mandate, nothing could restrain 

his anger until he rectified the wrong; yet he was never angered for 

his own right, nor did he seek to redress a personal affront. 

When he indicated something by gesture, he did so with his en

tire palm, and when he marveled at something, he turned his palm 

towards the sky [ otherwise maintaining a calm, composed demean

or] .9 When he spoke, he conjoined [and punctuated) his discourse 

by [gesturing with his hand,] striking his left palm with his right 

thumb.'0 

Ifangry at someone, he turned away from the person [without crit

icism, due to his profound clemency]. When joy befell him, he closed 

his eyes and lowered his gaze [ and his blessed head)." Most of his 

laughter was but smiling [without making noise], yet he would show 

his blessed teeth, which appeared like [exquisite] hailstones. 
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[Al
-H ~ continued:] I kept [this description] hidden fro 

asan ~ b 'Al- Ai. ti . rn 
[ . ounger brother] al-I;Iusayn . I~ or some time. Then 
fim~i I informed him of it, only to find he had beaten me t~ 
't~F y,he had asked [ our] father ['AH b. Abi Talib&!] about the 
1. or . d . 
way God's Messenger~ would enter, exit, an sit-and about his 
gatherings, his overall appearance, a~d the way he was with oth
ers-and [ our father] omitted no detail whatsoev~r: al-I:Iusayn ~ 
said, "I asked [ our] father about the way Gods Messenger tl 
would enter. He replied: 

His entering [the home] was for his personal needs [and to be with 
his family] and was with general divine permission. So, when he re

turned home, he divided his time into three portions: a portion for 

God, the exalted [in extra worship and devotion]; a portion for his 

family (to serve them with kindness and guidance]; and a portion for 

himself. Moreover, he divided his own portion between himself and 

the community, and the benefit he provided in that time would reach 

the general public [who could not attend] by means of the elect [who 

were able to attend, for they would convey to them what they learned 

from him]. He withheld nothing whatsoever from them. 

As for the portion he gave for the community (taken out of his 

personal portion], it was his custom to give people of virtue high

er priority with respect to meeting with community members in his 

home, for which he gave permission; he divided his time among 

them based on their level of piety. And among them were individuals 

with one need, and some with two, and some with many. So, he was 

preoccupied with helping them, and he directed them to that which 

would rectify their affairs, along with the affairs of the entire commu

nity, since he also asked about the needs of others [who were absent] 

and then informed those in attendance about what most fulfilled 

the needs of those who were absent. He said, "Let he who is pres

ent among you convey [ my counsel] to him who is absent. And all of 

you, convey to me any need of those unable to tell me of their needs, 

for indeed, whoever informs his leader of a need of someone who 
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himself cannot inform of it, God shall make fi . 
b 'd rm !us two feet [t 

afely cross the n ge over hell and enter p d' 0 

s . . ,, ara tse] on the Day of 
Ansing. 

Nothing but the likes of [what entailed hel • 
I. h · ping people, guiding 

them and fulfil mg t e1r needs] was mention d • h' 
' e m 1s presence· he 

would not accept from anyone [ anything] other than that. ' 

"['Ali.®-,] said (according to the narration of s fy- b 
, u an . Wakr 

(d. 247/861)], They entered as seekers (of help and w· d ] b 
d. h . ts om ut 

did not 1sperse ex~ept avmg tasted (prophetic wisdom and vir-

tue]; they left as guides-that is, people with sound unde t d-
1
. . , rs an 

ing of the re 1g1on. 

"I (al-I:Iusayn ~ then] said, 'So tell me of his exit· how did h 
behave when leaving ( the home]?' ("Ali~] replied: ' e 

God's Messenger~ refrained from speaking, except on matters that 

benefitted others. He bound hearts to him and to each other; he did 

not cause discord among them or drive them away from him. He hon

ored the noble and distinguished individuals among every people 

and gave them leadership over their people. He was cautious when 

dealing with people and safeguarded himself from them, yet with
out denying anyone his cheerful countenance and good character. He 

checked up on his companions and asked people about the welfare of 

those who were absent [ out of concern, in order to fulfill their needs]. 
He showed [with wisdom and moderation] the beauty and cor

rectness of what is good and the vileness and emptiness of what is 
evil. His behavior was always balanced and perfect, never extreme 
or inconsistent. He was never inattentive to others, out of concern 
that they might be inattentive or bored [with the guidance he taught 
them]. For every possible circumstance, he was already prepared and 
focused. He was never remiss with fulfilling rights nor excessive be
yond their due. Those nearest to him were the best of the community. 
The noblest of people, according to him, were those whose genuine 
concern [for God, for scripture, for the Messenger I!,, and for others] 
was most encompassing; the people of the highest rank, according to 
him, were those best at supporting and empowering others. 
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>11!, ) 'd "So I asked ['Ali ~ ] about his sitting 
Then [al-I:Iusayn ~ sa1 '. lied· 
and his behavior in gathermgs. He rep . 

. ..elc d'd not sit or stand, except with the remem-
God's Messenger ~ i . . 

d h lte
d He did not designate for himself a cer-

brance of Go , t e exa · . . . 
• · d fiorbade others from domg so. When he Jomed a 

tam place to sit an . 

h 
· h tat its end [or wherever he found space easily], and 

gat enng, e sa . 
he enjoined others to do the same. He gave every person m the gath-

ering his due, to the extent that everyone present did not thin~ a~y

one else was more special to the Prophet ~ - He was extraordmarily 

patient with whomever sat or stood with him to discuss a personal 

need, waiting until the one in need excused himself and left. He did 

not send back whomever asked him for help with a matter, without 

having fulfilled it or without offering some kind words of facilitation 

[and supplication]. 
His magnanimity and [loving] personality enveloped people, so he 

became for them like a true father, and they like relatives, all equiva

lent in receiving their due [ of his warmth and tenderness], differing 

in rank only by virtue of how well they conformed to the sacred law. 

His gathering was one of forbearance [with dignity and tranquility], 

modesty, patience, and safeguarding people's honor. Voices were not 

raised therein, and [because no one was spoken ill of,] the sanctity 

of others was not offended. The mistakes of people that may have 

occurred in his gatherings were not spread as rumors or gossip. They 

loved and cared for one another, based on devotion to God, the ex

alted, each attendee lowering himself in humility to the others. They 

honor~d the elders and were tender with the children. They aided 

those m need and showed mercy to strangers and travelers. 

T~ehn [ al-I:Iusayn ~ ] said, "So I asked ['Ali~] about his behavior 
wit others. He replied, 

God's Messenger b was alwa h k . ys c eerful, easygoing in temperament 
mee , and gentle with all. He was not mean ' 
hard-hearted H d'd . or rude, and he was not 

. e i not raise his voice or h [" d' 
guments] nor wa h d s out m isputes or ar-

' s e cru e or obscen H d"d e. e i not criticize [anyone 
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or anything], nor was he excessive in praise for any H 
. . . one. e pretended to not notice what he did not hke [ unless it was offi . 

one Jost hope m him. • • 12 ens1ve to God]. No 

He gave himselfno share in three [traits]· ostentati' 
· on, excess, and 

what did not concern or benefit him. And he completely shunned the 

mention of people in three ways: he never disparaged anyone, nev

er mentioned a shameful trait or fault of anyone's past, and never 

sought to expose anyone's private matters [ or even think badly of an

other]. He did not speak, except regarding that in which he hoped for 

a divine reward. When he spoke, the attendees lowered their heads 

in stillness, as if birds were perched upon them; only when he fell 

silent, did they speak to one another [ out of respect and veneration 

to him]. In his presence, they did not vie with one another to speak: 

if one of them spoke, the rest remained silent until [the companion 

or visitor] finished. The speech of the last of them was like that of 

the first of them [in enthusiasm toward the Prophet6t. and lack of 

boredom]. He laughed at what they laughed at, and he marveled at 

what they marveled at.13 He patiently bore the rude expressions [or 

crude behavior) of a stranger. He said, 'If you see a person in need 

seeking to fulfill it, then help him.' He did not seek [ or ac~ept) p~aise, 

except if moderate. He never interrupted someone speak'.ng until ~e 
done such that the person would interrupt it by endmg person was , fy" b 

or by getting up to leave. [This is the end ofthe_n_arration of Su an . 

Waki'. Another narrator had the following add1t10n.) 

Al). ] 'd 'What was his silence like?' ['Ali: .®.] "I [al-I:Iusayn Jlll, sai , 

replied: . 

[ aits). forbearance, caution [ ofharm-His silence was based on four tr · 
1 

· His delibera-
'b . and contemp ation. 

ful consequences]' deh erat10~, 1 and considering conse-
tion was in being fair'4 in listenm_g ttho peop ~asting and the ephemer-

. lation was m e ever 
quences. His contemp . ursuits of this world). 

. d deeds versus vam P 
al [that is, everlastmg goo . othing made him angry 

b · n his patience, son d 
He was given for earance I h' ti·on he was grante 

ti d him In is cau ' 
[for his own sake] or unset e . tan example· abandoning 
four [traits]: partaking of the good, to se ' 
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d I 
•t· exerting complete effort in thinking 

th too woul eave I ' 
evil, so o ers 't . and undertaking, for their sake, ev-

. for his communi y, . 
of solutions . idly and otherworldly tnumph. 

th. that ensured their wor ery mg 

d'th ofUmm Ma'bad ~ 
The Ha 1 alid ~- (d. S/6ig), a companion of God's 
J:Iubaysh b. Kh

1 
~that when God's Messenger ~-along 

M nger /!, re ates . h esse ' ,$,. Ab- Bakr's client 'Amir b. Fu ayrah t! 
with Abu Bakr J.!!I'• u , 11-h b U · I L and their desert guide Abd A a . rayq1t a - ay-
~: 41~

2
J\.1ecca and emigrated to Medina, they passed by the 

1 e fU Ma'bad al-Khuza'iyyah ~. who was a strong 
two tents o mm . 

Sh would sit outside the tent and give water and 
eldedrl[y wo~_an. ] eHence they asked her for meat and dates to 
foo to v1s1tors . , . 

h b t th Y 
did not acquire anythmg of that from her, for 

pure ase, u e . · h , 
the people of that area were indigent and m a famm:. T. ;n,?o: s 
Messenger fb saw a sheep at the side of the tent an sa1 , W at 

is this sheep, Umm Ma'bad?" . 
She replied, "It is a sheep whose strength has left her behind 

[ that is, it is emaciated]." 
He asked, "Does she have any milk?" 
She replied, "She is too emaciated for that." 
He asked, "Do you give me permission to milk her?" 
She said, "By my father and mother! If you see that she has any 

milk, please milk her." 
So, God's Messenger /b called for the sheep and wiped her ud

der with his hand, invoked the name of God, the exalted, and sup
plicated for the sheep ofUmm Ma'bad. Immediately, the sheep 
spread her legs wide and swelled with milk, so he called for a con
tainer that would suffice for the entire group, and milked into it a 
copious, flowing amount, until its splendor reached the top. Then 
he gave milk to Umm Ma'bad until her thirst was quenched, then 
to his companions until theirs was quenched, and the Prophet lb 
drank last, until all thirsts were fully quenched. Then he milked 
the sheep a second time; so much milk came forth that it gushed 
with a loud sound, until it filled the vessel. Then he left it with 
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her and took her pledge of faith d h 
journey]. 'an t ey all left [to resume the 

Only a short time passed before h h 
turned, driving some emaciated er usband, Abu Ma'bad re-

goats that s d ' and left, due to weakness for th . waye to the right 
h 

, e1r very marr 
Hence, w en Abu Ma'bad saw th 'lk ows were slight. 
he said, "Where, O Umm Ma'bad ~.;

1 
'he was amazed, and 

sheep are barren and without past~ 
1 

you get t~is from, for the 
house?" re, and there is no milk in the 

She replied, "No, by God exce t th t 
passed through. He was like s~ch-a!d- ah a truly blessed man 

He said "Desc 'b h' sue and such-and-such." 
. ' n e im to me, Umm Ma'bad." 

She said: 

I saw a man of manifest beauty and splendor w1'th d' f: . , a ra 1ant ace and 
~ac10us character. He was not flawed with a large belly or blemished 

with : smal~ head or thin frame. He was good-looking, altogether 

~eautiful, w1~ stunningly dark eyes [meaning the iris, surrounded by 

mtensely white sclera] and long, flowing eyelashes. He had a strong 

voice, and his neck was long. His beard was not thin or too Jong, but 

full and thick. His eyebrows were long and arched, and joined in the 

middle. 16 When he was silent, his demeanor was one of forbearance 

and dignity, and when he spoke, splendor ascended in him. From 

afar, he was the most beautiful and splendid of people, and when he 

was near, he was the most stunning. His speech was ever sweet: it 

was clear and succinct, neither too little nor excessive, and not vile, 

flawed, or false. It was as if his words were strung beads of a necklace 

that flowed out. 
He was of medium stature; no eye would find him distasteful be

cause of disproportionate height or belittle him for being short. [He 

was so pleasant to look at; he was] like a [tree) branch between two 

branches [Abu Bakr .rf:,, and 'Amir b. Fuhayrah .!!:,,): he was the most 

radiant of the three in looks and the most sublime of them in rank. 

He had companions who surrounded him; when he spoke, they lis

tened attentively, and when he commanded something, they raced to 
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b d and venerated [by them], and around him 
fulfill it. He was o eye . 

d 
d ever alert to serve; he was never despised and 

were they gathere an 
never deemed senile or unintelligent. 

ENDNOTES 

db l
_.,., b riinI inAI-Mu'jam al-kabir, al-HaythamI in Majma' al-zawa'id 

I Relate ya +a a - - . I h :~ b. ' ·• h -
b 

, 
1
.r. ••'d and al-Qiidi ' Iya<;l m A -S !.,a I ta Tl., • uquq al-Musta~ wa man a a -Jawa 1 , • • . . ~u. 

d
. fth's translation is based on the latter narration and its com 

Thewor mgo 1 • • 

mentary by Mullii 'AlI al-QiirI in his Sharb al-shifii. 

2 
That is, eminent in the eyes of people and magnificent in their hearts, 
or eminent in the sight of God and venerable in the eyes of creation. See 

al-QiirI, Sharb al-shife, 1:336. 

3 
Indicating his great status and dignity. See al-Qiiri, Sharb al-shife, r:336. 

4 
That is, upon seeing disobedience to the divine; hence, this description 
does not contradict the Prophet's statement "Do not get angry" (~al.ti~ 
al-Bukhari), which refers to doing so over worldly matters, for the sake of 

one's ego. See al-QarI, Sharb al-shifii, 1:336. 

5 In Arab custom, a moderately wide mouth was deemed handsome, and a 
narrow mouth was disliked, although the description could also be a met
aphor referring to the great eloquence of the Prophet /!s. See al-QiirI, Shar~ 

al-shifii, 1:337. 

6 This practice, along with the previous one of naturally looking downward, 
was out of his immense humility with his Lord. In addition, he would 
sometimes say to his companions while on a journey, "Leave what is be
hind me for the angels." Staying back also enabled him to be with the weak
er companions, who were slower, and also to tend to the needs of the whole 
group in general. See al-QarI, Sharb al-shifii , 1:340. 

7 That is, due to the width of his blessed mouth, a feature the Arabs deemed 
praiseworthy and handsome. See al-QiirI, Sharb al-shifii, 1:341. 

8 Mulla 'AH al-QarI comments, "That is, due to the purity of his vast heart 
from desire for other than his Lord, such that he not incline toward tak· 
ing pleasure in the enjoyment of this worldly life-or direct himself toward 
any selfish interest-and be incited thereby to praise food or complain 
about it. One of the early masters was asked, 'Why is it that the sermons of 
the early Muslims were effective, while those of the later Muslims do not 
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benefit?' He replied, 'The early Muslim sch 1 . b o ars were [ • , 
their audience was ut asleep while th I spmtually] alive and 

. . . . ' e ater Musli h , 
and their audience [spmtually] dead'" (Sh h 1 . m sc olars are asleep 

th h 
,tll. or a -shlfci l 3 ) , 

However, e Prop et ~ also said "Wh · ' : 42 
• 

th 
. f: ] h , oever does not th k 

pie [for e1r avors as not thanked God" (S . . an other peo-
which, thanking others for the food they unan al-Tirmidhi), in light of 

. prepare for one Id 
tion of gratitude towards the divine and h fu wou be a reflec-
the text above just mentioned "He ence Uy prophetic. Indeed as 

' venerated blessing . . , 
trivial." See al-Munawi, Fayd al-Qadir 6.

2 
s, even if seemingly 

· , · 97. 

9 Indicating both that the marvelous event is th 
hall 

e act of God alone a d th 
the events soon be "turned over" into e t' . . n at 

x mctton as is true ofall th. 
temporal and contingent. See al-Qari Sharh al h;i:;; ' mgs . , . -s ~a, 1:342. 

10 Such gesturmg by hand being customary in th t t ' £ . . a 1me or one who speaks of 
an important matter, as a means of emphasis b f • • . . , Y way o combmmg physi-
cal gesture wtth verbal speech, as if the speaker's enti'r b · d' . e emgwere 1rected 
to the affair at hand. See al-QarI, Shor~ a\-shlfci, r:342. 

n That is, out of humility before his Lord and as a manifestation of his dis
tance from prideful exuberance or greed for the cause of joy. See al-Qari, 
Shor~ al-shifa, 1:342. 

12 Or this could mean "He never made anyone despair ofhim"-that is, of his 
generosity and sublime nature. 

13 That is, so as to fulfill the right of keeping good company and to bring joy 
to their hearts. See al-QarI, Shar~ a\-shifii, r:350. 

14 As is the etiquette of a judge, to ensure fairness between people in a dispute 
and to equally lend an ear to all parties. See al-Qari, Shar~ al-shifii, 1:350. 

15 This hadith is related by al-TabaranI in Al-Mu'jam al-kabir and al-l:lakim 
in Al-Mustadrak. The latter deemed it rigorously authentic (~a~i~), and 
al-DhahabI concurred with that assessment in Al-Talkhi~. See al-Nisapu.ri, 

Al-Mustadrak 'ala al-~a~~ayn, 3:9. 

16 The earlier narration of Hind b. Abi Halah ~ mentions that his blessed 
eyebrows were not joined in the middle; Mulla 'Ali al-QarI suggests that ~e 
discrepancy between the two narrations is possibly due to the respec~ive 
distances of the onlookers from the Prophet I?,, for Hind ~ was relati~e
ly close, and Umm Ma'bad ~ was farther away. See al-QarI, Shar~ al-shifii , 

1:337. 
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Transliteration Key 

THE TRANSLITERATION CONVENTION throughout this 
book represents the Arabic script as follows: 

Consonants: 

.:, d u° Q .!l k 

y b ~ dh .b t J 

..::.., t .) 
.l:, ~ i m 

o th j z t. 
C 0 n 

( j lY' s t 9h 1" h 

[. IJ J, sh J f ) w 

t kh u"' ~ 0 q I.? y 

Vowels: 

Short vowels: .:. a !. u -::-

Long vowels: \.:. ii 
J ii '-F .r 

Dipthongs: ~ aw '-F ay 
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. . 1 isrenderedal-topreservetherepresent . 
Th defimte artic e d at1on 

e . . t as written not as pronounce , except Wh 
f the Arabic scrip ' d h Th ere o . d ressions are quote as sue . erefore h 

fully mflecte exp . . fu , as . 
. d red al-shams, unless it appears m a Uy inflect d 

shams is ren e . on such as wa sh-shamsi wa 4utaha. With e 
verbal express1 , . . d d out 
. . this written express10n 1s ren ere wa al-shams w 
mflecuon, a 

duhaha. d b fi l h l · · The ta' marbiitah is represent~ y a . na , un ess 1t ends the 

fi t term of an i4nfah construction, as m laylat al-qadr. Note that 
rs l . -c h fi . 

the ta' marbiitah in ahl al-sunnah wa a -Jama a , or mstance, is rep-
resented as an h because it is not the first term of an i4nfah con-

struction. 
Words that have entered the English language, such as "hadith," 

"fatwa," and "imam," are not transliterated or italicized unless 
rendered in formulaic Arabic expressions or idiomatic phrases. 

~ An invocation of God's blessings and peace upon the Prophet 
Mul).ammad: "May God's blessings and peace be upon him." 

~ An invocation of God's peace upon a prophet or angel: "May 
peace be upon him." 

~ An invocation of God's peace upon two prophets: "May peace 
be upon them." 

~ An invocation of God's peace upon three or more prophets: 
"May peace be upon them." 

~ An invocation of God's contentment with a male companion 
of the Prophet: "May God be pleased with him." 

~ An invocation of God's contentment with a female companion 
of the Prophet: "May God be pleased with her." 

~ An invocation of God's contentment with two companions of 
the Prophet: "May God be pleased with them." 

~ An invocation of God's contentment with three or more com
panions of the Prophet: "May God be pleased with them." 
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anathematization (takfir), 25 
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angels, 86, 133, 307, 309 33 
b · ' 1

• 432• Ga nel, 196; Munkar and Na ~ 
364 k1r, 

anger, 425, 429 
ansar, 210 

. Anscombe, G. E. M. [d. 2001] 
388 

Anselm, Saint (d. 1109], 419 ' 

anthropomorphism, ro, i6, 136, 
363; anthropomorphist(s), 
117-38, 146; mushabbihah, 40, 54, 
60,72,336 

antinomianism, 327; ofMurji'ites, 
17 

antinomies, 126, 408; of reason, 
404, 413. See also paradox(es) 

al-An~ari. Zakariyya [ d. 926/1520], 
222 

apodeictic proof/demonstration 
(burh<in), 129,363,367 

al-Aqta' , Abii al-Khayr [d. 347/958], 
207 

Aquinas, Thomas [d. 1274], 372,411 
Arising, Day of, 100, 268, 270, 354; 

restoration oflife on, 350 
Aristotle, 123, 372, 374-76, 379, 410, 

413 
A~af, story of, 208 
al-Ash'ari, Abii al-I:Iasan 'Ali 

[d. 324/936] , 22, 84,150, 259-60; 
Kitab al-ib<inah, 251-52 

al-Ash'ari, Abii Miisa, 150 
Ash'arI(s), 10, 19, 25, 27, 88; on act 

of creating, 86, 88, 153; on atoms/ 
particles, 127; on attributes of 
God, 62, 68, 86, 300; on divine 
threat, 329; on emanation/ 
philosophers, 304; 
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J(J·stence/nonexistence, 96, one 

302; on faith, 342, 344, 361; 
on free will, 259-60; on God, 

84, 247-48, 299, 300, 320; on 
intellect, 17, 336, 344; on kasb, 

238, 250-51; and Maturidis, 
differences and similarities, 

17-18, 26-27, 299-300, 308, 329; 
on messengers, 166, 195; on 
miracles, 198; on Mu'tazilites, 18; 
on Murji'ism, 327; on the name 
and named, 70; on particular 
will, 252-53; on prophets and 
sins, 205,300; on qaqii' and qadar, 
308-9; on receiving invitation 
to Islam, 332; on renewal of 
likenesses [atomistic ontology], 
254; on resemblance of two 
things, 144-45; school, 16-18, 
150, 361; on temporal knowledge, 
n3; on two opposites, 232; on 
wisdom and foolishness, 224 

Asiyah, 123 
Asma' [d. 73/692], 216 
al-'AsqaHi.nI, Ibn I:Iajar, 307 
assent [beliefin the heart] (ta~diq), 

312 
association (ta'alluq), 250-51 

astrologers, 48, 50, 54, 174 
atemporality, 5, 74, 76, n3, 369- 7o, 

405,419 
Athanasian creed (Quicunque uult), 

132 
atheism, 236, 262, 332, 350, 393, 

39g_99;dahriyyah,44 

A-theory, 412 
Atkins, Peter, 155 

atomism, 124-25; Sunni atomic 
theory, 127 

atoms. See particles 

attribute( s), 62, 74, 140, 141, 230, 
383, 395, 420; affirmative, 149, 
300; of creation, 62, 68, 76; 
existential (~ifah wujiidiyyah), 
123; of justice, 322; of a locus, 
78; particular and temporal, 
66; of power, 403; real, 139-40; 
of servant/human, 149, 238; of 
speech,78,404 

attributes [ of God/ divine], 23, 52, 
66,68,76,86,94,139-41,143-46, 
369, 395-96, 399; affirmative, 
149, 300, 400; ofaction and 
entity, fo, 153; as essential/ 
necessary,399-400,421;mercy 
and punishment, 257; negation/ 
denial of, 17; perfection, 62, 68, 
72; separable us. inseparable, 
140; as universal, 396, 399 

Augustine, Saint, 412 
Avicenna [Ibn Sina, d. 428/1037], 

11,25,374- 75,413 
al-Awzfi, 'Amr 'Abd al-Ral.imiin 

[d. 157/774], 142,344, 36o 
axioms, 38, n8, 371; metaphysical, 

382 

Badr, Day of, 174, 301 
al-Baghdiidi, 'Abd al-Qiihir 

[ d. 429,1037]: Al-Farq bayn al-jiraq, 

16 
al-Baja!I, al-I:Iusayn b. al-Fad! 

[ d. 282/895], 342, 357 
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a1-Bajt1ri, 362, 405 
Bani Ghassan, 207 
Bant1 J:Janifah, 174 
Bant1 Hashim, 184 
al-Baqillani, [al-Qac;li] Mul}.ammad 

b. al-Tayyib [ d. 403/1013], 27, 

150_51, 252-53, 260; on speech of 

God, 86 
Barr, Stephen M., 385, 398 
al-Ba~ri, al-J:lasan [d. 110/728], 156, 

312,328 
al-Bayac;li, Kamal al-Din 

[ d. 1097/1686]: Isharat al-maram, 
21-22 

al-Bayc;lawi [d. 719/1319], 127 
al-Bayhaqi [d. 458/1066], 142,301 
al-Bazdawi, Abu al-Yusr 

[d. 493/1099]: Kitab u~iil al-dfn, 15 
beatific vision, 100; ( ru'yah) of God, 

354 
beginning, 46; of universe/world, 

374-75 
beginningless: eternality, 387; 

past, 411; series of events, 372; 
universe/cosmos, 125, 159, 370, 
373, 400, 402, 410; without 
beginning (azalf), 280 

belief/believers, 170, 320, 328, 352; 
defined,344,346,348,360,362-
63; disobedient, 329; and grace 
of God, 282; and intercession, 
318; leader of(amfr al-mu'minfn), 
199, 219; in paradise, 314, 331; 
righteous, 197, 342; and sin/ 
sinful, 312, 327, 331; and vision of 
I seeing God, 96, 100, 157, 354. 
See also affirmation; faith 

benefit, 247-48, 304 307 42 ' • S-26, 
and harm, 162, 292; maslah h ' 

. . a '195 Bennett, Jonathan, 414 
Bible, 133-34 
Bilqis, 123 

al-Bistami, Abii Yazid [d. 26r/87 ) 
~8 4, 

blame(worthy), 164, 244 
body(ies), 44, 48, 54,102,127, 350· 

jism, pl. ajsam, 42 ' 

Bohm, David [d. 1992], and pilot 
wave theory, 385 

Balzano, Bernard [ d. 1848], 371 
book of deeds [ of each person], 

324,352 
bounty [of God], 32,180,220,282, 

284 
Brahmins (al-Barahimah), 38, n8, 

162 
bridge [ over the inferno], 352 
B-theory, 412 
Buddhism, n; al-Sumaniyyah, 38, 

n8, 162 
al-Bukhari [d. 256/870], II, 134,148 
burden, 299-300; physical vs. 

moral, 268-70 
Buyid dynasty, 12 
By!, John, 405, 411 

Caesar (Qay~ar), 176 
caliphate, 12, 186, 188, 213-14, 218; 

hadith on, 190 
caliphs, rightly guided, 186, 199, 

217 
Camel, Battle of[36/656], 217, 

218-19 
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l·cy(ies) 40, 226, 270. See also capac , 
ability(ies): human 

causal: act (sabab), 244; efficacy/ 
relationship (ta'th"ir), 129, 250-53, 

261, 264; nexus, 125; principle, 

382, 384, 386, 389, 415-16; series, 
two types of, 4n 

cause(s), 155,380, 418-20; 
atemporal, 393, 403; belongs 
to God, 129; causality, 125, 198, 
263, 382, 384, 386-87; coming 
into being without (re. Hume], 
388; efficient, 367, 382-83, 387, 
390,392-93,399,401-3,415,419; 
eternal, 392, 398, 403; first, 394, 
398; generating, vs. transporting 
[re. Hume], 388; independent, 
260; mechanical, 401; 
mutawallidiit, 286; natural, 262, 
308; necessary, 242; objection 
to I rejection of, 386, 389, 402; 
physical [re. Barr], 385; principle 
of causation, 383, 393; secondary, 
198, 263-65, 308, 387; theory of 
[re. Newton-Smith], 394 

Central Asia, u, 20 
Ceric, Mustafa, 14-15 
certitude, 3, 100, n7-18, 137; 

religious, 221 
change, 78,369, 378-82, 412,415; 

or separation, 140 
children, 331, 359; choice, 238, 259, 

26r, 276, 286, 292; and actions, 
264; vs. coercion, no; divine, 
103, 299, 306; as eternal [re. 
Karramiyyah}, 108; human, 255, 

259, 264; moral, 256; vs. will, 
274

_ 
See also free will; will 

Chosroes (Kisra], 174, 176 

Christ. See Jesus~ [Christ] 
Christianity, 8, n, 24, 48, 130, I4o; 

doctrine, 130, 132; al-Na~iirii, 43 
clarity, 100, 157, 420, 425; 

unambiguous (mu~kamah), 136. 
See also certitude 

Cleanthes (d. ca. 230 BCE], 397 
coeternals, multiple, 66 
coexistence: of opposites, 282, 322; 

peaceful, 2, 358-59 
command(s), 82, 84,301,314,350; 

divine/ of God, 96, 226, 232, 276; 
and prohibitions (from God), 
162, 301, 348. See also decree 

community, 426-27, 430; rulership 
of, 216; ummah, 312 

companions (of the Prophet 
Mu~ammad~), 182,190,219, 
221-22, 331; disputes between, 
213; generation following 
(tiibi'in), 182; moral integrity 
('adalah) of, 220 

completion, 260, 4n; and 
perfection (kamol), 327 

compound, vs. singular, 42 
compulsion, 259; and will, no 
concomitance, indication oflogical 

(daliilah 'aqliyyah iltiziimiyyah), 147 
confirmation, divine, n6-17 
connection, 94, 381; riibitah, 260; 

rabt, 129, 264 
consciousness/thought, 420; 

human,2 
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consensus,118-19,182,213,219; 
ijmii' ' 15, 17, 108, 188, 270, 362; of 
Sunni tradition Uamii'ah), 10 

contemplation, 425, 429 
contingency (imkiin), 5, 123-24, 127, 

303, 392; beings, 368; causes, 

419, 421; or possible existence 
Uii'iz al-wujiid or mumkin al-wujiid), 
393; temporal accidents, 149; 
universe, 382, 412 

continuity, 143, 226, 254; of ability, 
230; ofaccidents [i.e., lasting 
more than two moments], 46, 
124,226,228,249,254,305,362; 
and existence, 6, 145, 228; in 
existence, 381; of space, 380 

contradiction(s), 40,128,166, 
282,363,370-71,373,376, 
378,382,387-88,395,405-8, 
418; analytical, 378-79, 394; 
of Christians, 140; in God's 
proofs, 136-37; logical, 5, 248, 
390, 409; metaphysical, 402; 
of philosophers, 127; and the 
possible/impossible, 270; 
reconciling seeming, 8, 13; self
evident/evident, 155, 379, 391 

convention (wa4'), n7 
Copleston, Frederick [d. 1994], 384 
corporealism, 17, 19, 60, 137; 

mujassimah, 60 
correct (~a~i]:i) [position], 70, 242 
correspondence ( muqiiranah), 

250-51 
corruption, 131, 188, 2n; fasiq, 184, 

197 
cosmology, 390 

cosmos,42,135 154_55 ' . ' 159,406 See also under universe · 

co~ncil: !o~a~, 134; of six [i.e., 
Uthman, Ah b. AbiTalib, Ibn 

'Awf, Tall:iah, Zubayr, Sa'd], 188 
countenance [of God], 146 
covenant: political, i86, 210; 

primordial, 3 
Craig, William Lane, 369, 370_73, 

375-77, 400-401, 409, 412; 
on divisibility, 126; library 
metaphor, 406 

creation, 90, n3, 159, 238, 250, 336; 
of actions, 274, 290; divine/ of 
God, 242, 255, 303; ex nihilo, 125, 
303, 375, 389, 413; vs. kasb, 240, 
255-56, 26!; regular patterns of, 
305-6; as temporal, 153; of time, 
413 

creator/Creator, 50, 54, 88, 90, 132, 
242,302,336,346,39o;agency 
of a living, 383; attributes of, 
399-400; denial of, 50, go, 92, 94, 
no; divine/God as, 46, 234, 240, 
404; as eternal, 153; in eternity 
(khiiliqiyyah), 90; as necessarily 
existent, 50, 393-96, 419; 
negation of, 52; as one/ oneness 
of, 52, 397; power of, 146, 399; of 
the universe ex nihilo, 368 

creed, 23, 27, 137, 265, 320; of 
al-Nasafi, 19, 154, 204-5, 207, 
301, 363; 'aqidah, 6; Ash'arl, 27, 
302, 308, 329, 336; Athanasian 
(Quicunque vult), 132; Christian, 
133, 405; Maturidi, 308, 329; 
Muslim/Sunni, 6, 10, 13, 15-17, 
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23, 124, 159, 208, 306, 327, 405; 

tenets of, 126, 309, 373, 421; 
works/treatises on, II, 14 

destruction/ruin 16 d . . ' 4,359 

critical theory, 22 

d'Alembert, Jean [ d. 1783], 398 

al-Daraqutni ( d. 385/995], 214 
al-Dardir ( d. 1201/1786], 250, 261, 

416 
David ~ [Prophet], 178 

al-Daylami [d. 558/n62], 142 

death, 50,288; causing (imiitah), 86; 
questioning after, 350 

decision, 250; ~ukm [ of God), 288 
decree, 307; divine, contentment 

with (ri4ii bi al-qadar), 212; 

eternal, 262,290,307; qagii' [of 
God),272,288,290,292, 303_9_ 
See also fiat, divine 

Dedekind, Richard [ d. 1916), 371 
deduction, 9, 36r; of the KCA, 420; 

logical, 40, 338; rational, 395 
deeds, good, 429; immortal (biiqiyiit 

~iili~iit), 7 
deity, 131-32, 140 
deliberation, 429; metaphysical, 

400 
deliverance, 4. See also salvation 
demonstration, 131, 382; 

apodeictic (burhiin), 129,363, 
367; logical, 404; by one-to-one 
correspondence, 302, 370-71; 
philosophical, 4u; rational, 6 

denial, 38, 314; us. affirmation, 156 
dependence,362,394,397,400 
destiny, 307, 309 

etermm1sm, 259, 26!· 

intermediate Uabr m~tawassit) 

252; ofJabarites, 17, 226; takhs~s 
383,401 .. , 

devil(s), 142,174,197 

DeWeese, GarrettJ., 397,415 

al_-Dha~abi [d. 748/1348], 143,333 
d~alect1c(s), 3, 9, 16, 18, 21, 23 

dichotomy, 376; of creation/kasb 

256, 261. See also contradictio;(s); 
paradox( es) 

difference, categorical (tabiiyun), 
144-45 

dignity, 428; of the Prophet 
Mul).ammad ~ . 424, 431 

dimensions/dimensionality, 44, 
380 

I)irariyyah, 226 
directions/directionality, 54, 56, 

60, 96, 104, 106; ofbeing, u3; of 
succession, 380 

disbelief/disbelievers, 182, 188, 

459 

236,290,312,314,320,322, 324, 
336,344,348,352,360,364; 
children of, 331; as decreed 
by God (not His decree), 292; 
defined, 331-32; in the fire, 
331; on God pardoning, 318, 
320; and infallibility, 178, 204; 
and intercession, 318; kafir, 
197, 332; kufr, 18, 204, 331; and 
prophets, 204; re. secondary 
causation, 265; scriptural threats, 
punishment for, 316, 329, 332, 
340; seeking forgiveness for, 312; 
and universe without beginning, 
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123, 159, 303; willing/choosing, 

276,278,282,284,292,3o1 

discernment (firasah), 172, 423 
discrepancy, 136, 316. See also 

contradiction( s) 
diseases,284,292 
disobedience, 204, 252-53, 278, 

286,318,324,329,361,432;and 
divine command/will, 232, 249, 
290; and messengers/prophets, 
21, 178; and saints, 209 

dissimilarity, 76; from all things 
temporal, 400, 403; divine, from 
creation, 19 

distensive [re. Spitzer], 380 
distress/calamity, 197, 207, 265 
divinity, 5, 133-34, 140,282,397, 

403; absoluteness of, 255; of God, 
331, 350; metaphysical necessities 
of, 369 

divisibility, 56, 82, 126; potentially 
infinite, 126, 402 

dominion [of God], 131,306 
doubt, 82, 314, 348, 368; or error, 

344 
dreams, seeing God in, 158 
dualism (al-thanawiyyah), 44, 48, 

52,262,397 
al-DusiiqI [ d. 1230/1815], 140 

ease, 139, 278; and wealth, 137 
effect(s), 244,264,308,420 
Einstein, Albert [ d. 1955], 375, 379 
emanation, 196, 198, 304-5; 

natural, 263; theory (ijab dhafi), 

265; of things into concr t . e e 
existence ( wujiid 'aynij, 

308 
emigration (hijrah), 200, 21 . . . 4 
empmc1sm, 114 

emulation, 344, 346, 36i 
enablement [to do good] (tawfiq), 

129, 232, 249, 284 
end, 164, 196, 288; and beginnin 

. d' . g, 
374; m a 1rect10n, 56; division 
without, 126; of[one's] lifespan 
288; praiseworthy, 224, 247_48; ' 
and time, 377,381; of time, 203, 
332; without, 46, fo, 145, 372_73, 

393,400,403,406,421 
energy(ies), 421; /matter, 389-90, 

416; and motion, 379 
enormity(ies), 204,312,316,324, 

328-29, 332-33, 364. See also sin(s) 
entity(ies), 56,397,405; divine/ 

of God, 52, 58, 66, 68, 88, no, 
139-40, 395, 404; eternal/Eternal, 
5, 94, 367; mathematical, 
407-8; multiple, 140; non-, 
413; nonexistent, 302; possible 
(mumkin), 383; separate, 373; 
sharing between two, 240 

Epicurus [ d. 270 BCE], 398, 420 
epistemology, 4, 15, 19, n4 
equivalence, 143; of a whole to its 

part, 370 
esoterists, 62, 72, ro8, 184, 363; on 

realities [ re. tenets of faith], 352 
essence,48,52,102,383,403,419; 

of God, 222, 393-94; ofinfinite, 
378; of possibility, 396; /quiddity, 

342 
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. ation 259; reasoned (~ann), esurn ' 
190 

eternity, 4-5, 23-24, 56, 62, 74, 82, 
84,86,90,92,94,96,106,113, 
132, 141, 146-67, 300, 318, 377, 

392_93, 400,420; of the act of 

creating, 92; atemporal, 419; 
choice as (re. Karramiyyah], 108; 

of the Creator, 153,336,362,393, 
395; defined (as no beginning of 
existence), 44,387; divine power 
(qudrah qadimah) as, 250; forever, 
concept of, 379, 381; matter, 
123-24; multiplicity of, 139-40; 
necessary, 74, 144, 398; oneness 
of, 408; or temporal, 76, go, 159; 
qadim, 36, n3, 405, 415; time as, 
413; of the universe, 94,280,368; 
will as, 108, no, 159, 308 

event(s), 373,405; infinite past 
of, 372-73; temporal, 382, 387; 
uncaused, 385 

evidence, 182, 423; empirical 
(takriir), 129, 264; ofprophethood 
[of the Prophet Mu4ammad ~ ], 
117 

evil, 52, 278, 304, 309, 320, 427i 
abandoning, 429-30; creator of, 

48; eye ('ayn), 180; intention,. 
286; qub~, 292, 336; and suffermg, 
problem of, 256; ~ulmah, 48 

evolution, Darwinian, 22 
excess, 429; ghuluww, 142. See also 

extremism 
excluded middle, law of, 4, 128 

exegesis Qur'an· 
' IC, 7, 9, 12-13, '137, 

146, 151, 318; tafsir, 6, 14, 142, 
364; ta'wTI, 14 

existence, 2, 36, 46, 102, 144_
45

, 
228, 236,242,258,262,270, 
302,375,383;accordingto 
Ash'aris and Mu'tazilites, 302; 
and actions, 394; actual, 124, 

252,381,396,404-5,408,416; 
of actual infinity, 408; and/us. 
nonexistence, 230, 252, 416; 
beginning of, 387; concrete 
(wujiid 'ayni), 308; contingent or 
possible Uii'iz al-wujiid or mumkin 
al-wujiid), 393; continually 
maintaining, in every moment 
(imdad), 145-46; and continuity, 
6, 145, 228; continuity in, 381; 
of cosmos/universe, 94, 96, 132, 
272, 403; denial/affirmation of, 
331-32; divine/ of God, 3, 15, 
19,23,129,145,153,367-69, 
391- 92, 405- 6, 420; eternal, 
144-45; extra-mental, 115, 124, 
280, 406-7; as granted/ caused 
by God, 145, 152, 263, 396-97; 
hypostasis of[re. Christianity], 
140; of matter, 115; mawjiid, shay', 
72,143;necessary,24,143,398-
99, 403, 404; from nonexistence 
to, 257; or being (wujiid), 144, 

393, 399; of particles, 226; from 
possibility to, 258; possible, 
382, 394, 396-97; temporal, 
144-45, 382; oftime, 94, 375; of 
universals, 407; wajib al-wujiid, 
393; of world, 377 
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. t1'al (non-coincidence), eXIsten 
380-81 

. m relioious (.ghuluww), 25· extremis , e,· 

See also excess 

facticity, brute, 384, 402, 415 
faith, 23-24, 122, 208, 256, 284, 

300, 312, 314, 328, 431; and acts/ 

action/works, 327, 342, 346; 
blind/ leap of, 4, 391; crises of, 
22·defined,5,340,346,348;of 
di~believers, 276; and emulation, 

344, 361; essence of, 327, 340, 
342; of hypocrites, 344; 1man, 4, 
342,348; increase of, 346,362; 
and intellect, 336, 340; Islamic, 
3-4, 308; meaning of(ta~d1q), 
342; perfection of, 364; quiddity 

of, 327, 342; and submission, 3, 
336,348,350,362-63;truenessin 
(~idq), 256; validity of, 344, 361; as 
verbal affirmation, 312, 340, 344, 
346. See also belief; emulation 

fallacy, 372, 376; of composition, 
369; of the conclusion, 382; 
of confusing actual infinities 
with potential infinities, 402; 
of equivocation, 409, 416; of 
misplaced concreteness, 395; of 
Passing the Buck, 418 

al-FarharI, Mul:iammad b. 'Abd 
al-'Aziz [ d. 1239/1824): on 
ambiguous texts, 137; on 
companions, and disputes, 
213, 215, 218-19; on divine 
wisdom, 195-96; on emanation, 

304; on existence and 

nonexistence, 302; on faith and 
submission, 362; on free will 
and determinism, 259; on God's 
customary pattern/miracles, 

197-98; on philosophers, 123; 
on resemblance (between 

two things), 144; on sins, and 
enormities, 205 

Fatimah al-Zahra' (d. n/632), 190, 
214,220 

Fatimid dynasty, 12 

felicity, 162, 284, 348 

Feser, Edward, n4-15, 388 

fiat, divine, 4, 6, 125, 198, 254, 258, 
264, 387, 416. See also decree 

finitude, 4-5, 23, 56, 127, 381; 
beings, 368; distance, 376; of the 
universe, 125, 159 

fire,162,312,314,318,352; 
denizens of, 290, 352; dwelling 
in,316,318 

forgiveness, 312, 322; seeking, 318, 

324 
formalism, 407 
form(s), 54, 56; genus ofletters 

and, 76; morphe (Ar. ~iirah), 123 
forsaken (by the divine] (khidhldn), 

232,250 
fortune-tellers, 174; kihiinah, 197 
free will, 8, 251, 261; and belief, 

284; vs. determinism, 259; vs. 
predestination, 126. See also 
choice 

Frege, Gottlob [d. 1925), 371,412 
Fuc;layliyyah, 178 
future. See time 
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Gabriel [angel), 104, 148, 201 

gender, 1, 120, 122 
generosity, 316,433; of God, 282, 

329 
al-Ghazali, Abu I:Iamid 

[d. 505/nn), 22, 27, 157, 26r, 328, 

332,401 
Gibbon, Edward [d. 1794), 130 

gnosis, 364 
God,4,48,70,130,148, 166,282, 

306; as al-1:lakim (the all-wise), 
247; and creation, 48, 62, 305; 
customary/normal patterns 
of('iidah), 196-98; as eternally 
absolute (al-Samad), 6; grants/ 
causes to exist, 238, 26r; 
guidance/clarification of, 294; 
as Knowing ('iilim) and Living 
(~ayy), 72, 143; names of, 19, 
64, 68, 70, 141-44, 421; as one 
/ oneness of, 48, 66, 135, 212, 
263, 340, 408; and philosophers, 
308; and praise, 58, 60; and re
creation, 254; and tawfiq, 129, 
232, 257, 284; as timeless, 405; 
as transcendent, 56, 104. See 
also attributes (of God I divine); 
Creator; existence 

Goldstein, Rebecca, 418 
goodness, 52, 309, 427, 429i . 

enjoining, and forbidding evil, 

2n-12; and evil, 26, 195i ~usn, 

292, 336; niir, 48; value of, 395, 

4o3 
Gospels, 134 
government, legitimate, 209-10. 

See also rulership 

grace [of God] 8 
' 4, 2 2; and blessing 

(b~rakah), 307;fa41, 257; lutf, 178 
grat1_tude, 336,340,433 
gravity, law of, 390_91 
guidance, 2, 32, 282, 294, 426-27. 

See also misguidance 

habitual pattern (' iidah), 244. See 
also customary 

Hackett, Stuart [ d. 2012], 375 
al-l:laddad, 'Abd Allah b. 'AlawI 

[ d. n32/1721], 256 
Haddad, Gibril F., 120-21 
hadith, n, 42, 60, 68, 100, 120, 122, 

134, 142, 146, 172, 184, 186, 190, 
200-3,2oh210-11,220-21,234, 
258, 288, 292, 3or, 306-7, 309, 
320,327-31,342,350,364,430, 
432-33; of Gabriel, 309; People 
of, 232 

al-I;Iakim [d. 405/1014), 138 
al-I;Iakim al-Shahid, MuJ:iammad 

b. MuJ:iammad al-Marwazi 
[ d. 334/945], 336, 357 

[al-l;Iakim] al-Tirmidhi, 
MuJ:iammad b. 'AII [d. 320/932), 

158 
al-Halimi / al-l;Iusayn b. 

a·l-Hasan b. MuJ:iammad b. 
Haiim al-Bukhari al-Jurjani 
[d. 403/1012], 344,361 

Hanafi(s), 15; scholasticism, 12, 

19_20; school oflaw, 10, 17, 26; 
tradition, u, 14-15 

Hanbali(s), 10, 82,148; school of 
law,17 
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I:Ianbalism, 25, 146; pseudo-, 10, 

146 
Hankinson, RobertJ., 410 
hardship. See trial; tribulations 
al-I:Iarith b. Surayj [d. 128/746], 143 
al-I:Iasan b. 'Ali [d. 49/669], 220, 

423 
al-Hashimi, MuQammad 

[d. 1381/1961], u7, 247,264 
I:Iashwiyyah, 178 
Haught, John, 392 
Hawking, Stephen [ d. 2018], 

390-92 
hearing, 52, 151-52; as attribute of 

God, 62, 64, 72, 139-40, 153, 399, 
400,404; as one of five senses, 
36, 102, 119, 338 

heavens,131,135,149,336,367;The 
Prophet MuQammad's ascent 
to, 4; raising hands toward [in 
supplication], 60 

hell, 257, 373. See also fire 
Hellenism, 7 
help/helpers, 188, 207, 214- 16, 284; 

seeking divine, 304 
hereafter, 98, 363 
heresiography, 16 
heresy(ies)/heretics, 8- 9, 124, 

143,320,363- 64;absolute 
(il~ad ma~4), 354; bid'ah, 18, 138, 
264, 327; in Christianity, 130; 
mala~idah, 336, 363; mul~idah, 40 

hermeneutics, 15, 363; criterion, 137 
hesitation, 200, 314. See also doubt 
heterodox(y), 18, 213 
hierarchy, 24; Qur'anic, 122 

al-Hilali, Bishr b. al-Mu'tarnir 
[d. 210/825], 88, 90 154 8 
"lb . ' '2 2 30 HI ert, DaVId [ d. 1943] h, 4 

, 371; Ot I 
metaphor, 406, 408 e 

Hind b. Abi Halah [ d. 36/656], 
1 199, 423, 433 72' 

Hisham b. al-I:Iakam [d. ca. 
190/805], 54, 135 

Holy Spirit, 140 
Horn, Trent, 416 

I:Iubaysh b. Khalid [d. 8/629], 430 
I:Iudaybiyyah, 121 

human (beings]/ humanity, 22, 40, 
114, 140, 176, 180, 220-21, 226, 
256-57, 278, 296, 330, 336; faith 
and morality, 256-57; involuntary 
action, 258; and kasb, 240; power, 
258-59 

Hume, David [ d. 1776], 375, 386-
89, 391, 418; and imagination, 
402; and "stopper," 397-98 

humility, 428; with the Lord, 
432-33 

al-l:{usayn b. 'Ali [d. 61/680), 220, 
426-28 

hylomorphism, 123-25 
hypocrites, 312, 344 
hypostases, 52, 141; uqniim, pl. 

aqdnim, 48, 140 

Ibadites, 166 
Iblis, as a believer, 348 
Ibn 'Abbas [d. 68/688), 138,142, 

155-56 
Ibn [Abi] Dawiid [ d. 316/g29], 214 
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•b·a·in· Hiishiyat nasamiit Jbn ct\ I • . 

al-as~iir, 26 - . -
Jbn Abi Sharif, Kamal; Kttab 

a[-musiimarah, 26 
Ibn 'Atii' Allah [ d. 709/1309)' 145 
Jbn Dinar/ 'isa b. Di:nar 

[d. 212/827), 148 
Jbn Fuhayrah / '.Amir b. Fuhayrah 

[ d. 4/625), 430 
Jbn Fiirak / Mul:,iammad b. al-I:Iasan 

b. Fiirak [ d. 406/1015), 84, 150 
Jbn I:Ianbal. See Al:,imad b. ijanbal 
Jbn Khacj.rawayh / Al:,imad b. 

Khacj.rawayh [d. 240/854], 158 
Ibn Khaldun ( d. 808/1406]; The 

Muqaddimah, 16 
Ibn Maj ah ( d. 273/887] , n 
Ibn al-Mundhir ( d. 318/930], 138 
Ibn Sam'ani ( d. 5fo/n67], 142 
Ibn Sirin, Mul:,iammad [ d. no/730], 

158 
Ibn Surayj / Al:,imad b. 'Umar b. 

Surayj [d.306/918),232,254-55 
Ibn Taymiyyah, [TaqI al-Din 

Al;imad] [ d. 728/1328), 358 
Ibn 'Umar, 'Abd Allah [d. 73/692), 

156 
identity, 4; law of, 128 
idolatry, 6-7, 296, 332 
ignorance,265,272,304 
al-ljI, 'Acj.ud al-Din 'Abd al-Ral;iman 

b. Al;imad [d. 756/1355), 205,251 

illustration, 106, 407 
imagination, 106, 157, 388 
imams/imamates, 182, 184, 186, 

36o; and 'Ali:, 190; conditions of, 
184,210 

immutability (baqii'), 400 
impossibility, 4, 92, 123_29, 

145
, 

236,261,270,272,280,299-300, 

374, 396, 405; of actual infinities 
373, 405-6, 408; nonexistent 

, 

('adami), 123; logical, 236, 247, 

3oo, 363, 405, 410; metaphysical, 
128,132,136,166,304-5,376, 
420; rational, 128,363; of vision, 
98 

inability, 131, 236, 270; mental, 403 
inattention (sahwan), 205 
incapacity, 42, 74, 166, 230, 270 
inception, 145, 379, 382, 392-93; 

from a prior state, 416; of space 
and time, 401,413; of world, 375, 
413 

incorporeality, divine, 8 
increase: of faith, 346,348,362; 

metaphysical us. actual, 307 
incumbency, 282, 304-6; of faith, 

336, 340; upon God, 282, 304-5 
indivisible, 381; us. divisible, 127 
infallibility, 178, 184; prophetic, 

204-5, 300 
inference (istidlal), 38 
inferno Qahannam), 318. See also fire 
infinite regress, 5, 123-24, 128, 132, 

393,403, 411,421;ofcauses,367; 
of events in time, 372; of past 
time, 374; rejection of, 368; of 
temporal components, 380 

infinity, 5, 23, 42, 374, 376-79, 407-
12; actual, 370-71, 373, 376-77, 
379,382, 399,402,406,409,411, 
414; associations, 405-6, 408; 
defined, 405-6; divisibility, 126, 
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372; lacks a last member, 374; 
number of universes, 390; past 

time, 372, 377-79; perfection, 

395, 421; vs. potential, 371-73, 

377,381,406, 409-II, 414; 
series/ physical points, 126, 
372-73, 376-77, 409,414; set(s), 
370-71, 407, 410, 415; in space
time, 370; vs. temporality, 4; 
types of, 372, 376-77 

iniquity(ies), 257,312 
injustice, 224; ascription of, to 

God, 249, 276 
innovations, 8-10, 17; bid'ah, 10, 

320 
inquiry: rational/scientific, n4-15 
inquisition (mi~nah), 25, 148 
inspiration: sound (ilham ~a~t~), 162 
intellect(s), 3, 17, 23-24, 102, n4, 

120,166,254,336,338,340,344; 
capacity of, 40, 42, 162, 164, 340, 
352, 395; on good and evil, 195, 
306, 336; intermediary of, 336; 
people of/ those who possess, 
74, IOO, n8-20 

intention, 209, 221, 224, 244, 253, 
286, 292,294 

intercession( s), 15, 312, 318; 
greatest, and lesser, 331; primary 
and greatest (al-shafii'ah al-'u+ma 
fifa~I al-qa#'), 330 

intermediary, 36, no, 260; God's 
pardoning without, 318; and 
God's speech, 86, 152; of 
intellect, 336; states (~al, pl. 
a~wal), 252 

interpretation, 305- of amb' , iguous 
verses, 137-38; Copenhagen, 

c~usal, etc., 385; of faith [re. 

~1erkegaard), 3, 23; figurative us. 
literal, 363-64; of verses, 155_56 
278 ' 

interruption, 145-46; of God's 

norms/patterns, 4, n6, 125. See 
also miracles 

intuition(s), 364,418 
invention (ikhtira'), 152 

investigation, rational, 91 14-15 
invitation, 296; to Islam, 294 
al-IsfarayinI, Ibrahim b. 

Muhammad (d. 418/1027], 86, 
151, 260-61 

Islam, 23-24, 359; normative, and 
orthodoxy, 10; outside of(kufr), 
264; tenets/pillars of, 331-32 

Islamdom, 7-8, 12, 16, 19 
al-'IyaqI, Abu Na~r, n 

Jabarites, 9, 259 
Jackson, Sherman, 358 
Ja'far al-Sadiq [ d. 148/765], 215 
al-Ja'fi, Yazi:d b. Murrah, 142 
al-Jahi:? [d. 255/869], 263 
Jahm b. Safwan [d. 128/745], 72, 

143,340 
Jahmiyyah, 70, 143, 352 
Jerusalem, 215 
Jesus ~ [Christ], 123, 133-35, 140-

41, 240; miracles of, 4; status of, 

54,133 
jihad, 358 
jinn, 196, 198, 278 
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John, Gospel of, 134 

Ph~ [Prophet], 178 Jose - _ , _ 
al-Jubba'i, Abu Ah [d. 303/916], 

150,205 
al-Jubba'i, Abu Hashim 

[ d. 321/933], 36r 

Judaism, 8, II 54, 130, 133 
judgment, 127, 330; divine, 363; 

legal, 218-19; scholarly (ijtihiid), 
213,218 

Judgment Day, 256. See also Arising, 
Day of 

jurisprudence, 6, II, 17, 24,359 
al-Jutjani, al-Shanf [ d. 816/1413], 

205,209 

justice, 176, 224, 257; divine/ of 
God, 249, 251, 255, 282, 322; 
ta'dil, 224; tajwfr, 224 

justification, inductive [ re. 
Swinburne], 415 

al-Juwayni [Imam al-I:Iaramayn] 
[d. 478/1085], 27, 260-6r 

al-Juzjani, Abu Bakr, II 

Ka'bah, 60 
al-Ka'bI, 'Abd Allah b. AJ:tmad 

[a. 3191931), 288,306 
Ka'biyyah [sect), 3o6 _ 
al-KafawI, MaJ:tmiid b. Sul~yman 

[d. 990/1582): Katii'ib a' lam 
al-akhyiir minfuqahii' madhhab 
al-Nu'miin al-mukhtiir, 27 

6 404· kalam, 6, 12, 21, 14 '. cos~ological 
contemporary, 23, 6 

t (KCA), 129, 367,? 9, 
argumen o8· conclus10n of, 
382,394,399,4 ' 

397, 41~; major premise of, 402, 
419; m1nor premise of 372 

' ' 402; formal, 8, Io; tradition(al), II4 
4o4 ' 

I<.ant, Immanuel [ d. 1304], 
3
, 
377

, 

4°4, 413-14; and antithesis, 
4°0-401; first antinomy of pure 
reason, 376-77 

al-I<.ardari, Shams al-A'immah 
[ d. 642/I244], 20, 158 

I<.arramiyYah, 54, 66,226,340; on 
act of creating, 88, 90; on choice 
and will, 108; on imamate, 184; 
on the name, and named, 70 

kasb, 255; and creation, 238, 240, 
255-56, 26r; and voluntary 
actions/ will, 26-27, 238, 250-53, 
258-59 

al-Kawthari, Muhammad Zahid 
[ d. 1371/1952], 26, 210 

Khadijah bt. Khuwaylid [ d. 3 
BH/6r9], 121, 199, 220 

Khalid b. al-Walid [ d. 21/642], r82, 
199,206 

al-Kha~ib [al-Baghdadi] 
[d. 463/1072], 33° 

Khawarij/Kharijites, 8-9, 17-18, 25, 
166, 178, 336; on seeing God, 96; 
on sins/enormities, 180, 184, 312 

al-KhayalI [d. 861/1457], 204 
Kholeif, Fathalla [ d. 1434/2013], 

21, 31 . 
Khurasan [Eastern Persia], 12 
Kierkegaard, S~ren [ d. 1855], 3-4; 

on faith, 3, 23 ] 
. d. Abii Yiisuf [ d. 256/870 ' al-Km 1, 

374 

467 
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. - - Shah b. Shuja' [d. ca. 
aJ-Kirmam, 

300/912], 158 
knowledge, 12, 48, 86, 98, 106, 

157, 162, 164, 176, 236, 276, 367; 
acquired/ acquisition of, 36,_340; 
categorical/definitive/undeniable 
(' ilm qat'i), 38, 176, 331; complete 
and perfect, n6, 247, 259, 272; 
of cosmos, 392; divine/ of God, 
62,64,68,84,98,126,139-40, 
144,14h153, 274,301,307-8,363, 

395-96, 399-400, 403; eternal 
(qadim) vs. temporal (~iidith), 
36; and faith, 24, 340, 346; 
human, 74, 253-54; inferential 
(istidliili), 38; innate, 36, 196, 26r; 
Mu'tazilites on, 56, 74; from 
narrations, 36, n8; necessary, 36, 
38, n8; objects of divine, 405-6, 
408; revealed/sacred, 14-15, 20, 
190, 210; and science/scientific, 
n4-15, 404; self-evident, 38, n9, 
135, 198, 388; sources/means of, 
36,38,40,102,115-16,119,331; 
temporal, 36, n3; those firmly 
rooted in, 138; and (divine) will, 
50,52,94,259,261, 270,288 

Labid, 70 
al-Lamishi, 136-37, 143, 390, 392 
Last Day, 309. See also Arising, Day 

of 
law(s), 4- 6, 9-10; of excluded 

middle, 4, 128; hard natural, 
265,306; of identity, 4, 128; 

inheritance, 121; Islamic/sacred, 

6,42, 164, 208-9,212 332 
6 8 . ' '342, 

3 3, 42 ; oflog1c, 24; of nature 
115, 129, 197, 207, 264-65, of ' 

d
. . , non. 

contra 1ctwn, 128; physical 
8 f I · ,3 9; 

o p 1ys1cs, 4-5, 385; schools of 
17-18, 24 ' 

al-Laythi, 'Abd Allah b. Urayqit, 
430 

leadership, 210, 427; political, 182 
Leibniz, Gottfried [d. 1716], 

415; Leibnizian cosmological 
argument (LCA), 368 

Lennox, John C., 391,392 
Leslie, John A., 394 
letters, 86, 152; and forms, genus 

of, 76; Qur'anic, as temporal, 150 
life/living, 48, 50, 52, 140,153,367, 

403; as attribute of God, 62, 64, 
72,143-44,153,395-96,400; 
giving (i~yii'), 86; this (worldly), 
98,432 

lifespan(s), 288, 306-7; knowledge 
of, 307 

likeness, renewal of, 230, 254; 
replication of, 348, 362 

limitation, 396-97, 403; empirical, 
409-10 

literalism, 16, 348; vs. metaphor, 
48, 238; reading/interpretation, 
265, 363-64; realities, 352; sense/ 
meaning, 10, 58, 62, 64, 66, 80, 
121,136,154,238 

Locke, John [d. 1704], 384 
locus/loci [ or occasions], 78, 88, 

90, 92, no, 149, 152; of ability, 
232; of divine fiat/activity, 258, 
263, 416; of human power, 251; 
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II 68 108; of temporal 
maha , , 
thi~gs, 58, 78, 90: IO~ 

. 164 389-90; aqh, 304; logic, , 
validity of, n9 

2 8 134-35, 294, 428; for love, , , 
companions, 190, 220-21; 

of God, 1, 364 
Luke, Gospel of, 134 

lying, 322, 329 

macroevolution, n4 
magians (al-majiis) , 48 
magicians, 174 
maidens (~fir), 352 
Malebranche, Nicolas [d. 1715), 387 
Malik b. Anas b. Malik [ d. 179/795], 

344,360 
Maliki [school oflaw], 17 
Mamluks, 17-18 
al-Ma'mun [Abbasid caliph], 148 
Manichaeism, II 

Mark, Gospel of, 134 
martyrdom/martyrs, 130, 217, 219, 

331; of'Abd Allah b. RawaQah, 
201; ofal-I:Iakim al-Shahi:d, 357; 
of'Ali: b. Abi:Talib, 190,199,203; 
ofHind, 199; ofTalQah, 217; of 
'Uthman and 'Umar, 188, 203, 
216-17; al-Zubayr b. al-'Awwam, 

217 
Mary l@ (mother ofJesus], 54, 123, 

130; provision for, 208 
materialism, 385 
mathematics/mathematicians, 44, 

370, 334, 407; entities, 407-8; 
quantifiable, n5; reasoning, 371 

matter, 1~3-25; and energy, 389-90, 
416; eXIstence of, u 5; and form, 
123,125 

Matthew, Gospel of, 134 
al-Maturidi, Abii Man~iir 

[ d. 333/ 944]' IO-rs, 22, u3, 151, 
342; Kitiib al-taw~1d, 12-15, 19; 
Ta'wiliit ahl al-sunnah, 12-13 

Maturidis, IO, 15, 86, n3, 19s; on 
act of creating, 153, 155; on 'AH's 
caliphate, 219; and Ash'aris, 
similarities and differences, 17-
18, 26-2h 299-300, 308,329; on 
believers, 328,362; on burden(s), 
268, 299-300; on denial [of 
reality], n8-19; on disbelief, 320, 
322; on divine appearance, 155; 
on divine attributes, 68, 86, 98, 
274, 299-300; on divine threat, 
316, 329; on divine wisdom, 
248, 299; on faith/belief, 300, 
332, 338, 340; on God's pardon, 
320, 322; on human ability 
to act, 249-50, 253-54, 274; 
onincumbenc½304-5;on 
infallibility, 178; on kasb, 26- 27, 
250, 252-53; on messengers, 
195-96; on Murji'ism, 327; on 
the nonexistent (ma' diim), 280; 
on particular will, 252; on People 
ofTruth [Sunni orthodoxy], 129; 
on philosophers, u 8, 304, 308; 
on qaqii' and qadar, 309; school/ 
theology of, 16, 18-21, 261; on 
sense data, n6; on wisdom and 
foolishness, 224 

Maturi:dism, 10, 19, 25, 27 
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. (s) 129· metaphysical, 368 
maX1m,, d] 
McTaggart, John M. E. [ . 1925 , 

412 f 
Mecca, 215; Conque~t _o , 122 
median/middle [pos1t1on], 16-17, 

139, i46 
Medina, 215 
Mellor, D. H., 412 

mention (dhikr), 141 
mercy, 108,210; of God, 164, 

256-57 
message, 7, 23, 84, 197; denial of, 

314; proclaiming/conveying, 166, 
178; universality of, 176; veracity/ 
truthfulness of, 162, 172 

messengers, 152, 164, 166, 196, 309, 

331, 336. See also prophets 
metaphor, 48, 88, 135, 432; God 

interpreted as, 157; vs. literal, 48; 
usage,68,238,375 

metaphysics, 1-2, 4-5, 24, 116, 125, 
385, 389, 392; assumptions, 114; 
concepts, 404; consideration(s) 
( amr/umiir i'tibiiri), 124, 153-54, 
252-53, 303, 394; first principles, 
382, 405; necessary being, 
368; /rational possibility or 
impossibility, 128; traditional, 22, 

392 

miracle(s), 174,176,182, 197-98, 
264; defined [ as interruption 
in God's normal pattern], u6; 
mu'jizah, 38, 162, 166, 182, 197, 
204; of poisoned sheep, 202; 
prophetic, 170, 338, 344; saintly, 
182; of tree, and palm trunk, 

201-2; of'Umar [flowing ofth 
Nile], 180 e 

misguidance, 137-38, 274; creatin 
294,296 g, 

missionary (activity), 359 
Mlodinow, Leonard, 390 
moderation, 72, 142, 427 
modernity, 1, 23 

monotheism, 6, 8, 123, 140, 255, 

300; Abrahamic and primordial 
(millah ibriihimiyyah ~an!fiyyah), 
7; Islamic, 125; ofJesus, 132; of 
Jews, 133-34; unitarian, 133 

morality, 212, 220, 257, 265, 304, 
306, 327 

Morriston, Wes, 405, 4u 
Moses, 86, 178; miracles of, 4; 

request to see God, 96; and 
speech of God, 151-52 

motion, 374, 379-80, 410-n; 
measure of, 379, 381; paradoxes 
of[re.Zeno) ,376,402 

movement,46,68, 78, 102,149, 
228, 236; vs. what moves, 102 

M-theory, 390-91, 403 
Mu'awiyah b. Abi Sufyan 

[ d. 60/680], 184, 210, 213, 218 
[The Prophet) Mui)ammad b. 'Abd 

Allah I)., 4, 104, u7, 134, 148, 
284; burial of, 215; descriptions 
of, 174, 423-24, 426, 428; 
distorted depiction of, 332; 
eloquence/speech of, 427, 432; 
and intercession, 330- 31; life 
and teaching [re. women], 121; 
miracles of, n7; and praise, 429; 
saw his Lord, 156; those who 

47° 
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. d 01. traits/character of, 
env1e , 3 ' 

0 172, 174, 423, 425, 429, 431 
17 ' mad b. Ahi Bakr 

Muham 
[~ompanion), 218 . . 

multiple-chain transm1~s'.ons, 8 
incontestable (mutawatir), n7-1 , 

137 
multiplicity, 140, 142; of eternals, 

139_40; of His attributes, 8 

multiverse, 392, 404; theory, 

39o-9l 
al-MunawI, Mul).ammad 'Abd 

al-Ra'uf[d. 1031/1622), 309,330 
Muqanna'iyyah, 280 
murder, 94,288,318,328, 359 
Murji'ism/Murji'ites, 9, 17,312,327 
Musaylimah [the Liar), Abu 

Thuma.mah [d. 12/633), 168,197, 

199 
Muslim [author ofSal).Il).; d. 

261/874), II 

Muslims, 130, 329, 331, 362-63; 
early {sala.f) , 6-7, 16, 17, 60, 108, 
152; later {khala.f), 60; sinful, 327; 
thinkers/scholars, 8 

Mutarrifb. 'Abd Allah [d. 95/714), 
142 

Mu'tazilism/Mu'tazilites, 9, 16, 
18,25,42,68,139, 146, 15°, 

303; on accidents, 44; on act of 
creating, 88; on attributes, 86, 

138_40; on divine speech, 76; 
on divine will, 108, no, 272; on 
existence and nonexistence, 
302; on faith, 361; on free will, 
259; on God, 56, 62, 236, 322; on 
guidance, 294; on imamate, 184; 

on incumbency [upon God], 282, 

304-5; on intellect, 40, 336, 344; 

on intercession, 318; on lifespan, 
288; on miracles, 180, 198; on 

the name, and named, 70; on 

paradise, 352; on predestination, 
290; on prophets/messengers, 
180, 195, 205, 312; on provision, 
286; on resemblance, 74; on 
seeing God, 96, 157; on temporal 
knowledge, n3; on wisdom and 
foolishness, 224 

al-MutI'I, Mul).ammad Bakhit 

[ d. 1354/1935], 251-53 

Nagel, Thomas, 394, 395 
Najjariyyah, 54, 108; on seeing 

God, 96 
al-NakhshabI [d. 245/859), 222 
names, 70, 72, 141; divine/ of 

God, 19, 64, 68, 141-44, 421; and 
naming, 141-42 

narrations, 40, n6, n9, 156; denial 
of, n9, 320; true, 36, 38, 102 

al-Nasafi, Abu al-Barakat I:Iafi~ 
al-Din [d. 710/1310), 152,158, 
304,328 

al-Nasafi, Abu I:Iaf~ 'Umar b. 
Muhammad [d. 537/n42], 19, 

154; creed of, 154-55, 205, 207, 
301,363 

al-Nasafi, Abu al-Mu'In 
[ d. 508/n14], 15, 27, n3, n7-19~ 
144; Tab~irat al-adillahfi u~iil al-dm, 
15, 20, 27, n3 

al-Nasa'I [d. 303/915], n 
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Nasr b. SaYYiir [ d. 131/748], 143 
na~ralists, 48, 50, 54, 263 
natural selection, 114 
al-Nawawi, Mul,Iyi al-Din Yal,Iyii b. 

Sharaf, 156 
al-Na:i;:i;iim, Ibrahim b. Sayyiir 

al-Ba$ri [ d. 231/845], 242, 262 
Na:i;:i;amiYYah, 262 
necessary, n6, 128, 236, 396, 405; 

attributes, of eternal efficient 
cause, 367; being [an entity 
whose very essence is to exist], 
394; /eternal, 74, 144; logically, 
74, 247, 272, 369; metaphysically, 
145 

necessity, 4, 195-96, 259-6!; of 
the causal principle, 387; of a 
creator of past time, 378; of the 
divine (al-fagr ilii Alliih), 256; 
metaphysical/rational, 128, 198, 
306,369,393,395-96,398,420 

negation, 302-3 
Negus (Najiishi) [d. 9/630], 176,204 
Neoplatonism/Neoplatonists, 

123,159,304,308;conceptof 
emanation, 196; paradigm, 400; 
philosophy, 198 

Newtonian (model), 374-75, 401 
Newton-Smith, William, 394 
Night of Ascension, 100, 155-56 
Night of Power and Decree (lay lat 

al-gadr), 149 
Nile River, 206 
Noah~ [Prophet], 84; son of, 348 
nominalism, 407 
nonbeing, 145, 375, 396, 415 
noncombatants, 359 
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non-contradiction Jaw of 
nonexistence, 46 ;46 23 ' 4, 128 

' , o, 236 
270, 290, 301-3, 376, 383, 386, 
416; brought into existen ' 

ti 
ce, 257• 

can per orm no action 3 ' , 90-91• 
of the cosmos, 272; ma'dum 

52
' 

280; or nonbeing (' adam) ' ' 
, 145 

no~-Mu~lims, 332, 358-59. See also 
d1sbehef/disbelievers 

obedience, 178, 209, 232, 249, 253, 
3~4, ~12; vs. disobedience, 252 

obhgat10ns, 332; of faith, 338; 
logical/metaphysical, 304; moral, 
299,304 

occasionalism, 263; Sunni, 258, 387, 
415-16 

omnipotence, divine/ of God, 24, 
125,322,387,389-90,420 

oneness, 362; divine/ of God, 
48,66,135,212,263,340,408; 
unicity, and uniqueness, 397, 4oo 

ontology, 383; of human action, 15, 
249, 260; Sunni atomistic, 254 

opposites, 78, 232, 403, 420; 
coexistence of, 322; conjoining of 
two, 131; mutually exclusive, 236, 
282. See also contradiction(s) 

oppression, 278, 322 
order, 147, 150; of creation, 159; 

perfect, 308; of succession, time 
as, 375; temporal, II3 

origination: murydath, 56, 236, 272; 
temporal, 382, 390 

orthodoxy, 10, 16, 18-19, 24, 213 
outward meanings, 352,354 
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paganism, 13° 
paradise, 100, 162, 257, 312, 

316, 329-3~, 352; and hell, 
as everlastmg, 373; people/ 

inhabitants of, 314, 352; ten [who 
are] promised, 217 

paradox(es), 376,406; inbuilt, 8, 

13; of motion [re. Zeno], 376,402 
pardoning, 322, 329; divine, 316 
particles, 42, 44, 48, 54, 102, 228, 

384-86; /atoms, 127; combined 
or separated, 46; as finite and 
temporal, 124-25; indivisible, 42, 
124,254 

part(s), 324,373,375,406,410; 
and/or a whole, 106, 120, 128, 
147, 369-70, 382; of a body, 42; 
composite, 54, 76, 147, 405; I 
entity( ies), 397 

past. See time 
penalty: legal, 333 
People of the Book, 174, 346 
People ofTruth, 48, 76, 129, 136; on 

God's will, 108; on messengers, 
162; on seeing God, 96. See 
Sunnism, orthodoxy 

perception, 46, 102, 226; human, 
n4 

perfection(s), 52; attributes of,_62, 
68, 72; and completion (kamal), 

327· of divine knowledge/ 
' · h 6 of statements, 116; offa1t '3 4; 

God, are infinite, 395, 421 
. . 51 426 permission: d1vme, 2 ' 

Persia, 12, 174 
Philo ( d. ca. 50], 397 

Philoponus, John [d. 58o], 
374 

philosophers, 42, fo, 72, 103
1 198

, 

3°3, 305, 308; Arab Neoplatonist, 
123, 159; arguments of[re. 
bodies], 127; faliisifah, 304, 

3
o8; 

on free will, 260; on realities 
[re. tenets of faith], 352; on 
resurrection, 350 

physical: distance, 60; /empirical 

rulings (~ukm 'cidi), 129; gestures, 
433; realm (shcihid), 102 

physics, n5, 384-85, 390, 402 
piety, 122-23, 190, 207, 215, 256, 

328, 360, 426; filial, 288 
planets / planetary bodies, 54 
Plato, 413 
Platonism, 407 
plurality, 397. See also duality 
polemics, 14, 25 
politics, 1, 12, 212 
polytheism, 133, 342, 358 
positivism, logical, n4 
possibility(ies), 4, 123-24, 129, 

240, 371, 388; from, to existence, 
258; infinite, 408; logical, 100, 
131, 196, 208, 255, 270, 272i 

metaphysical, 42, 128, 135, 3°6, 
402_31 404; negation of, 98; of 
seeing/vision, 98, 102, 104 

possible, 128, 236, 396, 4o5; 
defined, 270; logically, 272, 
299,320,350,372-73,386,410; 
metaphysically, 129, 145, 3°2; 
rationally, 129, 248; /temporal, 
74,144,382 

postmodernity, 1, 22 
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potency, 226; divinely endowed 
(quwwah miida'ah), 264; and 

human agency, 249 
power, 52, 64, 126, 139-40, 144, 

153, 367, 395-96, 399; attributes 
of divine, 62, 124, 132, 396, 403; 
divine/ of God, no, 145, 240, 
250,255,259,261,282,305,308, 
397, 415; human, 238, 250; object 
of divine, 302; omnipotent, 234; 
one who is [powerful] (qadir), 90; 
qudrah, 90, 250, 400; toqah, 226; 
universal scope of God's, 131, 

255,263 
praiseworthy station (al-maqam 

al-mal:tmiid), 330 
prayer,60, 135,312 
precedent, 13,17-18 
predecessors, pious (salaj), 14, 60, 

138 
predestination, 8, 15, 259, 290; 

qadar,272,292,308-9 
prejudice, 40, 119. See also whims 
premises, 52, 119-20, 302, 379, 

389,392,404-5, 408,419; 
demonstrated as certain, 368; 
logical [impossible, necessary, 
possible], 164; major and minor, 
102,302-3,367-70,372,380,382, 
402, 416, 418-19 

preponderance, 383, 401, 415-16 
present. See time 
preserved tablet (lawl:t mal:tfii?), 76, 

149 
principle of sufficient reason 

(PSR), 368 
principles, 10, 128; first , 1, 17, 405 
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prohibitions, 82 226 
' ' 232,301 

332,350; of God 276 
3 8 

'3r4, 
' ' 4 · of violent revolt, 2u ' 

promise, 226, 316; divine/ ofG 
276, 314 od, 

proof(s), 4, 9; apodeictic (Ar. 

burhan), 129,367; for the creat1· 
f . on 

o past time, 379; definitive 
(l:tujjah qoti'ah), 186, 188; 
demonstrative, 386; of God's 
existence and attributes 15. 

logical, n6, 338, 340, 34~, ;6i; 
from motion, 4II; rational, i6s; 
of the truthfulness of the Prophet 
Mu):iammad I!, , 168 

prophecy, II6, 182, 196-97; of the 
Prophet Mu):iammad I},, 346 

prophethood, 168, 207; of the 
Prophet Muhammad It;,, 19, 
331-32 

prophet(s), 180,216,300,331; belief 
in, 198; and enormities, 204-5; 
foretelling of [ re. martyrdom], 
203; vs. saint, 182; stories of, 174; 
true vs. false, 166, 199. See also 
messengers 

prostration, 60, 232 
protection, 122, 206, 284, 304 
provision(s), from God, 135-36, 286 
punishment, 162, 256, 268, 270, 

292, 300, 316, 333; children, 
331; of denizens of the fire, 352; 
for disbelief, 340; fear of, 314; 
temporary, 329, 331 
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'tes 9 226, 234, 242; on Qadan , ' . . 
·al ofpredesunat1on, 17; on den1 . 

faith, 340; on free will, 259; on 

God's will, 272 

al-Rawandi, Abu al-l:lusayn 

AlJ.m_ad b. Yal).ya b. Isl)aq /Ibn 
al-Rawandi (d. 29819101, 88, 

90
, 

154,232 
al-Qacli 'Iyaq., 204-5 _ _ 
a\-Qalanisi, Al)mad b. lbralnm, 

232, 242, 254, 262 

al-Razi, Fakhr al-Din (d. 606112091 , 
21-22, 27, 127 

Qaramitah, 143 
Qiblah, 135; People ofF.e., 

Muslims 1,336, 344 
qualities, 292, 420-21; ascribed to 

an entity lma'no. qo.'im bi al-dhiit), 
149; inherent in action, 236 

quantum, 384-85; indeterminacy, 
22,402 

Quine, W. V. 0. ld. 20001, 412 
Qur'an, 17, 117, 168, 294, 300, 332, 

399; Book, 64, 68, 138, 212, 307, 
346; copy oflmu~~af), 80; as 
created, us. uncreated, 147-49; 
letters of, 82, 150; miracles in, 
208; nature of, 146; opposition 
to, 170; recitation of, 158; as a 
term, 148 

al-Qurashi, Ibn Abi al-Wafa.' 

ld. 775/13731, 13 
Quraysh (tribe 1,211,358 

Raghib, Mul).ammad Pasha 
(d. u76/17631: Al-Sa.finah, 22 

al-Razi, Yal).ya b. Mu'adh 
(d. 258/872), 209 

real, 1, 74, u5, 153, 302-3; God as, 
4, 260, 395; ontologically, 379; 
saintly miracles as, 207 

realism: epistemological, 2 
realitylies), 2-3, 80, 126, 384-85; 

absolute/ultimate, 125-26, 265; 
affirmed, 350, 354; denying, 
118; description of, 115; ~aqiqah, 
24, 126, 157; material, and 
immaterial, 157; objective [extra
mental1, meaning of, 258; re . . 
tenets of faith, 352; of things, 38, 
118 

realization, 6, 265 
reason, 4, 9, 15, 17, 23, 26, 390, 421; 

' aql, 18o; and belief, 300; pure, 

376 
reasoning,3,36,38,4o,lo4; 

circular, 132, 367, 393, 4o3; 
deductive, u 9-2o; independent, 

9; of one's intellect, 344 
rebellion, 8- 9, 2n 

Ramadan Effendi, 159 {.' 
· 8· of divinity i.e., 

rank, 331, 427-2 ' 

recitation (qirii'ah), 82, 149-5o 
recompense,270,318,320,322 
reductio ad absurdum argument, 

absolute dominion1, 131 
Rasmussen, Joshua, 397, ts 

. a11·sm 13-15, 27, 14 ration , 

52,367,370,393,4~o 
reductionism: esotenst, 363 
Reichenbach, Hans {.d. 1953}, 412 
rejection, 314, 368 
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relations, 153-54; among objects, 

375; as temporal, 159 
relativism, 2, n6, n8; moral, 22 
relativity, theory of[re. Einstein], 

375,379 
reliance [on God], 123; tawakkul, 

4,256 
religion, 2, 23, 363-64; authentic, 1, 

3, 5, 7; victory of, 172, 174 
remembrance [ of divine /God], 2, 

428 
repentance,7,312,329 
reports, single-chain (ii~iid), 

117, 176. See also narrations; 
transmission 

resemblance, 72, 74,144; of God, to 
creation, 60, 96, 143-44 

responsibility, 196, 226; of faith, 
270; legal, 126, 230; moral, 
126, 255, 261, 332, 336. See also 
obligations 

resurrection [of bodies/ bodily], 
124- 25, 350 

Resurrection Day, 352. See also 
Arising, Day of 

revelation, 17, 137, 151, 156, 174, 
178, 180,300,336,340,350; 
circumstance of, 318; dictates of 
(naql/sam'Jshar'), 13; explicit (waryy 
$01iry), 162; nag!, 149, 180 

reward, 162, 268, 292; for belief, 
340; of disobedient, 299-300 

righteousness, 6, 180, 190, 307 
rights, 121-22 
Rowe, William L. [ d. 2015), 415 
Rudolph, Ulrich, 14, 16 

rulings, 129; divine/ of God 
362; legal, 226, 336, 

3 0 ' 247, 
346, 348, 362 

4 
' 342, 

Ruqayyah [ daughter of the 
Mul:tammad Ill], 217 Prophet 

Russell, Bertrand [ d. 19 ] 
7° '371 

377, 384, 412, 414, 419 ' 
al-Rustughfani Abii al-H ' . asan 'Al" 

b. Sa'id [ d. 345/956)' 344, 36! I 

Saadia benJoseph [d. 942), 3 
I S-b- _ 74 

a - . a um, Niir al-Din Abii 

MuJ:tammad Al:imad b. Mahmud 
[d. 580/n84], 20-21, 135, 1~4, 
301; A1-Bidiiyahfi U$iil al-din, 19, 
21-22; Al-Kifiiyah.fi a1-hidiiyah 
.fi U$iil al-din, 21, 31-32, 86, 135, 
138, 186; Al-Muntaqii min 'ismat 
al-anbiyii', 21 · 

sacrifice, 4, 221 
Sa'd b. AbiWaqqii~ [d. 55/675], 188, 

217 
Sadr al-Shari'ah (d. 747/1346], 252 
Safavids, 25 
Safinah: and miracle, 207 
sainthood (wiliiyah), 134,207; 

saint(s), 182, 208-9, 222, 265, 
331; miracles of, 197, 207-8 

al-Sakhiiwi, MuJ:iammad b. 'Abd al
RaJ:imiin [d. 902/1497), 142,212 

Siilil:i b. Yal:iyii [d. 850/1446), 360 
al-Siilil:ii, al-I:Iusayn [al-I:Iasan?) 

[ d. 168/785), 340, 357 
Siilimiyyah, 280 
salvation, 3, 132, 332 
Samanid dynasty, 12-13 
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marqand, ll, 13 
Sa -ch Day of, 210, 213, 216 
saqna ' C d All-h b . hb zunaym b. Ab a . sariYa · 

Jabir(d. 30/650}, 180, 206 

n , 96 See also devil(s) Sata , ,. · 

~o~s, u8; metaphysically, 38
5
; 

pnnc1ples, u9, 128, 402 
self-manifestation (tajalli), 155 
self-sufficiency, 403; qiyiim bi 

a\-nafs, 400 
at-Sawi, Al).mad b. Mul).ammad 

[d. 1241/1825}, 208-9, 221, 361-62 
scholars, 331; early and later (sa\af 

and khalaj), 60, 136-37; shaykh, 

15-16, 20,338; of verification 
(mu~aqqiqiin), 137, 153 

scholasticism (Hanafi), 12, 19-20 
schools [ oflaw /jurisprudence 1, 

17-18, 24 
science, 391-92; limits/ 

assumptions of, n5-16; scientism, 
n4-16, 392 

scriptures, 13, 309; 
anthropomorphic reading 
of, 265; default reading of [ as 
literal], 363; revealed, 147, 399-
400, 404,421 

Scruton, Roger [d. 2020], 384,394 
sects: in Islam, 7-10, 13-14, 16-18. 

See also Khawarij, Mu'tazilism/ 
Mu'tazilites, Jahmiyyah, 
Ka'biyyah 

Seljuks, 16 

semantics, 18, 248, 261, 299, 308, 

395 
senses, 38, 40, 46, 102; five, u9; 

sound (~awiiss sa\imah), 36 
servant(s), 162,164,180,196,278, 

309; acquired knowledge created 
in, 36; on acts / actions of, 236, 
238, 242, 26r, 276; on agency of, 
226; and burdens/oppression, 
268, 278; and devotion to God, 
209; ear, eye, hand, and foot of 
[God's becoming], 134-35; God's 
speech to, 151; intention and 
choice / will of, 26r, 276, 286, 
292, 294, 296; and kasb, 238, 240, 
259; and knowledge of God's 
names, 64; lifespan of, 288; 
provisions for, 135; servitude, 
256; and vision of God [in sleep], 
106; and what is best for, 282, 
284,304 

seeing/sight, 98, 155, 338; as 
attribute of God, 52, 62, 64, 72, 
139-40, 153, 157, 399, 4oo, 4o4; 
condition for, 157; God, 96, 100• 
158; by God, 280, 282; as one of 
the five senses, 36, 102• 104• 106 

set theory, 371, 409; Cantorian, 
370,402 

al-Shafi'i, Mui).ammad b. Idris 
[d. 204/820), 17,184, 2n, 346; on 
faith, 348 

al-Shahrastani, Abu al-Fati). 
[d. 548/ns3): Al-Mital wa al-ni~al, 

self-contradicton, 391, 420 

self-evidence, 38, n 6, 123, 128• 
301,370,382-83,387-88,391; 
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86· on caliphate, 
, 184, l ' 

shia, 9, 25, e (rawaji4), 40, 54, 
215. extrem 

6 12
' ' G d 9 
6. on seeing O ' 

33 , . 2 331 
hortcommgs, 14 , 

s. Battle of, 218, 219 
~1ffi~, . . f divine speech, 80, . ificauon. o 
sign 'ng (dalalah), 80, 147 

152. ofmeam 
. ' . of the end of time, 

signs, 42, f e 
203; of messenger, 162; o tru 

prophecy, 196 

silence, 78, 425, 429 
5 sins, 178, 180, 184, 322, 327, 329. ee 

also enormity(ies) 
al-Siyalkuti, 'Abd al-I:Iakim 

[d. 1067'1657], 306 
skepticism, 22, 116, 118, 389; of 

causality, 387; modern, 375 
sleep: vs. wakefulness, 106 
smell, 36, 102 
Smith, Quentin, 372, 391, 394-95, 

409-10 
Solomon~ (Prophet], 123,178, 

180,208 
son/Son, 140; of God, 133; Jesus 

as, 48 
sophistry, 38, n8; 226; claims of, 

II7-18 
sorcery (si~r), 180, 197 
sound, 86, 152; and letters, 76, 78 
soundness: oflimbs and faculties 

(sallimat al-asbab wa al-alot), 249; 
logical ('aql), 149 

sources, 36, 38, 369; ofrulings, 17 
sovereignty [of God's will and 

omnipotent power J, 125 
space,46,58,379-81,413 

space-time, 375; continuum, 405, 

412; ontic, 127; spatial-temporal 

reality, 407; transcend(ing), 393 
specification (takh~i~), 108, 131-32 

speech, 80, 139-40, 152-53, 178, 

399, 429; changing of(tabaddul 

al-qawl), 316; divine/ of God, 62, 

76,80,82,84,86,146-48,150-

51, 300, 404; internal, 80, 147; 

kalam, 147, 400; of the Prophet 

Muhammad/}., 425, 431 

Spitze.r, Robert [ d. 2015), 378-79, 

409; definition of time, 381 

states, 36, 44, 54, 290; default 
ontological, 416; existential, 380; 
intermediate/intermediary (Qal, 

pl. aQwal), 252, 302 
static/tenseless/B-theory, 4u 

stillness, 46, 78, 102, 149, 236; with 
movement, 74 

strangers: and travelers, 428-29 
strength (quwwah), 226 
strife (fitnah), 2n 

al-Subki, Taj al-Din [d. 771/1370], 
18-19, 299 

submission, 350, 363; isliim, 3, 348 
substance(s), 44,127,140,234,369; 

and accidents, 42, 44, 46, 127-28, 
141, 234, 255, 272, 369; ' ayn, pl. 
a'yiin, 42;jawhar, 140 

success: divinely granted 

(muwajfaq), n7; and enablement 
to do good (tawfiq), 249 

suffering, worldly benefits of, 256. 
See also test( ing); trial 

Sufism (ta~awwu.t), 6; orders (turuq), 
25 
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fy-nb Wakr (d. 247/8611, 427 
Su a · 
sunnah, 9, 15, 17-18, 190, 332, 359, 

364; ah\ al-, io, 24, 108, 148, 299, 

Tall)ah b. 'Ubayd Allah (d. 361656), 
188, 217, 218-19 

taste, 36, 102 

361 . 
sunnism/Sunm(s), 12, 18, 124-25, 

temporality, 5, 54, 60, fa, 76, 82, 

86, 9o, 94, 127-28, 132, 139, 141, 
142-43,146-48,362,383,392, 
419-21, 396--g7, 403; ascribed 

139, 413; Iranian, 25; on doctrine 

ofkasb, 255; on governments, 

209; on messengers, 195; 
orthodoxy (ah\ a\-sunnah wa 

al-jama'ah), 10, 16, 24,108, 299, 

361; on reality of speech, 146; on 
speech of God, 84 

to the divine, 136, 139, 153, 263, 

265,394,405;defined,44,128; 

superstring (theory1, 22 

supplication,60,135,284,428; 
du'a', 307 

sustenance, 135, 153; giving (tariiq), 
86 

al-Suyu\i (d. 9n/15051, 258 
Swinburne,Richard,372,415 
syllogism, 131, 404 
synecdoche (majaz mursal), 120 

203 
al-Tabarani, 309 
al-Tabari lbn Jarir l d. 31o/923), 142 

. ) 

al-Taftazani, Sa' d al-Din, 9, 19, 
118,127,144,148, 155, 158-59, 
195, 205; on actual infi~ity, 408; 
on companions, and disputes, 

213; on divine attribut~s, 153; on 

of evil, 52; ~adith, n3, 248, 280, 
405, 415; human power (qudrah 
~adithah), 250; of movement and 
stillness, 46; order, n3; qualities/ 
indicators of, 56, 78; realm, 
406; and sight, 157; of universe/ 
cosmos,19,94,159,336,369-70 

tenets, 9-n; of faith, 125,346 
tense, 4n-12 
term(s)/terminology, 10; ' olam 

(universe), 404; Qur'an, 148; 
scientific, 392; shay', 143 

terrorism, 359 
test(ing), 268, 270 
text(s), 148; ambiguous 

(mutashobihot), 137-38 
al-Thawri, Sufyan / al-Thawri, 

Sufyan b. Sa'id ld, 161/778), 344, 

360 
theism, 4, 13, 22, 394-95, 418; God 

of,398 

f ith 364; on God's will, 159, 
a ' on 
61 301. on incumbency, 3o4; 

theology, 5-6, 9, 395; Christian, 24; 
classical Islamic, 22-23; 
discursive, 6, 27; /legal theory 
( u~itl), 11. See also kalam 

2 ' , • 8 . \es 19g. on necessity, 3 3i m1rac , , , -•·d 
on prophets, 204; Sharb al- aqa I 
a\-Nasa.ftyyah, 20, 22 

theory(ies): A- and B-, 4n-n; 
of emanation (Unb dhnti)' 265; 
of evolution lre. Darwin l' 22; 
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M·, 390711, 403; naturalistic, 

n4; ofNewton-Smith, 394; 
philosophical, 391; ofrelativi_ty 
[re. Einstein), 375,379; Sunni 
atomic, 127; superstring, 22 

theory of everything (TOE), 390 
Thomists, 372; cosmological 

argument (TCA), 368 
threat, 226, 316, 333; divine I of 

God, 276, 329 
throne, 54, 56, 58; ofBilqis [the 

Queen of Sheba], 180,208 
Thumiimah b. Ashras [d. 213/828], 

242,263 
time, II4, 124, 307, 373-75, 380-81, 

4n-13; of an action, 230; 
available, 409; beginning of, 
374-75; definition of, 378-81; 
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